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Abstrcd
This thesis aims to analyse social process in Fij~ with reference to Bourdieu, Giddens, Sahlins, Thomas and Toren.

We can find quite peculiar characteristics in phases of the distinction derived from a criterion of "urban I rural" in Fiji.
There is a considerable contrast in the standard ofliving, lifestyle, economic system, ritual institution and values between

wban and rural sphere. Taking account of the events in Waidracia village in Naitasiri Province and in Nasilai village in
Rewa Province, in which the author had conducted his fieldwork, the tradition in Fiji is examined The indigenous people,
encountering various kinds of"objects", ''ideas", "situations" and "acts", would objectify such circumstances in their own
practical senses to make practices. There could occur some deviations or differentiae in their practices. As a result, some
"objects", "ideas", "situations" and "acts" will persist, while others might be innovated. It depends on the interaction

among the agents' practices whether the tradition is persisted or innovated
Social process is understood as the accumula:tion ofthe agents' practices. The individual embodies various numbers
of"distinctions", which depend on his or her position in society. Distinction provides the individual with a certain habitus.
The individual as an independent agent chooses his or her own "pmposive acts", led by the "practical sense" derived from

habitus. On the other band, we can construct a conceptual idea of "sphere", in which certain "pmposiveness" is shared
Field research shows there is a common "spheric purposiveness" in a sphere, and the thesis examines how the forms ofthe
practices yielded by the individuals in the sphere converge. The particular tendency of practices will reflect on the
reproduction of individual habitus. Simultaneously, the individual habitus is also reproduced and transformed through the
interactions between practices in different spheres.
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Ch.1 The theme and the methodology of this thesis

11-1.

The subject of social c±larl;Je

1·1·1. Social theory in the history of anthropoJogy: society viewed as structure or p~
Since Emile Dwkheim defined the original concept of "society" with his particu1ar term "fuit social", some
anthropologists have approached the concept of society from the viewpoint that society is substantial. Alfred R
Radcliff-Brown considered society with particular reference to the framework of Durkheim. He attempted to bring
anthropology close to the methodology of natural science so as to allow general laws of social life to be discovered
Previously, anthropology bad relied too much on unscientific speculation For example, although James G Frazer
constructed a theoretical system concerning the evolution ofhwnan belief from magic to science, his interpretation relied
upon the comparison of data collected by untrained observers. According to Frazer, science is explained as a developed
fonn of magic through religion The same criticism can be made of Lewis Henry Mmgan's "Ancient Society". He

proposed seven stages ofhuman ethnical periods. But Adam Kuper points out:

... Morgan presented a fifteen-stage evolution [The Development of Family 1YJ>es] rather like a
magician drawing rabbits out of a hat. ..

[Kuper 1988: p.62]

As Kuper suggests, his method was not scientific. After such a history of unsound anthropological theories, we can

understand why Radcliffe-Brown attempted to raise anthropology to the level of scientific theozy. Almost all of his
concepts derive from the work ofDurkheim's view. Radcliffe-Brown regards society as if it substantially exists~ as if it
could be observed and therefore studied empirically. Moreover, in his view, society is organised in a similar way to a living
thing. The theory of society as an organism is based essentially upon the theory of Herbert Spencer. Radcliffe-Brown

considered society in terms of the relationship between its elements. Each part of society has its own ''fi.mction", which
contnbutes to maintain the totality. The relationships between these parts of society are reganled as the "social structure".
The condition in which each part plays its function so that society as a totality can exist while sustaining the social structure
1

is known as the "social process". In his theoretica.i framework, society exists as long as the social process is realised in the
nonna.l way.
We can categorise the approaches ofDurkheim and Radcliffe-Brown as attempts to grasp society through a "holistic
methodology". 1 According to their view, society is a substantial entity that realises certain stability. It is assumed that each
part of society plays its fimction well in order to keep its wholeness, and that the function is always goo:l for its totality? As

for the stable nature of society, Radcliffe-Brown posits the concept of "functional confonnity".3 If society becomes
unstable because of a malfunction, descnbed as "anomy" in Durkheim's argument, it is hypothesised that puts of society
will initially or naturnlly rectify such a ''wrong" state. That is why society is always potentially stable, as it can recover its

"proper" condition by means of what Radcliffe-Brown calls '1imctional conformity".
On the other hand, there is another view of society, which stresses, above all, the dynamic quality ofsociety. Ifsociety

is investigated, as Radcliffe-Brown did, by a certain scientific method quasi-similar to the method of naturnl science, it
might be possible that the theory explaining society could obtain a certain universality or generality. One might deal with
society as if one has made a scientific

experim~

because society has invariant attnbutes. However, it

must

be

sinmltaneously premised that society wii not change. In other words, society always maintains its substance in the
''normal" form.

Some anthropologists have criticised the viewpoint ofsocial stability.4 Raymond Firth attempted to supply adynamic
analysis of society, which was lacking in functionalism. Without abolishing the concept of"social structure" that renders

society consistent, he suggested the new concept of"social mganisation". According to Firth, social organisation is a :funn
ofsocial action. This means a form in which individuals make use ofgoo:ls, or in which services are allocated, for a certain
purpose. The individual makes strategic decisions. The social organisation is funned within the constiaints of the social
structure, but it is not necessarily static. Firth distinguishes "organisational change" :fium "structurnl change". The social

organisation is liable to change in association with the individual's choices in the relationship between the means and the

1

On the contrary, we can mise "atomistic methodology", in which the individual free from SJcietyis emphasised.

2 Robert Merton points out the concept of"dysfunction", which might lead society to be dissolved.

a See fRadcliff-Brown 1952: Chapter9].
4 For example, Edmund Leach was concerned with social dynamics. While Radcliffe-Brown claims that entire society can
maintain its structure by means of the functions of its elements, Leach stresses that society never maintains its homogeneity.

2

ends. Firth attempted to introduce a dynamic analysis into his theory by way of stressing that individuals' actions have the
probability of bringing about changes in society as a macro dimension. At this stage, the subject of "social change"
becomes crucial in anthropology.
The most extreme version of this approach was expressed in the work of Barth. Barth suggests distinguishing
"events" fi:om "acts". The fonner means the outward appearance of behaviour, or the objective and measurable data of
positivism. On the other band, the latter is concerned with the intended and interpreted meaning of that behaviour, or the
particular sets of beliefS and experiences. Barth seems to find it most essential for anthropological methodology, not to
"define" but to "discover'' as well as not to "assume" but to "descnbe".5 Taken to its extreme, this approach leads to an
"atomistic methodology", in which the individual is studied empirically but society is seen as insubstantial.

In this thesis, social change in Fiji is analysed However, its method should not be like the holism ofRadcliffe-Brown
or the atomism of Barth, which gives "absoluteness" to either the society or the individual. No society exists outside of
individuals. Nor does the individual exist independently of society. The individual is socially constituted as a person
embodying culturnl values and relying on social relationships. 11rus we treat the individual as an "agent'', taking the
approach of Giddens and Broudieu. Society is dynamic. And its process is made up ofthe interrelationship between the
individual's action and through their interaction with others. We should identify the mechanism, in analysing the social
process, in which the individual's action is reflected in the social dimension as well as the social norms being embodied in
the individual's mind. In this thesis, severnl concepts to support such an attempt will be shown. Regarding society as a
"process", we will descnbe several phases of social change in Fiji. In the next section, previous worl<s about Fiji will be
reviewed.

11-2. ThErres to l::e argued
1·2·1. Previous works about Fiji and the main theme of this thesis
The body of articles dealing with Fiji is roughly divided into the following three main categories: 1) By means ofthe
examination of political history in Fiji since colonisation, especially the history of Indian immigration, a school that seeks
to grasp the contemporary problem of ethnic relations between the Fijians and the Indians; 2) Beyond the traditional view

3

based upon dichotomies such as the governing I governed side, the side which imposes a culture I the side on which a
culture is imposed, or, the civilisation I the primitive, a school that seeks to clarify the "experience of colonisation" as an
interaction among various kinds of agents in particular historical contexts; and 3) With such key concepts as the
"reinterpretation of tradition" and the "objectification of culture", a tradition that explores how the traditional culture is
realised in a contemporary context, and how it is restructured in modernisation
In the first schoo~ the examination of ethnicity, the viewpoint of political history seems to be more apparent. Since
1879, about 60,000 Indian people had reached Fiji to work as indentured labourers in the sugar piantations. Approximately
40,000 of them chose to remain in Fiji even after the expity of their contract It was the policy of the British colonial
government to bring Indian people to Fiji as workers in the plantations. This policy detennined the current social condition
in Fij~ in which the Indians and the Fijians are the major components ofthe Fijian population In this kind of approoch to
Fijian studies, the historical process after colonisation is firstly considered, in which there had been much friction between
the Indians and the Fijians as to land tenure and civil liberties. The British government's policy privileged the Fijians.
Hence the laws established in the colonial era fullowed this policy. Since this ethnic problem grew out of a political aspoct
of British colonial policy, the investigation ofthe historical process after Fiji gained independence also takes this approach.
In other words, political rather than anthropological approoches are stressed when examining these ethnic problems. For

example, the fuct that an Indian prime minister was firstly installed, and that a coup took place, are usually dealt with as
political issues.
The second school is often called "Postcolonial Studies". In the history of anthropological theoxy, the process of

cu1turnl contact and cu1turnl change used to be discussed with reference to the concept of "aooili:mation". A dichotomy
between the primitive and the civilised was usually taken for granted in such ~ents. When one thought ofcolonialism,
which was frequently raised as an example of cultural contact, a series ofbroad dichotomies such as the colonising I the
colonised, the modernising I the modernised used to be premised. Less consideration was given to micmmalysis, such as
various individuals' reactions to the pr~ of cultural contact Interaction among individuals was reduced to a macro
concept ofacculturation In the argument ofacculturation, the "result" ofcultural change caused by cultural contact is seen
5 See

[Barth 1992: p.22 and 25].

4

as more or less predictable. Thus, it is principally concluded that the civilisation of the colonising side eliminates the
"primitive" culture.
Recently, anthropology and history have come closer to each other. An attempt to grasp the "experience of
colonialism" through the viewpoint ofthe agents living in that era appears in the analysis of cultural cbange.6 It aims to go
beyond the traditional dichotomies. It is significant for this attempt to comprehend the experience ofthe agents, who were
really living in that condition, in the context ofhistoriography. In the dimension of colonialism, the experience of both the
dominating and the dominated sides may be diverse. It is not enough, however, simply to draw attention to the variety of
experiences. Indeed, thinking of the very experience is significant. Besides, the meaning may be lost in the course of
generational change. Yet, without any direct experiences, the contemponuy condition of the world is never free from

"what was derived from colonialism". In some current problems such as economic development, ethnicity and
multi-culturalism, the colonial ideology and structure may exist with slightly reformed meanings. The "experience of
colonialism" keeps on being reproduced in other individuals' behaviour.
The third approach fucuses on the relation between modernisation and tradition. It could be right that, as the

'World-System Theoty" affirms, there are no more societies completely free from the capitalistic economy. Certainly, the
"primitive" society that was once the main object of anthropology has now disappeared. The wave of modernisation has
correspondingly become more and more powerful. Yet, it would be rather superficial to regard this tendency as a process
of assimilation. Even though the 'World-System" and the capitalistic economy expand to the periphery, the differentiae in
each cultural characteristic do not vanish. The tendency to look for the heterogeneity within a homogeneous system
(capitalism or market economy) is increasing, such as the rise of multi--culturalism or ethnicity.
In light ofthis, a movement to look for cultural identity becomes crucial. In other words, there is a tendency to search
for self-identity in the traditional culture that is apt to be reduced to modernity. In Fijian villages, the tmditional chiefS have
lost their religious powers. In the past, they possessed the spiritual power of mana. However, their power lessened as a
result of conversion to Christianity, which reduced the belief in mana, as well as because democrncy generates legal
6 The idea of "agent" can be understood as the individual with what provides him with causal interventions in the ongoing
process of events. We will discuss it with reference to Giddens and Bourdieu. See Chapter 2. Besides, this term will oo one of the

5

authorities through election. Under such circumstances, the traditional hierarchy in the village bas been transformed
Drinking yaqona bad the ritual function to make the chiefs gain the spiritual power of mana so that only the chiefS were
entitled to drink, but is the main ritual in Fijian villages even now. Of course, the process and significance ofthis ritual bas
changed. For example, in some villages women are now permitted to be present at the ritual although this was strictly
taboo' din earlier times. However, although lots ofgoods are now purchased in the Inalket, the yaqona consumed at rituals

is never purchased but always gifted. Thus, the tradition is being upheld in various ways even after modernisation, which

illustrates the manner in which a society may retain a distinct cultural identity despite modernisation.
On the other hand, it is also the fuel: that a new trend bas emerged in Fijian social otganisation. h used to be usual that

the Indians lived in towns, and the Fijians in villages. This was because of British colonial policy aimed at the ethnic
separation oflndians and Fijians. There bad been no chance fur either to meet with the other at all. However, their contact
has increased since the 1950's because members of both groups have moved to the urban areas. In 1959, a strike took

place in Suva, which was organised by both ethnic groups. Particularly in the case of white-collar workers, the solidarity
between the two groups was evident. Such a tendency had grown through a new lifestyle, sense, thought and belie( which
has been shared by all employed in this kind of occupation We will consider these people's behaviour later, comparing

urban with rural communities. Some urban residents are commoners fium Fijian villages, living in cities and highly
educated. Their lifestyle is quite new. They have their own houses in the suburbs. They go to their offices in the city in their
own cars. Their houses are purcbased through loans. This tendency may be the birth of a typical process of modernisation.
However, how do these people think of the village fium which they came? And, on the other band, how are they
considered by those in the village? To what extent do they respect traditional customs such as kerekere or yaqona
drinking? The problem of the reproduction and redefinition of tradition in modernisation becomes a subject of the
objectification of self-culture when considered from the point ofview ofthe agents in the culrure.
When we deal with the difference between gift exchange and market exchange, we can see a mixture of the

trnditional and the capitalistic systems in Fiji. For example, goods intended for gifts are frequently purchased in the rnruket

most significant concepts in this thesis. It will be analysed later in Chapter 7 that social change is explained in terms of what
practices the agent would make.
6

in advance. Goods obtained by market exchange are sometimes gifted in kerekere, which represents the most significant
virtue for Fijians, that is, generosity. Although hospitality is closely connected with generous gifts, the preparntion ofgoods
for gift exchange is often obtained by market exchange. There is a mixture ofboth exchange systems in Fiji. In addition,
such a connection between the traditional and the modern way is seen in the tourist industry in Fiji. Tourists are mainly
attracted by traditional practices. There are various kinds of'~ tradition" in Fiji developed as tourist attractions, which
used to be "real rituals". For example, tourists can visit a "custom village". They enjoy themselves experiencing;uqona
drinking, meke dancing, and eating traditional foods. Yet, the contents are made up of what is constructed as a show. In
what way can we grasp such phenomena with reference to the framework ofmodernisation and trndition?
Therefore, the main subject ofthis thesis will follow the next three points.
First, what kind of change has the influx of modernisation and globalisation brought to Fijian society? In a more
concrete sense, what kind of norms and standards has it brought? h is necessary to focus on the significance of
modernisation as a whole in association with colonialism, the 'World-System", and so on. Referring to Anthony Giddens
and Immanuel Wallerstein, I will attempt to grasp the implication of modernisation, focusing especially on the role of

agents. Also, we will find what modernisation concretely means in the Fijian social process in Chapter 5, 6 and 7.
Secondly this work will be concerned with the elements that have been brought to Fijian society through the contact
between heterogeneous elements, that is, traditional Fijian culture and modernity from the West. Both have different
systems of values. In this regard, the process should not be defined as a simple process of civilisation, which the rugument

of acculturation supposed. We shall examine how the agents "interpret", "objectifY' and "inCOipOrnte" the new
circumstmces in their own contexts, and how they "articulate" something novel and potentially inconsistent with their
7

own tradition Here the incorporation of new patterns of behaviour associated with the globalising market economy will

be analysed. The process of cultural articu1ation will be explored from the position that the "macro" culture is formed by
the translational reaction effected by the "micro" agents. This attempt will clarifY the heterogeneousness of each culture in
the assimilative action ofthe 'World-System". The way to objectify something is determined in a tJ:aditional context. The

7 Fijian tradition was always variable between islands, chiefdoms, coastnnterior, and so on. My theoretical approach is based
on the premise that there will always be variation between agents living in the same cultural tradition, which is one oommunity,
Waidracia.

7

process of incorporating something into the self-culture also needs to be examined How can the tmdition be redefined and
reproduced?
Lastly, through a process of cultural articulation, how have the agents' behaviour been transformed? Under the
stream of modernisation, the traditional village hierarchy seems dissolved and most traditional rituals seem reduced

On

the other hand, a "town" turns into a "city", and a new class appears. The new lifestyle appearing in the city is quite
different from any existing ones. In the city the opposition between the Indians and the Fijians seems to be vanishing. The
new system seems radically to change agent's behaviour. We have to investigate the re1ationship between the individual
agent and wideer social networks here. Broader changes at the macro level in Fijian society are beyond the control oflocal
agents, and implemented by colonial powers or multi-national corporations. Hence the social context for each form of
behaviour in each "dimension" is also trnnsformed8 For example, people in the wban areas now display a new form of
behaviour. At the same time, such changes at the macro level, such as the conversion to Christianity, the introduction of
democracy and the expansion of capitalism have transformed the traditional hierarchy in the villages; radically modifying
the milieu within which local agents organise their behaviour. Under such cimunstmces, how do individual agents in the
city and village choose to behave? We have to investigate the differences in the behaviour ofurbm and nual dwellers.
Taking account ofthese three subjects, the theme of "social change in tradition" will be considered In the following
chapter, anthropological theories that provide a theoretical perspective for analysing the subject of "social change", and
which have dealt with Fijian ethnography, will be examined Chapter 3 will give a rough sketch of Fijian history and the
state of contemporary Fiji. Then the general fe$lres oftwo Fijian villages, where the author conducted his fieldwork, will

be descnbed in Chapter 4. Both Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 will deal with what kinds of changes have been concretely
brought to Fiji and to these two villages in the light of modernisation Chapter 5 focuses on the economic affirirs, while the
latter chapter stresses the ritual activities. In Chapter 7, we will analyse the materials fi:om these fields again in association

with some critical concepts. Some concrete materials will be theoretically interpreted so that we can understand the
significance of the "social change in tradition". Finally, an evaluation ofthe originality of this thesis and some problems

s There are various kinds of "dimensions'' in social life. For example, one dimension can be given in Fijian social life with the
criterion of "urban I rural''. This matter will be analysed in Chapter 7 in association with the concept of "sphere".

8

that remain unsolved will be discussed in Chapter 8.

1·2·2. Methodology
methods

Field methods must include the study both of how urban and rural residents live and how they think oftheir lives in
the city and village. My main fieldwork was canied out in Waidracia village in Naitasiri Province for one year fium May
2002, and in Nasilai village in Rewa Province from March 2003, fur three months. While Waidracia provided me with the
opportunity to study a conservative lifestyle, life in Nasilai looked rather innovative because it is close to the capital city,

Suva. I did a fullow-up survey of several people in both villages who had lived in cities. I observed how rural villagers
were managing rituals and ceremonies in relation to urban residents. Simultaneously, I investigated how rural villagers
regarded the '\ubanised lifestyle" ofthe city in relation to their "traditional lifestyle" in the village. To what extent are the

urban resident's thoughts affecting the rurnl villager's way ofthinking?
In practical terms, the field methods were conducted through three means, interview, participation and questionnaire.

interviews

The field notes are based on the anthropologist's observation and the infonnation he gathered from many people in
the field He attempted to identify those infunnants who have a knowledge and sensibility ofthe culture. Interviews with
informants (i.e. indigenous instructors) can provide significant infonnation about the culture. He let the infonnant know
what kind of infonnation he needed, and how it would be described later. During his participant observation, he identified
topics that seemed important to understand the chamcterist.ics of his theme in the community, and he therefore selected
those topics to investigate further through interviews.
There are two sorts of interview: an informal interview and a fonnal interview. The anthropologist often gets much
infOrmation by accident by means of a good interview. On the other hand. when he attempts a fonnal interview, he
prepares a set of questions. In this case, he began with the most general issues. Then he particularised his questions, as he
discovered more about the infOrmant's knowledge. The questions were about what people do in that culture, in what way
they do it, and how they represent their activities.
Each culture has its own value system It would be diffi.cuh for the infonnant to directly express the abstiact concepts
9

hidden behind practical things. We should note that intangible qualities such as values couldn't usually be elicited t1rrough
formal interviews. The anthropologist needs first to watch and listen to people as they go about their lives, that is, to

engage in participant observation. Then, he attempts to discover what they think is important and in what way they judge
and evaluate people or events. After that, if certain subjects recur, he can ask more direct questions about them. The
anthropologist must therefore repeatedly switch between observation and questioning. By asking the same questions from
various viewpoints, he can explore the notions ofculture.

In the field, the author interviewed some good infonnants by speaking English When talking to people who were
not fluent in English, I asked one or more ofmy principal instrnctors to assist me Oripa, Waisea, and Mosese in Waidracia
often explained to the author about what he asked In Nasilai, Maraia and her son, Seru, seemed experienced in the
company of foreign people, because Nasilai had accepted tourist village tows fur many years. Sometimes the author went
to interview their relatives living in Suva, which provided some useful material fur his analysis of the social processes in
Fiji.
participant observation
The anthropologist is not only an observer who is independent ofthe people living in the field, but also a participant
in their activities. Avoiding ethn<H:entrism, he attempted to grasp a culture different from his own. While direct

questioning may only explore issues of concern to the researcher, simple observation and attending to issues raised by
villagers during their daily activities allow the researcher to discover issues that are important to them. Each culture bas to

be understood as a means by which people can adapt themselves to their particular circumstances. In order to understand
their culture, it is helpful fur the anthropologist to live in the field together with the people be is studying. Living with the
native people allows him to learn more about their particular circumstances.
That is why the author participated in the people's activities in

Fij~

such as gaining membership of voluntary

oigallisations, churches, meetings, and so on Materials gathered from such activities will be analysed later.
questionnaire
The questionnaire is a systematic method, which complements the participant observation carried out under more
subjective circumstances.
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When the anthropologist cannot make contact with all the relevant people in the field, the questionnaire method is
useful. A sample should be investigated first to test the questionnaire in advance. There are three major methods:
systematic sampling; stratified sampling and cluster sampling.

When drawing up the contents of questionnaire, it is necessruy that the anthropologist has complete trust in the
people, and that he thinks carefully what his important subject is. Examining these matters, he needs to get his ideas in
shape. The questions included in the questionnaire should be directly concerned with the subject ofthe study. It should be
ensured that his intention is represented in clear words, and that he takes account ofthe respondent's ability to answer. Too

many or too complicated questions may confuse the respondent. The questions should be continuously and logically
constructed, and aim to gather quantifiable data.
The anthropologist nrust take care that the privacy of the data is protected The answers obtained nrust not be

revealed except in statistical fonn. The respondents nrust remain anonymous.
The questionnaire was conducted in Waidracia, Nasilai, OISCA, and an apartment There were some common
questions in each questionnaire for the purpose of comparison. Other questions were added in accordance with the actual
conditions of each 0Ig3llisation. For example, some villagers in Nasilai were commuting to Suva whereas nobody in
Waidmcia was wOiking there. OISCAis a foundation where Fijians from various parts ofthe country learn funning skills.
In an apartment in Suva where the author was staying, some staffs were worlcing.9 They were all living in Suva. Therefore,

some particular questions were added so as to extract unique features according to their conditions. Some tables derived
from these questionnaires will be shown in appropriate sections in order to analyse some ofthe issues.
ethics

We can recognise two sorts of ethical issues in anthropological fieldwork: firstly, how the anthropologists as
investigators have relations with the community~ secondly, who has the right to write and declare culture.
The first point will occur in practical situations while 1he anthropologist lives in a certain community. He has to make

friendly relations with his informants (instructors). In a society in which gift exchange has important m~ningt;, he may

9 There are not any special reason to rome to be living in this apartment. Some staff in Elixir to whom I ronducted my
questionnaire are all Fijians worlringin Suva and living in their village. OISCAis akindofNGO organisation, run by a Japanese
association. In OISCA, there are lots of Fijians
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give special gifts to his infonnant Such mrusual gifts could JX>SSibly make the other members in the community jealous. If
the informant belongs to a particular group in the community, a kind of discord with other antagonistic groups could occur.
There are unique relations inside the community, which are caused by political, economic, relational and historical
processes. The anthropologist cannot evade such bonds during fieldwork. Some others antagonistic to his infonnant may
be an obstacle to his field research, or even tell lies. The infonnant/instructor himself may give biased infonnation against
other members of his community. Ifthe anthropologist is a young male, great care must be taken when he attempts to hold
interviews with young females in the community. As the field research requires that the anthropologist himself enters the
"living fubric" which consists of the human beings in that society, he must inevitably to some extent establish specific
relations with the community.
Besides, this issue goes beyond the inside of the community. It may happen that the indigenous people suspect the
anthropologist of being a tax collector when he asks questions about economic matters such as the income of the
household In a countiy with unstable political conditions, a direct question about the political hierarchy in the community
may cause some ideological problems. In Fij~ since there has been serious inter-ethnic friction between the Indians and the
Fijians, a careless attitude could have serious results. What should the anthropologist do when his infonnant expresses
strong views on political and ideological issues? The attitude ofhis informant may depend upon the anthropologist's reply

so that the informant could become an obstacle to his field research. Hence, the position ofthe anthropologist in the field is

quite delicate.
Nancy Scheper-lfughes has written on such ethical issues inherent in anthropological research. Traditionally, it is said
that the anthropologist in the field should conduct himself as a "spectator". She suggests that the anthropologist should

positively participate in events in the field as a "witness".

If it is to be in the nature of an ethical project, the work of anthropology requires a different set of
relationships. In minimalist terms this nright be described as the difference between the
anthropologist as spectator and the anthropologist as witness.

[ScheperHughes 1995: p.419]

During the rise of cultural relativism in anthropology, the anthropologist was required to be a neutral, unprejudiced,
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calm and distant observer in the field It was considered better for the anthropologist to objectively observe the events as if
he were invisible "aii'. In the field of ''living" society, however, various events can happen that may affect him.
Scheper-Hughes had an opportunity to meet three boys in a squatter camp near Cape Town, who were punished by the
community after they had thieved. They were injured, and one ofthe boys, Michae~ received a serious injury to his liver
during his punishment The members of the community however, fearing that the police would come to know of this

matter, left the boys with no treatment. The members thought that they should keep security and order in the community.
Being sorry for Michael's condition, Scheper-Hughes took the young man to her fiiend in the camp, who was a medical

student. This action, implying a definite participation in an event in the community, was a deviation fium the ordinary role
of the anthropologist in the field In :fuel:, she received a threatening telephone call later, saying that her safety in the
community would no longer be guarnnteed.
Scheper-Hughes suggests that anthropology today should be ethically reconsidered.

... the times and anthropology had changed It now seemed that there was little virtue to false
neutrality in the face of the broad political and moral dramas of life and death, good and evil ... What
makes anthropology and anthropologists exempt from human responsibility to take an ethical (and
even a politicaD stand on the working out of historical events as we are privileged to witness them?
[ScheperHughes 1995: p.411]

The anthropologist is, needless to say, a human being. Is the correct attitude that the anthropologist disregards his
responsibility as a human being, and is it really right that he calmly makes his field notes in a miserable situation? The
stand ofthe anthropologist, by nature, tends to give him more opportunities to come across vivid events in the community.
h would possibly happen that he must judge the m~ of the events, not as an anthropologist diminishing his being

like "aii', but as a '\vann-blooded" human being. Scheper-Hughes claims that:

Anthropologists who are privileged to witness human events close up and over time, who are privy to
community secrets that are generally hidden from the view of outsiders or from historical S!l'Utiny
until much later ... have, I believe, an ethical obligation to identify the ills in a spirit of solidarity.
[ScheperHughes 1995: pp.418·419]
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According to her, the anthropologist should participate in human events in the field:

I still believe that we are best doing what we do best as ethnographers, as natural historians of people
until very recently thought to have no history. And so I think of some of my anthropological subjects ...
for whom anthropo]ogy is not a hastile gaze but rather an opportunity for self·expre$ion. Seeing,
listening, touching, reooromg can be, if done with care and sensitivity, acts of solidarity. . . . Not to look,
not to touch, not to reoord can be the hostile act, an act of indifference and of turning away.
[ScheperHughes 1995: p.418]

This implies an ethical issue.

Contrary to the trnditional

role of the anthropologist as an objective "spectator", she

suggests the role as a participating "witness". The ethics she posits are as follows:

Here I will tentatively and hesitantly suggest that responsibility, acxx>untability, answerability to the

other- the ethical as I would define it- is precultural to the extent that our human existence as social
beings presupposes the presence of the other.
[ScheperHughes 1995: p.419]

Certainly, situations may arise in which the anthropologist must give priority to human ethics over merely observing
the event. He may be caught in a dilennna. It is much the same as when a press photogrnpher, infiltrating a battlefield and
attempting to take decisive photos, but does not care for the injured, is criticised Yet, the anthropologist may be involved

in some discord within the community so that he eventually finds it impossible to continue his research accurately, if he
positively participates in human events as Scheper-Hughes suggests. Apart from in extraoniimuy situations such as where
a man is about to die in front of him, it may be better for the anthropologist in the field to keep a certain objective stance
towards ideological, political, racial issues, and so on. In researching the field, it is important that he observes the

community sufficiently in advance, that he takes great care when questioning about delicate matters, and that he keeps the
gathered infonnation confidential.
The second point is concerned not with the practical matters in the field but with the position that should be taken in
publishing the data. Who has a right to state the culture? Recently, the term ''Subaltern" has been rugued in the territory of
anthropology and cultural studies. 10 A "Subaltern" can be defined as a being that lives in subordinate situations caused by
10 See

[Spivak 1996].
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class, age, gender, race and ethnicity. Since anthropology has been concerned with ''representing the others", it cannot be
indifferent to the fuel: that knowledge has power. The creation and being of ''Subaltern" are closely connected to the
consequences and the contnbutions which anthropology has brought about In other words, "Subaltern" status results in
practice from knowledge conceptualised through anthropological works. Anthropologists in the past reported on
"primitive society'' under the slogan of "from the viewpoint of indigenous people". Nowadays, however, this kind of
slogan is criticised by the indigenous people as the "neo-<:<>lonialism". In the South Pacific islands such as Vanuatu, there is
now a movement to reinterpret their own customs through the term kastom. In their opinion, the word "custom" represents
what has been introduced from the West. The movement emphasises that they have had their own culture, and even that
they have incorporated things brought from the West into their own culture as akastom. 11 Indigenous people no longer live

in subordinate situations. They themselves are beginning to represent their own state. Under such circumstances, the

responsibility ofanthropology and anthropologists is changing. The anthropologist's analysis becomes a means that could
determine what a culture is rather than descnbe it in a detached fushion

u This raises an interesting question. Anthropologists have noted that some indigenous people have taken over the ooncept ci.
"culture" from anthropology, and turned it into a political term in their campaigns against assimilation. See [Hams 1996]. During
the author's fieldwork in Fiji, however, the Fijians did not seem to use the term kastom.
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Ch.2 Theoretical background -social change and ethnography in Fiji
My aim in this chapter is to establish the theoretical basis for my analysis of continuity and change in contemporary
life in Fiji. I shall review anthropological ideas concerning social processes, and explain why I find Pierre Bourdieu's
concept of "habitus" the most useful. Firth pioneered the approach I shall propose. He discusses the matter of social
change in association with the relationship between society and individual. Firth advocated the concept of "social
organisation", to descnbe how the individual, regulated by a certain social norm, acts autonomously for a goo! set in light
of the relationship between means and ends. The individual's autonomy means that organisational change might take
place. Olganisational change has the possibility to create structural change. Fredrik Barth, taking account of social
organisational theory, analyses monetary exchange and non-monetary exchange with his original tenn, "sphere". In this
thesis, we will use the term, "sphere" with reference to Firth's concept, "social standard". Although Barth gives us a hint as
to the idea of sphere, the usage ofthis word in this thesis, therefore, does not necessarily correspond to Barth's intention.

Among the anthropologists who have w01ked in Fij~ Marshall Sahlins and Nicholas Thomas, although holding

rather contrastive views on the social structure, seem to share similar ideas. Especially, they emphasise that tradition is
generated by the independent agent. Christina Toren also stresses that the tradition or history that is innnanent in the mind,
is constituted in action. Christina Toren also stresses that the tradition or history that is immanent in the mind, is
constituted in action. For example, she wrttes as follows:

Mind is a function of the whole person constituted over time in inter-subjective relations with others' in
the environing world
['Ibren 1999a: p.l2]

The body is what represents the tradition or history of the mind. Thus the arguments of these three anthropologists

will be applied to this thesis in order to understand the concept ofagent.
It may be agreed that the 'World-System Theory'' postulated by Wallerstein and Eric R Wolfviews world capitalism

expanding to the periphery. Certainly, the Fijian economy is involved in the capitalistic economic system. However, we
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will not agree with 1he view that every peripheral system is forced to be assimilated into the 'World-8ystem". Tradition is
reproduced by 1he agent Although 1he world capitalistic system may penneate 1he periphery, including Fij~ the agent must
objectify the circumstances in his own context, a point that seems Jacking in the 'World-8ystem Theory".
The concept of "strategy'' posited by Giddens will be effective in considering the motivation and the rational ends

underlying 1he individual's activities. The individual is aware of his social role as well as those of other's. Each individual
independently takes, or, attempts to take, ''expected" actions in association with their relationships with others. The pattern
of each individual's activities takes a certain fonn, in other words, reveals a ''habitus". Bourdieu's term, habitus, will be a

key concept in 1his 1hesis. The habitus also links the individual and 1he society. The agent's behaviour led by the individual
habitus reproduces the tradition, which, in a collective sense, will provide a certain series of norms. For example, although
circumstances are changing, the land tenure system in Fij~ which sustains the Fijian traditional values in its collective
dimension, remains unchanged As long as this reproductive structure in Fiji is retained, 1he traditional values may be kept
so that 1he individual agent's strategy may also persist.

This chapter aims at elaborating upon some theoretical and conceptual implications on which this thesis will be based
Bourdieu's ''habitus" will give us a clue as to how to discuss the matter of social change from both the micro and macro
viewpoints, without depending on 1he classical dichotomy of atomism and holism. In addition, we will critically review
the ru:guments ofSahlins, Thomas and Toren in 1he context ofthe claim that the independent agent's behaviour generates

culture, funns history, and constitutes tradition.

I 2-1. How tl"e subject of "social dlan;re'' has teen argued in anthrq:ological t:hoories
2·1·1. The oonoopt of mal change
basic ideas in Firth's, Sahlins' and Thomas' arguments

In current anthropology, the subject of "culture change" or "social change" itself no longer has any special
significance. In other words, it is naturally supposed that a culture as well as society changes. Under the circumstances of
postmodernism or cultural relativism, it comes to be taken for granted that each culture has its own system of meanings
and its own way of development.
fu the middle of 1he 20fr1 century, Firth drew attention to the dynamism of society with two 1heoretical concepts,
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"social organisation" and "social structure". At that time, the tenn "acculturation" had been advocated in some
anthropological groups when discussing social change. Firth explains thus:

When people hitherto primitive take to using steel axes, wear ootton clothing, write letters and read
newspapers, grow cocoa, rubber, or ground-nuts for sale, and spend the proooeds on a bicycle or a
gramophone, they [anthropologists] must think and act very differently from before. The
anthropologist has had to study the new mal relations. Thrms such as "culture·oontact" and
"acculturation'' were introduced to express the way in which new patterns of behaviour or types of
relationship were acquired and inoorporated into a primitive system.
[Firth 1961: p.81]

Criticising the idea of ''acculturntion", he posits another concept, "inculturati.on", in order to stress the independent
behaviour of an indigenous people or culture when faced with western civilisation. 12 Firth conceptualises the tenn
"inculturntion", as distinct from "acculturntion" as follows:

The 1Thopia have selected the items most relevant to their needs, have adapted them to their own

social forms- sometimes in rather curious ways- have ingested them by the political organization, the
kinship oonds, the religious system, and the linguistic apparatus of their own collective manner of life.
The process so far has been one of incu1turation rather than of acculturation.
[Firth 1983: p.31]

As is obvious in this quotation, he emphasises "their own", whereas the indigenous system had been regarded as

primarily passive, a recipient of new elements, when applying the rugument ofacculturation.
Sahlins also insists on the independence and autonomy of the indigenous culture. He views culture in tenns of the
relationship between structure and history:

. . . the culture is historically reproduced in action .... as the contingent cireumstances of action need not
conform to the significance some group might assign them, people are lmown to creatively reoonsider
their conventional schemes. And to that extent, the culture is historically altered in action.

[Sahlins 1987: introduction p.7]

12 The author has criticised Firth's argument especially about the social change with regan! to his ooncept of "social
organisation". See [Takahashi 20001.
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For him, the culture is not merely what has been fonned in history, but aJso what has been reproduced in history.
Besides, his view implies a criticism ofthe 'World-System Theory" in which the indigenous culture is usually regarded as

becoming homogenised during the expansion ofthe 'World-System":

I have seen among theoreticians of "the world-system," for example, the prqmsiti.on that sinoo the
hinterland societies anthropologists habitually study are open to radical change, externally imposed by
Western capitalist expansion, the assumption that these societies wmk on some autonomous
cultural-logic cannot be entertained. This is a confusion between an open system and a lack of system.
And it leaves us unable to account for the diversity oflocal responses to the world system -persisting,
moreover, in its wake.
[Sahlins 1987: introduction p.8]

In this sense, he seems to stress the autonomous and particuJar response ofthe indigenous culture just as Firth puts his

emphasis on ''their own response".
Thomas criticised Sahlins' standpoint, giving rise to a controversy between them. 13 His argument lies mainly in the
following two claims: a criticism against the approach of historical struct:malism; and an aspect ofthe culture that could be
politically manipulated. He supposes that Sahlins' historical structuralism emphasises the continuity of culture in the

history at the expense of micro processes. Thomas states that

... structuralist history is compel1ed to see meanings in the continuity of indigenous cultural traditions
and compelled to downplay what indigenous actors may have learned from their experienoos of contact,
[Thomas 1993: p.875]

This is related to his second point He is interested in culture that can be manipulated or altered depending on what
kind of policy the government takes. In the process of culture change, he suggests that the variety of political conditions
and the local responses to them do matters. For him, historical structuralism seems to overlook the diversity of cultural

response.
Thus, we now have three significant anthropologists who share something in common when considering culture

13

See [Sablins 1993a] [Thomas 1992b] [Thomas 1992c], and [Thomas 1993].
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change. They think ofculture change in terms ofindigenous independence. Firth posits the tenn of"inculturation" so as to
throw light on the fuct that indigenous people must independently react to certain circumstances, such as cultural contact,
in their own way. Sahlins takes the approach ofhistorical structuralism, in which the culture can be formed and reproduced
in the history. He also suggests that it is the very indigenous people's behaviour that gives proper meanings to the culture.
Although Thomas criticises Sahlins' ru:gument, especially in its assumption of the consistency of culture,14 he basically

agrees that the actions of indigenous people has a great influence on the composition of culture. Hence, we find that these
three anthropologists primarily stand on common ground
Let us explore now the differences in their interpretations. First of all, it is essential for us to examine how they think

of culture itself That will be clarified when the following key concepts or subjects are discussed: "social organisation",
and "social standards" (Firth); the relationship between history and cu1ture (Sahlins); and culture as what is not substance

(Thomas). Then the phase of culture change will be illuminated with reference to the following key concepts: "social
convection" and "social conduction" (Firth); the "structure of the conjuncture" (Sahlins); and the "inversion oftrndition"
(Thomas).
Firstly, how does Firth think ofculture? Basically, Firth assumes that every social process appears in the dimension of
"social oJBanisation", and that every social behaviour in action necessarily implies the systematic ordering of social
relations by acts of choice and decision. If there are social ends, social behaviour has to take a proper order in terms of
efficiency. In other words, behaviour occurs through the efficient allocation of resources. h is significant for him that one
can choose one's available resources when u.nder1aking social behaviour. Social behaviour must be regu]ated by social
nonns that give a set of forms of behaviour in a certain social dimension, while practical acts take various kinds of fonns
during the phase of social mganisation. Firth points out the following:

14 We note that tlris was also Bourdieu's criticism of Levi:Strauss, which led him to substitute the term habitus. Each
.individual constructs lris or her own habitus. See [Bourdieu 1977: pp.97-109].
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Social organization has usually been taken as a synonym for social structure. In my view it is time to
distinguish between them. The more one thinks of the structure of a society in abstract terms, as of
group relations or of ideal patterns, the more necessazy it is to think separately of social organization in
terms of concrete activity. Generally, the idea of organization is that of people getting things done by
planned action. This is a social proce$, the arrangement of action in sequences in conformity with
selected social ends.
[Firth 1961: pp.35·36]

Then, in order to arrange actions, a certain system of values shared by members ofthe group is necessary. Although
he does not declare what culture is, we can grasp how he may visualise it from the following:

... we may distinguish four constituents essential to social existence in a community. These are: social
alignment; social controls; social media; and social standards. ..
[Firth 1961: p.41]

Here we are going to focus on the fourth concept, the "social standard". When we consider culture as a system of
meanings and values, the term "social standard" helps us to understand the meaning of culture. While culture consists of
material goods and non-material things including Janguage, 15 it also contains a system of values with which social

members can judge or evaluate something. As long as such a system exists, people can make their decisions in their own
way. According to Firth, social standanis16 can be comprehended as follows:·

All community life involves also a system of standards, giving rating in the choice of activities and
judgement on the effectiveness ofperfmmance. These social standards represent systems of values, in
their expression as activity.
[Firth 1961: p.42]

Each culture must have its own standards. Hence, indigenous people can independently react to a certain
circumstance, even to cultural contact with Western civilisation.
Sahlins seems to have some views in common with Firth. His insistence is quite simple: culture is

histori~y

Firth regards them as "social media".
There are six major types of standards: technological; economic; moral; ritual; aesthetic; and associational. With reference
to them, it becomes possible to judge a preference scale, a grading.
15
16
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reproduced in action, and "Different cultures, different historicities."17 That means not only that the culture is funned by
practical action, but also that culture can be reformed by action. Actions are regulated by what he calls the "structure",
which has been established through history. The scheme of culture and history are mutually related He calls this essential
relationship between them "synthesis":

History is culturally ordered, differently so in different societies, acoording to meaningful schemes of
things. The oonverse is also true: cultural siliemes are historically ordered, since to a greater or Jesser
extent the meanings are revalued as they are practically enacted. The synthesis of these oontraries
unfolds in the creative action of the historic subjects, the people ooncerned ..

fSahlins 1987: introduction p.7]

As is clear in this citation, Sahlins regards the historic subjects, that is, the people concerned with culture, as the

agents who form both the history and the culture. He mentions, " ... people are known to creatively reconsider their
conventional schemes." 18 This is similar to Firth's viewpoint. Hence there is room for the existing schemes to be
reconsidered and revalued
Finally, we will examine how Thomas thinks ofculture. He strongly criticises the aspect of consistency in culture that
Sahlins presupposes. He regards culture not as a substance, but as a "process", in which various re1ations, including the
value of material goods and non-material things, are being objectified and reified in various concrete dimensions. The
circumstance is always being transformed The way of valuing objects varies depending on the circumstances. He focuses
on the particular case ofcolonial Fiji. During this era, the government abolished a lot of customs in Fij~ but the indigenous
people have since refonned some trnditions. However, Thomas denies the view that the colonising government
intentionally brought about that circumstance. Nor does he suggest that the colonised people in Fiji brought it about as a
form of resistance:

17 See [Sahlins 1987: introduction p.lO].
1s See [Sahlins 1987: introduction p. 7].
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Where colonialism has had a more sustained and repressive impact, indigenous people may come to
couch their identity and resistance in terms made available by the dominant.
[Thomas 1992: p.216]

In those circumstances, it was not a matter fur Thomas to distinguish between the colonising and the colonised agents.
On the other hand, it is important to comprehend how both the indigenous society and the government react to objectified

circumstances:

I ... will then proceed to show that the traditions or ways of life thus objectified are not unifonnly
affirmed: while the enduring value of the culture of the plBce may be asserted in the countercolonial
practice of the dominant indigenous groups, this traditionalist c:furourse may itself be reactively
opposed from within neotraditional society...
[Thomas 1992: p.216]

For Thomas, culture is not a substance as a whole that can be finnly identified and viewed through the history, nor is
it consistent. Culture is a kind of process, in which objects are entangled Things are being objectified and reified
depending on the circumstances. This is the main point ofdiflerence from Sahlins' rugument about culture itself
the concept of change

At this stage, we will discuss in what way culture change is thought to be going on.
Firth seems to say more about social change than culture change. As mentioned above, however, it would be

appropriate in his context to understand culture as a put of what composes social structure. Social standards and social
media can also be thought of as equivalent to culture as they embody part of the social structure. Hence, the subject of

social change will be considered here.
Firth clearly distinguishes between mganisational change and structural change. 19 The fonner means a change in the

arrangement, the allocation or the ordering of social actions, while the latter is a change that possibly alters the existing

regulation of social behaviour. In this regard he argues:

19

See [Firth 19541.
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The organizational change does not alter the basic relations between the members of the society so
much as to be termed a modification of the social structure. Structural change may not imply a high
degree of coincidence between the new motivations of any large number of members of the society. But
it does imply large-scale shift in the pattern of their activities. This may mean a new common
orientation.

[Firth 1961: p.84]

Structural change is a fruit of social interaction. Although change is basically brought about by individual behaviour,
the effect cannot expand towards the whole society without social interaction. Thus, interaction is necessary for social
change. When a certain new pattern ofbehaviour is taken, it confronts the existing regulation including the social structure.

It is necessary for this to be evaluated Firth posits two concepts: social convection; and social conduction. The fonner
means:

When some members of a society change their behaviour from what has been recognized as an
established pattern, the reactions are likely to involve other members too. By imitation, by resentment,

by the need to repair the breach in their accustomed ways, they tend to modify their own conduct
likewise...
[Firth 1961: p.86]

The latter, on the other hand, is defined as follows:

A change in established patterns tends to bring unforeseen results in its train. . .. people who have
adopted an innovation may find themselves facing a situation to which they must conform, though
very much against what they would have chosen in the beginning could they have known.

[Firth 1961: p.86]

Change is usually caused by a deviation of individual behaviour from the existing pattern that bas been established
by regulation of the social structure. If the effect of this deviant behaviour reaches the whole society through social
convection and social conduction, it may resuh in a change to the social structure. Under such circumstances, the scale by
which the members can judge their behaviour may be ahered. This then, is a rough sketch of Firth's rugument regarding
social change.
We can find much similarity between the views ofFirth and Sahlins. Here is a passage, representing Sahlins' stance:
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The bigger issue, as I see it in these essays, is the dual existence and interaction between the cultural
order as constituted in the society and as lived by the people: structure in convection and in action, as
virtual and as actual In their practical projects and position in societies, informed by the received
meanings of persons and things, people submit these cultural categories to empirical risks.
[Sahlins 1987: introduction p.9]

Social processes and cultural order are constituted in the relations between the reality in action and the established
pattern. People are aware of what to do and what not to do. In addition, it is already anticipated how the cultural elements

are likely to be evaluated. Neve.rlheless, the actual behaviour and the reconsidered value often differ from before. Both
''the standard" of social behaviour and "the cultural order" are always reproduced. In order to explain this circumstance,
Sahlins supposes a concept, ''the structure ofthe conjuncture". The culture is reproduced in history. In other words, culture
change can be comprehended as the synthesis between structure and event. While the structure provides a particular
pattern derived from histoiy, the event is the reality in action. As a result, in whatever case, the structure of the conjuncture

is formed.

. .. it is necessary to insist that the possibility that the present will transcend the past, while at the
same time remaining true to it, depends on the cultural order as well as the practical situation.
[Sahlins 1987: p.152]

There always exists a possibility that the structure ofthe conjuncture exceeds the structure. What is more significant,
however, is the very description of"while at the same time remaining true to it" shown above. Although Sahlins seems to
take account ofthe possibility of structural change, he stresses the consistency of culture and even of the structure in the
hist:my. That is the main point that Thomas criticises.

Thomas focuses on a particular phase in colonial Fiji in which there were lots of conflicts between the government
and the local community. In this situation, Fijian tradition and indigenous custom were abandoned or refotmed. For
example, although Christianity was finally adopted, the process and the results were not so simple.
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When Fijians later adopted Christianity, widow strangling and a variety of other practices that had
been emblematic of heathenism, as well as behavioral mrukers such as long hair, were abandoned
... The contrast between Fijian and white culture in religious terms was thus superseded, but other
dimensions of the colonial encounter continued to engender juxtaposed reifications of indigenous and
foreign ways.
[Thomas 1992: p.221]

This process can be explained using several tenns, articulation, 20 juxtaposed reification, refommlation, 21 and

objectification Thomas supposes that the culture and the tradition cannot last without being constantly objectified People
must refonnulate their own traditi()ll.22 They must articulate it when they encounter something to be reconsidered. They
should remake the tradition itselfifnecessmy. He calls this process the inversion oftradition Although lots oftradition was
abolished or given a new meaning in colonial Fij~ it was as a result ofthe process in which the indigenous people reified
their tradition in that special situation
To sum up, the issue lies in whether the culture is substance. Ifculture is assumed to be an autonomous system, the
structure should be supposed autonomous too. If structure is premised, it entails a certain consistency through time.
Although Sahlliis seems to presume the possibility that reality in action exceeds the existing structure, he still holds to the

idea that the culture remains in a certain structure that has been constituted in history. As a result, Thomas points out that

Sah1ins does not take account of micro processes including social interaction or even the political manipulation of the
practical action that takes place. On the other hand, Thomas himself emphasises micro processes so as to overlook the
matter ofwhat culture is. The process he proposes, including the objectification and reification oftradition, is quite vague.
As long as culture does not have structure, consistency, and substance, for example, how can we grasp cultural identity?

Without any structure, how can cu1tnral identity be held through history? The uniqueness of each culture seldom
disappears. Although it may be altered, something distinctive remains. Hence, it is inappropriate to focus, like Thomas,

only on the micro and prnctical circumstances in culture, excluding those things that are consistent through time.
organisational change in eronomic spheres

A person behaves with reference to the relationship between a means and an end As seen above, Firth posits the
20 See

[Thomas 1992: p.220].
See [Thomas 1992: p.2211.
22 This is what Durkheim lburkheim 1915: p.230] argued: "... individual oonsciousness are closed to each other; they can
communicate only by means of signs which express their internal state".
21
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concept of a "social standard'', which is a system giving a certain guide to the allocation of behaviour. There is a certain
system ofthe ''social standard" immanent in a society, which can be distinguished in six ways. The "economic standard" is

one, this is the principle regarding when one allocates goods and resources. A person, 1aking account of the economic
standard immanent in the society in which he lives, allocates the goods and resources around him or his own labour
according to the relationship between the means and the ends. The ends are "purposive". This allocation implies concepts

of economisation and efficiency. Although the implication ofthese concepts is relative to the social context, the economic

standard immanent in a society implies such concepts existing in that society. Thus, a person pmctises ''purposive actions"
in a certain context.23 A systematic sphere consisting of such social actions is the "social organisation" conceptualised by

Firth. The individual, being regulated by the value system immanent in the entire society, behaves as himself in his own
context. The way these allocations are made forms the way of"ozganising".
If one descnbes the economy in Darfur in association with Barth's and Firth's tenn, the "social organisation" in the

economic a1fuirs of Darfur is composed of two "spheres": values are transfonned through monetuy exchange for goods
and services in one sphere; and goods and services are circulated through non-monetary exchange in another sphere. In the

latter sphere, the values ofthe two goods of millet and beer brewed from millet, and the 1abour force, are transfOimed in a
certain way. There is no possible room for the inflow of money in this sphere. Crops other than millet and some items

such as consumption goods circulate in the maik:et of monetuy exchange in the other sphere. As there are barriers between

these spheres, the inflow of goods from one sphere to the other does not happen. Barth identifies four features ofthe basic
social institutions constituting the Darfur economy:

(a) First, the units of management need to be identified - the unit which organizes production and

consumption and holds a separate 'purse' .... every individual has his own farm plots, his own grain
stores, and his separate budget.

[Barth 1967: p.151]

The villagers make their living independently. Compared with

Fij~

where they make their living throUgh the

23 What is regarded as the ''pmposiveness" depends on spheres. Each sphere has its own pmposiveness, which is reoognised
by the agents in the sphere. The agents would make practices rurording to the "spheric purpasi.veness" so that the practices could
converge in a form. We will discuss it later in Chapter 7.
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management of land by mataqali, the communal sense seems rnther loose in Darfur. This would be connected with other
institutions in Darfur as follows:

(b) This means that every person must obtain individual access to the basic means of prcxluction: land

... Territorial rights are associated with descent groups of a non·unilineal kind large blocks of kinsmen,
with an endogamous tendency, often spoken of as patrilineal in funn but in fact of a much l.oos<lr

structure allowing membership 'through our grandmothers'.
fBarth 1967: p.152]

The descent structure in Darfur is much more flextble than the rigid patriJineal descent group that manages social life
in Fiji. The fuct that all villagers are entitled to use the land as the principal means of production is common to both. But
the implication of land in Darfur seems different from the case in Fiji. In Fij~ one strongly retains in one's mind the bond
between inherited land and the patrilineal descent group to which one belongs. In addition, in Fiji every social action is
executed by the social groups. Even individual actions are carried out at the social level. In~ however, the individual
independently behaves in his or her own economic cont:exr, allocating goods and resources as the means to their individual
end. Here lies the difference between the economic standards of Fiji and Darfur.

(c) With every individual so characteristically constituting a separate unit of management for
economic puzposes, the predominant pattern of labour tends to be one where every person uses his or
her own time to work for the direct satisfaction of his own needs.
fBarth 1967: p.153]

Finally, the economic system in Darfur is not necessarily fire from money. They have long been buying and selling
in the marl<:et. As seen above, however, the two spheres in their economy with and without the circulation of money were
completely separated until the 1960's.

(d) Fourthly, the Fur have a well-organized system of marketplaces, which facilitates a great number of

economic exchanges.... Villagers bring all varieties of agricultural prcxluoo to the market-place, though
millet, being very bulky and heavy in proportion to its value, is rarely marketed
fBarth 1967: p.l55]
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In the sphere where money is used, the villagers plant cash crops such as tomatoes, garlic and wheat, to sell in the

maxket. They sometimes earn money by selling cattle that have been bought to breed They need money for buying
groceries and for bridewealth. These goods are circuJated with money in one sphere. Their primary crop, millet, and beer
brewed from millet are circuJated without money in the other sphere. There are four reasons for this: firstly, millet hardly
becomes a commodity in the market because it is too bulky and heavy to handle; secondly, it cannot become a commodity
within the village because everyone plants only as much as they need; thirdly, porridge made from millet cannot become a

commodity because there is no demand; and finally, the moral sanction that selling beer brewed from millet is immoral
because beer should be presented as a traditional counter gift against reciprocal labour, as mentioned below, has prevented
beer from becoming a commodity. Hence, the circulation ofmillet, porridge and beer does not involve monetary exchange.
This sphere is a "closed" one.

One can find a unique form of transformation of values in this sphere. There has traditionally existed a fonn of
exchange oflabour for goods. But this is not the form where labour becomes a commodity as wage labour. Labom: can be
exchanged only with a particular item, beer, and at a certain rate. Besides, there is no opport:unity for the inflow of money
into this sphere to buy wage labour, as long as the system is closed

The Fur .institution that facilitates labour exchanges is the beer patty. This takes several forms,
exemplified by informal reciprocal help, work parties with many participants, and house-building
parties. In the simplest form, two or more friends may decide to work together for oompany, in which
case they jointly cultivate each other's field in turn, he whose field is being cultivated providing a pot of
beer for their joint consumption .... Besides those who are invited, any person who wishes may join the
party and drink beer in return for working.

£Barth 1967: pp.153·154]

Women brew beer :from millet in advance ifthe reciprocal labour is going to occur. The "proper'' quantity ofbeerthat
should be offered against a day's wotk as a counter gift is to an extent fixed. Taking account of the quantitative mutual
relationship between millet, beer and input from the labour furce, and the price of millet in the market, Barth funnularises
the value of labour furce per day thus: 24

. 24 See

[Barth 1967: p.167].
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&ruue of labour force a man·day = 5litres of beer= 116 shilling (2 penre) worth of milleij

The individual villagers establish their own management schemes for economic activity. Yet, this reciprocal labour
with beer presented as the

counter

gift is necessary not in its aspect of "concrete labour" but in satisfying mutual

"sociability". The beer functions not only as a simple consideration paid for the wOik, but also as a counter gift in a context
governed by the nonns of reciprocity. In offering labour and beer for each other, they are reconsidering and reproducing
their common reciprocal social relationships. The exchange of labour for beer can signify social meanings only in that
particular context. Hence, the villagers cannot individually accomplish their own economic scheme because they

occasionally have such reciprocal obligations.
It is on the basis of these two spheres that the social organisation of economic affilirs in Darfur is constituted. While

they aim to allocate resources in their individualistic way, they also organise their actions in a social context regulated by
reciprocal norms. They are reproducing two spheres and the barriers between them so that the villagers, being themselves
within the monetary economic system, are also operating within reciprocal social relationships.
As Barth exemplifies, however, what Firth calls the "organisational change" then appears. Firstly, there emerge
innovative actions that have not been seen in the previous social organisation The innovators inigate land to plant
orchards. Then they utilise the reciprocal ''labour-for-beer" in the cultivation They apply surplus beer as the counter gift.
The "labour-for-beer'' had previously taken place only in the cultivation of millet. Since millet is not a cash crop, there had

been no opportunities of the direct or indirect form of exchange with the labour force for money through beer to occur.
However, beer is now exchanged with the labour furcethat acquires cash crops to earn money. This innovative activity bas
an effect on the form ofthe social 01ganisation Since such an innovative allocation ofactions bas been socially sanctioned
and approved, this becomes a precedent to give a new fmm to the organisational patterns.
Secondly, Barth illustrates an Arab merchant's behaviour. One day an Arab merchant came to Darfur with his wife.
He brought some millet bought in a place where it is sold at a low price. He asked the villagers to plant tomatoes in a place
in the village. His wife brewed beer from the millet they brought with them. This beer was applied to the labour of work
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parties for the tomato cultivation Thus he obtained a big harvest of tomatoes without the input of his own labour force.
This is different from the regular "labour-for-beer". The regular one occurs because ofthe necessity for the "social aspect"

of labour that reconsiders and reproduces the social re1ationships, while the merchant's way takes place because of the
necessity for the "concrete aspect" of labour. In this case, beer is simply a consideration paid for the concrete labour. The

work of the labour force, being a connnodity, is exchanged not for money but for beer. There happens, as in this case,
changes in the ways ofsocial organisation. These changes are derived from innovative activity or contact with other values
such as entrepreneurship. These precedents have the potential to change, not only the ways of social organisation, but also
the "social standard" itselfthat is the value system covering a social group. Barth explains as follows:

... the critical conversions may be blocked: by a refusal to give land for cultivation to the entrepreneurs,
or by the discontinuation of the beerforlabour exchanges on anything but a reciprocal basis.
... However, the increase in wage-labour opportunities which will probably take place will no doubt also

affect this situation by making it more difficult to mobilire labour for beer on a non-reciprocal basis.
[Bruth 1967: p.l72]

In Fij~ it seems impossible to distinguish the spheres of goods circulating with and without monetary exchange. The

primary items for cash income are taro in Waidracia and fish in Nasilai. Taro is transacted in the non-monetary sphere
within the village economy, but is an object for monetuy exchange outside Waidracia Fish is circu1ated in the monetary

sphere both within and outside Nasilai. However, when one supposes the exchange between beer and labour force in
Darfur is a social action in that particu1ar context, one may also find similar implications in the exchange of ritual items
such as tabua,yaqona, and ibe in Fiji. Yaqona is a connnodity, which one can pmclJase with money. But drinking}tlqona
has double dimensions. People have to present }tlqona, which has been bought somewhere, to the host as the sevusevu. In
this particular sphere of sevusevu, there is no monetary transaction ofyaqona between the host and the guest Thus an item

ofyaqona is allocated in separable spheres depending on the situation The social m~ immanent in such exchanges
of ritual items as sevusevu will be analysed in Chapter 6.
Beer seems to be an item with special meanings in Darfur. Where does the difference in the social function of millet

and beer made of millet lie? What makes beer special? Millet with quantitatively the same value as beer cannot replace
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beer as a counter gift for reciprocal labour. Furthermore, why hasn't ''labour-for-beer'' been applied to other cash crops
such as tomatoes or onions within the village? fu other words, what does the tmdition where only a particu1ar item, beer,
can be used as a counter gift for reciprocal labour mean? A similar question would be, why, in Fij~ do whale's tooth
(tabua) have the highest ritual value? However, investigating the origin oftraditions is beyond the scope ofthis thesis.

The social meanings and function ofan item may prevent it :fiom becoming a commodity, as the moral sanction does
not approve ofbeer sold as a commodity among the Darfur. On the other hand, demand is still a fuctor if something is to
become a commodity, as will be rugued in Chapter 5. The diversification of life structures that had been uniform will
generate difficulties in obtaining goods that everyone had once been able to acquire when the life structure was unifonn.25
Such demands will generate new commodities such as fish in Nasilai or ibe in urban areas. Such items fuce few obstacles
to their becoming commodities. Yet, tabua, despite the demand rising, especially in urban areas, is not necessarily a

commodity. Wherever one is, tabua is :frequently required for occasional ceremonies. Demand for it exceeds the supply so

that it becomes more and more difficult to obtain, especially in urban areas. However, tabua is transacted not in ordinary
shops but only in pawnshops. Although it is circulated in monetaiy terms, it could not be said that tabua is an ordinary
commodity. Tabua might imply a particular context that preventS it :fiom being boldly allocated to the monetuy sphere.

2·1·2. Criticising the World-System Theory posited by Wallerstein and Wolf
How can we understand "modernity"? There are lots of interpretations ofthis issue, depending upon which position
we take. In association with the Enlightenment, modernity is to discover the Reason for human beings by which we can
acquire general knowledge. In tenns of politics following Max Weber, on the other hand, modernity can be explained as

the emergence of occupational politicians. In what way can modernity be grasped in sociology? Giddens associated
modernity with his original concept of "reflexivity". He supposed that the agent's action based on the individual's
knowledge could be a seed of modernity. We, as actors, are a1mtdy aware of the consequences of our actions to some
extent. We usually make a decision by means of that knowledge in various situations. There is, however, a degree of
uncertainty as to consequences, which might cause change.

From the viewpoint of economics, modernity implies capitalisation. Karl Marx rugued for historical development

25

As to the term of''life structure", see section 5·1·2.
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towards capitalism in the context of historical materialism. According to Marx, society consists of a substructure and a
superstructure: the former is the economic relationships; and the latter is "the other", like politics, law, culture, art, and so
on. The superstructure depends on the way of being in the substructure. The substructure consists of the relationship
between the productive forces and the relations of production. The productive forces, constantly developing, form the
mode of production After the growth of the productive furces, a contradiction takes place between the developed
productive forces and the previous relations of production, which makes a new mode of production The change of
economic relations as the substructure leads the superstructure to be changed as well. In Marx's ru:gument modernity is a
process towards capitalism. Capitalism necessarily implies the reproduction of capitalism itself because the aim of
capitalism lies in reproduction, gaining the smplus values. As long as capitalism can exist only by the reproduction of itself

and the acquisition of smplus values, the development and the expansion ofcapitalism are inevitable for human history.
Marx suggested, not a specific, but a general theory of society and history, by this means he inserts the principle into

human history. However, the real world is :fuced with complicated situations. his not a "general" matter. Some economies
have established mature capitalism Others are still developing. In order to connect the actual reality of difference and the
general historical principle, he takes a method, called 'lhe stages of development". Marx does not refer to historical filets.

His discussion of historical fucts has been criticised However, taking a progressive view of history inevitably contains the
idea of stages of development, more or less. If one views human history, not as "multilinear" but as "unilinear'', or, not
specifically but generally, then a "graduation on a scale" is required to reveal the real world This is provided by the stages
of development
Conversely, there is a theory purporting to reject any difference in economic conditions and national circumstances,
and to grasp the world in a single structure. Wallerstein, who was influenced by Marx and Femand Braude~ advocates the
'World-System Theory''. He denies the independence ofany domestic economy.
Wallerstein assumes the modern world consists of a single structure. No economies in any region or nation are
independent They belong to the "collateral lines" of the 'World-System". For example, the difference in stages of
development seen in a developing country or an advanced nation is related, because the advanced development in the
North is possible only as a condition of the underdevelopment in the South. World capitalism as the one and only
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world-system in the modern period inevitably contains various relations in the world as it grows. Underdevelopment is not
an autonomous condition in one nation.
Wallerstein examines the 'World-System" historically. World history since the 16th century can be said to be a
history ofthe fonnation and growth ofthe modern world-system. According to him, there are two sorts of world-system in
human history. One is the world empire that appeared before the 20th century. This was based on political integration.

While, in an empire, the political structure tends to link culture with occupation, in a world-economy
the political structure tends to link culture with spatial location...
[Wallerstein 1974: p.349]

The other is the world economy, in which each countiy keeps their political independence. They are, however,
closely connected with each other under the capitalistic principle. In these circumstances, Wallerstein divides the modern
world into three categories: core-mates; semi-periphery areas; and periphery areas. He explains this as follows:

World-economies then are divided into core-states and peripheral areas. I do not say peripheral states
because one characteristic of a peripheral area is that the indigenous state is weak, ranging from its
non-existence (that is, a colonial situation) to one with a low degree of autonomy (that is, a neo-rolonial
situation),
... There are also sem:iperipheral areas which are in between the core and the peripheral on a series of
dimensions, such as the complexity of economic activities, strength of the state machinery, cultural
integrity, etc.
[Wallerstein 1974: p.349]

There is a hegemonic nation in the 'World-System" as the core-state, which was Holland in the 17th century, the
United Kingdom in the 19th centuty, and the United States ofAmerica in the 20th century. Nowadays, the world economy
equates with the capitalistic economy. Every region in the world is involved in this system. No economy can be free from

capitalism. There can be no independent domestic economy. The global system of the division of labour is an essence of
this world-system Hence, each economy is a collateral line for the 'World-System".

As mentioned above, there are three categories that compose the worldwide division of1abour. The periphery areas
play a role as a source ofthe supply of raw materials for core-states. In these areas, unequal exchange is inevitable so that
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the swplus can be exploited While the relationship of capital and wage labour becomes mature in core-states, other
systems of labour like slavery or serfdom grows in periphery areas. However, these are both parts of the modem
world-system.

We have insisted that the modem world-economy is, and only can be, a capitalist world-economy. It is
for this reason that we have rejected the appellation of "feudalism" for the various forms of capitalist
agriculture based on coeroed labor which grow up in a world-economy...
[Wallerstein 1974= p.350]

Capitalism can be defined as production for gaining profit in a nmket, in which the profit is a consequence of
unequal exchange. Wallerstein also supposes that the basis for the development of capitalism should not be explained by
the matureness of the domestic economy or the int:emationalisation of capitalism in each area In his view, capitalism is
essentially a matter of international economy.

We have defined a world-system as one in which there is extensive division of labor. This division is not
merely functional- that is, occupational- but geographical ..
[Wallerstein 1974: p.349]

The development in core-states is never realised without the supply of materials from peripheral areas. The maturity
ofrelations ofcapital-wage labour in capitalism cannot be separnted from other systems in peripheral areas such as slavery,
at least not since the dawn of capitalism. The 'World-System Theory'' denies any domestic economy can be an
independent and autonomous system.
Lots of criticisms against this view have indeed, been raised. We will examine one that is concerned with

nationalism.
Industrialisation, on the one hand, usually breaks down feudal institutions so that social homogenisation is promoted
The growth of capitalism creates a common world in which things are treated through the common medium of market
exchange and monetary economy. On the other hand, it causes a great deal of "distinction" inside the society such as
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between class, gender, and ethnic minorities.26 These are revealed in complex dimensions between ethnic groups and
cultures, transcending the traditional ways of thinking like nations or religions. In the 'World-System Themy",
nationalism is only regarded as an institutional medium that sustains the whole system. Nationalism is viewed as being the
same as the nation, the class, the ethnic group and so on, which is generated in the process of the development of
capitalism However, the growth and expansion of capitalism simultaneously create both assimilation and homogenisation
Any cultural differentia and identity that can be represented as nationalism never disappear.
We can see such a viewpoint dealing with which is more essential to understand the world economy, capitalism as
the 'World-System" or cu1turnl identity. For example, Sah1ins and Jonathan Friedman have had an rugument. 21 Sah1ins

puts his critical emphasis on the autonomy and continuousness of indigenous culture in its contact with Western
civilisation He investigates the process by which the indigenous culture incorporates some parts of the 'World-System"
into its system in its own context, rather than the :fuct that the expanding world-system invades the indigenous culture.

What matters fur him is how the indigenous people as agents give their own meanings to things from outside.

The same kind of cultural change, externally induced yet indigenously orchestrated, has been going on
for millennia.

[Sahlins 1985: p.8]

He insists that cultural consistency seldom changes even though the

'World~System"

has great influence upon

everywhere on this earth. But Friedman criticises Sahlins. He questions the validity oftaking structures into account.

The global pa;;ition is simply that the ethnograplric present is largely the historical product of the
interaction of local and global processes, one which in phases of the expansion of hegemonic renters
results (sic, i.e. result) in the integrative transformation of hinterland societies. Whether this takes the
form of externally propelled if internally structured transformation or the form of direct externally
dominated reorganization, it ought to be quite evident that the hinterland is caught in the grips of a
process that is largely beyond its control, and which, with all due respect to cultural variation,

harbours a certain sinister finality.
[Friedman 1988: pp.lG-11]

26 There are limitless kinds of "distinction'' in society, derived from the differentiae of the individuals' position in society. This
term "distinction", originated from Bourdieu, is one of the significant key concepts in this thesis.
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Such an opposite argument seems rather fiuitless in a sense. It is quite evident in world history that indigenous
societies can not avoid being involved in market exchange and the monetary economy that are core systems of capitalism
In fact, no indigenous community can be free from such systems. It can be said that the term "primitive" disappears when

the capitalistic system expands globally. On the other hand, it is also certain that unique cultures and cultural identities in
indigenous societies, while changing their appearance and being given new meanings, still survive. As will be pointed out
later, the significance ofthe traditional forms of exchange such as kerekere or sevusevu still remains in Fiji even after they
have become involved wi1h capitalism. Capitalism is surely promoting the economic homogenisation in its system.
However, it never completely dissolves cultural differentia The expansion of world capitalism contains aspects of both
homogenisation and differentiation.

In addition, we can point out that the 'World-System Theory'' relies only on the contemporary circumstance that is
privileged for this purpose. It is not an analysis about a specific area or period. It is a historical view. Yet, there is a single
explanation where every historical :fuel: is reduced to being explained in light of the current world-system. In other words,
all historical :fucts now and in the past are subordinate to the explanation of the present world-system. Although world

capitalism can be explained in this way, it is a much broader point of view than I wish to take.

2·1·3. The individual and the mety in the theory of social changeG): Giddens' "agent"
Which comes first, the action or the structure? As for the fundamental scheme of social theory, this kind of problem
of methodological "holism" and "atomism" has always been discussed, and is regarded as a traditional opposition
Giddens gives us a new interpretation ofthe concepts ofaction and structure in light of a notion, "structuration", which he
conceptualised, discarding the above fiuitless argument as a "Chicken and Egg Problem".
To begin wi1h, Giddens reinvesti!¢es the classical social theories in order to explore how scholars such as Marx and
Weber dealt wi1h the concept of"modemity". As mentioned above, there has traditionally been a dual stream of''holism"
and "atomism" in social theory. Firstly, Giddens criticises Dwkheim who adopts a holistic approach.
Dwkheim clarified the interrelation between the individual and the social entity, assuming both the externality of
"social :fucts" and the regularisation of the "social :fucts" towards the individual and his actions. In this scheme, the
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See, !Friedman 1985], !Friedman 1988], [Sahlins 1985],

Bff fsahlins 1988].

individual who independently takes action with clearly established and self-intentional aims is not supposed The
individual, being part ofa social entity, is necessarily regulated by the social fuct:s existing outside of himself
According to Durldleim, individual actions are generated through the process in which social, moral and purposive
values are absorbed from the external society. The values of social members as a whole are revealed as the collective
consciousness. The individual as a member ofa social organism takes action while intemalising the external values for the
pwpose that he achieves his function as is necessary for the contimrity of the whole society. But Giddens criticises
Durkheim:

When he first introduced the notions of externality and constraint, in The Rules of&x:iological Method,
Thnkheim failed to separate out the general ontological sense in which the physical world has an
existence independent of the knowing subject, and may causally influence his conduct, from the
constraining properties of social organization.
[Giddens 1976: p.93]

On the other hand, however, Giddens posits another distinction between the social world and the physical world He

explains as follows:

The social world is differentiated from the world of nature essentially because of its moral ~nonnative')
character. This is a very radical disjunction, because moral imperatives stand in no relation of
symmetry to those of nature, and can hence in no way be derived from them; 'action', it is then declared,
may be regarded as conduct which is oriented towards norms ~r conventions."
[Giddens 1976: pp.93-94]

The social world can be distinguished from the natural world because it contains a system of morals. Hence, if it is
admitted that the source of every social action is attributed to the norms and customs, this rugument can be concluded in

two posstble ways: in the case that norms are inherently intermlised in the ag~ the aim and motivation ofactions lie in
the agent himself; on the other hand, ifthe external society has a great deal ofsuperiority against the agents in its regulation
if it is assumed that all social norms exist out of the social members as a collective consciousness. In other words, it does
not matter which approach is taken as long as the actions are explained in terms of the correspondence between the
existing norms and the actor's intention. Needless to say, it is Dwkheim who advocated the superiority of the whole
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towards the individuals. How about the former? Giddens mentions Talcott Parsons who focused on the personal

disposition ofthe agent while being deeply influenced by Durkheim. Giddens explains the view ofParsons in the context
ofthe term "voluntarism":

Parsons' early work was directed towards reconciling the 'voluntarism' supposedly inherent in the
methodological approach of Weber ... with the idea of the functional exigency of moral consensus. The
notion of 'value', as it is represented in Parsons' writings, plays such a key paJ:t in the 'action frame of
reference' because it is the basic concept linking the need-dispositions of personality (introjected values)
and (via nonnative role-expectations on the level of the social system) cultural consensus.
[Giddens 19'76: p.95]

In the context of Parsons' rugument it is the values absorbed by the actor that cause him to act. Although the notion
"personality" seems to represent an independent agent, the influence ofDwkheim seems to remain in the theory. We can
see it at the point where Parsons, admitting a certain generality, regarded deviation from the standard as unusual.

lf these are the 'same' values, however, what leverage can there possibly be for the creative character of
human action as nominally presupposed by the term 'voluntarism'?
[Giddens 1976: pp.95-96]

As fur as any general standards of values are supposed in the theory of social actions, whether inside or outside the

individual, then the agent's particular chamcteristics such as a~ to deviate or to create something are likely to be
overlooked Although a specific condition of social deviation can be discerned in Durkheim's rugument as anomy, in
which the regulation ofthe general system of values mal:functions, the creativity ofthe agent is not necessarily taken into
account here. Rather, that condition is considered as a socially pathological circumstance.
Giddens intends to reconstruct the concepts, the actions and the structure, referring to these classical social theories.
According to him, the actions and the structure can never be separated nor distinguished. For example, the action of
shopping in a supermarlret can be realised only on condition that the institutions of the capitalistic society such as the
market system, the price system and the monetary economy are operating. Ifthe term ''the structure" means that which

allocates the actions to a certain scheme, we can say that these institutions are the structure ofthe capitalistic society. The
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capitalistic society. The actual actions already premise the structure as a system. On the other band, these actions are
sinmltaneously reproducing the structure as the premise too. Ifthe actual actions were not occurring, these institutions
would lose their foundation. Shopping in a superrnalket, realised on those conditions, leads the institutions to be
retained. Giddens calls this process in which the .st:ructme plays the role of medium for the action, and at the same

time, a consequence it, 'lhe duality of structure".
As for "action", Giddens defines "action" as follows: "I shall define action or agency as the stream ofactual or

contemplated causal interventions ofcorporeal begins in the ongoing process ofevents-in-the-world.'Q2, There are
two significant points here. Firstly, the action is a stmun of''lived-through experience". He defines another concept,
the "act", which composes some elements or segments of action at certain points and in certain circurnstmces. The
tenn "act" should be distinguished from the notion "action" which means a series or stream ofdaily life. Scenes from
the past that we remember are what we abstract: as a fragment from the constant stmun of daily life.
Secondly, he suggests the necessity of distinction between "intention" and "project". We do not always conduct
ourselves with clearly established aims and endeavour to achieve those aims. Such long-term ambitions are not
necessary for all behaviour. Giddens names "consciously held-in-mind orientations towards a goal"29 as a ''project"
which, he suggests, should be excluded from the causes of the action in daily life. Most of the stream of action of
which daily life consists is pre-reflexive. At this stage, we have to note that the agent embarking on some conduct is
aware of what the self is doing, of what the other is doing, and in what kind of context they are doing it. Giddens
explains this using salt as an example:

... we do not usually ask anyone to say what his intention was, for example, in putting salt on his
dinner, such behaviour cannot be said to be intentional. But we might very well be inclined to make
such an enquiry were he sprinkling his meal with talcum powder; and someone from another culture,
where the custom :is unfamiliar, might ask what the putpn5e of putting salt on the meal :is.
[Giddens 1976: p.76]

28 Giddens d:istingu:ishes "agency" from "agent". According to him, "agency" means what causes "agent" to make action. See
[Giddens 1976: p.75l
29 See [Giddens 1976: p.76].
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This is only because " ... we already know, or assmne that we know, what his purpose is.'00 According to him,
"intentional act" means "any act which an agent hwws (believes) can be expected to manifest a particular quality or
outcome, and in which this knowledge is made use ofby the actor in order to produce this quality or outcome. •.JI This
knowledge is quite essential for his azgument Human action is, on the one hand, based 011 knowledge. On the other
hand, we possess 1he "power" with which we can attain something. The action is sustained by both ofthem.
Human action usually includes a process of choice and decision. In shopping in a superrna:rket, we ordinarily
choose something to purchase from a munber of possible choices. We look back on previous conduct in the past We
reflect on that conduct in association with our knowledge. Thus, we choose among the unlimited uncertainty that we
may have been able to act in other ways.

Agency refers not to the intentions people have in doing things but to their capability of doing
those things in the first plare.... Agency concerns events of which an individual is the perpetrator, in
the sense that the individual could, at any phase in a given sequence of conduct, have acted
differently...
[Giddens u&: p.9]

Giddens seems to attribute 1he "reflexivity" to the action. In this co~ 1he structure means a generative system
of rules and resources?2 The rules regulate human actions. At the same time, the action requires resources that the
actors can use. Giddens argues by means of his concept "the duality of structure" not only that 1he social structure is
composed of human actions, but also that 1he social structure plays the role of medium for the composition ofhuman
actions. The more significant point is that of the concept "structnration", by which the structure reproduced by the
agent's practices can be grasped. The structure is always being structured and reproduced
The structnration or reproduction of structure can also be shown as fullows: the real agent exists in a concrete
space of"now" and "here". Therefore, the agent can neither perfectly perceive nor recognise all possibilities of his

choices nor all conditions. This uncertain condition to some extent causes 1he agent unintended results.
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Unintentional doings can be separated conceptually from unintended consequences of doings,
although the distinction will not matter whenever the focus of concern is the relation between the
intentional and unintentional. The consequences of what actors do, intentionally or unintentionally,
are events which would not have happened if that actor had behaved differently, but which are not
within the scope of the agent's power to have brought about...
[Giddens 19:34: p.ll]

The gap between the original intention and the unintended consequences, fonning a new structure, results in a
change to the social system through the process of structuration. He adds: " ... acts have unintended consequences;
and ... unintended consequences may systematically feed back to be the unacknowledged conditions of further

To sum up, we could say 1hat the social theory posed by Giddens lies in the scheme ofthe reproduction of the
structure by means of the dialectic between the intention and the unintended consequences. The daily conduct as a
routine mediated by the structure is thought to resuh in the production and reproduction of the social system. While
Bourdieu conceptualised the tenn ''habitus" which decisively provides motivations for action, Giddens seems to
mention less about the process of how the intention itself as a source of action has been formed Certainly, Bourdieu
did not emphasise the continuity of structure. Giddens says, ''Structures exist 'out oftime and space. "'34 In his view,
the structure reveals or provides a cerlain form of the rules and resources, even though it is constantly being
reproduced There is a difference between Giddens and Bowdieu, who emphasised 1hat the structure cannot directly
affect action. According to Bourdieu, any possibilities of change in social structure are reduced, because the habitus,
absorbing the deviated practices, is constantly going to be reproduced He ru.gues 1hat the habitus, which is the
intemalised social structure in the agent's mind, causes the action. Although deviation from the habitus can happen, it
cannot often happen. On the other hand, there are always some gaps between the intention and the consequences.
Hence, the structure as the fruit of the dialectic between intention and consequences essentially premises the
"reincarnation" by name of structuration in which any oocertainty is included Thus, this stream ofthought will lead
us to the interpretation of"modemity" employing concepts such as reflexivity, power and wcertainty.

See [Giddens 1976: p.l27].
See [Giddens 1984: p.S].
34 See [Giddens 1976: p.1271.
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2·1·4. The individual and the society in the theory of social change®: Bourdieu's "habitus"

When we describe a person, we may descnbe his characteristics as fullows:

25 years old Single male. An engineer of electrical company. He loves football. He usually goes to
a pub after his work and watches a football match on the telly in the pub. He loves ale rather than
lagar. He sometimes plays football, or goes to the bookie on weekend He likes reading the Sun. He has
never bought the Times. He does not lmow the theatre programs very much, nor the classical music.

Bourdieu calls such behaviour of which our daily life consists the "practices". Practices are concerned with all
the foundational behaviour of daily life, including routine action repeated over and over every day such as eating,
chatting with a fiiend, and listening to music.

These practices, representing a person's lifestyle, reveal one's position in society as a funn of concrete action.
Practices as customs in daily life vary according to the person. Each person has his own lifestyle and principles of
behaviour, which can be explained as "behaving in character". These practices are being produced by the "agent''
every day, based on habit rather than the implementation of a certain aim that the agent executes.
As descnbed above, our daily life consists of a set of nmch routine behaviour. Seeing a description of the

behaviour, we can guess the person's charncter. Going to a pub after wotk represents a general habit of British people.
Going to the bookies will maybe remind us that he might be wotking class. Some trivial fragment of one's routine

behaviour can show the social position occupied
The practices produced as habits in daily life are, on the other band, the concept implying the potentiality to
exceed beyond the routine in certain circumstances. Our daily life is not necessarily made up of usual and routine

behaviour, nor the simple repetition of behaviour taken in the past There are a number of possibilities in any phase

that may lead us to an unlmown world We may ''behave out ofcharncter''. As the term "practices" implies not only
routine but also possibilities ofchange, we should note that the concept is concerned with producing or creating rather

than reproducing.

Let us go back to the previous example. The description of the engineer's daily life provides us more with an
image than a simple guess that he must be wotking class. We can suppose certain tendencies in this person including
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his chamcter, his inclinations, his moral standards, and his aesthetic senses by means of this simple list Bourdieu

posits the concept, "the disposition", representing a certain tendency in the practices of an agent The objective social
structure, such as the occupation, the status, the educational background and so on, provides an agent's position in

society. The agent immanently acquires the social structure so that the objective social structure comes to be
represented as a subjective mental structure. The "disposition" reveals the social structure in his mind consciously
and unconsciously. Besides, the disposition regu1ates a particular tendency for the agent to choose certain actions in
certain circumstances as well as conducting the practices of daily life.
The disposition consists of the ethical, aesthetic, physical and linguistic inclinations. These elements are not
separated. The disposition can be described as the universe that the systematic integration ofthese elements makes up.

The habitus is defined as a set of all the dispositions regulating the agent's practices, funning a consistent system
immanent in the agent.
First ofall, the habitus is a term implying the conceptof"possession". This lies in the fuctthattheterm is derived
from the Latin verb, ''habere". As the word "have" in English and the word "avoir'' in French are both derived from
"habere", it is certain that the term ''habitus" has some relation to the concept of"possession". Hence, habitus must be
immanently acquired in the mind by means ofthe repetition of practices over and over for a long time.
Secondly, it should be emphasised that the habitus is a system or an integration. The dispositions of which the
habitus consists are never divisible, and are also insepaiable from the agent's body. The habitus are substantive
components ofthe agent's body and mind
Finally, the habitus must be productive rather than reproductive. The habitus makes it poss1ble for the agent not
to reproduce the routine behaviour repeatedly and automatically, but to generate new practices.

At the first stage, the individual acquires his habitus through his parents. Born to a society, the child is usually
educated by his parents, or in some cases by other adults around the child The child takes some kind of education
from the other members of society, including his parents, who have acquired their own habituses. The child grows up
absorbing the ~ous habituses around him, especially during his childhood his parents' habituses. At this stage, he
learns what he should I should not do, what he must/ must not do, what he is compelled to do, as well as punishments,
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encourngement, praise, and so on. As a result, he immanently acquires various types of information about the society.
On the one hand, the infonnation contains some common sense about human society: for example, we must not kill

others. On the other hand, it also includes the nonns ofthe particular society: for example in Fij~ respect is shown to
the older person In general, the child becomes aware ofthis kind ofinfonnation through the education received from
other members of the society. However, the habitus he acquires in his mind varies from the other's habitus. Some
parents never allow their children to play outside btx-ause it may be dangerous for them. Other parents may

encourage their children to go out because they have a beliefthat children usually play outside. At this primary stage,
the habitus ofthe child is being formed, inherited from their parents' habituses.
Inheriting from their parents' habituses means absorbing the social position of their parents, that is, the social
status to which their parents belong, so that it becomes immanent in their own bodies. In this sense, we can say that

the habitus means the "structured" structure. Yet, ifwe take acx:ount ofthe habitus as a generative matrix, another side
of the habitus will be lit up, the "structuring" structure. The furmer represents the immanent histmy in one's mind,
being that which replaces the objective social structure. The latter is concerned with the function ofproducing various
practices. Hence, the concept is ambivalent

In :fuct, children grow up to fuce lots of surroundings. Increasingly, they come to live outside of their home,
coming across new kinds of habituses through various experiences. Since the habitus does not etemally regulate
practices in the same way, it implies the possibility generating quite new kinds of practices. As a result, the dialectical
relationship between the habitus and the practices causes the habitus itself to be remade and recomposed As the
effect of the practices always reflects the habitus, it is not what seldom changes. The habitus is a system that
reproduces and reconstructs itse1f
Indeed, the habitus implies flex~bility. Let us consider whether it is possible that practices exceedingly deviating
from the habitus can be suddenly generated. Certainly, it is probable that the actual behaviour exceeds the existing
habitus. For example, a person who is not good at speaking in front of many people can posstbly get his opportunity
to make a speech at a ceremony. As mentioned above, our daily life is not necessarily made up of routine practices.

The future is always uncertain. Anything may happen. In that case,
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howeve~;

the existing habitus takes in such

deviation as new infonnati.on. reOigallising the habitus itself The habitus, consisting of various dispositions, can
provide a certain kind of direction. including what to do in a circumstance that the agent has not predicted In other
words, the habitus absorbs the effect of the practices as well as generates the actual practices, modifying its own
progrnmme.
As for how the habitus regu1ates the prnctices in a puticular phase, even where deviation occurs, Bourdieu

suggests the concept of''the prnctical sense", which mediates between the habitus as an integration of dispositions of

the agent and the prnctices as the habitual behaviour in action. At any moment, the agent can never be perfectly
reasonable. He never knows all the posSibilities, nor can predict all the consequences, when taking action. The agent
does not reasonably calculate the whole surrounding him, based on a certain aim or a clear intention. Therefore, he
will generate the prnctices with an automatic mechanism lying under his consciousness called '1he practical sense".

Bourdieu regards it as a kind of a sense in a game?5
The following three conditions are essential for the operation of the practical sense. At first, the agent must
realise any objectives and connnon rules applicable to the occasion. For example, a player in a game.must know the
rules of the game. Or, a speaker of a particular language must know the grnmmar of that language. In society, one
cannot keep any kind of life ifone recognises no connnon rules or laws at all.
Secondly, the agent should realise what he is supposed to do, which has been habitually decided, in a certain
circumstance. We are usually aware of the existence of a behavioural pattern to a certain situation. his sometimes
called " connnon sense" or ''the custom". Thus, it is essential for the operation ofthe logic that the agent has acquired
such patterns and accumulated them in his sense through experiences in the past, and besides, so that he can refer to
the infonnation ifnecessary.
Thirdly, the agent should possess some appropriate art or ability of applying these conditions to the practices.

Wrth the proper art of coping with circumstances, the practical sense can work, providing what to do and what not to
do in practice.

35 Firth points out something similar about social organisation in Busama When a headman dies, suooassi.on to headship of
he kin group will be determined by the social rule based. on primogeniture. But there may be S>me room for manoeuvre. Whereas
here is a rule, the individuals make practices aooording to their particular sense. See fF:irth 1964: pp.52·53].
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For example, when playing the piano it is the scores that relate to the first condition. The scores are the common
grammar for all players, and the player must know them. Apart from the scores, there are some usual methods of

playing, such as the stress, speed and tone. The way of making the SOWld for a certain score is rather fixed in custom
These usual ways should be recognised by all players. As a result, however, the nrusic made varies fiom player to
player, even though two players play fiom the same scores. Even when one player plays, the music differs from the
last time he played The reason for this is that the player's logic of practices generates the playing practice every time.

Thus, the agent's habitus, held by the practical sense, generates the actual practices. In addition, the very logic makes
it possible for the practices to be produced, not to be reproduced as a routine.

We could say that the habitus is the social structure that has been acquired in the sense that it is immanent in the
body. The agent, holding a certain position in society, behaves with reference to his habitus. The "distinction" fiom
other social positions will give him a class habitus. The distinction of class in society provides a habitus distinctive to
each class. The agent in a class establishes and grows his own habitus as a variation on the class habitus, which is
commonly shared with the other members of that class. Furthermore, there exist distinctions not only in social class
but also in social spheres.36 Each "sphere" has its own tendency of individual habituses at the collective dimension.
As the structure objectively existing outside him comes to be structured in the sense immanent in his body, we can

call this side of the habitus ''the structured structure". Conversely, the habitus as ''the structuring slructure" is related
to the generntion of practices and the provision of a visible fonn of lifestyle. In other words, the social structure as an

inviSible and objective system, which is related to the distinction in social position, status or spheres, being firstly set
as a subjective structure in the agent's mind, finally reveals itself outside ofthe agent as his lifestyle, which is a visible
system re1ated to the distinction as well. The social structure is never seen. Neither is the class nor the sphere.

However, the practices regulated by the habitus reveal the structure and the class because the habitus renders them
immanent in one's mind Thus, while the objective structure is subjectively set in sense or mind as the habitus, the

as Although the concept of "sphere" is quoted from Barth's argument, the implication here is not necessarily acooroance with
his usage. The term in this thesis implies a phase in which a certain norm, principle or standard are commonly shared so that the
individual habitus in the sphere will converge to some extent as each class has each class habitus in Bourdieu's context. For
example, there are such distinctions in Fiji as between the spheres of urban and rural areas, or between "own" and "other"
spheres.
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practices provide the objective lifestyle. Once the social structure including the class as an invisible system is
absorbed in the agent's sense, it becomes visible as the subsequent practices.
To sum up, let us point out the contrast between the views ofDurldleim, Radcliff-Brown and Sahlins especially
concerning the concept of "social structure". They suppose that the social structure is constant and consistent In
history, the social structure is thought to exist constantly, functioning as a mainstay that allows the social process to

succeed Even Sahlins, who criticizes trnditional functional structuralism with his original concept "the structure of
the conjuncture", assumes that history as a whole has its own contimrity. Although he posits a new idea, and grasps
the way society develops as the synthesis between the events and the structure of the conjuncture, there is still a

consistency when we stand back to view the whole stream of history. As long as consistency is presumed in the
stream oftime regardless ofthe name (''the structure" or not), such a view inevitably implies that the structure existed

before taking any behaviour, providing a kind of ''proper way". It a1so means that any deviation is liable to be
mOOified by the structure. Otherwise, any continuity is seldom realised The structure set in history shows not only
continuity in the past, but a1so a proper way for the future. Hence, any ruguments including structure imposed on
history are never free from the "spell" of structural determinism.
Needless to say, Bourdieu refuses to conceptualise anything associated with the social structure consistent in
history. Besides, the habitus, with its dual function, reminds us that the concept cannot be simply compared to
traditional atomism. While the concept is derived from the individual dispositions in each agent, simultaneously, the
social structure37 is reified in the sense immanent in the agent's body. There is assumed an interaction between the
individual and society. The "society" that Dmkheim suggests is not supposed, nor the society made up of
autonomous subjects with reasonable intentions and independent aims. The agent practices the action, supported by
the dispositions in his sense. Yet, the dispositions reveal the social structure that has been reified in his sense. In
addition, the practices result in a pattern ofbebaviour. Although every agent generates his own practices in the context
ofhis habitus, there are common charncteristics in the practices ofevery class because the individual habitus basically

37

In this oontext, the social structure means what reveals the distinction of social status.
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inherits the essence ofthe cJass habitus. 38 At this stage, ifthe matter oftime is taken into consideration, the common
nature of the pmctices

of every cJass provides a certain fonn. The practical action played by the actors on the stage

named "class" will reveal a particu1ar shape in the stream oftime. The social structure for Boutdieu neither directly

detennines the behaviour nor modifies deviations from the standard. It is given by the integration of the agent's
practices in each dimension. In other words, the social structure in this context is made up of the resuh of the
accumulation ofthe past practices. As it only relates to the results, it never determines the way in the future. There are
unlimited posstbilities. Nevertheless, things will tend to go on as usual. The only reason for this lies in the fuct that the
agent takes his behaviour in association with his habitus.

2-2. Previous works - et.hn:::>graJ;:hy in Fiji

2·2·1. The agent embodying the tradition
There are a few previous works dealing with Fiji.39 In this thesis, we will refer to some ofthem, in particuJar the
aiBlJillent of Sablins, Thomas and Toren in association with the main subject here that the agent, embodying the

tradition, reproduces the tradition. Sahlins conducted his first fieldwork on the is1and of Maala in the Lau Groups
from 1954 to 1955 in order to write his ethnography ''MoaJa". He tries an experimental description in this book It is
common in writing ethnography 1hat the material obtained through fieldwork is distinguished into general categories
such as kinship, social OJganisation, ritual, and politics. Instead ofthis, he divides his work into chapters dealing with
''the fumily level", ''the kindred level", 'lhe kin group level", 'lhe village level", and ''the island and the outside
world". Wrthin each division, each cultural sector is interrelated so as to oonstitute a system. He attempts
"evolutionist ethnography'' from the viewpoint that the system is evolving from sub-levels to upper levels. Thus we
can see, what is called, "early Sahlins" with the evolutionist interest in his book "Maala" too. Yet in this thesis, we
will focus on his view ofthe agent as seen in the controversy with Thomas.

Sahiins and Thomas engaged in a controversy with regard to how the Fijian fonn of exchange, kerekere, should
38 Robert Layton points out a weakness in Boun:lieu's approach Surely the point is that a class emerges from interaction,
where certain people share common interests or goals, which set them against other members of society. He suggests that
B:>urdieu's explanations of why each agent's habitus converges with those of others in the community fall into "tautology''. See
[Layton 2000: pp.ll5-116].
39 See [Belshaw 1964], [Geddes 2000], fHooart 1972], [Sahlins 1962], [Sahlins 1985], [Thomas 1991b], [Toren 1990], [Toren
1999a], and [Watters 1969].
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be evaluated They analysed how the Fijian culture in the colonial era was transformed through their analysis of

kerekere. Although there used to be a classical dichotomy divided into "the colonised" and "the colonising",

especially seen in the ru:gument ofacculturnt:ion, they attempted to get away from this dichotomy. In the dichotomy, it
was postulated that the latter had greater influence upon culture change than the former from the macro viewpoint. In

other words, culture on the colonised side was trnnsformed by what the colonising side brought In the recent stream
of post-colonialism, however, their viewpoint is in accordance to that ofthis thesis in terms of putting an emphasis on
the role of the agent in culture. Sahlins, signifying the interrelationship between history and culture, stresses the

consistent structure underlying both history and culture, while Thomas, rejecting such a consistent structure, argues

that tradition is reproduced only by the objectification of circumstances in a cerlain context In Thomas' discussion,
the substantial distinction between, for example, '1he self--culture" and '1he other-culture" is rejected. As Sahlins
points ~ Thomas' rugument seems to lack the concept of an agent who behaves practically in light of a particular

norm or value, which has been formed through the previous "self' history. On the other band as Thomas replies, it is
the agent that objectifies entangled objects. After we have reviewed their argument, it will be clarified that the

application ofBourdieu's concept of habitus gives us a clue to sublate their problematics.
Toren conducted her fieldwork on Gau Island in Fiji from 1981 to 1983. She argues that the particular value of
culture and tradition is represented in its history, and in a more concrete sense, that such values accunmJated in the
mind are embodied in action. She, like Thomas, criticises Sahlins' view on the consistent structure in history.

In Fijian terms tradition, ritual and custom cannot be distinguished from one another and they
are all allowed to be prooossual. Thus Fijian cuJtural categories [Sahlins' term] are not received
readymade as Sahlins would have it, nor are they 'risked' in action; rather they are constituted and
made manifest in action and there they find their continuity. The notion of fixity is reserved for history.
['Ibren 1999a: p.64]

According to Toren, values with their own meanings such as culture, trnd.ition and ritual are not inherited with a
consistent structure. They are, to an extent, consistent in the sense that they are inherited through material and social
re1ationships. However, it is only 1he human action that embodies such values. Values formed and inherited in the
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mind are constituted and represented only in action As she discusses how one acquires the social values in the mind

in one's childhood, she agrees with a certain system ofvalues in a culture ina history that will be inherited In this
regard, she seems to have a different viewpoint from Thomas, who does not agree with any boundaries in culture.

2·2·2. The oonoopt of culture in the argument ofSahlins and Thomas
We sometimes see a Coke bottle displayed in a village in a developing country. The empty bottle is often sold in
a matket. On the other hand, the bottle is just rubbish for us in developed countries. In both cases, the bottles are
materially the same. Both bottles are made of glass. Besides, their physiCll structure is completely the same. However,

the meanings of the bottles are different. While it is just mbbish in the developed country, the bottle is a symbol of
civilisation in the developing country. The Coke bottle is worth collecting in a place in which Coke is banlly bought
The meaning of an item also varies from time to time. For example, beef was not a food in Japan before the
1870's. A cow was just a draught animal for cultivation. Yet, the Meiji Restoration abolished the Edo Shogunate's
isolationism in 1867 so that lots of things and customs were brought from the Western countries. The custom of

eating "cow'' began as a result. Since then, beefhas been staple meat in Ja}E1

Thus, the meanings of things should be interpreted in their particular contexts. In anthropologiCll analyses, it is
significant to particularise the transitional meanings of things in their context, not to investigate the substance of

things. Thomas claims the importance of the historiCll context. As things, so to speak, wear different clothes on
different occasions, we cannot conceptualise their substance independently ofthe context.

Objects present conceptual difficulties because they appear to remain the same despite a
transformation of context.... the most important elements are usually not inherent in the material at
all.
[Thomas 1989: p.41]

Thomas often uses the term "objectification". We can see that he puts an emphasis upon the "agency" who
objectifies things around him according to the particular context.40 It is the agent that is living in a particular social

40 In this discussion regarding colonised Fiji between Thomas and Sahlins, it is the very matter whether the Fijians could
autonomously make action, in other words, whether they "could have acted otherwise". As they stress tlris possibility, they use the
term of"agency''. "Agency" is what the "agent" possesses, as the inherent ability to act. See [Thomas 1993a: pp.873-875].
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context. The agent, considering the social and cultural context, gives certain meanings to the things around him. This
process is called "objectification". Besides, what is objectified is not only ''things" but also traditions such as customs
and institutions. All such "objects" are being re-interpreted, re-defined and recontextualised depending upon the
circurnstances. Thomas attempts to analyse this process in Fiji. He focuses upon the trnnsit:ional change of
objectification in colonial Fiji, re:furring to a political power relationship in colonialism that is one of the most
influential causes ofthe change.

Recontextialisati.on might be regarded as a general social prooo&<~, but my emphasis here is upon
historical diversity in the particular case of the British appropriation of Fijian artefacts in the years
immediately subsequent to the establishment of oolonial rule (1875-76).
[Thomas 1989: pp.41·42]

Firstly, Thomas exemplifies a transition in the objectification of an object In the late 18th centwy, adventurers
brought lots ofthings from the Polynesian islands. These were regarded as collectables. Thomas points out

Unlike a variety of later colonists, they had virtually no desire to reoognise indigenous social
relations, and occasionally chided chiefs about barbarous customs but had no real interest in any kind
of intervention...
[Thomas 1989: p.42]

Yet, colonialism had changed the view ofthese objects.

. . . the implications in a colonial context are different, because the artefact may be taken to stand
for something like 'Fijian culture' which therefore becomes, at least for some people, substantivised in
an entirely novel way.
[Thomas 1989: p.43]

The colonialists recognised these things as representative of something sp<x;ial in the Fijian social and cu1tural
context. The British colonial administration governed by "Indirect Rule". They attempted to govern their colonies by

utilising the traditional systems of social organisation in the indigenous communities. Given this aim, the collected
artefucts seemed useful for understanding the Fijian culture, especially Fijian chieftainship. Thomas signifies this
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political condition when thinking ofthe changes to the meanings ofthings. According to the political circumstances,
the Western people had been changing their objectification ofartefucts in Fiji.

I foous rather upon the significance which the array of ethnological specimens and the practice of
acquisition took on in the emergent Fijian colonial administration.
[Thomas 1989:p.47]

The Fijians as well as the Western people changed their ways of objectifying things according to the context
The introduction of a market economy and monetary exchange caused changes in the indigenous exchange system.
In such conditions, the meanings of things recognised by the indigenous people are in tr.msition as well. Cattle are
called bulumakau in Fij~ and these are quite essential in ritual presentttions. However, the introduction ofthe market

economy highlighted a contrast between two views:

Cattle, as we understand them, are basically commodity animals; they are not individual
creatures and are convertible above all into kilogram-weights of various grades of meat which have
market values. The meaning of bulumakau, by contrast, was established around the turn of the
century on the basis of the significance of pigs.
[Thomas 199l:p.199]

Cattle are commodities, however bulumakau are not for selling, although both cattle and bulumakau are
physically the same. As a result, there appears a contrast between the views ofthose who hold to the t:rnditional Fijian
ways and those oriented rather to capitalistic thought. The unstable bulumakau represents an unstable objectification
ofthings by the indigenous people during modernisation.

People in western Fiji who are oommitted to the way of the land strongly hold the view that

bulumak11u are raised for ceremonies; ... However, many people do farm cattle oommercially, and one
of the principal ways in which rural Fijians pursue the ''path of money" is through grazing; ... The
bulumak11uthus has an unstable character.
[Thomas 1991: p.199]

In other words, Thomas emphasises that not only the indigenous people but also the Western people were
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redefining Fijian ~ in particuJar contexts. When we think of objectification in the context of colonisation and
modernisation, it should be noted that the agent of a particular status objectifies things in his own way.
Secondly, Thomas notes the objectification of traditions such as customs and institutions. In the wave of
modernisation, the ritual ways ofFiji have also been tr.msfonned.

Solevu, the large·scale presentations of "valuables of the lancf ... still take place in rural Fiji,
although how they fit into the larger system has changed ..
[Thomas 1991: p.189]

In early times, solevu appeared as follows:

... the reproduction of persons was ... seen to depend upon paths, material links, and exchange.
Hence salevu were (and are) virtually always presentations between affines and generally take the
form of gifts to a group from whom a wife is being received
[Thomas 1991:p.190]

Yet as he points out, modem capitalism was brought to the villages in rural Fiji so that the villagers were fuced
with the necessity of redefining solevu in the new circumstances.

My interest here is primarily in the importance which is attached to sokvu by Fijians; it is not
just the content of re~ns that has changed but also their form and the mode in which cultural value

is made explicit.
[Thomas 1991:pp.191-192]

The market economy resulted in changes to the ways ofsolevu.
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I was told on a number of oreasions that the way solevu worked in the Sigatoka valley was that
mats were presented by upstream groups to those downstream, while drums moved upriver against
mats.... There was a simple basis for the statement: the villages upriver had less access to shops, town,
and such goods as kerosene, and it was thus said to be appropriate that drums move from people cl<l3er
to the coast up into the interior. . . . These circumstances are important not merely as illustrations of
localized change or the use of an imported product in ceremonial exchange ... but also because recent
development suggest a shift in the underlying logic of exchange.
[Thomas 1991: p.192]

The price system also seems to be recontextualised in Fijian rituals. The presentation in a bridal ceremOny plays
the most important role in Fijian rituals.

It must be apparent that one of the most striking features of these occasions is the quantity of
property offered, . .. this is a1so the reference point for later recollection. . . . the goods are 'the price of
the bride.
[Thomas 1991: p.194]

However, there is a "difficulty" where there is a mix ofmarket and gift exchange systems.

All the talk about "difficulty" reveals a morality of price. In a lllBlket situation, a price may be too
high or too low, but the case or difficulty of assembling the price of a thing is irrelevant to moral
calculation.
[Thomas 1991: p.197]

It is impossible to measure the "price" of the bride because the significance of ceremonial presentations lies in
the moral value. not in the exchange value in the tnaiket. Thus, the Fijians fuce a dilemma. In Fij~ gift exchange and
market exchange are, in a sense, coexistent, which provides a ''neotraditional culture" as a result ofthe objectification

by 1he Fijians.
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These rural Fijians postulate a dilemma between two paths: the way of the land and the way of
money, wlrich are seen to stand in tension, if not to be incompatible. The former is expressed in
respectful behavior, relatedness, daily rituals, ... while the path of money is understood as an
individualistic pursuit of business and personal gain, which can only be effectively pursued if kinship
obligations and sociality are neglected ... thls polarization is central to Fijian culture in its distinctively
neotraditional form.
[Thomas 1991:pp.l97-198]

As mentioned above, there were a number of influences upon Fijian culture in the colonial era Thomas
discusses the effect of colonisation and modernisation as follows:

Most rural Pacific Islands communities have experienced several waves of economic change over
the last century, associated with formal colonial rule, plantation development, multinational fishing
and forestry, ... can such a model be sustained after long histories of engagement with wage work and
commereial farming?
[Thomas 1991: p.188]

He supposes a certain influence of the colonial political situation upon indigenous culture. On the other hand,
however, Sahlins criticises Thomas for overestimating the influence of the political situation upon cultural change.
Thus, a controversy took p1ace between them.
We can see an obvious point of difference in their approoches: Sahlins, considering culture as having substance,
affinns the historically consistent structure ofthe culture. According to him, the culture is said to be autonomous and

continuous in its histOiy so that the consistency ofthe culture is retained even though the culture is :fuced with a huge
wave of colonialism and modernisation. On the other hand, Thomas regards culture as what is not substantial. The
culture contains both material objects

(~)

and non-material objects (the "lrndition" such as customs and

institutions). As he says, "Common sense tends to conflate the social identity of entities with their fixed and founded
material substances. But the social effect of material things demands that some attempt be made to talk through their
use in prnctice,'>41 objects should be interpreted in their historical contexts. Objects usually take various meaning".
Hence, the impact of colonialism does matter in considering the cultural change ofthis period.
The main difference lies in the estimation ofa ritual, kerekere.
41

See [Thomas 1989: p.53].
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Sahlins says that kerekere obviously existed before colonisation, and colonialism had not necessarily a grtm
effect upon cultural change. Thus, he rejects Thomas' view that kerekere was fonned as a resuh ofthe Fijian people's
own cultural adaptation to the colonial era. He argues that Thomas over emphasises the impact of colonialism.
Thomas refutes this claim. According to Thomas, kerekere is a ritual funned in the colonial era. which was
caused by objectification In other words, the Fijian people objectified their own tradition of reciprocity and

recontextualised it in its tmticular situation

... I was concerned not with kerekere as a practice but with the custom that was "emblematic of
the 'communal' character of Fijian society"; ... "the reification ofkerekere as a 'custom' ... is something
that oreurred during the colonial period; there is no evidence that kerekere existed in this sense during
the earlier phases of Fijian history.
[Thomas 1993: p.839]

Thomas considers this as the indigenous people's reaction to the governing policy of British colonial
administration, that is, the "Indirect Rule". As he claims: "My c1aim was that this objectification of indigenous
reciprocity responded particularly to the British indirect-rule administration's preoccupation with the strengths and
weakness of the "communal order'.42 in response, the indigenous people reinterpreted one of the principal elements,
reciprocity, composing their identity as the Fijians. Thus a ritual, kerekere, was redefined In considering
objectification especially in colonialism, the political condition should be referred to in its analysis.
In addition, Sahlins criticises Thomas' view of "agency''. Since Sahlins supposes that the culture is
autonomously constituted and reproduced by the "agency'', he also premises certain nonns representing the fonn of
behaviour in the past. As the agent behaves in practice in the light of his past achievements, a consistency appears in
history. Sahlins points out Thomas' argument lacks this insight

Thomas asserts he does not ignore the significance of"agency" at all. As is obvious in the citation below.

42

See [Thomas H)93: p.872].
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Sahlins's claim that I understate the autonomy and oonsciousness of Pacific Islanders is entirely
at odds with the argument of ''The Inversion of Tradition", which drew attention to the fact that
traditions .. . were not merely reproduced, preserved, or affirmed, but also notably rejected or
subverted under some cireumstances.
[Thomas 1993: p.873].

Objectification and the "agency" are not inseparnble. h is the agent that objectifies things under certain
circumstances. Yet, there are no consistent principles of objectification. The fonns of objectification depend upon the
particular historical context Besides, the estimation and definition of objects including things and traditions vary

from context to context his essential for Thomas that we should not abstractly and generally conceptualise objects.
Ifwe premise that there is "structure" in history, we cannot avoid taking account of the generality, consistency

and contim.Iousness of the structure. If we suppose there is a "process", however, any certain principles or
substantialism are rejected. These views are two sides of the methodology of such arguments. The emphasis on
"structure" hardly explains the creation of a new culture and the tnmsfonnation of meanings. On the other hand,

anything consistent will be excluded unless the concept of structure is referred to. Although Thomas mentions the
redefinition of reciprocity in a new context by the Fijian people, what principle did they objectify? Were there not any
general tendencies? As Thomas claims: " ... colonialism was not a monolithic metropolitan enterprise that had some
kind of uniform "impact" in colonized places; on both sides, interests in entanglement were uneven and
di:fferent:iated,'-43 various agencies of various status objectified various kinds of objects in the colonial era Yet, there

exists some differentia of objectification caused by the difference in status. In other words, the given meanings vary if
the Fijians and the Western people objectify the same thing. Moreover, there are some common tendencies within the

mea:ning:; given by the Fijians. Is that because there is something consistent in each status? Can we say such
tendencies appear because ofthe very reason that there is something like the principles ofconduct, which consciously
or WICOnsciously sustain one's thought and behaviour, that is, "disposition''?
We can apply the concept of habitus to this ru:gument Although habitus does not necessarily imply structure, it
provides a certain form through time. Needless to say, the reon "consistency'' is not appropriate in the axgument of

43

See [Thomas 1991: p.205].
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habitus because habitus implies the possibility of change. The direction of the disposition may change, however, the
typical tendency will be kept. The Western people, the Fijians and the Indians in Fiji may have their own habituses. In

objectifying, they redefine, reinterpret and recontextualise various kinds of objects in various situations in the light of
their own habituses.

Thomas uses the tenn "neotradition":

My aim is not to suggest that the topic of oontact history should displace cultural inquiry but

rather to demonstrate that the meanings of exchange relations and ceremonies are historically
oonstituted That is, indigenous comparisons between local and foreign wlrite practices are not
oontingent on marginal observations fur the benefit of a visiting stranger; they instead express a set of
oontrasting values through which older cultural relations and activities have been refracted, made
explicit, and revalued This distinctly modern culture is neotraditional in the sense that "tradition" ...
stands as an explicit reference point for practice and for moral and political adjudications...
[Thomas 1991: pp.200·201]

Certainly colonialism led to change in the value system. Redefined tradition reproduced by agents is called
"neotradition" according to Thomas. The neotrndition, providing new ways of behaviour, modifies the former
habitus. Under the entangled circumstances ofcolonialism, the habitus is developmentally reproduced as well. Anew
habitus including some new ways ofthought and behaviour emerges as the urban class Fijian comes from the village

to live in the city in a modernised style, or as the Fijian co-operates with the Indians beyond the traditional opposition

that charncterised these ethnic communities.

2·2·3. 'lbmn's argument on 1he traditional hierarchy
Toren conducted her first fieldwork in Sawaieke village on Gau Island for eighteen months from 1981 to 1983.
44

ht her argument, history and trndition lie in the mind of the "individually social" and "socially individual" lnunan.

The body is what embodies the mind As she asks, ''How do we become who we are?'o45 She thinks ofa human who
cannot be free from the social individual undertaking culturally patterned activities. Through action conducted within
material relationships, the human is acquiring the cu1turn1 and trndit:ional values immanent in those relationships. The

practical body's actions are, therefore, representing the constant culture and trndit:ion in the mind From this viewpoint,
44 See

[Toren 1999a: p.5].
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with reference to her own materials obtained in Fij~ Toren descnbes how children acquire the social categories,
concepts and values through rituals, how they become those who embody these values in action, how people
represent their own history as well as their social relationships, and how particular m~ are given in ligbt of a

particular historical context

In this thesis, we will especially focus on her emphasis on the traditional hierarchy embodied in contemporary
Fiji. Conversion to Christianity brought Western moral notions to Fiji. While almost all Fijians have converted to
Christianity, they tend to put less value on their previous traditional belie&.

These very common expressions suggest that Fijians view their past as amoral, if not immoral,
especially with respect to polygamy, witchcraft and camribalism, which am said to be 'ancestral
practices in the manner of the land'.
['lbren 1999a: p.36)

The traditional chief in Fiji used to have absolute economic and political power through the supernatural force
called mana. Drinking)'Uqona, closely related to the chief's mana, set many taboos. Nowadays, however, conversion

to Cbristianity has made people believe less in the chief's supernatural power, at the same time the foundation of

democracy has weakened the chiefs actual power in social. life. It is now said by the Fijian people that conversion to
Christianity has meant getting away from belief in the devil. h seems, in a sense, like breaking off from or rejecting
their own history. However, they do not necessarily deny their own history. They newly constitute the history instead,
which expresses another dimension to the ''broken off' history. Toren found Leonardo da Vmci 's 'The Last Supper'

tapestry displayed in nine ofsixteen churches in Gau:

45

See [Toren 1999a: p.ll
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... it [Fijian appropriation of 'The Last Supper'] enters into oonstruction of 'the Fijian way', of a
religion 'in the manner of the land'. However, its more subtle resonanre has to do with the
contemporary constitution of the past.... it describes a radical break with the past. Against this history,
the Fijian notion of tradition as 'acting in the manner of the land' makes the present flow smoothly out
of the past; from this perspective 'the coming of the light' did not violate indigenous cultural practire
but revealed the inherent Christianity of the Fijian people.
[Thren 1999a: p.46]

The Fijian term cakocaka vakavanua, representing the meaning of"tradition", literally translates to 'acting in
the manner ofthe land' in English. Toren sees the embodiment ofFijian history in the Fijian's display ofthe tapestry.
This is their constitution of a religion in their own traditioml way. In other words, this is their reconstitution of their

history. The history living in the Fijian people's mind is thus embodied in the fonn of the incorporation of
Christianity into the Fijian context. This is expressed, in a more concrete sense, in the manner of eating a meal or
drinking yaqona. Eating meals and drinking}tlt]ona have ritual significations in Fiji. How they divide up the worlc at

mealtimes, in what order they start eating. where they sit, is elaborately determined depending on the social
relationships.
Toren detects a similar relationship between 'The last Supper' and "meals in Fiji" as well as the "bread and
wine given by Chrisf' and the ''yaqona given by the Fijian chief':

. . . the orientation of a Fijian viewer of 'The Last Supper' is that of 'facing the chiefs' - the same
position as when drinking kava or sitting in the body of the church. 'lb worship God is to fare God, to
attend upon a chief is to face the chief, and to look after the kava is, literally, to fare kava.
[Thren 1999a: p.59]

She suggests that the Fijians are projecting themselves onto the tapestry. They seem to interpret Christ as their
chief: the wine as yaqona, and the bread as a meal. She postulates that the Fijian people attempt to discover how they
should be in The Last Supper'. In other words, they have to find their own context in both value systems: what
Christianity has brought, and their traditional values. Ifwe use a term that is often used by Toren as well as Thomas,
they have to "objectify" the circumstance to set up their own guidepost in their context. Their view of 'The last
Supper' is one of reification.
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Her conclusion seems to an extent influential. There may be no grounds to concretely suppose that the
Fijian people actually view 'The l.ast Supper' as Toren suggests. It may not be the case that the composition of
the tapest:Iy is recognised as similar to that of a Fijian meal. Nor may it be the case that there exist dual value
systems of Christianity and their tradition.

In this thesis, however, we will take up her subject on the traditional hierarchy and the social relationships
embodied in the manner of eating meals and drinking;.uqona. In particular, drinking;.uqona, which has lost its
original implication in ritual, is still significant in the sense that the traditional hierarchy is embodied and inherited
through the manner of acting. Drinking ;.uqona has a social function in reconstituting the hierarchy in a
contemporary context. We will discuss this in chapter 6.

2-2-4. Fijian anthropologists arguing Fijian society
Nayacakalou and Ravwu
Rusiate Raibosa Nayacakalou and Asesela Ravuvu are typical Fijian anthropologists descnbing the
ethnography ofFiji46 as outline in the following paragraphs.
Nayacakalou, conducting his fieldwork on the island of Kadavu, studied the functional changes in
leadership in Fiji The leadership system is still functioning so as to define the way of life in tenns ofboth the
administrative and traditional hierarchy. As he was supervised by Firth during his PhD in LSE, we can see Firth's
47

influence on his view of social change. He applies the concept of "organisational change" to his materials. In

this thesis, we will see how Firth's argument can be applied to Fiji in light ofNayacakalou's books in a broader
sense, while his work will be referred to so as to understand the ways of the administ:rntive and traditional
hierarchy in contemporary Fiji in a narrower sense.
Ravuw was one of the first graduates of the University of the South Pacific (USP) in Fiji He joined the
USP as a lecturer in 1976. Ravuvu, born in Nakorosule village in VIti Levu, he studied the social change taking
place in his own, and other villages in the stream of modernisation. He wrote a comprehensive ethnography

46
47

See [Nayacakalou 1978], IRavuvu 1974], IRavuvu 1983], [Ravuvu 1987], and IRavuvu 1988].
See [Nayacakalou 1978].
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about general social life in Fij~48 describing such basic principles as households, kinship, taboo, traditional
hierarchy, reciprocity as well as foods, life cycles, beliefs and values. He also describes the traditional ritual
existing as a model of social life, which reflects the Fijian worldview, and defines their inherited values.49 In this
thesis, we will see how the social life is in Fiji with reference to Ravuvu's articles.
oonclusion

Society consists of individuals. The individuals live in society. We cannot think of social matters by
separating the two dimensions of society and the individual. In this thesis, however, the individual as an "agent"
acting independently, who is also regulated by the collective principles, will be stressed in an analysis of social

change in Fiji. We will need a concept bridging the two dimensions of the individual at the micro level and of
society at the macro level. The idea ofhabitus postulated by Bourdieu will be a key concept in this thesis in tenns
that it regulates the individual's conduct in light of the social circumstances, and that it is "structuring" and
"structured" in social life. In addition, the ruguments of Sahlins, Thomas and Toren will be tested against my

original materials in association with the agent objectifYing circumstances. The actual field materials will be
considered with reference to their ruguments in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. In Chapter 7, we will come back to the
theoretical considerations, taking account ofthe field materials presented in the preceding chapters.
The next chapter will briefly descnbe Fijian history and give a statement of contemporary Fiji.

[Ravuvu 1983].
See [Ravuvu 1987].

48 See
49
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Ch.3 Society and life culture in Fiji
In this chapter, we will provide a briefhistory and general information regarding social institutions in Fiji.
From the 19th century, Christian missionaries began to act widely in the South Pacific. In 1835, the first
European missionaries came to Fiji. European merchants started trading too. They brought iron tools and

fueanns such as guns to exchange for sandalwood and sea cucumber, both of which were plentiful in Fiji.
The European merchants needed legitimate government in Fiji so as to establish their land ownership by
means of contract. They asked the great chiefs in Fiji to establish a unified government supported by a
confederacy of chiefs. But their attempt fu.iled because of various

~ctions.

As a result, four attempts to

launch a native government led by Cakobau all fu.iled. Then, the cession of Fiji to the British Empire was realised
in 1874.
To govern Fij~ the British Empire adopted "Indirect Rule". It also privileged the Fijian ofland tenure system.
Except for lands owned by European people, all land was declared as being owned only by Fijians and the
government. This policy determined the direction ofthe country.
Britain adopted a policy of sending lots of Indian people to Fiji as indentured labourers. Between 1879 and
1916, more than 60,000 Indian labourers came to Fiji to work in plantations run by Europeans. After finishing
their working term, most ofthem decided to remain. This increased the Indian population in Fiji.
As the Indian people have good economic sense, they have gained a powerful position in the domestic

economy in Fiji. On the other hand, the Fijian people can realise a stable life thanks to the well-respected land
tenure system. Since independence in 1970, however, modernisation has revealed serious ethnic conflict between

the Fijians and the Indians. As the country develops, the gap between the rich and the poor is becoming
tremendous. Whereas life in both ethnic groups used to be divided, it is now becoming mixed especially in the
cities. The Fijian people are dissatisfied with the Indians taking the lead in the Fijian economy, while the Indian
people complain about the particular land tenure system. Such ethnic problems have been revealed by the three
coups that have occurred since independence.
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3-1. A brief history of Fiji

3·1·1. The colonial era and independenoo
before the unification

It was in the 17th century, when the European explorers began to investigate and "discover" a new world by
ship, which the name ofFiji appeared in world history. In 1643, Abel J. Tasman discovered Taveuni Island in the
Fijian group. Then Captain J. Cook in 1774, William Bligh in 1789 and 1792, and Captain Wilson in 1797 all
reached Fiji. From the beginning of the 19th century, many European merchants started coming to Fiji to seek
sandalwood. In addition, beachcombers and escaped convicts from Australia wandered to Fiji. These European
people traded sandalwood and sea cucumber from the Fijian people so that iron tools and guns came into the
hands of the Fijians. Local Fijian warlords struggled with one another during this period. A few great chiefs

conquered the neighbouring regions. The weapons brought by the European merchants bad made war more
serious than before.
The first Christian missionaries, who were two Tahitians belonging to the London Missionary Society,
came to Fiji in 1830. Then the first European missionaries, William Cross and David Caigill, reached l.akeba on
October 12 in 1835.50
the oonfederate government by Cakobau and the cession
In the middle of the 19th century Fiji was in an unstable social condition. European settlers struggled with

one another so as to gain more profit by means of plantations, while the chief ofBau, Cakobau, and the chief of
Lau, a Tongan named Ma'afu gained great influence over Fiji. Cakobau's power was increasing during the

1840's over the Eastern part ofVrti Levu. Ma'afu, who had been sent to Fiji by the King of Tonga, gained his
power around the Vtti Levu Island
In 1865, there were twelve matanitu (confederacy of chiefs) established in Fiji. In this year, it was first

proposed to launch a unified government led by seven great chiefs. Cakobau was the first leader of the unified
government. After he had served two terms, Ma'afu tried to become the next leader. But the other chiefs did not

50

See [Derrick 1946: p.71].
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agree with this. Thus the first unified government collapsed.51
In 1867, the second government was launched. Cakobau became the King. But Britain did not approve of
this government. As a result, it became difficult for the government to conduct affirirs. Cakobau's third
government established in 1869 fuiled for the same reason. Cakobau's fourth government was established in
1871. It obtained lots of money by selling the inhabitants newly conquered areas as labourers to the European
settlers. 52
Increasingly European settlers were eager for a stable, unified government in Fiji so as to guarantee their
own security and rights. Besides, the chiefS could not conduct government without the European's support.
Without British approval of their government, moreover, they could not collect taxes. R F. Watters describes
these circumstances as follows:

.. . they [the paramount chiefs] seemed powerless to avert chaos, and events moved inexorably toward
cession of the Group to Great Britain in 1874.
[Watters 1969: p.26]

Cakobau first proposed to cede Fiji to Britain in 1858. Since Cakobau owed a huge debt to the U.S.
government, he asked Britain to take on his debt instead of ceding Fij~ but Britain refused. During the following

years, U.S. power over the South Pacific was increasing. Under the circumstances, Cakobau's second proposal to
cede Fiji to Britain was accepted and in 1874 Fiji became a colony.
The first Governor-General of Fiji, Sir Arthur Gordon, treated the Fijian people well by means of giving a
fuvourable interpretation to the Deed of Cession. He adopted "Indirect Rule" to govern Fiji. He established the
administrative system with reference to the traditional hierarchy in

Fij~

in order to retain the existing social

structure. Waters points out that he was the first man to make ''Indirect Rule" the basis of Britain's colonising
policy.

51
52

See [Derrick 1946: p.159].
See [Derrick 1946: p.201].
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The period of Sir Arthur Gordon's govemorslrip, 1875-80, proved decisive in the modem history of Fiji,
for Gordon's policy established lasting institutions that have guided the development of the Fijian
people. Gordon was one of the first to formulate a system of 'Indirect Rule', or administration through
native authorities, that later under Lord Lugard in Nigeria became the model for British colonial
practice.
[Watters 1969: p.26]

Ratu Sukuna was the first Fijian to objectify the actual state ofFiji in the modem world He was also the first
Fijian high official in the government. He clearly grasped the :fuct that European capital, using lands in Fiji and
Indian labourers, gained profits for Fiji. His experience of education in Britain and serving in the anny gave him
these insights. As he was descended from a great chief: he could study abroad After returning to Fij~ he became
the first Fijian high official in the Fijian Affuirs Board. Wrth a broader viewpoint gained by his experience of life
and education abroad, he recognised the actual state ofFij~ subordinated as it was to European capital. He feh it
important that, if Fijian people were to become independent in international society, they should acquire the spirit

of capitalism and individualism, which would be derived from taking higher education. He was, so to speak, the
first Fijian who objectified the nature, the particularity and the problem underlying Fijian society. Since then,
there has formed a stream of Fijians who have studied abroad or taken higher education and then become high
officials in the government. The Fijians themselves began to participate in governing Fiji.
Through the 1960's, the domestic institutions were modernised. For example, such modem forms as
general elections and party politics were introduced. Then Fiji became an independent state in 1970.
independence and the ooups

One ofthe most significant political changes preceding independence was the introduction of party politics.
The first party was the Alliance Party (AP) founded in 1964. Against the rising tide of Indian demands for higher
status, the Fijians established the Fijian Association so as to protect Fijian rights. This organjsat:ion later became
the AP On the other hand, the Indians founded the National Federation Party (NFP) in 1964, which developed
from an rnganisation created during a strike in 1960 by sugarcane fiumers. The first General Election was held in
1966, in which the AP gained 27 seats, while the NFP gained 9 seats in The House ofRepresentatives. As a result,
it became clear that Indians supported the NFP while Fijians and others supported the AP.
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In October 1970, Fiji became an independent state, whose governor-general was Robert Foster, the Prime

Minister was Kamisese Mara who belonged to the AP. In the first General Election since independence, held in
1972, the AP obtained 33 ofthe 52 seats in The House ofRepresentatives. In the second General Election in 1977,
the NFP gained slightly more seats and the Mara Cabinet resigned. But the NFP could not form a cabinet because
of a split in their party. Thus the Governor-General at the time, George Cakobau, again appointed Mara to the
post of Prime Minister. This cabinet was unstable because the AP was the minority party. The NFP passed a vote
of no confidence in the Cabinet and a third General Election was held. The AP became the majority party in this
election In the fourth General Election in 1982, the AP gained the majority of seats. The Mara Cabinet was still
in power.
The Fiji Labour Party (FLP) was founded in 1985. In the fiflh General Election in 1987, the NFP and the
FLP were combined to form the NFP-Labour Coalition, which gained more seats than the AP (AP 24 seats I
Coalition 28 seats). They established a coalition cabinet, whose Prime Minister was Dr. T. Bavadra. The shift in
power expressed the resentment held by labourers of the middle classes living in the cities against the AP's
conservative policy that the traditional chiefly system should be retained One reason for the change of
government was that the existing political leaders such as Mara were all from the eastern parts ofVrti Levu, and
people living in the western parts resented their subordination to the existing leaders. On the other hand, however,
it was the new bourgeoisie who criticised the traditional and static politics that had appeared
The result of the fifth General Election brought about a crisis in the status of Fijians. After just one month
from the establishment of the new cabinet, on 14th May 1987, Rabuka, a Fijian army officer, canied out a coup.
He dissolved the Assembly without bloodshed An interim government was founded so as to keep the situation
under contro~ but the army disagreed with the government. Rabuka therefore canied out a second coup on the
25th September so that he could hold real control. He decided to secede from the Commonwealth and to declare
Fiji to be The Republic of Fiji. Rabuka then gave the post ofPrime Minister to Marn, a civilian, so as to weaken
the impact of the mi1itruy regime. Mara founded anew cabinet in December. The political unrest ended Fiji was
affiliated with the Commonwealth again in September 1997.
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In 1998, a new constitution was proclaimed. The former constitution proclaimed in 1990 gave the Fijians an
advantage but such racial discrimination was abolished in the new constitution. At the same time, the name ofthe
country became The Republic ofFiji Islands.
As the result ofthe General Election in 1999, Chaudhry became the first Indian Prime Minister.53 After just
one year, in May 2000, Speight, who asserted Fijian advantages in politics, rose up in arms against the cabinet.
He occupied Parliament House with an armed group. 30 cabinet ministers, including Prime Minister Chaudhry,

'

were held in custody. Speight abolished the new constitution. In July, lloilo became the President appointed by
the Great Council of ChiefS (GCC), and an interim cabinet was formed with Qarase as the new Prime Minister. In
November, the Lautoka High Court decided that the 1998 constitution was still valid, and that the interim cabinet
was not legitimate. In March 2001, lloilo assumed the Presidency again in accordance with the constitution
appointed by GCC.54 Qarase formed an interim cabinet in order to administer a General Election. In August 2001,
......

-the General Election was held. Qarase became the new Prime Minister, in accordance with the resul~ on the 1Oth
September. The political disorder was finally ended

3·1·2. Inh)lhitants in Fiji- the Fijian and the Indian
indentured labour and sugar plantations

I will now provide some more detailed information on the development of land tenure in Fij~ from the time
ofthe first European settlement to the present.
The\-e are several ethnic groups living in Fiji apart from the native Fijian, such as the Indian, the Chinese,
and others from the South Pacific islands. The Indians are in the majority. According to the census in 1998, the
population ofthe Indian and the Fijian makes up about 95% of the whole.55
In 1879, during the colonial ern, the first indentured labourers reached Fiji from India. The British Empire
adopted a policy of taking Indian people to its other colonies as labourers working in the plantations. From 1879
to 1916, approximately 60,000 Indian people carne to Fiji to work in sugar plantations. Their contract required
53 In the present oonstitution, The House of Representatives is oomposed of 71 seats.
54 Under the present oonstitution, the President has to be appointed by GCC. The PM is

then appointed by the President of

all members in The House of Representatives. GCC has an absolute power over everything in Fijian politics. Even Speight had
obeyed the decisions by GCC.
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them to wmk for five years. In addition, they obtained either the travelling expenses to return to India, or the right
to settle in Fiji. Altogether about 40,000 wmkers chose to remain in Fiji and become fiumers after their tenns

ended

Apart from such indentured labourers, Indian immigrants who intended to go into business in Fiji began to
arrive in the 1920's. As a result, the Indian population increased. The Indians, who tend to have more economic
sense and motivation than the optimistic Fijians, have increased their population and their power over the
economy in Fiji. By 1946, the Indian population exceeded that ofthe Fijian.56
In the colonial era, Fijian people did not have particular feelings against Indian people so much. Since
independence, however, their feelings have turned sour. That is because, on the one band, the Fijian status was
stable enough under the British colonial policy that gave an advantage to the Fijians. On the other hand, there is
the filet that the modernisation and economic development since independence have created a gap between the
rich and the poor. The Indians have surpassed the Fijians in the economic sense and have gained control over the
domestic economy. While the Fijians retain their traditional life, the Indians have played a primary role in
developing capitalism But they cannot go into business without leasing land from the Fijians, because they are
not allowed to buy land Therefore, they have come to be dissatisfied with the conservative political system that
dis:fu.vours the Indian. It was an expression oftheir dissatisfuction that the coalition between the NFP and the FLP
won the General Election in 1987. Besides, the three coups were provoked by the :fuct that the Fijians
disapproved ofthe Indian Prime Minister elected at the General Election
land tenure system

The British Empire ceded Fiji in 1874 and determined to govern through the principle of''Indirect Rule". Its

guiding principle was to make the Fijians govern their country themselves under the administrative social
organisation that was founded by the British colonial government with reference to the traditional Fijian hierarchy.

We will see this organisation in Chapter 4.
In the middle of the 19th century, most European settlers were keen to obtain land suitable for plantations.
55 The

Fijian (51%), The Indian (44%) and The others (5%).
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But they obtained the land improperly, by fraud or even plunder, because there was then no legitimate unified
government in Fiji. As a result, most land good for plantation was bought up by the European settlers. Under
these circumstances, the first Governor-General of

Fij~

Sir Arthur Gordon, enacted the "National Land

Ordinance" in 1880 to guarantee the Fijians the right to own their land. It was decided that, apart from the land
that the European settlers had properly bought, the other land could not be owned by any other people than the
Fijians.57 This ordinance was the main root of the policy that treated the Fijians well. As it is still valid now, even
the Indians driving the Fijian economy have no rights to own land.
There are three types of land tenure in contemporary Fiji. ''Native Land" is owned by the mataqali a
traditional communal otganisation in Fiji and may not be owned by any other ethnic group. The ownership ofthis
''Native Land" belongs to each mataqali, not to individuals. The members of each mataqali can borrow land for
cultivation. Other land that is not used by the members of the mataqali is usually leased to those who are not
members. The NL1B (National Land Trust Board, established in 1940) intermediates and signs a lease between
the owner and the tenant. Most of the tenants are Indian funners, but sometimes the land provides a place for
hotels or fuct:ories. According to a statistical yearbook of 1986, ''Native Land" makes up 1,525,230 ba, 83.2% of
all land in Fiji. We will see just how important this :fuct is for the survival of the traditional Fijian social
organisation in later chapters.
"Freehold Land" is land that had been purchased mainly by the Europeans who settled in Fiji before
colonisation, and was approved as to the legitimate ownership by investigation by the British colonial crown.
''Freehold Land", now mostly belonging to Europeans and Indians, is free to buy and sell. The sale price is
usually quite expensive, so that one third of it is leased ''Freehold Land" is 181,035 ba, 9. 8% of all land in 1986.
The land that did not belong to a mataqali or had been purchased by the British Royal Family by 1875 is
called "Crown Land". This now belongs to the Fiji government. It is 131,220 ba, 7.0% of the land in 1986.
''Crown Land" can be leased, but most is not ideal for the agriculture.

56 Coups that have happened three times have dramatically
57 The National Land Ordinance excluded "Crown Land".

reduced the Indian population.
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As a result of British colonial policy, there is a significant difference as to the form of land tenure available to

the Fijians and the Indians. The difference is critical to the Indians. They cannot own land at all. Not only
cultivated fields as productive capital, but also the land where they live is not theirs. They are aware that they are

likely to be refused an extension to the lease after the expiration ofthe contract, either because of lack offunds or
some personal reason of the Fijian owner. In fact, some Indian people, facing this kind of circumstance, are
forced to leave the land
On the other hand, the Fijians seldom have difficulty gaining something to eat Anyone in trouble goes rock

to his or her village, where his mataqali supports him. There is still a system of mutual support based on the
communal norms of the village. Someone who returns has several choices. He can help to cultivate another's
field Or, he can stay in another's house in his village. That is why the land tenure as the producing capital is
guaranteed in the village. There is no worry about food

The Fijians have traditionally led a lifestyle closely connected with their native land When they nearly lost
their rights to own land in the 19th century, these rights were secured thanks to the British colonising policy. It can
be said, and will be stated later, that the root of the "system of traditional values" in Fiji lies in the land tenure
system and their views on inherited land Concretely, the "National Land Ordinance" enacted in 1880 was one of
the most decisive events directing the way ofthe Fijians.
3-2. Ge:lgrafhical and social envirorrrent of Fiji

3·2·1. Physical features and industrial structure

geography
The Republic of the Fiji Islands, located at the centre of the South-West Pacific, consists of approximately
'

330 islands. These islands are located at between 175 degrees of east longitude and 177 degrees of west longitude,
between 15 and 22 degrees of south latitude.
The total area ofthese islands is 18,376 sq. km. The ~est island is Vtti Levu (10,429 sq. km), followed by
Vanua Levu (5,556 sq. km) and Taveuni (470 sq. km).
The total area of sea around Fiji is 1,290,000 sq. km, adjoining Tuvalu, Wallis and Futuna at the north end,
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Vanuatu, New Caledonia at the west end, and Tonga at the east end
Geographically, Fiji is included in Melanesia. But it is also located at a point between Polynesia and
Micronesia so that there can be seen both the Polynesian physical type characterised by lalge body size and the
Melanesian type, with a dark complexion Generally speaking, the Fijian is said to be of the Melanesian type but
Fiji is said to belong to Polynesia in climatic tenns.
Fiji has a tropical climate. In the hottest season in February, it receives lots of rain. The annual precipitation
in the capital city, Suva, amounts to about 3,000 mm. In the coldest season in July, the temperature is around 1828 degrees.
We will see more about the geographical features ofVrti Lew in the chapter 4.
industry

The main industries in Fiji consisted of primaly industry, especially the sugar industry. The domestic
economy has developed on the basis of producing sugar that was introduced by the British Colonial government.
As the productivity has not shown much growth in recent years, however, the Fiji government has turned its

policy toward promoting the fishing industry and tourism The main industry currently in Fiji consists oftourism,
the sugar industry and the garment industry. It is said that approximately 10% ofthe population in Fiji is engaged

in the sugar industry and tourism. In this regard, Fiji is different from most of the other island countries in the
South Pacific, which cannot maintain their economies without depending on economic support from developed
countries.
Producing sugar is susceptible to such external conditions as foreign market prices and natural disasters.
Production has also suffered from irresponsible management in :fuctories, decrepit machines and transportation,
and complications over leaseholds between the Fijian owners and the Indian tenants.
Tourism has grown since its development began in the l%0's. In the 1980's, it exceeded the sugar industry

at the industrial level. But it was seriously damaged whenever coups took place. The coups caused hotels to close,
workers in hotels were laid off: and ships and flights cancelled so that the number of tourists during the period of
the coups decreased.
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Exports of garment products have tended to increase recently. Fiji also exports gold, fish, woodchips, copra
and palm oil.
The economic growth rate was 7% on average until 1975. ·But it fell to 3% on average at the end of the
1970's. During the 1980's, the domestic economy was unstable because it was seriously damaged by cyclones
and droughts. Furthennore, coups arose twice in 1987 so that Indian capital and 1abourers flowed out After the
gannent industry developed, Fiji achieved its economic recovery at the end of the 1980's. Since the 1990's, its
economic condition has hung in the balance.

In 2000, a coup happened again. Australia and New Zealand imposed economic sanctions on Fiji As the
peace and order in Fiji were disturbed during that period, tourism fell, as it had during the previous coups in 1987.
Thus, the economic growth in 2000 was negative.
According to the data ofthe Fiji Reserve Bank, GDPper person in 2002 was US$2072.5.

the impact of ooups on oociety
The coup in May 2000 did serious damage to the domestic economy in Fiji. Under the circumstances of
long-term conflict between the Fijians and the Indians, the Fijians rose up in anns against the Indian cabinet. As a
result, most Indian and other foreign capital were withdrawn from Fij~ and the Indian workers fled abroad. This
had a drastic effect, especially on the manufucturing industry and tourism In June, just after the coup, a five star
hote~

the Sheraton Royal Denarau Resort decided to close temporarily because the dramatic decrease of tourists

made the net working rate full to 8%. Whereas the growth rate ofGDP exceeded 8% in 1999, it fell to -2.8% in
2000.
After the General Election was held in 2001, the political situation became more and more stable. The

economic growth rate showed 4.3% in 2001 and 4.4% in 2002. The recovery in tourism was considerable. The
number of visitors was approximately 290,000 in 2000 but 400,000 in 2002. Besides, big construction projects
such as international resort hotels were restarted
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3-2-2. Population and people
population and the racial constitution

According to data from the Fiji Bureau of Statistics, the population of Fiji in 2000 was 854,000. In addition,
its constitution is Fijians (51%), Indians (44%), and others (5%) in 1998.
The others consist of Chinese I Part-Chinese, Europeans, Part-Europeans, Rotumans, Other Pacific
Islanders, and Others. Most Chinese live in urban areas, employed in commerce. Some are farmers. Most
Part-Europeans have a mixture of European and Fijian or Pacific island ancestry. They have' found employment
in the copra industry, engineering, boat building, sea transport and commerce. Rotumans are the Polynesians
living on the Rotuma Island, located 670km north of VIti Levu. At independence, there was a discussion as to
their affiliation. Now this island belongs to Fiji. There are more Rotumans living outside their remote island than
on it. They have become urban dwellers and are well represented in the civil service and the professions. There
are peoQle
..,.. of Tongan and Samoan ancestry and from other parts of the Pacific. Approximately 3,000 Banaban

·people, originally from the Ocean Island in Kiribati, have lived on Rabi Island since the late 1940's. They were
forced to move there by Britain because phosphorus can be mined on the Ocean Island. There are also more than
~

8,000 descendants of Solomon Islanders who were indentured to wOik in Fiji during the late 1880's and the early
20th century. Distinct Solomon communities exist at Wailoku near Suva, and on Ova1au Island.
religion and language
A~rding

to data collected in 1986, 52.9% of the Fijian population was Christian, followed by Hindus

(38.2%), Muslims (7.8%), and others (1.1%). Almost all Fijian people believe in Christianity. Apart from the
major denomination, the Methodists, there are sects such as Catholic, Seventh Day Adventist, Assembly of God,
Anglican, and Presbyterian.58
It is said that Christianity was first introduced into Fiji in 1835.59 Two European missionaries reached

_l..akeba Island and started preaching. In this period, the relationship between the missionary and the local people
58 According to the questionnaire conducted in Nasilai village, OISCA and Elixir Apartment, Methodist is major. 12 people
(42.9%) of all respondents (28 people) belong to the Methodist's. Assembly of God is the second majority (6 people, 21.4%), followed
by Catholic (3 people, 10.7%). Generally speaking, it is said that more people belong to the Methodist's in rural area while urban
residents tend to belief in the Seventh Day Adventist and Assembly of God, which prohibit drinking yaqona.
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was not so friendly. Since their way ofteaching Christianity was not finnly established, there were some conflicts.
The chief generally took care of the missiornuy in order to benefit from the honour that accrued from looking
after a strnnger with unique items. However, it was often regarded as an affront to the chiefthat the chief's guest
regulated the villagers' habits.
Afterwards, the great chiefs began to find Christianity acceptable since they saw that the missionary
performed more effective treatment with Western medicine than did the traditional shamans, and that the
Christian couritries bad massive militaiy resources. Since the greatest chief of this period, Cakobau, was
converted to Christianity, a total of8,870 ofhis subjects became Christian.
Nowadays, almost all Fijians are Christian. Fijian religion has a unique structure, with the Christian God at
the top, below which Degei is set as the highest local god. Degei is said in traditional belief to be the creator god
ofFiji. In this hierarchy, the ancestral god in each descent group is set below Dege~ followed by the Fijian people.

Thus Christianity, hannonised with the traditional belief: is introduced as ''Fijian Christianity". This thesis will
later discuss in detail how something from outside is introduced, incorporated, and articulated with their

traditional system in their own context.
The official language in Fiji is English. Although there are some papers printed in other languages, the
English-language paper has a larger circulation than others such as the Fijian-language or Chinese-language

paper. Fijian people, however, usually speak to others from the same district in the Fijian dialect, and to others
from different regions in the standard Fijian The Indians speak the standard Fijian~ which has features of
the many regional dialects of Hindi spoken by the Indian indentured labourers. As teachers give lessons in
English in primary schoo~ they can mostly understand English. But rurnl people may not speak English fluently
because they have few opportunities to use English in their daily life.

ronclusion
This chapter has presented the general features ofFijian histoty and society. A fundamental feature proves to
be the conflict between the Indians, who have been present in Fiji since they were taken as indentured labourers
59

Although two Tahitian missionaries came to the Oneata Island in the Lau Group in 1830, they seldom preached a sermon
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during the coloillal era, and the Fijians. Contemporary Fiji thus has some difficult problems underlying its
multi-racial country. Thanks to the British colonial government's policy of good treatment of the Fijians, they
have secured their traditional lifestyle supported by the permanent right to own land. Their traditional lifestyle is
inseparable from their inherited lands. As long as they own land, their life is guaranteed. On the other hand, the
Indians are dissatisfied with the existing land tenure system in terms of economic sense. Even though they
attempt to extend their businesses, they always encounter the obstacle ofthe existing law that prohibits them from
owning land. In the course of modem politics, the Indian party has won the General Election twice. Whenever
they launched a cabinet, however, the Fijians rose up against the Indian cabinet and carried out coups. They were
worried that the Indian cabinet might revise the law regarding land ownership. lfthe law pennitted Indians to
own land, they who have a superior expertise in economic a.ffuirs might occupy almost all the land of Fiji. But it
is also a fuct that the coups lost Fiji much confidence in international society. Fiji must sort out this political matter
peacefully as soon as possible.
In the next chapter, we will look at the traditional social process with reference to the author's material.
Geneml infonnation alxlut the villages will be provided in Chapter 4, economic change in Chapter 5, and ritual
change will be discussed in Chapter 6. It will also be argued in Chapter 7 that the "system of traditional values",
setting the standard for their behaviour, is derived from their traditional land ownership.

to the villagers. As a result, they could gain only few believers.
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Ch.4 Fijian village and life culture- general features of two fields
In 1his chapter, the general outline of two field locations providing the principal material that comprise 1his
thesis will be set out. The author carried out his fieldwork mainly in an interior village in Naitasiri Province,
Waidracia, fur one year from May 2002. Almost all the territory of Naitasiri Province is in the mountainous
district of VIti Levu island, where it is said that the traditional lifestyle remains relatively strong. Waidracia is a
village approximately three hours by bus from Suva. To clarifY the subject of social change in Waidracia, another
period of fieldwork was conducted Comparing two villages that differ in diagnostic ways is useful. Nasilai is a

coastal village located in Rewa Province, one and a half hours by bus and boat from Suva. Rewa Province
traditionally has a higher status in Fiji because these two districts, Rewa and Bau, had been dominant over the
whole of Fiji until Fiji was ceded to the British Empire. Hence, some unique features are seen in this area. Nasilai
is a fisherman's village, which has played a special role in making pottery to present to people of higher status.
Being closer to the capital, Suva, the degree of social change in Nasilai seems much greater than in Waidracia
These two field locations, Waidracia and Nasilai, will be contrastively illustrated in detail in this chapter.
The contrast of the distance from Suva between "fur" Waidracia and "close" Nasilai raises a number of
interesting issues. There is no-one living in Waidracia working in Suva, as is the case in Nasilai. Waidracia is
rather conservative while Nasilai is innovative; the form of monetary exchange within the village is more
frequent in Nasilai than in Waidracia; traditional taboos work strongly in Waidracia but not so strongly in Nasilai,
and so on. Wrth regard to cash income and subsistence, Waidracia as an agricultural village and Nasilai as a
fisherman's village, provides a contrast in food habits. In addition to these contrasts, general features such as the
geography, climate, population, the social organisation and the daily life of these two villages will be described
with reference to those of Fiji as a whole.
Incidentally, the main field is Waidracia. Nasilai is a supplementary field so as to emboss the characteristics
of the material in Waidracia to compare these contrasts. Therefore, the description in this thesis will be
concentrated chiefly on Waidracia while Nasilai will be illustrnted by contrast with Waidracia.
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I 4-1.

An ethmgraj;hy on Waidracia village

4·1·1. Physical features
geography

Viti Levu, the main and largest island in Fij~ has an oval shape. The capital city Suva (population: 167,975)
lies to the southeast ofVrti Levu. Lautoka (population: 43,274), the second largest city in the Republic ofFij~ is
almost opposite on the fur side of the island. Suva and Lautoka are connected by two main roads around Vrti
Levu along the coast. Queen's Road (length: 221km), the most developed road in Fij~ links these two cities via
the south side while King's Road (length: 265km) runs through the north. Queen's Road is a dual carriageway
throughout. It is also all paved. As the Coral Coast area, in which there are a lot of resort hotels with coral beaches,
and Pacific Harbour with villas, are located along Queen's Road, plenty of people including foreign tourists visit
this area. King's Road has a paved dual carriageway except along the 56km between Korovou and Dama Since

there are very few spots attractive to tourists, only locals use this road. However, the King's Road between Suva
and Nausori (population: 22,000) is probably the busiest section in Fiji. Nausori is a kind of "dormitory subutb"
placed about 20 km to the northeast of Suva. Nausori has the second largest airport in the country. Thus, each
town along the coast in Vrti Levu is linked by a circular road system.

Viti Levu has an area of approximately 10,388 sq. km, which is about 57% of the total land area of Fiji. It
measures about 146lan from east to west and 106km from north to south. The Republic consists of almost 330
islands. Three different types can be distinguished: volcanic islands; limestone islands; and coral islands. The
volcanic islands such as Viti Levu generally have a high relief with a series of conical hills rising to a central
summit. Flat land is only found in the river valleys. In the interior parts of Vrti Levu, the mountain range runs
north south. Vrti Levu has the highest Fijian peak, Mt. Tomanivi (Mt. Victoria) at 1,323m. Typically the narrow
coastal areas are less than 30m above sea level.

Five main rivers flow through Vrti Levu: the Rewa; Navua; Sigatoka; Nadi; and the Ba. The River Rewa is
the longest of all, which forms the Rewa Delta at its mouth. The River Rewa has two main tributaries, the
Wainibuka and Wainimala.
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Apart from two the arterial roads along the coast, Queen's Road and King's Road, a fuw semi-arterial roads
link the coast to the interior of VIti Levu. Sawani-Serea Road, one of these semi-arterial roads, is approximately

50km in length, and runs from Sawani to Serea village. It is an unpaved road and has a single carriageway.
Sawani is a village placed in the middle of VIti Levu, between Suva and Nausori. The road goes towards the
northwest inland up to Serea village in Naitasiri Province. There is another road beyond Serea leading to the
Monasavu Dam, which is the only substantial hydroelectric power station supplying the whole of VIti Levu with
electricity. The road beyond Serea is, however, not suitable for cars other than 4WD because ofits poor condition.
As a red clay soil covers Vrti Levu, even a small amount of rninfu.lJ. can tum the road to mire. As almost all

semi-arterial roads are well maintained with ballast covering the surfuce of road, there is little difficulty in driving
any type of vehicle on these roads in the rain. Other roads can easily tum to mud ifit rains. The condition of life in
the interior villages mostly depends upon whether it fuces a road in good condition. Accessibility by vehicle to
big towns on the coast is quite critical for inland inhabitants. Plenty of villages exist in the interior, though.
Fiji has four levels of spatial and administrative units: Division; Province; District; and Village. The whole
territory of Fiji is firstly divided into 4 Divisions: Central; Northern; Western; and Eastern. The Central Division
has 5 provinces located in Vrti Levu. The Northern Division has 3 provinces in Vanua Levu, the second largest
island in Fiji. While the Western Division is divided into 3 provinces in Vrti Levu, the Eastern Division consists of
4 provinces that are all placed in outlying islands. There are 15 provinces all together, and 8 are in Vrti Levu. The
capital Suva is located in Rewa Province. Then each province is divided into several districts (tikina).
Waidracia village in Naitasiri Province lies in the interior ofVrti Levu, approximately 55km from Suva. One
can find Waidracia by following the Sawani-Serea Road to a point just before reaching Serea. It takes up to two
hours drive from Suva by car The River Wainimala, one of the branches ofthe River Rewa, flows just beside the
village. People in Naitasiri Province, almost all of the territory of which is inland, are said to retain a rather
traditional lifestyle. The administrative capital ofNaitasiri Province is Vunidawa, placed near the juncture oftwo

main branches of the River Rewa, the River Wainibuka and the River Wainimala. V\midawa is about 4km to the

east ofWaidracia. Although a primary schoo~ a post office, council offices, a few tiny shops and so on can be
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found in Vunidawa, the total aspect ofthe town looks less developed than other towns on the coast. \Unidawa is,
however, the biggest town in the area. People in Waidracia often visit Vunidawa on foot or by bus.
Naitasiri Province has the second lrugest population, 100,227, at the provincial level. This is approximately
14% ofthe total population ofFiji. On the other hand, the land area ofNaitasiri Province is 1,666 sq. km, which is
the fifth lrugest in Fij~ the third lrugest of the provinces in Viti Levu. This is about g'/o of the total land in the
country. Naitasiri Province has 5 tikinas. Generally, each tikina has 3 or 4 villages. Waidracia village is located in
Tikina Rara in Naitasiri Province. Tikina Rara consists of3 villages: Nasavu; Naluwai; and Waidracia.
There is a regular bus service along the Sawani-Serea Road connecting Serea village and Suva via
Waidracia. Buses usually run 6 or 7 times a day. Including local services, one can catch a bus every few hours. It
takes 3 - 4 hours to reach Suva. It is not very hard for people living along the Sawani-Serea Rood to visit Suva, in

crucial contrast with the condition of people living fur beyond Serea.
The road system is the primary transport medium in Fiji. The length of proclaimed roads is about 4900km.
Although most of the roads are dirt, with only 900 km being sealed, the web of local bus services in almost all

areas is well developed Comparing the bus services running along the arterial and semi-arterial roods with those
on the other roads, the latter have some inevitable problems, such as delays or cancellations because of bad
weather. The former has the advantage over the latter in its performance. Thus, the rood access of Waidracia
along the Sawani-Serea Road is rather better than other roads in Viti Levu even though this village is inland
People in Waidracia readily go to Suva by bus.
climate

Fiji has a moderate, tropical maritime climate. Although two mild contrasts are usually noted, there are no
really rerruukable seasonal contrasts during the year. Viti Levu is divided into windward (the south-east) and
leeward (the north and the west) sides. The leeward sides are drier, with clear skies for most ofthe year and more
variable temperatures and wind direction. Rainfu.ll averages 1778- 2032mm on the leeward side and 29213175mm on the windward side. Rainfull in Suva, which is in a typical windward locality, roughly averages
31 OOmm while rainfull in Nadi on the leeward side averages less than 2000mm.
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The "wet season" in Fiji is from November to April, and the "dry season" from May to October, but rainfull
occurs throughout the year. The heaviest rains full from December to April. Strong thunderstorms frequently

occur around March. The "wet season'' is also recognised as a hurricane season. Tropical cyclones originate from
low-pressure centres near the equator and move to the higher latitudes. Strong and destructive cyclones are,
however, a rare phenomenon in Fiji. Although 52 storms were recorded between 1940 and 1980, only 12 were
severe cyclones. Cyclone Kina in 1993 caused severe flooding, which destroyed the bridge over the River Ba.
While the author was staying in Fij~ Cyclone Amy, hitting early in 2003, caused serious damage to Vanua Levu.
The centre ofLabasa (population: 24,095), which is counted as one ofthe biggest towns in Fiji, was flooded and
the communication system was brought down. Taro fields in many parts were also damaged.
It is not only cyclones that cause severe damage. In the ''wet season", continual rainfull often leads to
landslides and flooding. There is one small bridge near Naqali village on the Sawani-Serea Rood. The Naqali
Bridge can easily become submerged in heavy rain. In the ''wet season" in 2002-2003, the submergence of the
Naqali Bridge often prevented the author from visiting Waidracia.
Fiji has mild average temperatures of around 25 degrees. On hot summer days, however, temperatures can
reach 30 degrees. During the coolest months, temperatures can drop to 18 degrees. The average yearly
temperature is slightly lower on the windward side, and higher on the leeward side. As it is much cooler and
wetter in the interior, the temperature in Waidracia is usually lower than in Suva. The weather in the mountainous
interior is changeable. h often rains in Waidracia even when it is fine in Suva.
The humidity is high, with averages ranging from 60% to 80% in Suva, and 60% to 70% in Lautoka. Hot,
windless, summer days with humidity levels of up to 90% can become oppressive. On such days, people in the
villages often rest for a while in the shade oftrees. It is common to find people sitting and chatting under a tree in
the countryside. In Waidracia, pleasant breezes usually blow from the River Wainimala that flows beside the
village.
Supplying water is a crucial problem in Fiji. Compared to small coral islands without big mountains and
rivers, in which groundwater is not available, the condition of water in VIti Levu is relatively good. Clean piped
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water is currently available to about 70% ofFiji's population. While nearly all (94%) ofthe urban population has
clean piped water, only 27% of rural villages and 40% of non-village rural settlements have this amenity. In rural
areas, people often get water from a river or a spring. The most popular system in rural Fiji is to set a tank for the
storage of rainwater. Great care should be taken in drinking water from such tanks because something dirty like
the carcass of an animal is often to be found inside such a tank. The shortage of water frequently takes place in
July or August especially on the leeward side. In Waidracia, spring water is available throughpipes. This water is
drinkable enough.
animals and plants

The Fijian root crops cassava (tavioka) and taro (daro) are the country's staple foods. Fijian people are said
to distinguish 80 different kinds oftaro. After having been boiled with its skin on, taro or cassava is peeled and
eaten. Taro leaves are also edible. Tinned meat and fish are often accompanied by taro leaves (rourou) in coconut
cream (lola). While cassava leaves are also edible, they are usually only eaten by people from the Lau Group.
Breadfiuit (uta), which is still an important staple in some villages, is obtained from the breadfruit tree. The
tree gr9ws up to 18m tall. Its wood was used to make canoes in the past. Bananas, pawpaw and mangoes are also
popular.
Kava, which belongs to the pepper :fumily, is widely cultivated in Fiji. The roots are dried, ground and then
mixed with water to make yaqona.fiJ Yaqona is essential in occasional ceremonies, and also often drunk in daily
life.
Fiji has various species of pandanus and at least two of these are endemic. They are cultivated around the
villages. One ofthese species, votvoi, is quite valuable to Fijian people, for its leaves are used to weave mats (ibe)
that are exchanged at ceremonies.

The coconut palm has played an important role in Fiji. The young nuts provide juice while coconut milk
(lola) is obtained from the mature nuts. The former is less important since Fijian meals require lola almost every

Kava is Piper methysti.cum, called yaqona in Fijian language. In Fiji, the word of yaq:;na means both the plant of kava
itself and the ground roots ofkava. They sometimes call the beverage made of water and the roots ofkavayaqona. In this thesis,
the term of yaqona means the plant of kava, the ground roots ofkava, and the beverage, according to the context.
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day. The shells are used for making cups in which they serve and drinkyaqona. The husk is used for charcoal, the
oil for cooking, lighting and as a lxxly and hair lotion; the leaves are used for weaving baskets, mats and round
funs, or even as mats spread under the slaughtered cattle. In most parts, although rather less in the interior, the

coconut palm is planted around the villages.

4·1·2. Social organisation
pabilineal descent groups and territorial groups
Social organisation in traditional Fijian society can be distinguished into two kinds: patrilineal descent
groups and socio-political organisations. The fanner consists ofthree levels ofgroups.
For Fijian people, the idea of descent means a child belongs to his I her father's descent group. Although
patrilineal descent might not be traced correctly because of the lack of traditional institutions for the
memorisation of genealogical data, the patrilineal ideology strongly exists. Thus the descent units stated below
are patrilineal.
The smallest unit and the lowest level of division is the patrilineage called i-tokatoka, which is composed of
a man, his wife and children, his parents, his brothers and his brother's wives and children. Wrth several units of

i-tokatoka gathering in the same village, a more inclusive unit of i-tokatoka, the mataqali is constituted The
mataqali is the clan, which plays the most significant role in several sorts of affirirs within the village, including
land tenure and occasional ceremonies. The yavusa, which is a larger unit of several mataqali, can be interpreted
as the phratiy. The yavusa consists of several mataqali, living in one or more villages. The members of a}WUSa
are said to believe they are descended from a common ancestor (source).
The village is the principal unit oflocal organisation and the most common minimum residential unit in Fiji.
Its population may vary from a few to many hundreds, but the average is about 150 to 300. There are said to be
1080 villages in Fiji. A village is divided into two or more mataqali, usually no more than 4. Fach mataqali
consists of several segments of i-tokatoka. Nayacakalou explains the pattern as follows:
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The i tokatoka is a sub-division of the mataqah; whether the latter is thought of as a patrilineal group
or as a local group (see below). In either case, the i tokatoka is an elemental patrilineal descent group to
which it would seem appropriate to apply the term 'patrilineage'.
The mataqali, on the other hand, can be interpreted in at least two ways. Its primary application is not
as a descent group of a higher order of inclusiveness than the i tokatoka, but as a local division of the
village which may include two or more i tokatoka, not necessarily patrilineally related to one another.
Therefore it may refer to a patrilineal descent group (or to one with an internal structure based on
patrilineal descent, actual or putative) which is of a higher order of inclusiveness than the i tokatoka
and which is itself part of a wider group of the same kind In this sense, it seems appropriate to apply

to it the term 'sub-clan'.
[Nayacakalou 1975: p.21]

Although the i-tokatoka is the lowest sub-division of patrilineal descent groups in the village, its significance
in the village is much less than that of mataqali. According to Raww, the i-tokatoka seldom plays an essential

role in the village while most affirirs are conducted in charge ofthe mataqali .

.. . the mataqah' is the unit of organisation for most kin-group activities within the village above the
level of individual households.
The tokatoka sub-unit is hardly recognised by the people of the areas in which this study was
undertaken.
f:Ravuvu 198Tp.17]

It always matters who belongs to which mataqali, but one's identity at the level of the i-tokatoka would
hardly be taken into account of in a ritual, except in daily life. Hence, as William R Geddes points out, it can be
said that the essential unit within the village that manages the occasional social actions is the mataqali.

These third order groups [the i tokatoka] are important in daily life but they are normally unimportant
in the overall political and ceremonial structure.
[Geddes 1959: p.205]

While the mataqali is a residential unit, the yavusa is not. Generally, all the members of one mataqali live in
the same village. A yavusa may, however, consist of plural units of mataqali from several villages.
Anthropologists, mguing about the definition of)WIUSG, have interpreted the yavusa as the phratry, the tribe, the
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lineage, the federation, and the stock The definition of.Jnvum is so complicated that even the Fijian people may
find it hard to answer when they are asked, ''What yavusa do you belong to?'i52 This is mainly because those who
had previously lived together have subsequently divided to dwell in separate villages. Their genealogical

memories become vague after mixing with another dwelling group, and because "small and relatively
uninfluentialloca.l bodies of kinsmen either forgot their origin or refused to reveal it, and posed as part of more
powerful yavusa in their new village" .63 Thus, one finds it rather difficult to declare one's yavusa identity if there
is a difference between the genealogical and the actual yavusa. As mentioned above, there can exist several sorts
of yavusa in one village. In addition, the yavusa identity is not always strict. We will adopt the definition of

yavusa posited by Nayacakalou here, "patrilineal descent, actual, or putative",64 which is conceived in the light of
local residence.
The three levels of social mganisation, the i-tokntokn, mataqali, and yavusa, based on descent and residence,
are the primary units for the practical activities of the village. On the other hand, there is another system in Fij~
the territorial and socio-political organisation. Although the constituent units are patrilineal descent groups,
politically united groups form territorial organisations. The lowest sub-division of such organisations is the
village, called a koro. The upper division of a koro is called a vanua, made up by several koro.
The vanua is an ideal. As Ravuvu points out, the vanua means "the living soul or human manifestation of
the physical environment which the members have since claimed to belong to them and to which they also
belong".65 This expresses an identity for Fijian people with the owned land that is believed to be inherited from
their ancestors. The word vanua literally means ''the land", but it also implies the entirety of the land to which the
Fijians belong. The vanua is recognised by those who have been living on, retaining, and inheriting particular
land The tie between the Fijian people and their land is significant. They can live on their own land By
recognising the vanua, they can live with a firm idea of who they are.

See [Nayacakalou 1975: p.13].
Many studies show that "forgetting'' line of genealogical links is essential to accordant demographic imbalance.
63 See [Nayacakalou 1975: p.12l
64 See [Nayacakalou 1975: p.22l
65 See [Ravuvu 1983: p. 76].
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What is 1he difference between the yavusa and 1he vanua, as both are composed of several sub-units?

Nayacakalou states that the members of a koro may be divided into several yavusa, but cannot be divided into
vanua. The koro and the vanua are interrelationally linked together in a common category.

At least two primacy considerations support tlris view. One is that yavusa may be split up between
villages which belong to different vanua, in which case the parts owe allegiance to different vanua
according to their villages of residenoe. In these cases, the ties remaining between them find expression,
for the major part, only in terms of kinship obligations. No village, as far as I am aware, ,is split
between different vanua. The other consideration is even more direct: enumeration of the constituent
elements in a van ua is often phrased by Fijians in terms of villages. When the internal structure of any
constituent village is made complex by the presenoe of several yavusa, the whole village is then lmown
to the vanua in tenns of the dominant yavusa within it, and the other member yavusa within the
village are then relegated to apparent insignificance. In this context, the concept of the van ua is clearly
a territorial one; also, the word van ua literally means 'land' or 'territory'.
/

[Nayacakalou 1987: p.22]

While
the i-tokatoka - 1he mataqali - 1he yavusa form an interrelated system as segments within 1he
.......
patrilineal descent groups, 1hen the koro - the vanua, related to the former, expresses another system considered
as territorial groups. The upper mrit ofthe koro in 1he territorial sense is the vanua. As the koro is 1he very place
where they dwell, the Fijians usually take account of what koro one is from. On the other hand, rather less
consideration is paid of 1he vanua in 1he practice of daily activities.66 The vanua gives Fijians their identity,
showing 1he spiritual bonds with their inherited land, through which all members in a vanua can securely feel a
common .sense ofbelonging.
Several units of koro, depending on their political status, are gathered and affiliated into a vanua. The
leading member of the dominant group of the leading village of the vanua will be the head. The chief of the
vanua normally has a name with the prefix Tui followed by the name of the vanua.
Some units ofvanua used to constitute a kind of state called matanitu. It was a politico-territorial type of
s;onfederacy during the disordered age of the nineteen1h centmy. Throughout this era, the affiliation, attachment,
absorption and to some extent, subjugation among territorial groups were seen. Nayacakalou explains:

66 Verdon [Verdon 1982] points out that Nuer and Tiv lack desoent groups but have segmentary alliances. The inclusive
territorial segments among the Nuer emerged in action only and lacked permanence or reality.
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. . . the relations of matanitu were in a state of continual flux owing to the development of political
alliances, particularly during the turbulent period of the nineteenth century, so it is difficult to be
precise about them. They might combine in certain ways for certain pmposes and in other ways for
other puzposes. It is said, for instance, that at one stage prior to effective European political intrusion,
only eight or nine matanitu were recognised in the whole of Fiji. ... 'lbday there is argument about
whether Fiji should be divided into only two or into three major divisions based on the political
alliances of former days.
[Nayacakalou 1987: pp.37-38]

These two units, the vanua and the matanitu, have lost their significance. They had especially developed
during the era of warfare in Fiji in the 19th centwy in order to establish a military alliance. Now there is peace.
The social units beyond the village have a less significant function in social life than the units within the village
such as the mataqali and the yavusa. According to Geddes, the fuctthat the units beyond the village, including the
enlarged or integrated mataqali or yavusa, lack the descent structure in their grouping causes them to be unstable.

The relative instability of the states [the matanitu] and to a lesser extent of the confederations [the

vanua] compared to the phratry [the yavusa] and clan [the mataqah] was due in part to the fact that
they lacked the descent structure of the smaller groups.
[Geddes 1959: p.211]

We have examined the traditional organisations in Fijian society. It is the mataqali as a descent group and
the koro as a territorial unit that is highlighted in social life. Most routine affairs are carried out on the stage ofthe

koro where the mataqali presides.
"koro - tikina - yasana" as administrative units

Fiji began to be colonised by the British in 1874. Wrth the Fijian Administration established, the British
Colonial Government, adopting "Indirect Rule", constituted the administrative system This system was inspired
by the idea that Fijians should manage their own affuirs. Taking account of the traditional system of social
organisation, Fiji was divided into 12 provinces (yasana). 61 Each province had a chief officer called the Roko-tui.
A province was divided into several districts (tikina) with the chief called the Buli. Within each tikina there were a
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Now Fiji consists of 14 provinces.
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few villages (koro). In the village, the administrative chief called the turaga-ni-koro was appointed, apart from the
traditional village chief All ofthese administrative chiefs were Fijian under the policy of"Indirect Rule", to give
Fijians a hand in the administration of their own affairs. According to Ravuvu, these systems were made up as
follows:

A number of Vanua which were socially related to one another or politically affiliated in one way or
another were grouped together to make a Province, commonly known in Fijian as Yasana. Each Vanua
unit which made up the .llisana was made into a District, or 'JJkina in Fijian. Each JJkina comprised a
number of villages, or Koro in which the members of each Vanua normally resided. Each of these
administrative units, the Yasana, the JJkina and the Koro -was placed in charge of a Fijian who
commanded the respect of the people.
[Ravuvu 1983: p.112]

Thus, a double-standard system was established: the traditional social organisation and the administrative
system. For instance, there were two headmen in the village: a village chief and a turaga-ni-koro. It was
determined that the former was to preside over the traditional and customary activities within the village while the
latter had responsibility for administrative matters such as building houses, weeding the village, maintaining
footpaths, and cleaning the village. In :fuct, however, most ofthe matters occurring within the village were usually
conducted by the village chief The responsibility of the turaga-ni-koro was cumbersome and the position was
thought to be neither attractive nor prestigious. Nayacakalou says:

For instance, in all meetings of village councils I attended, the village chief presided. In housebuilding
and village cleaning, although the village headman [turoga-ni:koro] initiated the action by proclaiming
what would be done and when, and possibly making assignments to particular individuals, he did not
normally act as works foreman on the job. Here 'customary procedure' took over. Normally the men
assembled at the work site and began. If there was need for specific decisions or directions, these
normally came from one or more older members of the groups or the chief himself.
[Nayacakalou 1987: pp.86-87]

Wrth the institution of the administrative system modified, Fiji is currently divided into 4 Divisions that are
the highest level in the hierarchy of administrative segments. A Commissioner and District Officers govern in
each Division. 14 Provinces exist below the level ofthe Division. The Provincial Council consists of elected and
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appointed members ofan assembly. The tildna, into which a Province is sub-divided, is composed of a number,
sometimes more 1han 20, villages. The posts of the turaga-ni-koro and buli were abolished. Although the
turaga-ni-koro still exists in some villages, he no longer has any statutory power. There are two kinds oftikina,
the tildna makawa (old tikinas) and the tikina vou (new tikinas). Traditionally, the tikina makawa consists of
clusters of Fijian villages. All Fijian villagers know to which tikina makawa they belong. However, recent
censuses have not and could not provide infonnation at the tikina makawa level. Locating the exact boundaries at

this level is extremely difficuh because many tikina makawa boundaries can vary as they expand into
uninhabited areas. Howeve~; it is a more useful unit of analysis than the tikina vou, which is officially used as a
geographic sector in censuses. The land area at the tikina vou level also cannot be detennined at a sufficiently
accurate level.

social organisation around Waidracia
In tenns ofthe level oftikina makawa, Naitasiri Province has 16 tikinas and Waidracia belongs to Tlkina

Rara. Three villages, Nasaw, Naluwai and Waidracia, compose Ttkina Ram. These three villages have a close
relationship. Lots of villagers mutually come and go in daily life. Since intermarriage among the three villages is
common, people in Waidracia often invite villagers from the other villages to their ceremonies. So do they in the
other villages. Naluwai is the principal village ofthe three, where a great chief: Ratu Emosi Balenaivalu, lives. He
is a member of the GCC.68 as well as holding the post of chief ofTtkina Ram. He is one of the most highly
ranked persons in the district In many cases, such a tmditional chief as Ratu Emosi is also appointed to a

govennnental post. Although anybody can obtain a high post in the government depending on his ability, not
everyone is able to be a great 1Iaditional chief Ratu Emosi belongs to a line of descent that has produced great
chiefS. His brothers have the prefix ofRatu, which is an honorific particle and a title of rank.
At the level of Province, there are a few provincial officials. Under the level of tikina, no official is

appointed In the case ofNaitasiri Province, a few officials such as Roko (a native officer in charge ofa province),
his secretary, treasurer and driver are stationed in the Provincial Office established in \1midawa.
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Waidracia consists of four mataqali: Naqaranikula is a mataqali turaga (the chiefly mataqali), whose
headman is Nemani; Gasele plays the role of the mataqali matantvanua (the herald), his headman is Pauliasi;
Vunivutoro occupies the post ofthe mataqali batt (the wanior), his headman is Sekove; Burenicava is in charge
of the mataqali bete (the priest), his headman is Taniela llisevaseva. There are 28 houses in the village. The
population is approximately 200.
Table 4-1 shows how many people live together in each house in Waidracia, according to the questionnaire
;

conducted there. The author obtained 25 responses from 28 households. On average, 6.88 people live together in
each house. But there are many temporary visitors or those who temporarily vacate their houses to go somewhere
so that the population of each house and even Waidracia is always fluctuating.

-

68 The Great Council of Chiefs has a right to advise the Government on matters regarding the Fijian people. This council is
one of the strongest pressure groups on Fijian affairs.
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Table 4-1: The lUllllber ofpeople living together in a house in Waidracia
the number of
people

living together

[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]
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Waid
racia

[11]

over[12]
N/A
total

respondent(taalN/A)

An administrntive chief: a turaga-ni-koro, is appointed in Waidracia Vilive, who belongs to Mataqali

Naqaranikula, had been in the post for five years. He earns a sa1aiy of about F$60 a month. The salary is paid
every three months. He regularly goes to the Provincial Office to receive an order such as to clean the village. He
always stands in the centre ofthe village to announce the order to the villagers by shouting. Whoever belongs to

Mataqali Naqarnniku1a can become a turaga-ni-koro.
On the other hand, the oldest man who belongs to Mataqa1i Naqaranikula is supposed to be the traditional

chief This principle is mechanical. Ifa chief dies, the second oldest man becomes the next chief Nemani was in
this position in 2003. However, as he seldom took the opportunity to appear on appropriate occasions so the

second oldest person, Levani, acted as the chiefin most cases.
Levani 's wife, Oripa, brought the author to Waidracia Oripa is a very kind woman with a broad outlook

She speaks English very well, in contrast to most villagers, whose spoken English is less fluent. She organises a
women's group within the village. She also has the experience of giving advice to a 1ikina meeting, representing
the women's group. Thus she is regarded as an active woman ofconsequence not only within Waidracia but also
in the region. As she was the person who introduced the author to the village, she had taken care of him since
then.
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Figure 4-1: Levani 's fumily line

Levanl.
- - - - - - ' Da,kll'Waqa(D2)
Oripa (wife)
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I

Miliakere [F]

I-.

-
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I

Solomone ·

I
Alisi[F]

Figure 4-2: Dakuwaqa's fumily line

Unaisi[F]

Dakuwaqa:(D 1)
Venaisi· (wife)

I

Salanieta[F]

I

Laisani(F]

Levani and Oripa have six children: Dakuwaqa (02) is the eldest son who had graduated from university
and lives in Australia; ~ is the second eldest son; Miliakere is the eldest daughter; Alivereti. is the third eldest
son; Solomone is the fourth eldest son; and Alisi is the second eldest daughter. Miliakere and her husband, their
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children, Solomone andAlisi all live in Levani's house.
Levani had two little brothers and one little sister, but apart :from one of his little brothers, Dakuwaqa (D 1),
all had passed away.69 Dakuwaqa (Dl) is the third oldest man in Mataqaii Naqaranikula. Ifboth Nemani as the
chief and Levani are absent, Dakuwaqa (D3) acts as the chief instead. Dakuwaqa (D 1) lives in a house next to
Levani's house. Although Levani's house is big enough, there is very little space because of the many people
living there. Therefore, Oripa recommended that the author slay in Dakuwaqa's (Dl) house.
The author stayed in Dakuwaqa's (Dl) house. There are six people living in this house: Dakuwaqa (Dl) is
the headman ofthe house; Venaisi is his wife; I..aisani is the youngest of their three daughters; Vcuanisese is the
eldest daughter of laisani; Salanieta is the youngest daughter of l.aisani; and Dakuwaqa (D3) is Vula's second
eldest son. The author had used a bed intended for Dakuwaqa (D2) who is living in Austrnlia.
On the opposite side ofLevani's house from Dakuwaqa's (Dl) house, there is another house where Vu1a

and his children, Alivereti, his wife and his children live.
The people living in these three houses compose one i-tokatoka. They have a close interrelationship in daily

life. When laisani and Venais~ who work at housekeeping, are temporarily absent, for instance, Oripa, Miliakere,
and Alisi from Levani's house or Alivereti's wife from Vula's house come to help. In this thesis, the affirirs

occurring in these three houses are the main object of observation
Waidracia's map is as follows.
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There are three men around the author whase names are Dakuwaqa. In this thesis, we use the symbol of (Dl), (1)2) and

D3) to avoid confusion.
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Map 4-1: Waidracia village
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4·1·3.Adayin Waidracia
a day in the life of adult men

Adult men in Waidracia usually wake up early in the morning, between 6:00 and 6:30. The call
Cook-a-doodle-doo does not necessarily serve as an alarm clock, for cocks are crowing at random all day. While
pious Christians usually pray before getting up, others often omit to. They dress in aT-shirt or an open-necked
shirt with a collar known as a ''Bula-shirt'', and a Sulu, a piece of cloth about 2m long girt around the loins.
f

Although men will often spend a day without putting on any shirts, wearing a Sulu or something else around the
lower lxxly is compulsory within the village. Taking a toothbrush with toothpaste and a towe~ they go to a tap.
There are several watering places with taps in Waidracia. Basically they go to a puticular place to clean their :fuce
and teeth. On getting back from their toilet, breakfust cooked by the women will be ready. Breakfust usually
begins at 7:00 and continues at least unti18:30. Except for special days, the men go to their own plantation after
brealdast. Putting on their work clothes, they have ten minutes to walk to their taro or cassava fields with their
funning tools in their bands. Taro is a primary food in Waidracia so almost all adult men plant taro.

At about 13:00, the men come back from the plantation with a couple of crops to be consumed during that
day. On the day they go to Suva to sell crops, they bring back a larger quantity, around 8 bundles of taro or
cassava. Taking offtheir dirty clothes, they wash their lxxly at the watering place. They sometimes have a bath in
the River Wainimala flowing just beside Waidracia. As Fijians have a strong desire to keep their bodies clean,
they ha"e a bath quite often. When bathing, they neatly wash their lxxly while wearing only a Sulu. It is strictly
prolubited to bath naked Wrth quite a few people walking around the taps, one should take great care in bathing.
Having had lunch dressed in clean clothes, the men frequently take a nap.

Work is off after lunch so the men spend the free time until dinner by taking a nap, chatting and wandering
about. Young men sometimes enjoy playing rugby in the field at the Naitasiri Secondary School in the evening.
As it gets daik, some start drinkingyaqona, generally called "grog"70 by Fijians. There is no definite rule of
where, when or who to drink with. The place and the drinking partners vary from day to day. Some, passing by
This term, meaning "drinking yaqona'', is idiomatically used both as a noun and as a verb in Fiji. In this thesis, I sometimes
use this term in describing their daily life.
70
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the drinking place, are invited to join in while others have arranged to do so in advance. One visiting a house to do

something may join the "grog" ifit is taking place. It depends on the conditions how many men "grog", 2 people
in some cases and more than 20 in others. One should never "grog" alone. "Grog" drinking occurs in several
houses in Waidracia every night Some join a grog session quite often, almost every night Others rarely do so,
perhaps only once a week.
"Grog" drinking usually goes on until midnight Men seldom take dinner on the day they ''grog".
Occasionally, but rarely, a man will take dinner before he goes to "grog". Sometimes, after he has been to a grog
session, a man will ask his wife or mother to prepare dinner for him. Usually, the man will go to bed without
eating, and will take the previous night's dinner with his breakfust. In either case, aduh men never miss eating the

dinner meal.
Almost all aduh men have their own bed in a particular, highly respected place in the house.
On Sunday, there is no work. Men get up and take breakfast a bit later than on weekdays. By the time the
church service starts at 10:00, they have washed and dressed in a Bula-shirt and what they call a "pocket-sulu", a
formal type of Sulu with pockets made of polyester. Wearing a Bula-shirt and pocket-sulu is a furrnal enough
style to go to church in. They go to church after bathing and shaving. Summoned by a signal given with the
native wooden drum (/ali), villagers gather in the church. The service continues for around an hour.
People in Waidracia belong to several denominations of Christianity so they go to their }EticuJar chtrrch
every Saturday or Sunday. Methodism predominates in Waidracia. The church building in the village is also
Methodist.
Occasionally, "grog" drinking takes place after the Sunday service with the ministers. There is no taboo to
prolnbit "grog" in the daytime. "Grog" drinking during the daytime is apt to be limited to such a case as this, or
some special occasions.
No matter whether they "grog", in the daytime or night time, it is usual fur them not to take meals while
drinking. Even though they miss Sunday's lunch, which is likely to be a bit more luxurious, the dishes for the
men are kept until they are ready to eat at dinnertime.
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The chief amusements for men in Waidracia are listening to the radio, playing billiards, and visiting Suva

city or Nausori town. It takes 3 - 4 hOUIS by the local bus service to get to Suva or Nausori from Waidracia, so
these are not di:fficuh activities for them. They often go to cinemas, shopping or to watch a rugby match. As the
Naitasiri Provincial rugby team is one of the strongest in Fij~ people in Waidracia sometimes get excited at
watching the game played in Nausori.
a day in the life of adult women

Unlike men, adult women have quite a lot oftasks to do during a whole day. Women, getting up at 5 o'clock,
must begin to prepare the breakfust. As they do not usually eat taro or cassava fur breakfust, they bake roti71 or
boil rice ~ Eating European bread is not usual. Sometimes they eat only a couple of crackers at breakfust
After eating b:reakfust:, 1he women have to wash 1he dishes. Those who live close to 1he water place directly

go to the nearest tap to wash 1he dishes. Others, carrying a tub of water from the tap, wash the dishes inside their
houses. Detexgent is little used in washing-up. This is because it makes rinsing easier as well as being more
economical.
The next task is sweeping and cleaning the rooms with a traditional Fijian broom. Washing clothes fullows

at 1he water sources. Gathering around the tap with washtubs, laundry soaps, washboards and their dirty clothes,
the women start cleaning. There is little space for washing so that a fuw women :fully occupy it. As that place is
usually busy after breakfust until lunch, they try to make as rrmch room as possible. They will never rush.
Chatting to each other, the wpmen take their time.
At the same time, taro or cassava is washed for lunch. Sections oftaro stem are cut after the mud has been
scraped off and 1hey have been washed. It is then boiled without peeling the skin.

Women simultaneously take a bath, for washing their dirty clothes and taro or cassava makes them sweaty.
They wash their bodies with their Sulu on Even when bathing, it is prohibited for women to expose either the

upper or lower parts of their body. Women as well as men have to take great care in the bathing place. They
nimbly use the Sulu to wash the body.

71

Roti is Indian bread pqmlar in Fiji It is similar to "naan".
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Washing dishes again follows the lunch from 12 o'clock to 1 o'clock Afterwards, the women have other
work to do such as fishing, gathering edible plants, collecting firewood, washing clothes, and weaving, in
particular the treated leaves ofpandanus called voivoi, while the men often loofand idle during the afternoon. The
women do, however, frequently take a nap. There is no rush at all in the Fijian villages. Tnne passes unhurriedly
in the village.
Generally speaking, the dinner meal is the most luxurious. A few plates of a main dish are cooked The
women begin to prepare dinner at about 16:00. On the day of "grog", only the women and children have their
dinner. The same process as after breakfust and lunch is to be done after dinner. After washing the dishes and
preparing the forthcoming breakfust, the housewives can finally go to sleep.
Women are usually asleep by 21:30 because they need to wake up very early the next morning. They
generally sleep on the floor with a few pieces of pillow and blanket They sleep neither on a mattress nor in a bed
Although everybody in the village is supposed to join the Sunday service in the church, some women are so
busy accomplishing their daily tasks that they are unable to attend. Women going to church necessarily wear the
typical Fijian one-piece dress printed with tropical flowers. Before going to church, they take a bath. They
elaborntely comb their afi:o..hair, trying to make their spherical hair look bigger. They have to sit down in a cluster
at the rear of the church, for women nrust be modest in public places.

In Waidracia, it is also women's task to sell the harvested crops, like taro or cassava, in the 11'13Iket in Suva as
well as to purchase groceries and vegetables that cannot be obtained in the village. In the house where the author

was staying, the headman's wife, Venais~ goes to Suva every Wednesday, and comes back the next day. Every
Wednesday afternoon, Venaisi catches the bus to Suva. From 15:00 till18:00, she sells bundles of taro, cassava
and taro leaves in the market. She spends the night at her relative's house near Suva. Next morning, she sells her
remaining crops and buys what her household needs for the following week. Venaisi usually gets back on

Thursday evening by bus.
While planting taro and cassava is definitely men's work, almost all of the other food producing tasks are
women's. They collect bananas, breadfiuits, and lemons as well as fishing in the River Wainimala and harvesting
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edible plants such as ota and be/e.
Traditionally, it is one ofthe most significant ofall women's tasks to process voivoi in order to weave a mat
called an ibe. Cut voivoi leaves are boiled and dried They are then softened by drawing the back ofa spoon along
the length ofthe leaf Women, especially those ofolder age, are required to keep at this routine worlc constantly in
order to weave ibe. The ibe is always scarce in the village because too many ceremonies take place. The ibe is an
essential item for ritual exchange as well as for daily use. In Waidracia, almost all the women know the procedure,
and~y~einiliatwo~

Women rarely "grog" in Waidracia. Ifit happens, the session must be separated from the men's session It is
not necessarily taboo but it should not become open.
They occasionally go to Suva city or Nausori town for pleasme as the men do. Yet, the opportunity is rather
limited because ofthe bus fure to be saved
a day in the life of students

Children of 5.5 years old go to Class 1 in the primary school in Fiji. Although there is no institution of
compulsory education, primary school attendance is virtually 100% in Fiji. This seems to be the resuh of
. governmental policy making the ruition fee gratis.72 In Fij~ some primary schools have from Class 1 to Class 6
while others teach up to Class 8. The students going to the funner type of primary school enter Fonn 1 in the
junior high school after graduating from Class 6. On the other band, the students in the latter type of school go to
Form 3 in the junior high school after finishing Class 8. The curriculum ofthe junior high school ends at Fonn 4,

and the high school nms from Form 5 to Form 7.
Almost all of the students in Waidracia go to the ''Ram District Primary School" and "Naitasiri Secondary
High School" on fuot, as they are next to each other, llan from the village. A very small number ofchildren go to
an Indian school in Vimidawa.
The students, waking up at 6:00, have a bath before going to school. It seems cold because the temperature
is still low in the early morning. Wrth a bath toweL soap and a toothbrush set in their hands, children shivering

with cold dash towards the tap as soon as they make up their mind to be soaked with cold water. During the time
before breakfust, the water places are always overcrowded with children. They are usually shivering, and wrap
themselves up in a bath towel until the breakfust starts.
Girls older than the senior Class in the primary school are expected to behave in the same way as adult

women. Such girls help in women's work such as preparing for breakfust, washing dirty clothes, and taking care
of infants, before they leave their house.

As it is always busy until breakfast finishes, the fonnal manners and taboos at the meal tend to be loosened
or reduced. Although the older girls, as semi-aduh women, are supposed to defer eating until the men finish,
everybody usually eats at the same time. There remain, however, some duties that women have to perform at
breakfust. Older girls and aduh women must serve the dishes to the men.
The students leave Waidmcia at about 7:30. h takes 15 minutes by foot to get to their school. After they

leave, the village looks as ifit were in the lull after a storm.
The high school students, getting back at 16:00, follow the kids from the primary school who come home at

15:30. All except the semi-adult girls play on the mountain, in the river, or on the footpath until the dinner is ready.
The village, which has been quiet in the daytime, bustles again. Kids are nmning, wandering, chatting, playing,
and crying here and there within the village. Although the children are basically free until dinner, the women
sometimes tell them to he]p with housework such as collecting firewood. On the other hand, the semi-adult girls,
considered to be mature enough to manage almost the same things as adult women do, are expected to take a full
share ofthe housework. Thus they come to acquire the skills to manage the household before they finish primary
school. At the same time, the senior boys going to the primary school are also considered as semi-adult. They are
no longer kids. As they grow older, the more social rules and manners they have to obey in the village.
aday in the life of preoohool children
From the time they wake up until the time they go to sleep, the preschool children under 5.5 years old run
and play within the village. Both boys and girls often take off their clothes. They are relatively free of taboos.
72

Fiji government started this attempt since 1973. At the first stage in 1973, the tuition fee of Class 1 in the primacy schod
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Even such kids, however, are warned by adults ifthey expose the lower parts ofthe body.
It is not only the parents' task to take care ofthe infunts but also the other adults in the village. Ifa kid walks

into a house with unsteady steps, any adult being there by chance should take care of him. In addition, an adult
deals with a child who belongs to the same i-tokatoka as them as if the kid were their own child. Thus, the
relationship between a nephew or a niece and an uncle or an aunt nearly resembles that of the parent and the
child.
The "name sake" is quite popular in Fiji. One can give one's name to a baby. One is then concerned about

that baby's welfure even after he grows up. In a case in Waidracia, the name of the headman ofthe house where
the author lived is Dakuwaqa (D 1). He gave his name for the sake ofhis brother's eldest son (D2), and also one of
his brother's grandsons (D3). Thus there are 3 persons named Dakuwaqa in one i-tokatoka. Some kids given a
name sleep not in their parents' house but in the house where the one giving the name lives. For example, small

.....

, Dakuwaqa (D3) lives and sleeps in Dakuwaqa's (D 1) house while his :futher lives in another house.

4·1·4. Life in Waidracia
cloth~g

Adult men in Waidracia daily wear a T-shirt or a Bula-shirt, and a Sulu. Some young boys wear
Western-styled clothes such as polo shirts or jeans. It is not a strict requirement to wear the Sulu in the village. But,
one who visits a village for the first time should be dressed in a Sulu. Wearing other clothes in daily life is
permit:ted to an extent, while the Sulu is essential in ritual contexts. The author, wearing shorts or Sulu after his
first visit, brought a Sulu to change into before entering Waidracia for the first time. The young are fond of
Western-styled clothes when going to Suva. Within the village, men are dressed in a T-shirt, a polo shirt, a
Bula-shirt, or a replica of a rugby jersey, or are often naked above the waist. As the weather and the temperature
are fuirly steady throughout the year in Fiji, the style of dress stays almost the same too. Only when it is "cold", in
• the morning and the evening during the dry season, are they sometimes dressed in a jacket, a cap and gloves.

In the church, or during the ceremonies, they dress in formal wear such as a Bula-shirt and a pocket-sulu.

became free. By 1983, t he fee of all Classes, from Class 1 to Class 8 in the primacy school, becam e gratis.
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On some significant occasions, they put on a tie.
People walk barefoot within the village, or sometimes wear sandals. Socks are scarcely used. Except for
those sections, where the footpafu is paved, almost all the ground in Waidracia is covered with grass and soil.
Since frequent rainfull can easily 1um the ground to mud, putting on smart shoes is meaningless. They can walk
well on the slippery mud with the sole of their foot holding the surfuce. Their sole is thick enough to walk in the
bush without putting on shoes, for they have been doing so since their childhood The muddy foot is wiped on a
doormat when entering a house, which all houses necessarily provide. The doormat is, however, too dirty to clean
their feet.
Adult women daily wear a one-piece dress made ofcotton, or aT-shirt and a Sulu the same as the men. The
ordinary Sulu worn by men and women is the same, but the pocket-su/u is for men only. The one-piece dress,
which is unique and impressive, is decorated with tropical flower designs. This is also women's formal dress on
some particular occasions.
Mostly, women also walk around the village without shoes. Otherwise, they put on simple sandals. If the
footwear becomes ripped, they take it to Suva to be repaired There are lots of street stalls in Suva that deal with
the repair of footwear.
Washing clothes is one ofthe principal jobs for women. Cleaned early in the morning, they hang the washed
laundry out to dry. As the weather is quite changeable in Waidracia, they do not take in the laundry if it starts to
rain. The sunlight in Fiji is strong enough to dry the laundry in a few hours. One can easily perspire. Clothes are

only changed, once or twice in a day. Nevertheless, bathing is frequent. Fijians are strongly concerned to keep
themselves clean, and do so as fur as physical circumstances permit.
In Waidracia traditional norms remain relatively strong compared, as we shall see below, to Nasilai. For

example, their hairstyle is mostly natural; men cut their hair short while women have "afro" hair. As is often the
case, however, some change the hairstyle by dyeing or, in the mban areas, a perm.
Some small girls have dishevelled hair, which has not been cut since they were born. The first haircut used

to be considered a serious ritual event..The parents invited re1atives and others to celebrate. The actual ceremony
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is now much reduced, but the particular framework remains. The first haircut is, even now, somewhat regarded as

a precious occasion in Waidracia.
Wearing a showy dress within the village is a taboo. Besides both men and women must conceal the lower
parts of the body from the other villagers no matter where they are in the village. One should take great care in

wearing a Sulu because it is just a cloth wrapped around one's waist that can easily come loose. As sitting on
chairs is not usual in Fij~ both men and women sit cross-legged on the floor. In such a situation, one must pay
attention to keeping the lower parts of one's body concealed from others sitting nearby. Kids, who sometimes
open their legs when sitting, are rigorously told by adults, ''Sit properly!"

In a grog session, one might urinate at certain places within the village. One must not do so in the daytime. If
one finds a woman is about to pass by before he takes a pee, one should wait for her to pass by him. If a woman

finds a man peeing, she must not get close to until he is finished. These scenes can be seen here and there in
Waidracia because the village is always crowded, even at night

In Waidracia, the staple foods are taro and cassava. Depending on each house's preference, either
predominates. In the house where the author lived, taro was served at most meals while cassava was rarely eaten.
Although taro is the most popular crop in Fij~ it cannot be planted in some parts of VIti Levu because of the
weather conditions and geographical limitations. In such regions, people eat another crop like cassava or
breadfruit instead. In Waidracia, taro can be cultivated pretty well. The other crops like breadfiuit, yam, and
chestnut (tvi) are also eaten as supplementary foods.
Boiled taro or cassava is usually served at lunch and dinner, rarely at breakfust. Instead, foreign staple foods
such as roti from India, rice popular in Chinese, bread and crackers from the West are eaten for breakfust. Roti,
which is made from flour similar to naan, goes with cuny or butter. Several foods originating from the Indian
community, which is the second largest in the Fijian population, or from the Chinese as the third, have recently
been introduced into Fijian society. Very few houses in Waidracia have a gas ring. They bake roti and boil rice by

means of firewood .
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Sometimes, just after somebody gets back from shopping in Suva, bread is served at breakfust. Bread is
considered precious. Where there is a lack ofother foods, crackers are often eaten with butter for breakfust. These
are manufuct.ured by a domestic company, ":finf'. In Waidracia, their crackers are sold at a canteen in the village.
It is an everyday practice in Waidracia to visit the canteen to buy crackers for breakfust in the morning.
Butter is provided all the time for eating with rot:i, crackers and bread Butter and margarine are available in
the village. As there is no electricity in Waidracia, they cannot be preserved in a refrigerator. Instead, butter is kept

in a cup with cold water.
Other dishes apart from these staples are hardly ever cooked for breakfust. In rare cases, a curry dish is
provided to go with roti. Eggs are also precious, and may be served as an omelette at breakfust following the day
somebody gets back from Suva The breakfust menu depends entirely on how many foods brought from Suva
remain in. stock, because the breakfast lalgely consists of what has been bought while lunch and dinner contain
more domestic foods such as taro leaves, edible plants and coconut milk. In the house where the author lived, for
example, shopping in Suva is usually done on Wednesday. Hence, the breakfust on Wednesday was simple;
sometimes only a cracker with butter and tea in some cases.
The menu at lunch and dinner is nearly the same. Taro or cassava is essential. It is never the case that other
staple foods such as roti or rice are served at the daily lunch or dinner without dishes of taro or cassava Roti or
rice left over from the previous breakfast may be served again, as is necessarily the case with taro or cassava Taro
and cassava brought from the plantation are boiled in advance before the meal is prepared
At lunch and dinner, one main dish is usually cooked. There may be two or more dishes in some cases.
Tinned food is quite important for the people ofWaidracia, as they do not have refrigerators. Tinned fish
such as tuna or mackere~ as well as tinned corned beef or mutton, are frequently conswned. The latter is eaten
relatively less often because of the price. Dishes of chop suey, curry or soup are cooked with these tinned foods.
Tinned tuna and mackerel are so popular in Waidracia that dishes made of these can be frequently seen, 4 - 5
times a week. On the other hand, the vegetables of which a dish of chop suey is made are mainly brought from
Suva. The tinned foods are sold in a canteen in Waidracia while these kinds of vegetables are neither cultivated
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nor sold in the village. They have to purchase potatoes, carrots, onions, and Chinese cabbage in Suva. Thus, a
dish of chop suey is limited to the day when somebody gets back from Suva.
Taro leaves and coconut milk are requisites for life in Waidracia. Boiled taro leaves and canned meat or fish
in coconut milk is one of the most popular dishes in Fiji. Without any tinned foods, only taro leaves could be

boiled in coconut milk. Taro leaves can be provided in Waidrncia. Coconuts are, however, to be bought in Suva in
most cases because the coconut crop from the tiny plantation in Waidrncia is not sustainable enough to meet the
demand. Climatic and geographic conditions in Waidracia restrict the planting of coconuts. Villagers also cut
young coconuts too soon in order to drink its juice. They should wait until it becomes mature enough to collect
the milk. This is a problem since coconut milk can be obtained only from matured nuts. Making coconut milk is a
routine task undertaken by women before the lunch and dinner, and sometimes by children whom the women tell
to assist. Cutting a mature coconut with a hatchet, they scrape the fut clinging to the inside ofthe nut out by means
of a unique tool with a hook shape called lrarininiu. The juice inside the matured coconut is discarded, for it is not
suitable for drinking. Some water is added, and then the scraped fut is squeezed several times to make coconut
milk. Every day, just before the meal, one can hear the "crunch-crunch" sound of scraping fut out in evecy house

in Waidracia.
Ota and bele are plants that are relished. These edible plants are one of the self-sustaining foods in

Waidracia. Boiled ota goes with coconut milk. Bele is usually cooked in a soup with tinned or fresh meats. These
pJants are also sold in the Suva market, but they provide for themselves in Waidracia.
Freshwater fish and prawns may be caught in the River Wainimala flowing just beside Waidracia. Nobody
in the village engages in commercial fishing. Hence, one can either obtain fish for onesel( receive fish as a gift

from those who have caught it, or ask those people to sell it. There has recently been an increase in the monetary
exchange of caught fish within the village. Women often catch fish in the morning by means of a fishing net set
the previous night. Some men also fish by diving with a spear. Tilapia is the fish most frequently caught Grass
carp is also sometimes caught.

In Vunidawa, which is the HQ ofNaitasiri Province and four kilometres from Waidracia, there is electricity.
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There are several tiny shops with refiigerators or freezers, where people in Waidracia are able to obtain frozen
fillets of sea fish. Since the village is in the interior ofVrt:i Levu and it is impossible to run a refrigerator, sea fish is
quite precious for the people ofWaidracia In some cases, they quickly cook a fillet of sea fish bought in Suva. In
other cases, they walk to Vunidawa to buy it. It depends on their needs. On ceremonial occasions, for instance,
they require foods that are a little bit more luxurious. Frozen fillet of mackerel is the most popular sea fish sold in
Vunidawa.
Both freshwater fish like tilapia and frozen fillets of sea fish such as mackerel are commonly boiled in a
salty soup or deep-fried, which goes with coconut milk.

Meats are considered as precious and great meals that they can seldom eat. Even tinned meats like canned
beef are more expensive than tinned fish. Thus a meat dish is rarely served The occasional ceremony provides an
opportunity to get hold of fresh meat dishes. The host mataqali of the ceremony must prepare the feast called the
magiti for the invited guests. Except for small-scale ceremonies, a few cattle and pigs are necessruy for any feast
In particular cases in Waidracia, these livestock are bought from a farm near the village, which is run by an Indian.

There are frequent ceremonies not only in Waidracia but also in Naluwai or Nasavu. As a member of Tikina
Rara73, the people living in these three villages come and go to ceremonies taking place in any of the three

villages. When coming back from a ceremony in another village, people bring some pieces of beef with them.
Chicken is not commonly presented at a magiti. As pigs are associated with taboos, cattle are the animals most
commonly slaughtered for a magiti. In the ceremony one can get hold of meals offresh meat, whether it is held in
Waidracia, or one of the other villages. Pieces of beef presented at a ceremony are to be distributed within each

i-tokatoka in Waidracia. Thus one can enjoy eating meat dishes no matter where the ceremony happens.
Beef stew, beef soup and beef cuny are popular meals in Waidracia. When fresh beef is available, it is bele
often boiled with beef soup. Otherwise corned beef is used Beef chop suey with vegetables is also common.
Cooking fresh beef is so rare that adults as well as kids look happy to eat it.
Beef sold in shops is too expensive to purchase in daily life. Eating beef is limited to such an occasion as a
73

See section 4-1-2.
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ceremony. Some people in Waidracia breed pigs, but they do not eat pigs themselves. On the other hand, chicken
and lamb are often purchased in Suva
Some houses in Waidracia own free-range chickens and ducks. They are slaughtered only on a special
occasion. Hence the chicken eaten in daily life is bought in Suva. Chicken cuny or chicken chop suey is not such
an exceptional meal, especially just after one comes back from shopping in Suva. Whole chicken is not
expensive but eating chicken is still an entertainment. Frozen lamb is also sold in Suva, which is a bit less
expensive than beef fu some ceremonies in which there is no need to prepare a whole cow but a certain number
of luxurious dishes are required, they often cook lots of cheap lamb to provide the magiti. Dishes of lamb,
however, are hardly seen in daily meals. Chicken is the most oommon meat served in everyday life.
The foods consumed during daily life in Waidracia can be distinguished into two groups. Taro, cassava, taro
leaves, some edible plants such as ota and bele, vegetables such as chillies, and freshwater fish, are self-sustaining
in Waidracia while they purchase other foods such as potatoes, carrots, onions, garlic, and Chinese cabbages;
tinned foods including corned beef and tinned fish; some seasonings such as salt, sugar, and soy sauce; and other

materials like cooking oils, coconuts, flour, rice, butter and tea. They regularly go shopping in Suva but
sometimes also buy these materials in the canteen in Waidracia. Apart from unusual foods like beef or lamb, most
materials used for cooking are not home grown but have to be purchased. Whereas they used to eat taro and taro
leaves in coconut milk, which were all grown in the village, they have now come to take eating taro leaves with
tinned fish for granted. Their eating habits have more and more come to depend on purchased ingredients.
As mentioned above, roti or chop suey were foreign to Fijian people. Nevertheless, these have been
assimilated into the Fijian food culture. The fudians and Chinese occupy a major position in the population of Fiji.
For example, soy sauce is so common not only in urban but also in rural districts that chop suey is an ordinary
dish even in Waidracia. Although there were no noodles in traditional Fijian food culture, an instant noodle
named "Maggie 2 minutes noodle" manufuctured by Nestle in Fiji is current in contemporary Fiji. They even say
it is a "Fijian noodle", whereas the truth is that that type ofnoodle originated in Japan. In Fij~ however, the noodle
is hardly served in a "proper" procedure. Although it should be a soup noodle, it has become the ingredient of
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chop suey or curry.
Although basically, villagers have three meals, they sometimes eat something between meals. Children
often eat the taro or cassava left over from the lunch on the sly as soon as they get back from school. They also
spend their pocket money on sweets such as lollipops, chewing gum, or a pack of nuts, which are available in
some houses within Waidracia selling groceries, sweets, cigarettes,yaqona, and so on. Kids feel happy when they
find bananas, pawpaw and breadfruits in the kitchen. On the other hand, aduh men and women enjoy tea breaks
quite often during the day. Fijians are really fond of drinking tea. They drink it not only after meals but also any
time between meals if someone wishes. Taken with an unbelievable amount of sugar, sometimes drree spoonfuls,
it looks awful. As sugar manufuct:uring has been one of the key industries since Indian indentured labour was
adopted, brown sugar is quite cheap in Fiji. Sugar is necessarily in stock in houses, but milk cartons or powdered
milk are scarce. There is a long-life milk carton sold in Fiji that can be preserved without putting it in the

refrigerator. Although that milk or powdered milk is not expensive, these are not in stock in houses in Waidracia
in most cases. Thus they usually drink a cup oftea with sugar and no milk. As teal eaves are also precious to them,

they re-use them. One tea strainer ofleaves is used up to three or four times. The leaves used at the previous meal

are used again at the following meal. Tea bags are more expensive than loose leaves so they are not so common.
Iftea is out of stock, they sometimes drink their traditional tea, "lemon leaves tea" instead They used to drink it

before tea was introduced into Fiji. They seem to regard it as "something inferior", the same as the other goods
originating from Fiji. They tend to think of that which has been introduced from the West as superior to their
native materials.

In rare cases, custard tart is baked in houses that have a gas oven. The house where the author lived has gas
rings with an oven so that such sweets are sometimes made for a tea break As cooking by means of gas costs

more than by fire, it is limited to such cases as baking a pie or frying vegetables. Kids, coming back from school,
find a tart in the kitchen to romp around The Fijians, no matter how old they are, love something sweet very
much. They enjoy such sweets with a cup of sweet tea.
It is a common habit to eat something between meals. Not only the children but also the adults eat pieces of
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taro, cassava, banana, pawpaw, cracker, and pie with a cup oftea. Although taro and cassava are heavy enough to
be staple foods, the Fijians eat what seems to me an incredible quantity of food.
One cannot obtain cold beverages like Coke or juice in Waidracia. They are available only in \tlmidawa.
When someone has to go to Vunidawa, the kids eagerly ask to go with him because it is a precious opportunity
for them as they may be able to get something special such as cold drinks and frozen juice. In their daily life in
Waidracia, however, the only available beverages are water and tea. Even the infunts seem fond of drinking tea.

Yaqona, which used to be a special drink served to high-ranking persons only during a ritual, has recently
become an ordinary beverage. It used to be drunk in association with various complicated :fubrics of taboo, but
such taboos have been reduced and loosened so much that the commoners enjoy drinkingyaqona for pleasure in
their daily lives. However, not all taboos are necessarily abolished in the drinking of yaqona. There still exist
some manners and rules that must be followed. In this sense, it can be said that yaqona is not a simple beverage
like tea.
A plant of the pepper fumily, yaqona (kava), can be seen in most parts of Fiji. Less is planted in Waidracia,
however, as it takes a long time to harvest depending upon the climatic conditions. There are few villages that are
self-sufficient in yaqona in Fij~ for the daily demand exceeds the possible harvest, even if they try to plant it.

Thus the Fijians usually purchase yaqona produced by laige-scale commercial plantations run by Indians. A
small amount ofyaqona planted in Waidracia neither satisfies their daily demand nor becomes a product for cash
income. On the other hand, the River Wainimala also causes people in Waidracia to hesitate about planting

yaqona. Floods are liable after a cyclone. When the Cyclone Kina hit in 1993, plantedyaqona was washed away
and the crop was seriously damaged. It is now common to buy yaqona in Suva market, and only rarely is it
harvested from their own yaqona.

There are two types of yaqona sold in the market: the whole dried root and the ground one. There are also
two parts ofyaqona: the root hair called waka; and the stem-base called lewena. Hence we can see four types of

yaqona sold in the market: waka, ground waka, lewena, and ground lewena. It is said that the waka has a stronger
action than the lewena. In Waidracia, lewena purchased in the Suva market is usually brought, ground, and
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packed in bags to sell in the village. When someone comes back from Suva with some pieces of lewena, the
young men are asked to grind it. Grinding yaqona is a co-operative job for the young. Anybody young is
expected to do this task.

Drinkingyaqona alone never happens, nor does it happen that everyone regularly keeps his own yaqona in
stock Unlike such items as cigarettes, a person will rarely hold a stock of yaqona. Instead, he will buy the

appropriate quantity of yaqona in a canteen or a house selling groceries. All yaqona sold in Waidracia is packed,
having been ground by the young. No matter which house possesses the yaqona, it is the young people's task to
grind it.
· Basically, the "grog" begins with some bags of yaqona brought by the participants, who bought the
appropriate number ofbags in advance depending on the situation. As all the yaqona is a gift to the host in a sense,
a ritual form of presenting and receiving called sevusevu is necessarily carried out While the trndit:ionally proper
procedure of sevusevu should be carried out at a significant ceremony, the way is, more or less, simplified at the
daily grog session. In most cases at the daily "grog", the guests make a short speech expressing their gratitude for
being invited and present their yaqona to the host. The host then gives a counter-speech. All the participants
perform a kind of handclapping called cabo, which is a ceremonial act on the completion of any piece of
ceremonial activity, expressive of respect or reverence. Cabo is to clap with the hands crosswise so as to make a
hollow sound
No one gets yaqona by kerekere. Whenever it is required,yaqona must be gifted by sevusevu. The guest
never hands over cash as the price ofthe yaqona, either. Ifthe host lives in a house selling groceries, it is possible
for the guest to buy some bags of yaqona from the host. As a result, the yaqona bought by the guest is to be
presented to the host. It seems equal to paying cash directly to the host instead of buying and gifting the yaqona.
But this would never be done. The guest is expected and required to perform sevusevu in order to join the session.
The host, taking it for granted that the presented yaqona was bought in his house, should reverentially make a
counter-speech showing his gratitude for the sevusevu.
Genemlly, only adult men participate in the "grog". Occasionally, aduh women in Waidracia also hold
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sessions. Although the women's "grog" is not necessarily a taboo, it should not be mixed with the men's session.
Children are often reproved when they are hanging around the place. In some cases, however, children are
allowed to sit near the place where "grog" is occurring.
"Grogs" start in the evening when it grows dark. They go on drinking without having a dinner. During the
session, women and children take dinner beside the place of the "grog". The dishes in the dinner to be served for
the men drinkingyaqona are left over for the following meal.
The yaqona contains intoxicating ingredients that do not cause addiction. While drinking alcohol makes the
body feel hot and cheerful, yaqona makes the body feel cool and calm. The more yaqona they drink, the less
talkative the Fijians become. They are usually quite cheerful. At the beginning of the session, the place is filled
with vigorous chatting. The "grog" is very important for banding down their trnditions from generation to
generation as well as for consulting with each other about relevant matters regarding the village. It is also
essential for pleasure so that they may enjoy a chat. As time goes by, however, the place comes to resound only
with someone's voice exclaiming 'Taki!" once in a while, which is a request for another round In the "grog", a
round ends when each ofthe participants have finished drinking a cup ofyaqona. One has to gulp down the cup
of yaqona brought to him at one go. A rest follows after the round finishes, and then, someone says 'Taki!" to
suggest starting another round. Once they get drunk on yaqona, they hardly talk or laugh, and even whisper.
Under the dim light of a lamp, the robust Fijian men sit in silence, except for sometimes letting out a loud belch,
and go on drinking and drinking until midnight. This is indeed a striking scene.
If the yaqona runs out, someone in the session will go to buy additional bags, and present them to the host

by sevusevu. Things develop. Then the session breaks up. The intoxicated men walk home with unsteady steps.
With their head swimming, they go to sleep.
The proper way and the ritual meanings of drinking yaqona will be examined in Chapter 6 in detail. Here
we have only looked at the background to the "grog".
Basically, drinking alcohol within Waidracia is taboo, except on a special day such as Christmas or New
Year's Day. This "special day" does not imply a day in the ritual cycle. Alcohol is never be drunk at a traditional
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ritual. Generally speaking, drinking alcohol is regarded as an evil in Waidracia. When someone who has drunk
beer in Vunidawa comes back to Waidracia, the villagers seem to be displeased with him. At the same time,
however, it is also a fuct that beer attracts the young especially. Fijians get drunk very easily. They easily pick a
fight. Thus lots of fights between drunk Fijians occur in the big towns like Suva. Some people in Waidracia who
used to live and work in Suva have had to return to the village because they made a blunder while drunk.
Therefore people abstain from drinking alcohol within Waidracia.
Almost all aduh men in Waidracia smoke. In the Fijian price system, something imported is incredibly
expensive while domestic products are cheap. Cigarettes are manufuctured in Fiji so that one can purchase them
relatively freely. Some still smoke a Fijian traditional cigar called suki, others prefer commercial products, such as

the "Benson & Hedges" brand. Cigarettes are sold in the canteen or some of the houses selling groceries in
Waidracia One can buy either a roll or a packet containing ten rolls. Some people who do not commonly smoke
very much want cigarettes only at grog sessions. One never finishes a roll. He is expected to share the roll with his
neighbours. Asking kerekere for a cigarette also happens frequently. In such a case, the person asked is expected
to accept the request generously.
Lollipops or chewing gum as well as cigarettes are preferred at "grog". Less sweetness in yaqona might
cause nausea. Hence some like sucking on sweets during the "grog" so as to prevent sweetness from leaving the
mouth. Asking kerekere for the sweets often takes place too. One willingly accepts kerekere without hesitation.
As noted above, however, yaqona could never become an object for kerekere.
During "grog" in the evening, the women begin to cook Men have to take great care when entering the

kitchen, for it is a ''woman's place" where they sometimes change their clothes. Ahhough the house where the
author lived has a gas ring inside, the main cooking usually takes place in the semidetached kitchen on a firewood
stove. Few houses have such a gas ring. Commonly the firewood stove plays a major role in cooking. Tm pans
and pots without any handles are needed, for the flames surround the pots. Each house owns more than 5 pans
· and pots. The kitchen is an extension next to the main house, usually covered with a tin roof and surrounded by a

wall.
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To begin with, women sweep a room for the meal with a typical Fijian broom. Then, they spread a large
cloth directly on the floor, which becomes a table. P1ates, a set oflmives and forks, and towels for each are set on

the cloth. As they eat by hand, the knife and fork are used in a complementary fashion, as in cutting taro and
cassava to an appropriate size. A finger bowl is also necessary. After eating, they wash their hands and mouth, and
wipe them on a towel.
When the table is set ready, each sits at a particular position. On all occasions, there is a definite rule dividing
the space of the house into the "highly ranked place" and the '1ow-ranked place". The space near the beds is
regarded as the "highly ranked place". The further a point is from the beds, the lower-ranked it is, toward the
kitchen. The headman, the elder and aduh men sit at the highly ranked places at meahimes. If there were
somebody ofa higher status like a chief or a guest, the manner of sitting would vary appropriately. At the meals in
the house where the author lived, for instance, the author as a guest sat at position (a) in Figure 4-1 shown below.
Dakuwaqa (D1) as the headman of this house sits at the (a') position. There are no particular meanings to the
difference between (a) and (a'). The author and Dakuwaqa (D1) are the only aduh men living in the house. If
another man who visited the house by chance and is invited to a meal, as is often the case with life in Waidracia,
then he would sit at the (b) or (b') position. Apart from the author and Dakuwaqa (D1), there were five people
living in the house: Venaisi is Dakuwaqa's wife; Laisani is the youngest ofthe three daughters ofDakuwaqa and
Venais~

Va.ranisese is the eldest daughter of I .aisani; Salanieta is the youngest daughter of Laisani; and

Dakuwaqa (D3) is a son ofDakuwaqa's (D 1) brother's son, Vula. laisani plays a central role in the household
Varanisese is a high school student while Salanieta goes to primary school. Dakuwaqa (D3) is one year older than
Salanieta, given his name from Dakuwaqa (D 1) so that he lives in this house whereas his futher \U1a lives in the
next house. At a meal Salanieta and Dakuwaqa (D3), who are not regarded as aduhs, usually sit at any of the
positions, (c), (c'), (d), and (d'), as they want. On the other hand, Varanisese is expected to behave the same as an

adult woman although she is still a student. Adult women prepare the meal, give the best and largest portions to
the adult men and the guest, serve them, and eat what remains after they finish A few women, sitting by the adult
men and the guest, have to swish away the flies that swann around their food, with a fun. The others sit at the
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low-ranked positions and closest to the kitchen, such as (e) arxl (e'). The adult men and the guest are expected to

eat as nmch as possible. They are mostly asked to take a second helping. As a result, it may happen that almost all
main dishes have gone before the women start eating. Therefore, Venaisi, Laisani and Vcuanisese have to obey

such manners, on principle, according to the proper procedure of the meal. Except for the first time the author
visited the house, however, they did not always follow these rules. Vcuanisese does not necessarily play a role in

swishing away the flies. Venaisi and Laisani eat their dishes simultaneously with the men. The nonns have been

simplified but some ofthem still remain. The three women still sit atone ofthe positions of(d), (d'), (e) and(e').

They still give the best and lalgest portions to the author and Dakuwaqa (D 1).

Figure 4-3: Sitting position in mealtimes
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Every meal begins with grace, called masu. The headman, Dakuwaqa (D1), usually prays. Venaisi or
I aisani, even Salanieta does instead of Dakuwaqa (D 1) when he is away. Basically the main dish is

shared

between each plate. Lacking enough quantity of food, children and women may have to share one plate. Even in
such a case, the plates of the author and Dakuwaqa (D 1) were filled with plenty of food As they think it is
beneath their dignity to serve less food to the guest, the author finally realised that being modest was meaningless
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indeed on such an occasion. For the Fijian, it is one of the most significant things for it to be taken into account
that they generously entertain the guest with the best and most food, even if doing so means they eat very little

themselves. When they had several tilapias, for example, the largest one was for the author and the second largest
one for Dakuwaqa (D 1). The others would be shared, depending on the situation. It may happen that some do not
have a whole fish.
Occasionally, the quantity ofthe main dish is not enough to fill all the plates. Yet, there is never a lack oftaro
or cassava at the meal. Even if few pieces of taro and cassava are left after the meal, it rarely happens that the
serving plates become empty in the middle ofthe meal. If by chance this should happen, another plate of taro or
cassava will soon be brought by asking kerekere of the neighbours. As taro and cassava are self-sustaining in
Waidracia, the villagers always hold enough in stock. Therefore, there is no question of starving in Waidracia.
The Fijian is a big eater. Fijians easily eat huge amounts of heavy foods such as taro or cassava As
described above, the main dish is rarely left because it is difficult for them in Waidracia to preserve the leftover
food without a refrigerator. Thus women are required to cook a proper quantity of food, not too much nor too
little, to satisfy all the participants ofthe meal.
houses and living

A typical style of house made from wooden :fiames and pillars, with a tin roof and walls, is usual in Fiji
including Waidracia Such houses are built with plenty of space between the ground and the floor. The number of
traditional type of houses, bule, has decreased since the 1970s. The elders still know how to build bule and they
are able to make them now. The next generation of houses had walls made of bamboo or tin There still exist
some houses with walls of woven bamboo in Waidracia. The most recent type of house is made of cement and
concrete blocks.
The house where the author lived has wooden pillars, a tin roof and tin walls. The house ofDaku\'.'aqa's
(D1) brother, levani, next to Dakuwaqa's house has wooden pillars, wooden walls and a tin roof The house of
Vula andAlivereti who are two ofLevani's sons, which stands next to Dakuwaqa's (D 1) house on another side of
Levani's house, has walls made of concrete blocks and a tin roo£ Tm is so light to carry and so easy to process
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that its use as a building material has spread in Fiji. When it is mgently required to build an extension to the

kitchen of a house, fur example, the young can easily make the walls and roof of the kitchen from pieces of tin.
For a funeral in a house, the detached kitchen is easily enlmged and modified with new tin walls and tin roof by
the young men so as to provide a huge amount of magiti (the feast). Until then the kitchen of the house had had
only a shabby roof and no walls.
Generally speaking, houses in VIti Levu are built above the ground so as to prevent the inside of the house
from being flooded. Some of the bigger rivers flowing through VIti Levu frequently cause floods in the wet
season. When Cyclone Kina hit Fiji in 1993, the River Wainimala flooded many parts ofWaidracia There is a
space of a few metres between the floor and the ground. The space is used for keeping funn implements, fishing

rods, and firewood. One comes in and out at the door via plain steps.
Each mataqali has a particular area in which to build houses in Waidracia. Houses belonging to a mataqali
are usually clustered, according to the direction of the chief in the village. No houses stand right beside the
Sawani-Serea Road. Although the houses in Waidracia are built on both sides of the Sawani-Serea Road, they are
set back a bit from the road. Paved footpaths link the Sawani-Serea Road to the houses.
The Fijian house mostly has more than three doors, as is illustrated below. As the door close to the kitchen
[door03] is a low-ranked exit, the women and the common visitors come in and out at this door. On the other
hand, the doors near the beds [doorO 1] [door02] are highly ranked, and are used by the headman of the house,

ones of high status, and those who are permitted to go through by the headman. Children going to primary
school are sometimes reproved for coming through these doors by the adults, while the infants are mostly
overlooked. One can make a guess at which doors are highly ranked and low-ranked by glancing around the
room and the surroundings to find one's proper door when at first entering a house. In most cases, however, the
visitor tends prudently to enter through the low-ranked door even if he actually finds it is proper to use the highly
ranked one. In that case, the headman of the house will strongly suggest that the visitor come in at the highly
ranked door. Being modest and humble is a most considerable virtue at any time in Fiji. In Dakuwaqa's (D 1)
house, only the author and the headman, J:>akuwaqa (D 1), always came in and out at the highly ranked doors
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[door0l][door02]. There are no particular distinctions in the ritual sense between these two doors. Two kids in
this house, Salanieta and Dakuwaqa (03), are reproved in some cases and overlooked in others when they come
through these doors. Varanisese being a high school student, however, is necessarily cautioned against her lazy
use ofthe highly ranked door.

Figure 4-4: Dakuwaqa's house
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In principle, the boundary between the highly ranked and the low-ranked spaces inside the house is based

on a line between the highly ranked doors [doorOl] [door02]. In the "grog", the unique bowl brimming with

· yaqona called tanoa is commonly set on this line too. The kitchen-near-side of the line is a lower space for the
women and the commoners while the bed-near-side is higher for those who are respected. The places around the
beds beyond a curtain are the most highly ranked so that one cannot enter without permission Generally

speaking, something ritually valuable such as a whale's tooth used as a presentation on all ritual occasions called
tabua, ibe; some goods to be sold such as tinned foods, cigarettes, yaqona; cash and so on are, for safekeeping,
hidden under the beds. Apart from some particular occasions like when changing clothes or taking out the hidden
goods, others than the headman and those who are pennitted by the headman cannot enter this space.
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They own much more furniture in Dakuwaqa's house than any other house in Waidracia There is a modem
cupboard [cupboardO 1], a set of sofus and a table, a gas ring, and four beds in the house. Several sets ofchinaware
are displayed inside a cupboard. Dishes, plates, towels, bottles of seasonings for everyday use are set in another
cupboard close to the kitchen [cupboard02]. They have such things only because of their relatives living in the
city. Dakuwaqa (D2), living in Australia, is the man who has presented most oftheir property. Dakuwaqa (D2) is
the eldest son ofLevani, who is a brother ofDakuwaqa (D 1). When Dakuwaqa (D2) comes back from Australia,
he gifts various items to his father, Levani, and his uncle, Dakuwaqa (D 1), who gave him his name by name sake.
Dakuwaqa (D2) is a businessman. He brings more not only to his :futher and uncle, but also to his mataqali. His

mataqali, Naqaranikula, in Waidracia mostly relies on his economic assistance in running occasional ceremonies.
People belonging to Naqaranikula always count on his help whenever something happens because he looks, and
actually is, rich from their viewpoint. Furthermore, they tend to depend on their relatives living in Suva
Dakuwaqa (D 1) has three daughters, and two of them are living near Suva They have also presented something

to the household The fourth bed [bed04], which was newly installed in August 2002, was given by one of
Dakuwaqa's (D1) daughters. Thus, Dakuwaqa (D2) and the others living in the city are expected to present
something, and they actually do. One might therefore suppose that the number of possessions in a house depends
on how many relatives are living, working and earning wages in the urban areas. In general, an ordinary house
owns a few beds, a simple she]£ a tiny gas stove for cooking. Besides, it could also be pointed out that few of the
ceremonies performed in the village could be executed without the help of the relatives living in the city. Each

mataqali, which has the responsibility of managing their own ceremonies, no longer seems to have the ability to
accomplish the ceremonies by itse]£ especially the financial aspects. This matter will be discussed again in
Chapter6.

The three doors in the house where the author stayed have a bar inside so as to bolt the door. Simultaneously,
the door can be locked with a padlock from the outside. The house if empty should be locked up, but this is not
strictly carried out. The four windows also have a bolt inside. The windows have awnings because they have to
be shut in the heavy rain. The wooden board instead ofa windowpane is opened during the day to let sunlight and
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breeze into the room.
One bed had been installed during the author's stay so that there are now 4 beds in Dakuwaqa's (D 1) house.
The headman, Dakuwaqa (D 1), used to sleep on a bed [bed02] while another bed [bedO 1] was supposed to be
used for Dakuwaqa (D2) when he returns from Australia The author slept on this bed [bed01] because
Dakuwaqa (D2) was away. The style of beds is exactly the same as a Western one, but they have mosquito nets.
Although mosquito repellent incense has spread in Fiji to some extent, the Fijian does not care to be visited by
mosquitoes while sleeping. For the author, however, it would be impossible to sleep well without the mosquito
net. The mosquito net is a popular gift at weddings. In the cool season between July and September, some
blankets are used The other bed [bed03] is used mainly for children, as a pile of clothes occupies most of the
space on the bed. It is so small that an adult could not sleep on that bed. It looks as if it were a lumber space, but a
simple curtain set gives it the function of an independent sleeping space. Since the new bed [bed04] came,
Dakuwaqa (D3), or, laisani and Salanieta sleep on that bed. Dakuwaqa (D3) sometimes sleeps on the bed
[bed02] with Dakuwaqa (D1). These beds [bed03] [bed04] are used by some of the children and Laisani in tum,
depending on the situation Venaisi, who never uses a bed, and the others always sleep directly on the floor with a
pillow and blankets. Sleeping on the floor is the common style in Fiji, for very few houses own as many beds as
this. They have enough pillows. The Fijians are fond ofchatting while lying on their stomach, in the daytime. The
host may suggest the visitor lie down very soon after his arrival, giving him some pillows. One never hesitates to
lie on the floor even in another's house. Before and after the meals and the tea breaks, young and old, men and
women, lie on their stomachs or sprawl at anytime. Even if a person does not lie down, he always sits on the floor.
The sofa is, therefore, seldom used. This seems to be derived from their habit in one sense, and from the place of
the sofa in another. The Fijians are generally doing something on the floor in their daily life. They eat food, drink
tea, and chat with each other, on the floor. Sitting on a chair is not one of their habits. It may be only the habit of

"being on something" derived from the West that they sleep on the bed On the other hand, the sofa is generally
set at the highly ranked place. The commoners and the ordiruuy guests would never sit on the sofa. Only the chief
or someone whose social status is high is invited to sit there.
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In Dakuwaqa's (Dl) house where the author stayed, women commonly cook both in the kitchen in the

extension and on the gas ring inside. The kitchen next to a door [door03] has tin walls and roof There is a
firewood-stove set inside. Cooking here is done over the open fire. The firewood, which is gathered by the
children and women around the village, is dried under the floor of the house or inside the kitchen. When they
need something to be done quickly, such as boiling water, or other cooking with a rather complicated procedure
such as frying or baking, the women use a gas ring. The rather expensive cost of replacing a gas cylinder makes
them use the gas ring economically.
All the floors of the house, including in the kitchen, are covered with ibe. The ibe is not only a material

valuable for it's use in rituals but is also a useful item in daily life. Apart from such an ordinary ibe, each house

has some spare pieces of ibe in stock for the guest or for other cases such as a picnic. They always need sufficient
ibe to supply both rituals and daily demands. The traditionally shaped round fun made of coconut leaves, called
an iri, is also necessary. They often use it for themselves. They consider, however, that they should offer a new
fun to the guest. They also need the iri when performing the traditional dance called meke. Hence, the ibe and the
iri are both essential items that are constantly woven so as to be sufficiently in stock.
As they do not have a piped water supply inside the house, people need to carry a bucketful of water from

time to time. When one takes a bath, brushes one's teeth, washes taro and cassava, and so on, one has to go to the
water place where there is a tap. Otherwise, one uses water in a bucket filled in advance and put inside the house.
In Waidracia, most houses utilise an old container originally filled with the breakfust crackers made by "finf',

which is substituted for a bucket If one wants to drink a cup of water, it can be obtained from the container set
inside the house. This water is also used for washing dishes after the meal. The women throw the remaining
water away outside after washing-up.
At the time the author stayed in the village, no electricity had reached Waidracia, although the installation
work bad been going on. The engineering work in the section around Waidracia had finished, and the electric
light pole :finally emerged within the village. At the time the author left Waidracia in May 2003, however, the
electricity had still not arrived.
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Two kinds of light are common in Waidracia: the kerosene lamp and the benzine lamp. The latter gives
brighter light than the former. The kerosene is cheaper than the benzine. As they have both in Dakuwaqa's (D 1)
house, these lamps are used depending on the occasion. The benzine lamp is active when the men are active,
from the evening until bedtime, while the former is used while they are asleep. One may buy these fuels in the
canteen in Waidracia. A 750ml bottle ofbenzine at the price ofF$1.20 lasts approximately three nights if one uses
the benzine lamp from 18:00 till22:00 every night. On the other hand, a bottle ofkerosene sold atF$1.15 per litre
runs for two or three nights ifone uses the kerosene lamp from 22:00 ti116:00 the following morning every night.

A few houses own benzine lamps. Only one house has a generator, where they sometimes enjoy v.mching TV At
the bigger-scale grog sessions or meetings, benzine lamps from each house are assembled
Each house has its own toilet. The toilets stand outside of the village separately from the houses. Each is an
independent hut. Some have a water flush toilet. As the toilet ofDakuwaqa's (D1) house is an old-type, the author
was recommended to use toilet at Levani's house, as it is a flush toilet. There is no sewerage system but one does
not feel dirtiness as far as he catches sight ofthe places in Waidracia.
Methodism is the major denomination of Christianity in Waidracia as well as in Fiji generally. Waidracia
has a Methodist church in the centre ofthe village. Those who belong to other denominations go to their churches

every Saturday or Sunday. A minister living in the chief village among Tikina Rara, Naluwai, sometimes comes
to the church in Waidracia on Sunday because they have no official minister in Waidracia
Dense interrelationships among the three villages, Nasavu, Naluwai and Waidrncia, which compose TJ.kina
Rara, makes these villagers come and go mutually on frequent occasions. Not only on a ceremonial day but also

on ordinary days, they readily visit each other. The Sawani-Serea Road ends at Serea. As one travels from Serea
toward Sawani and Suva, the first three villages encountered are, in this order, Waidracia, Naluwai, and Nasavu.
Apart from Serea, these three make up Tikina Rara. In terms of the distance from Waidracia, in fuct, the way to
Serea is shorter than the way to Nasavu. The frequency of the personal interchange is, however, much more
within a tikina.

On the other hand, there is more frequent personal interchange between the villages and the towns,
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especially Suva. One goes to the city for buying and selling or in some cases to watch a rugby game. In other
cases, however, one may visit relatives living in the town. Generally speaking, the internal population mobility in
Fiji is rapidly increasing. It is influenced by the development of the roads, the increase of periodic movement, the
rise in the number of people working in the towns, and the growth of interregional marriage. 74 They easily call on
their relatives living in the town who belong to the same i-tokatoka, mataqali, or are from the same village, to
obtain living accommodation in order to work in the town or, for example, to see a doctor in hospital regularly.
Whether the period is short or long, they visit and stay in relatives' or neighbours' houses with ease. It is an
absolute virtue for Fijians to receive a guest with warm hospitality. Besides, the tie within a common group such
as a mataqali, a village, and even the whole country ofFij~ largely remains close-knit. Needless to say, the host
welcomes and grants any request as much as possible when one visits one's relative living in the town. Indeed,
the extent of their network is extraordinarily large. Fijians seem to come across a few friends no matter where
they walk. When the author sometimes drove a car through other villages with some villagers from Waidracia,
they seemed to wave their hands to a person with a smile at whichever place the car was passing. Even in Suva,
the author, when walking in the street, was often seen and greeted by people from Waidracia. Just after they
called the author's name, they often found someone else with whom to exchange greetings. It seems as if the
Fijian has so many friends to exchange greetings with wherever they go that they cannot walk ahead, or, as ifthey
have countless numbers of relatives all over the country. Their interrelationship is spread to such an extent.
These tables show how often people in Waidracia go to Suva, where they sleep if necessary, and whether
they have experience of living in Suva. We can see almost half of the respondents usually go to Suva more than
once a week. They seem to have relatives living in Suva who offer them a sleeping place. In addition,
approximately 30% ofthe respondents have some experience ofliving in Suva.

74 This would be

one of the main topics argued in the section of economic change.
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Table 4-2: Number of times per month for people in Waidracia going to Suva

Waidracia

answer

num

ratio

once

4

17.4%

twice

6

26.1%

3times

0

0.0%

4times

9

39.1%

5-8 times

3

13.00/o

9-12 times

1

4.3%

more than 13 times

0

0.0%

N/A

2

total

25

respondent ( total - NlA )

23 100.00/o
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Table 4-3: Where they sleep in the city

answer

Waidracia

(house)
relatives (same mataqali)

num ratio
15 53.6%

relatives (different mataqali)

8 28.6%

friend

5 17.9%

hoteVmotel

0

0.0%

other

0

0.()1'/o

N/A

1

total

29

respondent (total- NIA)

28 100.0%

Table 4-4: Experience of living in Suva

answer

Waidracia

num
Yes (experienced)
No (not experienced)

ratio

7

30.4%

16

69.6%

N/A

2

total

25

respondent ( total - NlA )

23 100.0%
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I 4-2. An ethrograp!y of Nasilai village
4·2·1. Physical features
One ofthe biggest rivers flowing through VIti Levu, the River Rewa, fonns a wide boggy region spreading
around its mouth. In this damp area, called the "Rewa Delta", is Nausori town, which embraces the second
biggest international airport. Along the coastal line of the Rewa Delta there are many mangrove trees. Lots of
small streams branching off from the River Rewa make these areas wetlands. Some villages are placed between
these streams. Nasilai is one such village.
The township ofNausori is on the eastern bank ofthe River Rewa, approximately 20km northeast of Suva.
The town developed around the CSR sugar mill, which operated from 1882 to 1959. Growing sugar cane is not
suitable on the wetter eastern side of VIti Lew as at Nausori or Suva. We can however see many sugar cane
plants on the western side, from Sigatoka town along Queens Road, and from Rakiraki town along Kings Road.
Seldom are they seen on the eastern side of VIti Lew. These circumstances led to the sugar mill being taken over
by the Rewa Rice Mill, operating until now. Irrigation developments created a major rice-producing area. It is
said, however, that the fuctory offers a poor price for rice cultivated on Fiji, and this prevents the commercial
plantation of rice from developing. This mill is now polishing rice imported mainly from Australia. Nausori
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town has other industries including light manufucturing. Most of the population are engaged in :funning or
industry. Two arterial roads, Kings Road and Princess Road, link Nausori and Suva, where plenty of regular bus
services operate. This area seems to be one of the busiest and crowded in Fiji.
After travelling approx.in¢ely 40 minutes on an express bus from Suva bus terminal, the traveller will see
the Rewa Bridge across the River Rewa, which was built by an American engineer in 1937. Crossing the bridge,
one reaches Nausori town. There is a plain bus tenninal at the centre of the town, some shops and the Nausori
market are around the bus terminal. Narrow and overcrowded roads always cause traffic jams. Many Indian and

Fijian people with shopping bags in their bands, and buses beyond number queuing to enter and leave the
crowded bus terminal, make the jams temble. Nansori town always looks lively because of the enormous
number of people walking, laughing and chatting in loud voices here and there. Between the incredibly loud
noises ofthe bus engines, one may also hear an Indian shouting in order to hawk packed beans at the terminal.
The next destination after Nausori is the Nasali Landing. There are also regular bus services a few times
every hour. The bus proceeds, passing the Nausori International Airport on the left, about 3 km southeast of
Nausori town. Beyond a small bridge across the River Waimbokas~ one of the·branches of the River Rewa, the
road becomes unpaved The buses in Fiji have no glass in the windows. While the bus is running at full speed,
dust swirls inside as well as outside of the bus. On rainy days, ~ngers lower a kind of curtain set under the
roof The bus passes through a plain of the Rewa Delta, covered with shrubs. This scene is unusual because VIti

Levu is a mountainous island. The Indian passengers get off the bus one after another at inconspicuous places.
The Indians often dwell alone while the Fijians invariably form a village and live together. The Indian who has
got offthe bus walks until he disappears along a small path within the shrubs. Passing by a few Fijian villages, the
bus reaches the Nasali Landing, where almost all the Fijian passengers get off the bus and transfer to a boat. It
takes about half an hour to reach the Nasali Landing from Nausori.
There are a number ofbranches ofthe River Rewa flowing around the mouth, which forms the Rewa Delta.
The Nasali Landing is placed at the Northeast bank of the River Nasoata, which is one such branch. The wide
bog created by the Rewa Delta severely restricts the number of roads in this area. The boat traffic replaces road
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travel. Nasilai is not linked with any roads either.

At the landing, ten or more boats are usually waiting for the arrival ofpassengers. Fach boat is so simple and
tiny, powered only with an outboard motor, that ten passengers occupy the whole space. The passengers get on a
boat. Since the captain and the passengers are well known to each other, negotiations of the destination and the
fure never happens. Only when a strnnger such as the author comes, do the captains eagerly invite him into their
own boat Mostly in that case, they preposterously overcharge.

After stopping by a few villages, the boat reaches Nasilai village. It takes 10 minutes or less. Some villages
can be seen on each bank. Otherwise, the remaining places along the river are all covered with mangroves and
shrubs. Nasilai is located on the opposite side ofthe landing, on the southwest bank. As the village has no landing,
the boat is pulled up a simple embankment. One needs to take great care to land on the ground without slipping

and getting wet.
Nasilai is on the wetlands close to the sea. Plenty of creeks streaming through the village cause the ground to
be damp all the time. Except for some paved footpaths, which were built with Australian aid, all the other land is
grassed. Ifit rains, however, this ground easily becomes mud.
A foo1path links Nasilai with some neighbouring villages. A few villages exist around Nasilai. The distance
between them is small enough that one can pass by 2 or 3 villages on a 15-minute walk. The next village is
Nadoi; only 5 minutes walk away from Nasilai.
Nausori is the closest town to Nasilai. It is also possible to get directly to Nausori from Nasilai by boat.
When one wants to catch a boat at Nasilai, one just has to whistle to call one. A few boats are always coming and
going. People in Nasilai commonly go to Nausori town for simple shopping. They also visit Suva frequently.
The most distinctive plant along the coastline, the mangrove, covers huge areas around the Rewa Delta. It is
important for protecting the seashore against damage by sea and wind The aerial roots, sulphurous mud and
saline water ofthe mangrove forests provide suitable conditions for various kinds offish. Mangrove wood is used
for firewo<Xi and for building houses, which however causes serious destruction ofthe mangrove areas.
The coral reef provides a variety of algae (i.e. seaweed). An algae looking like miniature green grapes,
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called nama, is considered a delicacy. Various kinds of clams, shellfish, crnbs, prawns, sea urchin and seaweed

can be caught on the shore. Vasua, which is the ~est clam in Fiji and grows up to 30cm in length, is a delicacy
too. The seashell is also sold at a high price in the marl<et.

Fiji has 20 species of land-dwelling reptiles. Sea turtles used to be valuable. The meat and eggs were a
delicacy, but it is now illegal to take the eggs or catch adults. Turtle shell can be seen displayed in various places
in Fiji.
Many species of tropical fish in Fiji have descriptive names such as the soldier fish, smgeon fish, trumpet

fish, red lizard fish, goat fish, bat fish, butterfly fish and parrot fish. The parrot fish is commonly caught by people
inNasilai.
The boggy ground around Nasilai provides much less space for planting crops. They barely cultivate taro,
cassava, coconut, banana, mango, pawpaw, or breadfruit. Much less taro can be harvested than in Waidracia.
Nasilai is a fishennan's village. Their main sdurce of cash income is from selling fish.

4 ·2·2. Social organisation
social organisation around Nasilai
Nasilai belongs to Tikina Rewa, which consists of 12 villages. A woman named Ro-Lala is the chief of
Tlkina Rewa. She also holds the position of Provincial Chief in Rewa Province.

Nasilai has one }tlVUSa, named \1.tlagi, and four mataqali: Daunakelo is the mataqali turaga (the chiefly

mataqali); Tuirara is a mataqali matanivanua (the herald); the others are Burelada and Vusaniu. According to a
na.mrt:ive, Tuirara bad reached this place first, and then presented the first bowl ofyaqona to Daunakelo. This is
the reason why Mataqali Daunakelo is supposed to produce the chief But it is also said that Mataqali Tuirara
owns the whole land of this village. Sesoni Godro is the traditional chief ofthe village as well as the headman of
Mataqali Daunakelo and Yavusa VUJagi. The headman of .Mataqali Tuirara is llikena Kalounisawana. The
headman of Mataqali Burelada is Beni Biloni while Mataqali Vusaniu 's chief is Voate Godro. There is an
administrative chieftainship, turaga-ni-koro, which is occupied by Malakia Raoma. There are 22 houses. The
population is 100.
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Significant announcements from a big chief such as a Provincial Chief are usually conveyed to the village
as follows. A messenger (matanivanua) comes to the headman ofMataqali Tuirarn, llikena, who is in a special
position called Mataki Burebasaga. llikena then brings the message to Mataqali Daunakelo. The message is
finally brought to Malakia as turaga-ni-lwro. He announces it to all the villagers.
It was a woman named Maraia who introduced the author to this village. She is also an active woman with a
broad outlook As is stated later, artistic activities have been flourishing in Nasilai. Making pottery is traditionally

a special role ofNasilai. Mam.ia is one of the central persons who make pottery. She had been invited to New
Zealand to teach Fijian pottery making techniques.
Maraia has eight children. There are eight people living in her house including Seru who is Maraia's second
eldest son, and Seru's wife and children, Sarote who is Maraia's second eldest daughter and Rosi who is Maraia's
youngest daughter. As this house is small, the author was advised to sleep in a neighbouring house. However, the
author spent almost all the time except for when asleep in Maraia's house. Therefore, the observations ofNasilai
are mainly based on life in her house.
Nasilai's map is as follows.
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Map 4-2: Nasilai village
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4-2-3. Life inNasilai

clothing
Few differences are found among Fijian villages in terms of clothing.

In Nasilai, however, while they commonly wear almost the same style of clothes as in Waidracia, Western
style clothing seems to be more common than in Waidracia. One reason is 1he easier aa:essibility to Suva. In
principle, everyone is supposed to wear a Sulu in the village. Some young people are, none the less, often dressed
in shorts or jeans. Some women have their hair permed or dyed as in the urban areas, although this is rare in

Waidracia.
Piped water is installed at some places in Nasilai. People take a bath in such a place or in the river. They do
the washing in the same way. The water place that the author was advised to use had a simple wall, a roo£ and a
door with a bolt. Next to the tap, there was a plain shed with a flush toilet.

Waidracia is an agricultural village where plenty of crops such as taro and cassava are planted. The harvest
is plentiful enough to feed the villagers and provide a surplus for selling. They never suffer a shortage of these
staples. Nasilai is, on the other hand, a fisherman's village where less harvest can be gained from their tiny
plantation. The ground around Nasilai is boggy, which is not suitable for the large-scale cultivation ofcrops. They
acquire plenty of fish instead.

The staple food in any Fijian village is definitely taro, followed by cassava. Taro is the most preferred
among the Fijian people, too. Yet, the actual quantity oftaro consumed in a village depends substantially on what

can be produced, as determined by the geographical and climatic conditions. The drier area on the western side of
Viti Levu is suitable for the planting of sugar cane, but not suitable for taro. Compared to the eastern side, where
one can see a number oftaro fields ranging over any location, less taro is grown in the western area. A friend of
mine living in Sigato~ on the western side ofVrti Levu, envied the author when I told him that I had eaten taro
in Waidracia every day. In Sigatoka, it is said that taro is rather precious.
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In the case ofNasilai, the particular location of the village limits the plantation of taro. This is the reason that

Nasilai has traditionally been a fisherman's village, not expected to be self-sustaining in taro. Although their
staples are taro and cassava, alternative crops such as breadfruit seem to be served more frequently than in
Waidracia. They plant breadfiuit, banana, pawpaw, mango, and coconut as well as taro and cassava in and around
the village, the harvest of which is insufficient to feed them let alone to be sold. Therefore, large quantities of taro
and cassava are the main goods for sale in the market. People from the interior villages like Waidracia bring those
crops to the market. The villagers living near the coast, as in Nasilai, and the town dwellers usually purchase these
crops.
In general, the diet in Nasilai is nearly the same as in Waidracia. They take boiled rice, roti, crackers and

Western bread at breakfust. The staple crops such as taro, cassava and the other substitutes are eaten at lunch and
dinner with some main dishes such as chop suey.
The most significant contrast with Waidracia is the frequency with which fresh fish and seafood are eaten.
In principle, men wearing diving suits go to sea by boat every night. The captured fish is kept in a freezer. Eight

houses in Nasilai own a freezer. One has to pay F$1 per night to the owner to keep one's fish in the freezer. Hence,
they can cook fish whenever they want in Nasilai. lf someone wants fish when he is out of stock, he would ask
somebody else in the village, and buy it. In Nasilai, such monetary transactions are common. That is, in principle
anyone who wants to eat it can obtain fresh fish at anytime. In fuct, however, they rarely eat fresh fish in daily life
because the fish makes a significant contribution to their cash income. They commonly go to the Suva market to
sell the fish every Saturday.
While the men fish by diving, the women usually gather clams, sea urchin, and capture sea prawns and
crabs on the shore. Such seafoods are mainly for their own consumption or in some cases for sale. When an
important guest comes, seafood including fresh fish is necessarily served
Some kinds of"urbanised" foods such as Western bread are often consumed in Nasilai, while they are rather
scarce in Waidracia. The easier accessibility to Suva city or Nausori town seems to enable an increasingly
urbanised lifestyle in Nasilai.
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Having electricity may also accelerate the transition to an urbanised lifestyle in Nasilai. Even though they

are able to purchase only a limited range of electrical equipment, having electricity has influenced their village
life. A refiigerator and a freezer has given them the idea of "stock", and changed their way of fishing. Wrth an
electric light installed, people go to bed later.
It may not be the case that everyone has his or her own plate at mealtimes. After portions have been served
from the shared main dish in Waidrncia, women and children may have to share what is left on a plate together.
The quantity of the main dish eaten by women and children is usually less than for men in Waidracia In Nasilai,
on the other hand, everybody including small kids have their own plate with a sufficient amount on it. In most
cases, there is sufficient for them to have a second helping.
Here is an example showing the menus over three days in Nasilai:

2/Apr/2003, lunch: Fried prawns with garlic, canut and onion. Boiled taro. Tha.
2/Apr/2003, clinner: Fresh beef and bele soup. Boiled taro. Boiled banana. Tha.
3/Apr/2003, breakfast: Bread Cracker. Boiled banana. Tea.
3/Apr/2003, lunch: Corned beef and belein soup. Boiled taro. Boiled rice. Dhal curry soup.
3/Apr/2003, clinner: Taro leaves in coconut milk Boiled taro.
4/Apr/2003, breakfast: Akind of dumpling (top;». Guava jam. Tha.

The tables below show what the staple food was on one day in Waidracia, Nasilai and Nadoi according to
the questionnaire. There are fewer tendencies to eat taro at breakfust. Instead, they tend to eat foreign foods such
as roti (Indian food), crackers (Western food) and rice (Chinese food) at breakfast Taro and cassava eaten at
breakfust are probably leftovers from the previous dinner. On the other hand, most villagers seem to eat their
traditional staple food, taro and cassava, at lunch and dinner.
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Table 4-5: Staple food at breakfast on a day

C01SWer
num

Nasilai

Waidracia

Total
ratio

num

ratio

num

Nadoi

ratio

num

ratio

roti

6

18.8%

6

22.2%

0

0.0%

0

0.00/o

bread

1

3.1%

1

3.7%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

cracker

6

18.8%

6

22.2%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

rice

9

28.1%

8

29.6%

0

0.0%

1

100.00/o

dhal

0

0.()%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.00/o

taro

3

9.4%

2

7.4%

1

25.0%

0

0.0%

cassava

4

12.5%

3

11.1%

1

25.0%

0

0.0%

yam

0

0.()%

0

0.0%

0

0.00/o

0

0.00/o

other

2

6.3%

1

3.7%

1

25.00/o

0

0.0%

breadfruit

1

3.1%

0

0.00/o

1

25.00/o

0

0.0%

32

100.0%

27

100.0%

4

100.0%

1

100.00/o

total
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Table 4-6: Staple food at lunch on a day

Total

answer
num

Waidracia

ratio

num

ratio

Nasilai
num

Nadoi

ratio

num

ratio

roti

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.00/o

bread

1

3.4%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

1

50.0%

cracker

1

3.4%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

1

50.0%

1ice

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.00/o

dhal

1

3.4%

1

4.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

taro

19

65.5%

18

72.0%

1

50.0%

0

0.00/o

cassava

5

17.2%

4

16.0%

1

50.0%

0

0.0%

yam

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.00/o

other

1

3.4%

4.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

breadfruit

1

3.4%

1

4.00/o

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

29

100.0%

25

100.0%

2

100.0%

2

100.0%

total
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Table 4-7: Staple food at dinner on a day

answer

Waidracia

Total

ratio

num

ratio

num

Nasilai

Nadoi

ratio

num

ratio

num

roti

1

3.6%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

1

100.0%

bread

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

cracker

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

rice

2

7.1%

2

8.3%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

dhal

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

taro

16

57.1%

15

62.5%

1

33.3%

0

0.00/o

cassava

5

17.9%

4

16.7%

1

33.3%

0

0.0%

yam

0

0.0%

0

0.00/o

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

other

1

3.6%

1

4.2%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

breadfruit

3

10.7%

2

8.3%

1

33.3%

0

0.00/o

28

100.0%

24

100.0%

3

100.0%

1

100.0%

total
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The way of "grog" in Nasilai is slightly different from in Waidracia. For example, men and women sit
together at a session, which would never happen in Waidracia. Traditionally, taboos have strictly regulated the
way of sitting and sharing space between men and women in Fiji. Women sitting by men in the very situation of
drinking yaqona are definitely a deviation from the traditional norms. Recalling the fuct that yaqona used not to
be a daily beverage but a special drink at rituals, served only to the higher-ranked persons, reminds us that the
transition of the significance and function ofyaqona from a ritual to a daily beverage is already a deviation from
the tradition. The matter of women sitting by men in a grog session appears to be a further deviation.
More women in Nasilai smoke than in Waidracia, typically during a "grog". People have a significant
reaction to the Fijian traditional cigar, the suki. Everybody in Nasilai, knowing the author to have been staying in
Waidracia, frequently asked about the interior way of life. Once they came to know that the author himsel( as
well as the villagers in Waidracia was smoking suki, a slightly disdainful look often came over their faces. As one
prepared the suki wrapped with a piece of newspaper for smoking, they sometimes said to me with a laugh, "You
don't care if your lips become smeared with ink, do you?" This appears a typical tendency when the Fijians
evaluate an indigenous item that has been replaced in function by another thing introduced from the outside,
especially from the West The fuct that conversion to Christianity has made the Fijians take less account of their
inherited native belief system exemplifies this tendency of disdain. Lemon tea, which is also their indigenous
beverage but served less frequently than Western tea, is regarded by the Fijian in the same way.
Drinking alcohol seems to be accepted in Nasilai. As is the case in Nadoi village, only 5 minutes walk from
Nasilai, a house has a few bottles of beer in a fridge. As will be mentioned later though, art has flourished
traditionally in Nasilai. Recently a young painter living in the village has developed a different lifestyle from the
other villagers. There are bottles of rum and gin lying around his workshop. Needless to say, not everybody in
Nasilai follows this kind of lifestyle. It is also the fuct, however, that the village has room to accept the infiltration
of a heterogeneous lifestyle, alongside their inherited one into the village.
Thus, the geographic location ofNasilai, with for example easier accessibility to Suva, has brought about a
greater transition of lifestyle, including their way ofthinking, than has occurred in Waidracia. This subject will be
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analysed in Chapter 7.

houses and living

Little difference between the style ofbuilding houses in Waidracia and in Nasilai is found. People in Nasilai
also live in houses made ofthatch, bamboo, wood, tin and concrete blocks. There are a few beds and cupboards
'

inside. The kitchen and 1he toilet are separate from the main house.
The first point as to the living circumstances differing from Waidracia is that electrical :fucilities are available
in Nasilai. As they have electric light, there is no longer a need for kerosene or benzine lamps. Some houses own

a few electrical items such as a television, a video tape recorder, an electric fun, a refrigerator and a freezer. Very
few houses have a TV game or other audio-visual equipment Regarding the standard of living in terms of the
private properties in a house, more distinction seems to be found in Nasilai than in Waidracia. Such differences of
standards among houses also appear in the form of the house. One house has a kitchen, a bathroom, and a toilet

inside the house, which 1he installation ofpiped water makes possible. Another house is la!ge enough to have five
bedrooms, a living room and a dining room inside the house. Such contrasts with the typical house cannot be
seen in Waidracia.
Secondly, in Nasilai there exist lots of women who would not, or even cannot weave ibe in daily life. The
ibe is one of the most significant goods in rituals. This is the case even in the towns. No matter where one lives,

one necessarily needs a few ibe not only in one's daily life but also in occasional ceremonies such as weddings
and funerals. Hence, the demands for ibe are still high throughout Fiji. Normally the ibe should be woven for
oneself as one needs. The votvoi should be also planted in order to weave the ibe. Since one needs a few ibe both
regularly in daily use and occasionally for ceremonies, a sufficient amount of ibe should be always in stock It
cannot be said, however, that they obtain a sufficient harvest of tbe in Nasilai. On the contrary, most women do
not know how to weave ibe. This seems a typical lifestyle in the towns. As mentioned above, town dwellers also
occasionally require ibe. On such occasions they purchase a few ibe in the rnaJket, if necessary. They no longer
weave ibe for themselves. Since there is such a demand, ibe or dried and prepared voivoi for weaving ibe are sold
as commodities in the market. It has become the specialised skill of particular people to weave ibe. It is no more
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one of women's daily tasks. Only a few women, including Maraia who is an older woman living in the house
where the author stayed, are able to weave ibe. But they do so to sell to others in Nasilai or to people in
neighbouring villages. Selling ibe is their first purpose. The ibe has become a commodity within Nasilai where an
urbanised lifestyle is to some extent spreading. There is also another reason for the fuct: that ibe is not woven in
Nasilai, which will be explained below.
A third point of contrast between the life in Waidracia and Nasilai is that there are six villagers living in
;

Nasilai but working in Suva. No such cases are to be found in Waidracia. The distance from Nasilai to Suva is
close enough to come and go in the same day.
Fourthly, Nasilai is a village conspicuous for its 1raditional artistic activities. Making pottery is their own
peculiar activity. Maraia and her relatives are the centre of artistic activities such as making pottery, painting,
performing dance and making objects of art. According to Maraia's narrative, this unique role used to be Nasilai
, free rrom weaving ibe. They used to make pottery instead of weaving ibe?5 It would be the fuct: that the spread of
the urbanised lifestyle has made the Fijian women living in such areas as Nasilai cease weaving ibe. It might also
be a fuct, however, that the unique circumstance ofNasilai has led the women in the village to be indifferent to

-

weaving ibe for themselves.
Finally, Nasilai has accepted tourists participating in a "village tour" since 1987. The company organising
the tour was attracted by the conspicuous speciality in Nasilai of making pottery. The company is supposed to
'

pay F$7 per tourist. The fuct: that the village enters into such a contract shows that the concept of a monetary
economy has apparently influenced Nasilai to a large extent. In the tour, Maraia's weaving of ibe has also become
an attraction for tourists. While she is weaving, a Fijian tour guide explains the meanings of ibe to the tourists
sitting around her. Then the tourists are shown a few ceramics. These pots are, of course, for sale.
We have seen a general outline ofWaidracia and Nasilai. In the next chapter, some topics associated with
economic a:ffirirs will be taken up for discussion in relation to the subject of social change.

75 There were several groups descended from the younger sons of chiefs in Rewa. Nasilai as well as Vutia and Nukui were the
fishermen. They owed service in the form of the exercise of their trades and received land in return. Nasilai might have been
privileged because of its special skill. See [Routledge 1985: p .30].
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Ch.5 Development of capitalism and the change in economic affairs
As globalisation intensifies, Fiji is no longer the «isolated island in the South Sea" that it used to be. Lots of
products and goods are flowing into Fiji from several foreign countries; one can enjoy a sufficiently 'civilised' life
nowadays, which displays few material differences from Western culture. In big towns and cities, especially Suva,
it has become possible for people to wear Western clothes, to eat imported foods in restaurants and to live in
houses furnished with plenty of electrical equipment such as TVs, audio sets and refrigerators. One can easily see
the latest films in cinemas; or listen to pop music ifone borrows a CD from a CD rental shop. Fijians and Indians
often enjoy surfing the Internet in a downtown net cafe. Fijians who are eager about rugby sometimes enjoy
seeing an Australian professional league rugby match broadcast on cable TV When one looks inside a
McDonald's or KFC in Suva, one will see many people talking on mobile phones.
Development of the infrastructure ofFiji has been proceeding. Completion of the Monasavu Dam Site has
enabled the stable supply of electricity to the whole ofVrti Levu so that the frequency of power fuilure is reduced
Even in the interior region, which is less developed than the coast, electricity is gradually being installed
Although few houses own a private telephone line, a party line has become current not only in towns but also in
villages. Until recently the road condition in Vrti Levu had been poor because Vrti Levu is mountainous. Recently,
however, the condition has been modified. A road that used to be impossible for vehicles to drive along has
become adequate. A road that used to be unpaved is now paved. The unpaved section of Kings Road is now
under paving work The development of roads has made it possible to establish an extensive bus service.
These facts have played a role in changing the Fijian's lifestyle. Easier accessibility between villages and
towns brought by the development of roads has increased the domestic mobility of the population. One goes to a
town for a job. Another moves to a distant village because of marriage. The rise in the number of inhabitants in
urban areas is significant.
The ''tubanised lifestyle" implies a number of contrasts to the "traditional lifestyle" based on the system of
traditional values. Village life in Fiji has been guided by a strong sense of belonging to the traditional social
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organisation and of mutual co-operation. The land, which is the most important means of production, is managed
by the mataqali under joint control. Co-operation appears as kerekere, which is often seen in daily life. Generally
speaking, the villagers have little idea of individual possession. Until now life in the village has lacked capitalistic
ideas such as seeking individual profit?6
Singing the pmises of material consumption in the towns is the other side ofthe spread of capitalism. In the
towns one cannot obtain an attractive item by kerekere. As there is less meaning to mutual co-operation in the
;

towns, the individualistic way ofbehaving has become general instead. Living fur from one's own village, there
are less bonds of mataqali in the towns. One has to earn one's living as a wage labourer. The different subsistence
economies in the village and the town are typically associated with different patterns of behaviour or, in
Bourdieu's tenns, different habituses. Agents who have grown up in the village must habituate themselves to
different practices in the manner of conducting social relationships in the town. Agents who move backward and
, forward between village and town must adjust their habitual behaviour accordingly. To the extent that economic
relations in the village are converging on those in the town, agents will tend to modify their habitual practices and
understandings of other agents' intentions. Although Bourdieu seems to think that habituses do not change, we
shall show how they may change during the agent's lifetime.
This chapter will show some relevant concepts such as the "agent" and "habitus", which will be explained

in more detail in Chapter 7.
5-l. The chan:Je in econanic life brought by m:x:lernisation - a general ten:lency in Fiji

5·1·1. Development of infrastructure and the change of lifestyle
development of roads, transportation, electricity and telecommunication

Viti Levu Island is mountainous. Apart from the coast almost all the land is covered with hills. Thus the
interior region, fur from the orbit of Queens Road and Kings Road along the coast, had fur fewer developed roads.
It was difficult for people living in the interior villages to move to other regions. In an inland village such as

76 There could be aspects of traditional Fijian society where making a profit was a goal in the past as well. In Nasilai, for
example, there was a trade between coast and interior. Because Nasilai is a fishing village, crops were in short supply. They sold
<,old fish to people living in the interior in order to get crops such as taro.
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Waidracia, most transport was by river using a bamboo raft, called a btlibili, rather than by road.
Recently, the roads in Fiji have been increasingly developed. Since independence the Government has
constructed and upgraded the basic transportation infrastructure such as roads, bridges, ports and airports.
Although the development work had declined in the 1980's, the government has concentrated on upgrading the
existing infrastructure rather than expanding it77 It is said that in 1993 approximately 900 kilometres of the 4900
kilometres of road in Fiji were paved. 78 Although the government continues to develop the transport
infrastructure, the most serious problem in Fiji is that huge cyclones and heavy rainfu1l readily occur, which
seriously damage the work.
Fiji has no passenger trnin service. Such services as buses, carriers and taxis are the centre of land
transportation. Since unpaved roads good enough to be used by vehicles have been extended towards deeply
inland areas, a number of villages have become linked by public bus services. It is said that about a half of all
registered vehicles (estimated at 84,000) are used for such services.79 Therefore it is rather easy to catch a taxi in
the urban areas. In the rural areas, on the other hand, one may see a bus or a carrier :full of passengers.
The water taxi service by means of small boats around big rivers is a supplementary form of transportation.
The shipping service linking small islands together is also important.
The development of roads makes bus services possible, which could change the lifestyle to some extent. In
an inland village where the difficulty of access to a town used to restrict the planting of commercial crops, one

can now easily go to town by bus or carrier to sell crops in the market. The introduction of commercial crops
changes the economic system within the village. In such villages, there used to be no monetary exchange because
they were self-sufficient in the basic items needed for life. The inflow of money has made the monetary exchange
system spread within the village. For example, Nayacakalou points out as such:

See [Donnelly 1!*)4: p.211].
See [Chandra 19!)3: p.8].
79 See [Donnelly 1994: p.211].
77

78
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There is an increasing use of money as a medium of exchange; there are new patterns of exchange and
distribution relations.
[Nayacakalou 1978: p.127]
Money has been at least partly responsible for most of the fundamental re-arrangements in the
socio-economic pattern of Fijian society. These changes are the end-result of conscious evaluation of
alternatives of action, and choice of those which make it possible fur the introduction of money to be
accomodated into the traditional pattern.
fibid: p.122]

Therefore, it can be suggested that the extent of expansion of monetary exchange in a village is proportional
to the accessibility to the urban area. The point in this thesis is, however, to emphasise how the Fijian people in
the contemporary village the author studied interpret the capitalistic system. This will be examined later.
The extension of roads also gives an opportunity for new development in inland areas. Modification of
transport conditions may bring about a new scheme for plantation. For example, a network of interior roads has
been constructed for anew pine plantation scheme.80
The upgrade of land transport promotes inland development The Monasavu Dam, which was completed in
1983 at a cost ofF$233 million, is capable of generating 80MW It provides 93% ofthe powerneeds ofVrti Levu.
Before the completion of the Monasavu Dam, there were a few hydroelectric power dam sites in Vrti Levu such
as the Bukuya Dam that was capable ofgenerating only 1OOKW Power was largely provided by diesel generator.

Construction of the Monasavu Dam has saved Fiji about F$250 million in diesel imports fur power generation. 81
The environmental development of rural houses is one of the government's significant projects. The
percentage of inadequate houses lacking a safe water supply (such as houses getting water from a borehole, well,
river or creek) decreased from 19.5% in 1986 to 16.9% in 1991. The percentage of houses lacking electricity
decreased from 51.5% to 44.7% from 1986 to 1991.82
The Fijian's desire for electrical equipment is strong. Popular equipment such as TVs, videos and
refrigerators are status symbols. Improved access to towns not only lets the villagers learn about this equipment
but also increases their wants. This is closely related to the two fucts mentioned below: the increase of
so See [Chandra 1993: p.8].
st See [Donnelly 1994: p.l98].
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populational mobility appears as the inflow of population into the urban areas, and also the inflow of population
into the rural areas. Development of roads increases the mobility of everything including people, things and
infonnation between the urban and rural areas.
the increasing mobility of the population

One may say that the Indians are typically found in towns while the very many Fijians live in village. The
Indians, managing commercial :farms in the rural areas and shops in the urban areas, live individually.83 On the
other hand, the Fijians living in the fubric of their traditional social organisations such as the mataqali and the
village rarely used to leave their birthplace. Particularly in the precolonial era, the internal mobility of the Fijian
population was quite low because it was dangerous to leave the birthplace and the protection of social
relationships in a period of warfure. Even though peace has come now, the Fijians still retain a strong bond with
the traditional social organisations. Development of roads and public transportation, however, has brought about
highef""mobility in the population.

82

See [Chandra 1998: p .l31].

83

This does not necessarily generalise about all Indians on Fiji, just contrasting the actions oflocal Indians in the Waidracia

district, with those of native Fijians.
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An Atlas of Fiji 3

According to the 1996 Census,84 the population of Fiji was 775,077. Approximately 77% of the total
population, or 594,791 people, live in VIti Levu. According to a previous census, the total population in 1976 was
588,068, and about 76% of the total, 445,422 then lived in VIti Levu. The ratio of the population of VIti Levu to
the total has thus been fuirly steady for 20 years. Ba Province had the highest population of all the provinces
(212,197) in 1996, which was 27% of the total. Naitasiri Province had the second largest population, 126,641, or
16% of the total. 13% of the total, 101,547 people, live in Rewa Province, the third most populated.
The 1996 Census also shows the change of population in each province from 1986 to 1996.85 Naitasiri
Province had grown the most, with an increase of26,414 in 10 years. Ba Province had gained the second largest
number of people, 14,564. 11 ofthe 15 provinces in Fiji had increased in population over the 10 years.
"An Atlas of Fiji" points out several interesting matters regarding the internal mobility of population in Fiji
as recorded in the 1986 Census. 86 Although the data is not the latest, we will rely on them here as a guide to
populational mobility and the relationship between the urban and rural areas.
The mobility of the population has been influenced by such factors as the development of roads, the
upgrade oftransportation and the increase of employment opportunities. The type of mobility can be divided into
daily commuting, temporary short-term movement, and lifetime migration. The 1986 Census shows 29% of the

total population had left their birth province. The internal mobility of the population has risen in current Fiji.
Naitasiri gained the most population (17,629) from 1981 to 1986 as well as in the period from 1986 to 1996 as
seen above. "An Atlas ofFiji" suggests a reason for this increasing tendency. Almost all the developments around
Suva city have occurred in Naitasiri. The reason why the population increased in Nadroga Province and Serna
Province, which have gained the second and the third largest population from 1981 to 1986, is also explained by
the development of tourist industries in the Coral Coast region.
According to "An Atlas of Fiji", the most obvious feature of the populational mobility is the inflow of
people from the rural to urban areas. The concentration of population in the cities, accelerating urbanisation, is a

[Bakker 2ooo: p.36].
See [Bakker 2000: pp.l16-117l
ss See [Chandra 1998: pp.60-69].

84 See
85
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common tendency in all developing countries. There is, however, another tmique tendency observed only in the
South Pacific including Fiji. Many people go to the urban areas as temporary migrants and later return to their
nual villages. This is not a common form in other countries, apart from Fiji. For example, the capital city, Suva,

has gained the most inflow of population, estimated to be approximately 47% of all the inflow into the urban
areas. This exceeds the second largest number of inflow into Lautoka city, which is estimated at about 15%.
However, Suva has simultaneously lost a lot of population as well. While the enlaigement of cities is the most
obvious and general feature in all developing countries, both the inflow and outflow of population in the urban
areas are quite high so that such a city as Suva has experienced a relatively limited net increase. According to the
1996 Census, as seen above, the greatest increase of population from 1986 to 1996 turns out to have occurred not
in Rewa Province, where Suva city is, but in Naitasiri Province. As Rewa Province had the third largest

population of all the provinces in 1996, it is one of the most overpopulated provinces in Fiji. h is also a fact that
Rewa Province is one ofthe provinces that have gained the most number of inflows. The fact that the increase of
population in Rewa Province is not so drastic shows, however, the outflow of population from Suva city is also
high. This is one ofthe most significant aspects underlying populational mobility in Fiji. Recent development of
roads and transportation has made accessibility to the urban areas easier so that the tendency of populational
inflow into the cities has risen In Fij~ however, the mobility from the urban to the rural areas is quite high as well.
One can imagine a Fijian who finally returns to his village after he has :fuced several difficulties in urban life. The
idea, "It is better to return to the village ifsomething happens in the city", seems to be common among Fijians, as
is examined later. The young people especially have a strong desire to live in city. Yet, the bond within traditional
relationships is still active too. They readily decide to move to the city seeking jobs, but just as readily determine
to return to their village. Less difficulty in life exists in the rural villages. Thus, we can find a tmique feature

linking with the persistence oftradition in the data of populational mobility in Fiji.

dwellers in city and village
As seen above, the development of roads and transportation has increased the internal mobility of the
population of Fiji. The easier accessibility both between rural and urban areas and between different rural areas
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bas created a lively traffic. In big cities such as Suva and I..autoka, many people gather from everywhere. More

marriages between men and women whose birthplaces are fur from each other are occurring, and so there is more
migration from one rural region to another.
Two ofthe reasons for people aiming to go to the city are to seek jobs and to study in higher education. Fiji
bas another unique aspect of internal migrant inflow from urban to rural areas. Some return to the birthplace after

marriage. Others fuil to find jobs and go back to their village. Young people are often seen who went to the city
and carne back to the village after a while without a particular aim. Such a mutual stream of people between the
urban and rural areas bas caused urban social problems that I describe below. In the rural areas, on the other hand,
the urbanised lifestyle and formerly unknown ideas are being introduced.
In the colonial era, Levuka, the pre-capital city on Ovalau Island, was the only place that was worth calling

"an urban area" with sufficient accumulation of people and things. Levuka, where the trade of sandalwood and
plantation of cotton had flourished, became the first capital city in 1874 after the cession of Fiji was officially
accepted by Britain in Nasova, located just to the south ofl..evuka. However, the capital was moved to Suva in
1882 because Levuka was located on too small an island. There was very little room for the expansion of the city,
and future economic development was expected to occur on the biggest island, VIti Levu. Suva has a good port
with better natural conditions. Suva is also close to the fertile Rewa Delta and has space enough to allow
expansion ofthe city. Therefore, Suva was selected from among other candidates such as Nadi and Savusavu to
be the new capital city.
Now Fiji bas two cities, Suva City and I..autoka City. Suva became a city when its population exceeded
30,000 in 1953. There are also several middle-sized towns with populations between 10,000 and 17,000, Lami,
Labasa, Nadi, Nausori and Ba. In addition, there are some small towns with populations up to 10,000 such as

Sigatoka, Levuka, Savusavu, Vatukoula, Rakiraki, Navua, Tavua and Korovou. Only these two cities and thirteen
towns are designated "urban" in Fiji. The two cities of Suva and I..autoka, and eight towns ofl.ami, I..abasa, Nadi,
Nausori, Ba, Sigatoka, Levuka and Savusavu, each have their own council enacted by the Local Government
Act.
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'Towns" are distinguished into two types: the "incorporated, official township" has its own council; and the
"unincorporated, unofficial township" is administrated by rurnl development authorities without its own council.
This distinction is not necessarily in correspondence with population. For example, the population of Savusavu,
which is an official town with a town council, is less than that of Vatukoula, which is an unofficial town. The
headman of the town council is called the Mayor. In the case of Savusavu Town, there are nine town councillors
and a Mayor, who are elected every three years.
The urban population is increasing as follows, 159,259 [33.4%oftotal] in 1966,218,495 (37.2%oftotal] in
1976, 277,025 (38.7% of total] in 1986, and 359,495 [46.4% of total] in 19%.87 A number of people living in
rural regions close to urban areas commute. Such dwellers have more opportunities to experience and acquire the

urbanised lifestyle.

87

See [Bakker 2000: p.34].
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Table 5-l: the increase of urban population (cited from [Bakker 2000])

Year

Dlvlslan

Tot. PoP.
[Nr)

Urban Pop. as %

Urban Pop.

J.lundPop

{Nrl

(%]

[Nr)

(%)

Tot. Urb

Tot. Fiji

1966

476,727'

317,468

66.6

. 159,259

33.4

100.0

. 33.4

1976

588,068

369,573

62.8

218,495

37.2

100.0

37.2

1986

715,375

438,350

61.3

277,025

38.7

100.0

38.7

1996

775,077

415,582

53.6

359,495

46.4

100.0

46.4

1966

/95,760

142,890

73.0

52,870

27-.0

33.2

11.1

1976·

238,547

171,573

71.9

66,974

28.1

30.7

11.4

1986

. 283,349

203,705

71.9

79,644

28.1

28.8

11.1

1996

297,184

186,114

.62.6

111,070.

37.4

30.9

14.3

1966

154,429

62,617

40.5

91,812

59.5

57.6

19.3

1976

206,875

73,369

35.5

133,506

. 64.5

61.1

22.7

1986

260;110

85,033

32.7

175,077

67.3

63.2

24.5

.

1996

297,607

82,979

27.9

. 214,628

72.1

59.7

27.7

Northern

1966

84,244

72,667

86.3

11,577

13.7

7.3

2.4

·1976

103,122

87,871

85.2

15,251

14.8

7.0

2.6

1986

129,154

109,745

85.0

19,409

15.0

7.0

2.7

1996

139,516

109,465

18.5

30,051

21.5

8.4

3.9

1966

41,248

38,248

92.7

. 3,000

7.3

1.9

0.6

1976.

39,524

36,760

93.0

2,764

7.3

1.3

0.5

1986

42,762

39,867

93.2

2,895

6.8

1.0

0.4

1996

40,770

37,024

90.8

3,746

9.2

1.0

0.5

TotaiYJji

Western
'

Central

Eastem

Note: •
1

Tlie~ aras in Fiji~ for die first time delineated before 1be 1996 census
In 19Ci6. (,046 peaous were enumc:nrecl on ships.
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According to the data in the ''Fiji Poverty Report" of 1991 - 1992,88 approximately 62% of all wage
labourers engaged in permanent jobs dweh in the wban areas. Besides, 93% of all households in the urban areas
gained their income from sources other than agriculture. The wban dwellers earned about 30% more money on a
weekly average than people in the rural areas. It is also a :fuct, however, that rural dwellers do not necessarily need
to earn more cash income since they own the land as a means of production

Working in hotels is a typical job for urban labourers. It is often the case that the Indians occupy the posts
behind the scenes such as managers and accountants while the Fijians work in the places which catch the public
eye, jobs such as room clerks, waiters and at the reception In urban workshops, it is normal to see the Fijian and
the Indian working together.
Urbanisation has caused new kinds of social problems. Unemployment has become chronic so that the gap
between the rich and the poor is rising. l.acking houses to live in, people often live in shabby shacks. It is
frequently the case that a fumily lives in a single room, and do not know their neighbours. Such dwellings are
called "informal" houses and are without water supply, electricity and sewerage. More than 20,000 people are
said to live as squatters in Suva.89
More people are gathering in the wban areas in order to take higher education It has now become general
knowledge among Fijians that 1aking higher education can provide access to jobs with better wages. Until the
1960's, almost all the rural schools lacking further courses beyond Form 4 (15 years old), and had been unable to
o:ffur any higher education. Development of roads and transportation has made it possible for the rural students to
go to secondary schools and colleges in the wban areas. This circumstance, however, brings about another
problem. Most of them stay in their relative's houses in the city. There is no turaga-ni-koro or chief; such as
would have supervised them ifthey were in the village. The rooms are too small to concentrate on studying. As a
result, many students drop out. Even though one completes the course, it is becoming more difficuh to find a job.
Thus, a number ofthe young gathering in the city are addicted to drinking beer and "grog".90

Cited from [Bloomfield 1999: p.5].
See [Bloomfield 1999: p.96].
90 See [Bloomfield 1999: p.93].
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Although there is less opportunity for contact between different cultures in nual houses, villages and schools,
contact can more often be seen in urban schools, offices and workshops so 1hat the inter-cultural interaction in
urban life is necessarily increasing. This brings Indians, Chinese and Fijians from distant islands into contact with
one another. In the urban areas, with the Western things introduced from overseas, one may Imow more and more
new materials. One takes for granted the economic act 1hat one "purchases" such "commodities" in the city since
urban life is completely involved in the monetary economy. On the one hand, the rural economy had a

'

small-scaled self-sufficient productive system based on agriculture or fishery. The circulation system in the nual
economy has been pretty small-scale, where the exchange system is mainly based on the reciprocal kerekere, and
there is only the simple aspect of the consumption of domestic goods provided for oneself On the other hand,
one becomes a wage labourer in the city, instead of having been a producer in one's village. All products,
circulating by means of monetary exchange, are obtained and consumed in the form of a commodity in the urban
, economic system. Everything is contrastive. Thus, the Fijians who have experienced life in the city commonly
complain as follows: "Life in the city is quite hard because everything is linked with money. We ahvays think
about money, money and money in the city. Everything is free in the village, though". Nevertheless, both a form

-

of monetary exchange and a notion of seeking profits derived from capitalism are steadily spreading through the

rural areas, since more Fijians who have acquired the urbanised lifestyle are returning to their villages.
To sum up, three dimensions have been examined in Fiji. Firstly, the development of roads, transportation

.

and social infrastructure accelerates urbanisation in tov<.'DS and cities. Secondly, Fiji has a unique feature of
internal migration, in that their tighter relationships and bonds among the traditional social organisations such as
the mataqali and the village are liable to encourage urban dwellers to return to the village. Finally, the urbanised
lifestyle including the capitalistic thoughts and behaviour acquired during urban life is more and more brought
into nual spheres.91 As a result, such urbanised economic behaviour as monetary exchange is replacing kerekere
or reciprocal presentation and individualistic behaviour aimed at gaining profits instead ofcontributing to the well

91 We note that each "sphere" has its own tendency of convergence of individual habitus at the collective dimension. In rural
sphere, the individuals would make their practices in accordance with the "rural purposiveness" so that their purposive acts could
converge to an extent. See section 2-1-4.
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being ofthe community emerges in the mral village. Besides, there appears another "aim" in mra1 economic life,
which is to purchase some fascinating commodity in the city. There was not, but now is, the idea of saving money
so as to purchase something in the future. Needless to say, however, such urbanised economic behaviour is not in
correspondence with their traditional economic behaviour. While mra1 dwellers coming back from the city have
acquired this urbanised lifestyle, people going to the city have been acquiring the traditional lifestyle of their
village since their birth. Thus, the conflict between the urban and traditional lifestyle appears both in the mra1 and
I

the urban areas.
5-1-2. Infiltration of an idea of capitalism and change in eoonomic life
traditional "life structure" in Fiji

- The traditional economy in Fiji has been based on agriculture and fishing. In Fijian villages, they have
gained their living by using the land and sea. Fijians have made their living not only by cultivating such staple
crops ~taro and cassava, collecting wild plants, catching fish, but also by gathering firewood, cutting mangrove
· trees to build houses, and raising cattle on their inherited land. The "life stmcture" is a sociological concept
representing the entire set of relationships of which life is composed.92 In this thesis, we shall use this term as the
stmcture ofthe living field. The "life stmcture" is a compound system including the social, cultural and material
conditions. For example, social organisation and political institutions are included in the social conditions, while
ritual systems and ceremonies are cultural. The material elements consist of food and clothing. As needs and
desires are excluded, we can objectively grasp the living field with this term in the framework of time and
space.93 In thinking of social change, it would be useful to analyse the state ofthe objective living field.

94

It can be said that the traditional life stmcture in Fiji has been inseparable from the land. Not only the place
of residence such as house and garden, but also the other places in which villagers obtain natural resources such
as wild plants and firewood, are also located in particular areas of inherited land. Each Fijian village has its own
92 Tlii.s term was conceptualised in Japanese sociology in the 1970's. When the life of Japanese people dramatically changed
during a period of high growth since the 1960's, it was required to grasp life comprehensively so as to recognise the realities of life
systematically. Under the circumstances, this term was proposed.
93 When the structure of living field becomes internalised in the individual, it constitutes habitus in the sense that Bourdieu
writes of "structured structures'' the agent has internalised, which then have a structuring effect on his or her future social
behaviour [Bourdieu 197T 72].
94 While the idea of "sphere" is a conceptual construct, the living field implies concrete meanings.
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particular land.
Villagers use communal land managed by and belonging to social organisations such as the mataqali and
the yavusa. Whoever belongs to the social unit is entitled to use a certain plot of land Although the practical
division and allocation of land depends on circumstances, all villagers reliably secure land as the means of
production. In the village, they occasionally offer mutual, reciprocal and co-operative help to each other while
they independently plant crops on their own land Co-operation is required on various occasions such as when
house building, cleaning the village, and helping older people to bring heavy taro from their garden to their house.
This practice may be derived from, on the one hand, a unique and traditional Fijian view putting value on

reciprocity as a virtue. On the other hand, their peculiar attitude to the land may have another reason. The land
(vanua) for the Fijian functions not only as an essential means ofproduction supporting their practical subsistence,

but also as a mental, emotional and psychological support, providing their identity and securing the life of their
descent group since their ancestor arrived there.95 Belonging to a particular vanua realises their well being in both
the mental and material sense. The land is not personal property. It is communal property managed through social
organisations. As the mataqali is a descent group, the members can recognise their identity as belonging to the
mataqali through the land. In that sense, therefore, the land is the basis ofsocial groups as well as ofthe economy.

Hence, the norm offering reciprocal co-operation expresses the group's shared identity through the land
Ravuvu distinguishes the particular types of land into four categories.

The land and water areas belonging to a vanua (tribe) or yavusa (clan) are generally of four main clasffis.
They are the qele ni te.ztei(gardening land), the veikau <forest land), the yavutu (founding ancestor's house

sites) and the qoliqoli (fishing area).
[Ravuvu 1983: pp.71-75]

The cultivated land surrounds the village.

95

Toren [Toren 1995: pp.l65-173] analyses the meanings of the land in Fiji from the viewpoint of the ancestral places, yavu.
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The qele ni teitei includes all land areas under cultivation and those in fallow. Much of the land is within
easy access of the village, so the people do not have to go far to work and bring back food from their
gardens.

fRavuvu 1983: p.71]

Since the official registration ofland began, the management of land including forests and uninhabited areas

has become stricter. Such land has been influenced by economic development

The forest land [veikau:] was generally used by the people to supply materials for house building and
firewood, as well as for hunting and foraging .... But lately each group, through the influence and pressure
of modem economic development, has started to exert its legal rights of ownerslrip and begin to disallow
non·rightholders from using it whether they feel like it, as was the traditional practise (sic, i.e. practice).

[Ravuvu 1983: pp.73·74]

The inherited and sacred areas are strictly administrated by the mataqali. As the right to such land is
concerned with mental aspects, less influence ofthe economic development has been taken.

These are traditional ancestral house-sites or foundations of the groups' founding ancestors and the
surrounding areas bordering them. Rights to traditional ancestral house sites are exclusively vested in the

mataqali group whose male ancestors had occupied them and which they had successfully claimed at the
various Native Land Commission sittings from 1913 to 1929. ... These rights to the yavu
[house-foundation] are little affected by modern economic development.

fRavuvu 1983: pp.74·75]

All fishing areas are also the property of social organisations.

Like the forest land, the qoliqoli (fishing ground) used to be and still is to some degree vested in the
community. It includes all rivers, creeks, lakes and stretches of sea which a particular vanua or its
component yavusa and mataqaliclaimed as their traditional fishing grounds.

[Ravuvu 1983: p.75]

The primary crops are taro and cassava Taro matures after between six and nine months while cassava
takes from five to seven months.· Cassava grows well on relatively poor or steep land, but taro ~ much greater
food value than cassava. In general, crops with the highest food value are planted first. As soil fertility decreases
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with each crop, less demanding crops are planted Good land can be used for more than four years. A typical
order of planting might be: taro, banana andyaqona first; taro is planted again in the next year; cassava will be
planted in years three and four. The land nmst then be left fullow for at least seven years.
Thus one is guaranteed well being, given land as the essential means of production, secured by the social
organisations such as mataqali or )W'USG, as long as one stays in one's village. One can achieve self-sufficiency
by planting crops or catching fish on one's territory. In the village, the principles of reciprocity and mutual
co-operation are active. Villagers respect their communal bonds as they share a common descent. The youths
would help the elders worlcing in their gardens while the household that temporarily lack foods would to some
extent be supported As long as access to land as the essential means of production is guarnnteed, life in the
village remains stable. Hence, the traditional life structure in Fijian villages has been inseparable from the land. In
the following section the development of a commercial economy and its effect on social life in nual Fiji will be
outlined

indusbialisation and expansion of capitalistic system
As globalisation intensifies, Fiji has been drawn into the framework of the world economy. As the

'World-System Theory" points out, the capitalistic economy entangles even a tiny island in the South Pacific,
such as Fij~ in the global system.
Let us consider the situation of Fiji with reference to foreign trade. The Fijian economy depends

considerably on foreign trade. While the trade balance has been in deficit because of an excess of imports, the
amount of trade has tended to increase.
The acquisition of foreign currency in Fiji used to rely on the export of raw sugar, copra products and gold
The production of sugar, which was started by Indian indentured 1abour in the colonial era, has been a key
industry in Fiji. Raw sugar exports valued at F$221 million brought in over 40% ofthe country's domestic export
earnings in 1992. The amount of raw sugar produced in 1987-1992 was between 360,000 and 460,000 tonnes,

derived from sugar cane whose annual harvest was from 3 million tonnes to 4 million tonnes. The industry
provides direct employment for 22,000 furmers, 20,000 seasonal cane-cutters and 2,200 mill workers, and
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accounts for approximately

10%ofGDPin Fiji.96 Copra had been the second most important agricultural export

for many years. Although copra production had been more than 30,000 tonnes a year during the 1950's and
1960's, it now averages around 12,000 tonnes. Exports of coconut oil in 1992 were valued at F$5.7 million.97
Besides, mining has been a dominant industry in Fij~ thanks to the production of gold at Vatukoula. Production
of gold from 1986 to 1992 was around 2,800 kg to 4,200 kg, valued at F$40-80 million. The company employs
up to 1,600 people, including Fijians and Indians.98
Recently, the nature of export has changed. The most valued items for export in 1992 were raw sugar
(40.85%), garments (19.38%), gold (11.21 %), canned fish (5.30%) and woodchips (4.22%). Garments valued at
F$105 million were responsible for nearly 20% of the value of all domestic exports in 1992.99
Manufucturing is one of the most rapidly growing industries in Fij~ producing garments, cement, paint,
soap, :furniture, paper and packaged food. Annual exports grew to F$131 million in 1991 from less than F$1.0
million in 1985. Garment production requires relatively little capital investment and can be established quickly.
As it is labour intensive, it is Said that an estimated 12,000 new jobs had been created by 1993. In addition, fish

products such as canned tuna have become the most important of all exports and created lots of new jobs. Until
the 1960s most fishing and collecting was small scale and non-commercial. However, large-scale commercial
:fuctories and companies such as PAFCO (The Pacific Fishing Company, established in 1963) aiming to produce
commodities have been founded. Canned products have now grown to be one ofthe key industries. In the case of
PAFCO, the company has the capacity to process more than 20,000 tonnes of tuna per year, produces sixty
million cans oftuna, and employs up to 1,000 labourers.100
Thus, the key export industries in Fiji have been transformed from primary to secondary industries such as
processing and manufucturing. The total value of domestic exports in 1992 \Vas F$541. 7 million. The principal
countries receiving Fijian exports in 1992 were UK (F$178.1 million), Australia (F$107.2 million), US (F$76.8

See fDonnelly 19~)4: pp.149-150].
See fDonnelly 1994: p.159].
98 See fDonnelly 1994: pp.193-195].
99 See fDonnelly 1994: p.219].
100 See fDonnelly 1994: pp.170-176].
96

97
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million), Malaysia (F$40.8 million), Japan (F$33.7 million), New Zealand (F$32.6 million), Canada (F$17.6
million), China (F$5.3 million) and other countries (F$49.6 million). Besides, Fiji, which is the biggest industrial
country in the South Pacific, is the hub of Pacific trade. The Pacific partners in 1992 were American Samoa
(F$8.7 million), Western Samoa (F$7.0 million), Tonga (F$5.3 million) and Kinbati (F$3.0 million). 101
Despite the massive growth in exports, an excess of imports over exports in the balance of trade has
remained chronic in Fiji. In 1992, Fiji spent F$938 million on imports. Even though F$111.5 million was spent
on imports of petroleum products for reexport, imports of consumer goods such as foods (15.35%) and
manufuctured goods (24.90%) made up the bulk of all imports. 102 Rapid adoption of a Western lifestyle has
created an economy characterised by excessive dependence on imported consumer goods.
The other industry contributing most to the GDP is tourism In 1992, 278,000 people visited Fiji. Since the
development of tourism started in the 1960's, it has grown well. Tourism grossed F$367 million compared to
F$221 million for sugar in 1992. Tourism is the major sow:ce of paid employment in Fiji, generating jobs for
about 30,000 people. 103 However, political coups seriously damaged the industry Several airlines in New
Zealand, Canada, Japan and South Korea stopped flights to Fiji after the coups of 1987 and 2000. Tourism is an
industry depending wholly on capital investment from overseas. Although it is one of the principal industries that
can most compensate the chronic trade deficit in nonnal circumstances, it is also the case that tourism is
vulnerable to world economic trends and local political situations which have direct consequences on the
industry.
As suggested above, the recent stream of modernisation has developed the domestic industries in Fiji, which
has created new employment opportunities. Even though the Fijian economy has a peculiar tendency to
excessive consumption of imported products, which prevents any dramatic enlatgement of the domestic labour

market, it is a :fuct that the inflow of people into urban areas is increasing, as was seen in the previous section.
When Fijian people who were previously engaged in small and non-commercial agriculture and fishing in rural

See [Donnelly 19!)4: p.221].
See [Donnelly 1994: p.219].
100 See [Donnelly 19!)4: p.205].
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areas go to the city, they are involved in a large scale, commercial labour tnalket. While labour is directly done on
their own land in the village, it takes the form of wage labour in the city. Less communal norms are at work
within the framework of capitalism. Acting not as a "communal" person but as an "individual" wage labourer in
the capitalistic system, one has to make one's living independently. 104 One's own land is no longer the essential
means of production nor is there the security provided by the traditional social otganisations. One has to be an
independent and individual ''homo-economicus". Fijians who have experienced working in a :fuctory, tourist
I

hotel or company, acquire such capitalistic principles more and more. While effort and talent may realise better
wages, idleness and inability will generate nothing. Ifone lacks something to eat, one is not able to obtain food by
means of kerekere. Everything appears in the form of a commodity. Building a house requires money. Even a
haircut is a commodity. One can obtain commodities only by purchasing them. Those who are involved in the
capitalistic consumptive economy in urban areas simultaneously come to recognise both sides of money, the
, attract:i\7e aspect and the "fetishistic" aspect, as Marx conceptualises. Thus, the experience of urban life leads
Fijian people to recognise such capitalistic notions as profit, the commodity and capital so that they come to
acq~e an urbanised lifestyle.

spread of the urbanised lifestyle into rural areas

The term "lifestyle" used in this thesis is, as explained in Chapter 2, inseparable from Bourdieu 's concept of
"habitus". ''Lifestyle" means certain forms of thoughts and behaviour derived from the "practical sense" and

.

"dispositions" that are immanent in the agent such as the style of residence, the selection of furniture, table
manners, preference of clothes, fu.vourite sports, music and cinema, the way to enjoy leisure, and so on. The

104 But there still exists an interrelation between people in the village and the city. Nayacakalou describes the situation in the
1970's as follows: "Now money may be required to satisfy some traditional needs, so that in this way the money incentive is
supported by traditional needs; the converse is not true. Hence there would seem to be some preference for working for a money
reward. Payment for the use of capital equipment in the form of money means that the transaction is more purely eoonomic
rather than social.," [Nayacakalou 1978: p.l26] and "But it has wider social effects, due to the interdependence between village
folk and their uroan relatives, for uroan folk visit their relatives in the village and distribute part of their earnings among them.
In retur.ri: they are visited by their village folk who often bring presents of fresh food, perhaps mats, etc." [ibid: p.l29] Even in
W aidracia in 2002, people living in the town are expected to take care of those who come to the town from their village. They even
take care of students who come to live in the town to go to school in the town during the time. Urban people sometimes try to take
their children to their village, in order to "educate" their children in the traditional manner. In some ceremonies in the village, the
urban people are supposed to give some yaqona, tabua, and even money. Please refer to 6-2-2, "Oripa's narrative" section. Thus,
there is a significant interrelation between the towns and the villages. While urban people }nternalise "rural habitus", rural people
do "urban habitus" nowadays. The conceptual division between the urban and the rural is not exclusive from one another at all.
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habitus, which is being generated through constant and mutual feedback between social and individual

dimensions, determines the form of the lifestyle. Such theoretical exp1anations alx>ut the habitus and the lifestyle
will be carried out in Chapter 7. We will trace the inflow ofurbanised lifestyle into rurn1 areas.

We have shown that one cannot make a living in the towns without being involved in the capitalistic system.
One comes to know quite a different lifestyle to the traditional lifestyle so that one may acquire it Let us raise
several contrastive points between the two lifestyles.

aspects

1\lrl)anised lifestyl~

ltraditi.onallifestyl~
less monetary
more frequent

exchange

more monetary

kerekere

less frequent

thoughts
family

individualistic

communal

nuclear

multiple

income

wage labour

peasant

education

higher

lower

English

well spoken

not well spoken

drinking

beer

yaqona

towards Indian

more co-operative

more prejudiced

meal

inconsistent

all together

privacy

more concerned

less concerned

clothing

more Western

less Western

hairstyle

sometimes permed

natural afro

favourite rugby team

Aussi.e pro-league

domestic team

aim of economic life

individual profit

communal well-being

traditional taboo

weak

strong

recigrocal care

less necessary

more necessary

The rise of population mobility and the peculiar tendency for the Fijian people to be liable to return to the
village have brought such an urbanised lifestyle into rurn1 areas. Some go back to their village after graduating
from the urban schools. Others return with experiences of working in the city for a while. Maniage is also a
chance to move. Several kinds of imported consumer goods popular in the cities are brought to the villages.
Besides, several capitalistic ways of1hinking and values are a1so introduced to the village.
The rural economy is no longer self-sufficient. Villagers want more money to buy :fushionable clothes, to eat
imported foods and to enjoy leisure in the city. As the monetaiy economy is spreading into rurnllife, there are
increasing circumstances in which one needs to pay money, such as payment of tuition fues, donations to church
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and accmnulating reserve funds for mataqali. The easier accessibility of the city has allowed dwellers in inland
villages to go to the city market to sell cash crops. The rise of populational mobility has created job opportunities
such as forestry and contract work installing electricity not only in urban but also in rural areas. Some villagers
living near urban areas commute to work in the city.
The rural economy was little dependent on money. It was characterised by a small-scale and limited
structure of reproduction, based on autonomous "production - circulation - consumption" within 1he village.
Economy with commodities scarcely existed. 105 This is why fuere were very few items 1hat could become a
commodity within the village. There was less inflow of potential commodities from urban to rural areas because
of less developed traffic. Indeed, villagers had not yet acquired a concept of commodity. Land as 1he essential
means of production as well as natural resources around the village were common property. Although
agricultural products or captured fish belonged to each producer, the rural economy including the structure of
, reprodlfction as "production - circulation- consumption" must have been considered as the idea of communal
rights. For example, most Fijians often say 1hat 1he kerekere is translated to "borrow" in English.1<X> Kerekere
never means the transferring of ownership for them. There seems to be no concept of "private ownership" in

kerekere. Everything belongs to the community. Any member in the commmllt:y can temporarily "borrow" it.
Hence kerekere never implies any ideas ofthe equivalent, the equilibrimn and the demonstration of prestige.107
Yet, the mbanised lifestyle brought to the village has quite different elements from the traditional lifestyle.
MonetarY exchange is spreading more and more into various spheres of rural economic life. What had been
presented by kerekere is becoming now an object to be exchanged through the medimn of money. Some houses
in the village have begun to sell groceries 1hat have been bought in the city in advance. More opportunities where
one requires money in rural life have made one's want for money increase. Villagers attempt to plant more cash
105 The

fact that there were no commodities does not necessarily mean that there could not be any forms of commodities.
According to the questionnaire, 84.1% of all respondents in Waidracia, Nasilai, Nado:i, OISCA and Elixir Apartment think
it approphate to translate k erekere to "borrow" in English. 14.3% of respondents answer "beg''.
107 As for the matter of reciprocity, many anthropologists have discussed. Mauss [Mauss 1970: pp.1Q-12] suggests three
"obligations" in reciprocal exchange, which are the "obligation to give", the "obligation to receive" and the "obligation to repay'' .
Gouldner [Gouldner 1960: pp .169-171] analyses "reciprocity'' in association with "complementarity''. Blau [Blau 1967: pp.28-29]
mentions that imbalance in reciprocal exchange m ay create unilateral power. Sahlins [Sahlins 1972: pp.191-204] illustrates that
the equilibrium between gifts and countergifts depends on kinship distance. In all these arguments, it does m atter whether
reciprocity implies any ideas of obligations, equilibrium and competition.
106
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crops to sell in the market. Some villagers have appeared selling such groceries as cigarettes or yaqona in their
community. Such villagers hold, from the very beginning, a clear aim to purchase consumer goods in the future.
The rural economy is no longer a self-sufficient and autonomous system with a small-scale and limited structure
of reproduction The monetary economy might seem to have reformed the traditional life structure. In :fuct,
however, there emerge several conflicts in some spheres of economic life where the incoming principle
underlying the capitalistic system collides with the traditional norms, which still remain active. This appears in
various forms, more or less, both in urban and rural areas.
the ronflict between two forms of lifestyle
As one cannot live without being involved in the current capitalistic system, one must introduce and adopt
an urbanised lifestyle with its capitalistic and individualistic aspects whether one wishes to or not. Conflicts and
contradiction between the traditional lifestyle and the urbanised lifestyle, and between the trnditionallife structure
and the urbanised life structure are seen in both rural and wban areas.
Most wage labourers in the mban areas are paid by the week. However, it is often the case that Fijians, who
seem not to be well-acquainted with the notion of an "employment contract", lose their jobs for reasons such as
nonfulfilment of the contract, :fuilure to obey their employer, unauthorised absence and go-slows. Those who
have lived in a village at a rather loose pace tend to put less importance on the precise execution of the terms of
contract. Frequently, the principles and senses of value characteristic of the capitalistic system such as the
fulfilment ofa promise, punctuality and the settled extent of responsibility are not coincident with what one needs
to keep in mind in rural life. his also the case that a command system from a supervisor does not fimction well if

a person from a chiefly descent group works among other employees. For the Fijian people, status in the
traditional order should be respected in all social contexts. In such a case, however, the capitalistic principle
requires the employee to ful:fi1 the contract precisely even though the traditional status is not coincident with the
relationships in the workshop. Thus it often happens in urban areas that the practical sense cultivated through the
traditional lifestyle encounters a phase with a different kind of practical sense making rural people aware of a
different practice.
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In rural areas, on the other hand, the traditional lifestyle basically takes advantages from the brought
urbanised lifestyle although the forrt1er is consistently threatened by the latter. This is because the traditional
bonds to be respected are still strong in the social processes of the village. It is descent for the Fijian that gives
them their identity. They consider that they can only be in social relationships derived from the descent groups.
Besides, land still remains the essential means of production nowadays. As long as the rules of land tenure and
the life structure dependent on land do not change, it is necessary that, in principle, the traditional life structure
should have primary importance. 108 Lots of Fijians readily return to their birth village. They often say while they
are in the city, "Even if this urban life does not go well, there will be no worry at all. It is better to return to the
village. That's it!" The reason why they readily return to the village, and why they still put great value on their
bonds with the traditional social organisations lies, therefore, in the fuct that they are guaranteed to obtain
sufficient land to earn their subsistence if only they go back to the village. Land is still managed by the mataqali.
, The bonds of traditional social organisations are linked with this land tenure system. In terms of not only the
economic aspect but also the mutual and co-operative norms existing, one's well being is secure in the village.
Where aspects of urban life can enhance the quality of life in the village, capitalistic ideas and procedures

-

are increasingly common in rural life; those houses or canteens selling groceries for example. 109 Such houses do
not necessarily intend to earn their living only as a merchant by selling groceries. People living in such houses are

still funners or fisherman. Money earned by selling groceries is a supplement to the household. Goods that were

.

bought in the city and are usually consumed in the village such as cigarettes, yaqona, tinned foods, sweets and
instant noodles become commodities. They sell the goods so as to gain profits. In other words, they understand

the concept of"profit".
Conflict between the traditional sense of value and the capitalistic principle is also seen. Villagers may ask to
buy something on credit. Those who have not sufficiently acquired such capitalistic principles as the idea of
108 The traditional system still has a vital function in the village because it guarantees secure life to the Fijians. Tlris will be
discussed in Chapter 7 in tenns of the system of traditional values.
109 Trainee is gathering to 0 ISCA from several parts of Fiji. There was a question in the questionnaire conducted in 0 ISCA,
"How many shops (including the house selling something) are there in your village?" Tlris may provide us with a general tendency
of the number of shops in the village. The author obtained 24 respondents in 0 IS CA. According to this, they answered 2 shops (9
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private ovm.ership, the fulfihnent ofa promise, and the rules ofcredit transactions are often liable to fuil to execute
the credit without intending any hann. Otherwise, they easily continue to defer the payment so that things finally
go beyond the manager's capability of settlement As the communal, co-operative and reciprocal norms are
acting in the village, it is difficult for the manager to reject the request for transactions on credit Thus such houses
and canteens often go bankrupt caused by the inability to cover operational costs. 110
It is the "dispositions" and the "practical sense" that have become immanent in each "agent" that spins the
;

lifestyle. In addition, the "dispositions" and the "practical sense" are derived from the ''habitus", as reflecting the
actual and practical circumstances. The habitus is reproducing itself constantly while incorporating new elements.
The capitalistic principle is centred on urban life. The practical sense acquired through urban life accords with the
'\rrban purposiveness".

111

On the other hand, the "rural purposiveness" centred on rural life has been generated,

modified and transformed in light of the land tenure system, the traditional social relationships derived from the
, land tenure system, and the norms or value systems learned through social life. When the practical sense and the
lifestyle led by the "rural purposiveness" encounter those led by the "urban purposiveness", there can be
observed a process of reproduction of the habitus with unification, articulation and transformation. Both dwellers

-

in rural and urban areas, objectifying and interpreting the surrounding capitalistic circumstances from the vantage
point of the traditional sense of value, as an "agent" incorporate change into their own conteh't. This subject will
be theoretically examined in detail in Chapter 7. The next section will illustrate how the general tendency

.

mentioned above appears in practice in Waidracia and Nasilai.

people [villages], 37.5%), 4 shops (5 people [villages], 20.8%), and 3 shops (4 people [villages], 16.7%). No respondents answered,
"There aren't any shops in my village."
110 The conflict between kinship/neighbourhood obligations and the "impersonal" character of ideal market transactions has
often been noted in some studies in the general region of the Pacific. According to Belshaw, it is often difficult for the entrepreneur
to sort out the function of risk taking, because the entrepreneur is assumed to work with his own money or resouroes in the
transactional links consisting of a blend of particularism and universalism. [Belshaw 1965: pp.ll4-117] In Waidracia, on the other
hand, Laisani, who runs a canteen, seemed to understand this problem because she had studied at business school in Suva.
111 In urban sphere, the individuals internalise a series of the "urban purposiveness". They allocate resouroes according to the
relationship between their means and the purposive ends to make their practices. See section 2-1-1.
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5-2. The traditional life structure and its mange .in the fields

5·2·1. Some aspects of modernisation
economic life in contemwrarv villooes
Mr. Mosese Qalitakivuna is a man in his late twenties living in Waidracia. He is one of those who took care

of the author, and attempted to answer the author's anthropological questions with 'lheir anthropological view"
from the beginning. As Mosese has been to Japan as a member of a governmental project for youth education, he
might have a particular affection for the author. Mosese, who not only has had the experien~ of visiting foreign
countries, which is tare for villagers, but also is one ofa few people entitled to read the Bible in church, and seems
to have a broad outlook. Such "extraordinary villagers" as Mosese who have a broader outlook than others in

Waidracia always attempted to reply to the author's questions comprehensively after they understood the author's
intention. 112 When the author spoke ofWestem civilised life in Britain or Japan in a way that all the villagers may
not perfectly
..... perceive, for example, it was impressive that these "extraordinary villagers" seemed to comprehend,
·as contrasted with the other "ordinary villagers" who simply admired with an envious gaze. These "extraordinary
villagers", understanding that this was the case, gave the author some useful comments from the viewpoint of

-

'lheir anthropology". Three people can be counted as these "extraordinary villagers". Oripa, who first took me to
Waidracia, is the wife ofLevani who is an elder brother ofDakuwaqa (Dl). Taking account of the fuct that
another Dakuwaqa (D2), the eldest son ofLevani and Oripa, has graduated from university and now succeeds in
his life ip Australia, there seems to grow an unusual "practical sense" in this house different from the one of
ordinary villagers. Waisea, who is a man in his mid-thirties, is also entitled to read the Bible in church. He
proposed and manages a canteen in Waidracia; and Mosese is now a good :futher to two daughters. Mosese has

had, however, a bad experience in the past in association with the typical social problems brought by
modernisation.
According to his nanative, Mosese had worked in Suva until 1997. His wages were spent on beer and

112 Such a distinctive term as "extraordinary villager'' should not be used, but it would be important to "distinguish" those
"extraordinary" villagers who would possibly acquire "innovative" habitus from "ordinary" villagers. Various "distinctions" derived
from several criteria such as "w.ban I rural" or " more educated I less educated'' could provide each person with peculiar "practical
sense" so that there may occur the contrast among their practioos. We will discuss this matter in Chapter 7.
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yaqona at once. He was almost an alcoholic. One day he conflicted with his boss and hit him. Mosese was fired.
Then he neither sought another job in Suva, nor became a furmer in Waidracia Since he came and went from
Waidracia to Suva without any particular aims, everybody laughed at him. After his marriage, he spent his money
on beer and yaqona once he had earned it without taking care of his wife and children. But he heard "the word of
God" in 2000, which led him to change his mind. He believes in the Seventh-Day Adventists. He attempted to
obtain a qualification for reading the Bible. He is now entitled. As the Seventh-Day Adventists prolubit drinking
beer and yaqona, he has now quit. He said that he now works industriously, goes to church every Saturday, and
takes great care ofhis wife and two daughters.
His rehabilitation aside, this is a typical case where a villager goes to the city and is liable to lapse. In rural

life, drinking beer is a taboo in general as well as there being a certain restriction on the "grog". As the regulation
of communal norms rather than self-regulation is acting, extremely deviant behaviour would be seldom
sanctioned. In urban life, on the other hand, there are no traditional taboos, nor communal regulation. There is
only drinking beer or yaqona as a consmnptive behaviour. This consumptive behaviour, which should be
rationally self-controlled, looks endlessly fuscinating to the Fijians who have had less experience in the
self-control of individual consumption. These Fijians with little perception of such economic notions as saving or
budgeting are apt to continue drinking beer or yaqona as long as their money lasts so that they finally go into
bankruptcy or become alcoholic. It is also generally pointed out that the Fijians become drunk very easily and are
liable to fight too soon While drinkingyaqona makes a person calm, alcohol brings about high tension. This is a
typical way that the Fijians that work in the city in order to earn good wages that they cannot obtain in the village
yield to the temptation ofthe endless drinking ofbeer or yaqona so that they finally make some trouble and return
to their village. Although Mosese had also followed this typical way, he is now rehabilitated. Belief in a religion

is one ofthe reasons in his case. On the other hand, other reasons are that he was able to claim his guaranteed land
in Waidracia as the means of production as well as that the regulation of traditional norms is still acting.

In principle, there is no opportunity for wage labour in the village. The development of roads and social
infrastructure may bring some occasional opportunities. Installing wolks of electricity was going on in Waidracia
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from 2002 to 2003. Wotk regarding electricity in Fiji is conducted by the FEA (The Fiji Electricity Authority).
However, the work around Waidracia was subcontracted by Mr. Jone Roko from Vilia village. As he had wotked
for FEA as a senior supervisor, he took responsibility of tllis wotk. He individually hired his relatives living in
Vilia as staff When tl1e wotking section reached Waidracia, they slept in there. "Grog" with them took place
every night. At last, some young men in Waidracia became hired as wage labourers, and moved to the next
wotking section after the completion in Waidracia.
I

Apart from small-scale business, there is rarely such an opportunity for wage labour in the village. As
Waidracia is distant from Suva, villagers basically make their living by agriculture. 113 Nasilai is, on the other hand,
close enough to commute to Suva. There are some villagers commuting to Suva from Nasilai although most ean1
their living from fishing. Six villagers are wage labourers in Suva, whose wotking places are the Forestry
Department, a :fuct:ory (Red X), a bank (NBF), an office (FNPF), a shop (Handicraft Centre) and a :fuct:ory
, (Government Factory).
The table shown below tells us how much the wage labourers in Nasilai and the Elixir Apartment in Suva
earn in a week. The author obtained answers in 2003 from 5 ofthe 6 people in Nasilai wotking in Suva.
~

113 No person in Waidracia is commuting to Suva everyday, but several people earn money by means of the other ways than
farming. There are two schoolteachers and two policemen. They sometimes return their houses in Waidracia. There is one person
running a daily fann business on his own, who occasionally sells his livestock to the villagers in Waidracia Some people who used
to belong to anny are obtaining a monthly "after care fund" from the social welfare.
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Table 5-2: Wage per week

Answer

Nasilai

Total
num

ratio

num

ratio

Elixir
num

ratio

underF$20

0

0.0%

0

0.00/o

0

0.00/o

F$21-40

0

0.00/o

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

F$41-60

4

40.0%

2

40.0%

2

40.0%

F$61-80

2

20.00/o

0

0.0%

2

40.0%

F$81-100

0

0.00/o

0

0.00/o

0

0.0%

F$101-120

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

F$121-140

3

30.0%

2

40.0%

1

20.0%

F$141-160

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.00/o

F$161-180

1

10.0%

1

20.0%

0

0.0%

F$181-200

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

overF$201

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.00/o

respondent (total - N/A)

10 100.0%
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5 100.0%

5 100.0%

The gift and kerekere are the traditional forms of exchange in Fiji. When one temporarily lacks something,
one can easily obtain it by kerekere. For example, they ask a neighbour for kerekere when they lack taro for meals.
If one obtains something special, one is expected to present a part to the people sitting there. One day, Waisea

came to invite me to the River Wainimala to fish with him. He was regarded as one of the greatest fishermen in
Waidracia. I went to the river with Waisea, Mosese and other young boys. Seeing Waisea diving into the water
with a spear (nu nu), we enjoyed swimming. Waisea sometimes came to me and said, '1t is too cold today to

catch fish." After a while, we went back to Waidracia Waisea caught more than ten fish in that time. Only Waisea

was engaged in fishing. The others, including me, did nothing to assist in the fishing. However, Waisea presented
some of the fish he had caught to all the people who were there. He gave me a particularly big fish. That evening,
"grog" was held in Dakuwaqa's (Dl) house with Waisea and others. Dakuwaqa (Dl) asked me to buy two
packets of cigarettes to requite Waisea.
Thus, reciprocal gift exchange still persists in rural life. On the other hand, the more widespread the form of
monetary exchange trnnsactions becomes, the more the opportunities to use money are increasing in rurnllife.
These include not only opportunities for purchase but also for payment or donation.
The TJ.kina Rara Meeting was held on 27th September 2003 in Naluwai. This meeting aimed to have a
question-and-answer session about the Government's policy and scheme regarding this district between officials
and locals. An Assistant Roko Tui as a representative from Naitasiri Province and some local chiefu including a
representative ofRatu Emosi who is the chief ofTikina Rara were gathered to talk about nine issues proposed by
both sides.

ITS

1. To establish a fund for students in Naitasiri aiming to take higher education. Adult men are supposed to
pay F$20/year.
2. Proposal for funds for youths.
3. Everybody between the ages of 18 to 55 is supposed to pay F$18/year apart from tax. This money would
be used for communal activities in Naitasiri.
4. A report on building water flush toilets and installing electricity.
5. A report on a fund founded for "Bilibili race".
6. A report on scholarslrip.
7. Donation to the church ofF$15/year.
8. Oripa's report and proposal on a ladies' society. Collecting F$2/month from each woman one third being
for the ladies's society fund and two thirds for common benefits in Tikina Rara. Oripa proposes this
scheme to the official.
9. Explanation of the "Eco-Challenge" to be held soon.

Four out ofthe nine subjects are related to paying money. Money is now required not only for purchase but
also for payment, donation and funding in various cases even in rural life. 114
Oripa made a speech at this meeting as a representative from the ladies' society. She was the only woman

-

giving a speech on this occasion. She organises a ladies' society in Waidracia, and co-ordinates selling rice. TI1e
· members of the society co-operatively buy rice to sell in Waidracia. The profit is banked for the benefits of the
society. The idea was Oripa's, and she is the person who has implemented it. She seems to have gained a rather
special "practical sense", different from that of the other women.
Contemporary rural life requires more money. Yet, there is no clear distinction in the standard of living of
each villager in Waidracia, since wage labourers and wealthy men do not exist. Thanks to Dakuwaqa (D2) who
succeed~

in his life in Australia, his parents and uncle, Levani, Oripa and Dakuwaqa (D 1), own more properties

than do others, but the difference is not extreme. As the means of earning still depends on cash crops produced by

members of the household, there is little opportunity for social differentiation. In Nasilai, however, considerable
contrasts in the standards of living can be seen, which have been caused by the more continuous inflow and
outflow of people from Suva, including wage labourers living in Nasilai.
Although Maraia now lives in quite a small house, which was temporarily built after her previous house had
been burned down a few years ago, she intends to build another large house in the future. Her property seems to

114 Kerekere is based on a principle of communal welfare in non-monetary sense. When cash-economy is installed, such an
activity as No.8 will more and more replace for communal well being in monetary sense.
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be nearly the same as those owned by villagers in Waidracia. Yet, some houses in Nasilai own a TV, audiovisual

equipment, and so on. Other houses have a kitchen, toilet and shower room inside the house. One house has a
table for meals. Another has a private telephone line installed. Apart from the difference in the current situation
where Waidracia is without electricity and Nasilai is with, the easier accessibility to Suva seems to provide a
definite distinction in both income and standard ofliving.
means of earning

Waidracia is an agricu1turnl village. Their income mostly depends on cash crops sold in the market in Suva.
Popular items grown to be sold are taro, taro leaves and cassava. Other supplementary items for sale are bananas,
lemon and ota, but these are rarely sold
The selling price of taro is around F$1.1 0/kg, greater than that of cassava which has a selling price of
F$0.50/kg. Taro takes 6- 9 months to mature while cassava requires 5 - 7 months to harvest. The weight of one
taro is approximately 2.5 - 3.0 kg. Mosese estimates he can harvest about 2000 pieces of taro at one time.

Manure costs F$25.00/bag, and weed-killer costs F$30.00/2litre.

In the case ofDakuwaqa's (D 1) house, it is Dakuwaqa (D 1) who deals with the taro. As he is the only aduh
man in his house, he goes to his garden every day and brings a certain amount of taro back depending on the
circumstances. Dakuwaqa's (D 1) wife,

Venais~

and his daughter, Laisani, deal with the other crops, edible wild

plants and fish. They sometimes collect bele or ota from the garden, gather lemons or bananas, and catch fish in
the river. Then Venaisi goes to Suva once a week with bundles oftaro to sell.
Venaisi prepared crops for sale after dinner 24th September 2002. It was a Tuesday night, because she was
supposed to go to Suva every Wednesday. On this occasion the items for sale were 3 baskets of taro leaves and 8
bundles oftaro. One basket contained 12 bundles of taro leaves, with a selling price ofF$5, while one bundle is
composed of7- 8 pieces oftaro at a selling price ofF$1 0. Therefore, they will have earned F$95 ifall is sold. On

the Tuesday night after dinner, Venaisi wove baskets made of coconut leaves. She crouched over her work, with
her back bent. It takes 15 minutes to weave one basket. While Venaisi was weaving, Laisani was thinking with a
calculator in her hand what, and how many, items to buy in Suva According to the list she drew up, Laisani asked
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Venaisi to buy 3 packets of biscuits (F$3.00), 4 bags of sticks of chocolate (F$2.00), 2 bags of bean snacks
(F$4.30), 20 cans oftinned tuna (approx. F$15.00), 16 cans oftinned mackerel (F$27.52) and 1 kg ofyaqona
(F$12.00) for Laisani's "business" as well as a bar of washing soap, cooking oil, butter, onions, potatoes,
matchsticks, steel wool, sugar, curry powder, baking powder and eggs for the daily groceries. 115 These will cost as
much as the income from the crops sold, apart from some spare money.116 Besides, one of the significant goods
bought in Suva for Laisani's ''business" are cigarettes, but they were not ordered on this occasion. l..aisani
;

occasionally asks Venaisi to buy bread, flour, salt, chicken, chilli, soap, cabbage, garlic, frozen fillets of fish and
coconuts for daily use. Thus, it was a custom in Dakuwaqa's (D 1) house that Venaisi went to the Suva Marl<.et to
sell crops every Wednesday, bought something for both business and daily use, and came back to Waidracia on
Thursday. Venais~ changing to rather smarter clothes after lunch, light-heartedly departed for Suva by the 13:00
bus every Wednesday. Although some bundles oftaro are too heavy for old Venaisi to carry, some women going
, to the illarket together help each other. Women from Waidracia gather in a particular section in the market, and
sell their crops on Wednesday afternoon and Thursday morning. Venaisi usually sleeps in a relatives' house in
Suva. One of the daughters ofDakuwaqa (D1) and Venaisi has lived near Suva since her marriage. Venaisi and
the other women going to Suva to sell crops are to stay in their relatives' houses.
On the other hand, Nasilai is a fishennan's village. They mainly earn their living from fishing. One person
owns a boat, and four people own diving suits. Others must rent boats and diving suits from the owners in order
to fish.

Fishing is usually done in groups of four persons, from20:30ti115:30the next morning. One of the sons of
Maraia, Seru, went fishing on the night of 9th April 2003. One fishing trip costs him F$10 for the rental fee of
diving suits from the owner, Nabua Youth Club, F$15 for the rental fee of a boat, and F$7 .50 for buying batteries.

As an additional apprentice fishennan came with them, the members of his group were unusually five on this

115 There seem to be no "consumption fever" :in Waidracia that often happens to an area where the capitalism has rapidly
grown up. In such a place, one tends to prefer the symbolic co=odity of capitalism such as t:inned fish rather than fresh fish.
However :in Waidracia, t:inned fish seems to be only a supplementary food. While the author and Dakuwaqa (Dl) are always
served with fresh fish if available, women and children sometimes eat tinned fish :instead
116 They do not necessarily make a strict estimate of shopp:ing. For example, Laisani did not know the exact price of a can of
tuna.
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occasion, including Seru, Abete, Qani, Godro and Lasarusa. It is Sukulu who owns the boat in Nasilai. He
sometimes goes fishing. Commonly the group consisting ofMalakia, Tevita, Niko and Amitai is expected to rent
the boat from Sukulu. Hence Seru's group rent a boat from Koro~ who lives in the next village, Lomanikoro.
Komi's brother, living in Australia, sometimes sends money to his house in Lomanikoro. Koroi bought a boat
with the money his brother sent. Since Lomanikoro is not a fishennan's village, Koroi earns money by using his
boat as a water taxi in the daytime while he usually rents it to others to fish at night. Each man keeps what he has
caught, even ifothers are fishing with him in the same boat. Ifconditions are fine, one may often catch 10 bundles
of fish. On this day, conditions were bad so that: Abete caught 8 bundles; Seru 4 bundles; Godro 4 bundles; Qani
3 bundles; and lasarusa, who was a probationer, caught 1 bundle. The caught fish is kept in a freezer. There are
eight houses owning a freezer in Nasilai. Those who do not own a freezer pay F$1 as a rental fee for one night to
the owner to keep their fish in the freezer. If somebody wants, the frozen fish may be sold for him. The selling
price of one bundle of fish within Nasilai is F$10. Fish caught every day is stocked in the freezer to be sold in the
fish market in Suva on Saturdays. Selling fish is women's wotk. The selling price of one bundle of fish in Suva is
F$15-18. Seru wishes to buy his own diving suits and boat. Even ifhe obtains them in the future, he will not run a
rental business but will use them himself
The tables below show the weekly total income, expense and savings of each household in Waidracia,
Nas~ Nado~

OISCA and the Elixir Apartment. As all respondents from the Elixir Apartment and most

respondents from Nasilai are wage labourers, their income is fu.irly high. On the other hand, however, the income
ofthose in Waidracia and OISCA who mostly engage in funning or fishing is low so that their scale of domestic
economy is quite small.
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Table 5-3 : weekly total income in each household

answer

Total

num Ratio num

Nadoi

Nasilai

Waidracia

num

ratio

ratio

num

OISCA

ratio

num

ratio

Elror
num

ratio

6

10.0%

2

8.3%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

4

20.0%

0

0.00/o

F$21-40

15

25.0%

10

41.JO/o

1

10.0%

0

0.0%

4

20.0%

0

0.0%

F$41-60

14

23.3%

8

33.3%

2

20.0%

0

0.0%

4

20.0%

0

0.0%

F$61-80

3

5.0%

1

4.2%

1

10.0%

0

0.0%

1

5.0%

0

0.0%

F$81-100

6

10.0%

1

4.2%

2

20.0%

0

0.0%

2

10.0%

1

20.0%

F$101-120

2

3.3%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

1 100.0%

1

5.0%

0

0.00/o

F$121-140

1

l.T/o

1

4.2%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

F$141-160

4

6.7%

1

4.2%

1

10.00/o

0

0.0%

1

5.0%

1 20.0%

F$161-180

2

3.3%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

1

5.0%

1

20.0%

F$181-200

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

overF$201

7

11.7%

0

0.0%

3

30.0%

0

0.0%

2

10.0%

2

40.0%

N/A

8

1

total

68

- 25

respondent ( total - N/A )

60 100.0%

underF$20

-

24 100.0%

1

0

11

1

10 100.0%

1 100.0%

1~0

-

6

0

26

5

20 100.0%

5 100.0%

\~{

Table 5-4: weekly total expense in each household

answer

Waidracia

Total

num Ratio num

Nasilai

ratio

num

ratio

Nadoi
num

OISCA
num

ratio

ratio

Elixir
num

ratio

underF$20

16

26.7>/o

6

25.0%

2

20.0%

0

0.0%

8

40.0%

0

0.0%

F$21-40

18

30.0%

10

41.7%

2

20.0%

1 100.0%

5

25.0%

0

0.0%

F$41-60

9

15.0%

6

25.0%

1

10.0%

0

0.0%

2

10.0%

0

0.0%

F$61-80

3

5.0%

0

0.0%

1

10.0%

0

0.0%

1

5.0%

1

20.0%

F$81-100

4

6.7%

0

0.0%

1

10.0%

0

0.0%

1

5.0%

2

40.0%

F$101-120

5

8.3%

0

0.0%

2

20.0%

0

0.0%

1

5.0%

2

40.0%

F$121-140

1

1.7%

1

4.2%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

F$141-160

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

F$161-180

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

F$181-200

3

5.0%

1

4.2%

1

10.0%

0

0.0%

1

5.0%

0

0.0%

overF$201

1

1.7%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

1

5.0%

0

0.0%

N/A

8

total

68

respondent (total- NfA)

60 100.0%

-

1

1

0

25

- 11

1

24 100.0%

10 100.0%

-

1 100.0%

6

0

26

5

20 100.0%

5 100.0%

Table 5-5: weekly total saving (income - expense) in each household

anSliJer

Waidracia

Total

num Ratio num

ratio

num

ratio

OISCA

Nadoi

Nasilai

mnn

ratio

num

ratio

Elixir

num

ratio
0.0%

underF$20

29

48.3%

19

79.2%

2

20.00/o

0

0.00/o

8

40.0%

0

F$21-40

14

23.3%

4

16.7%

3

30.0%

0

0.0%

6

30.0%

1 20.0%

F$41-60

5

8.3%

1

4.2%

2

20.0%

0

0.0%

2

10.0%

0

0.0%

F$61-80

4

6.7%

0

0.0%

0

0.00/o

1 100.0%

1

5.0%

2

40.00/o

F$81-100

1

1.7%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

1

5.0%

0

0.0%

F$101-120

1

1.7%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

1

5.0%

0

0.00/o

F$121-140

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.00/o

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

F$141-160

2

3.3%

0

0.0%

1

10.00/o

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

1

20.0%

F$161-180

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

F$181-200

2

3.3%

0

0.0%

1

10.00/o

0

0.0%

1

5.0%

0

0.0%

overF$201

2

3.3%

0

0.0%

1

10.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

1

20.00/o

N/A

8

total

68

respondent (total - N/A )

60 100.00/o

1

-

25

-

24 100.0%

1

0

6

0

11

1

- 26

5

10 100.0%

1 100.0%

20 100.0%

5 100.0%

•.

A condition not seen in Waidracia appears in Nasilai. First of all, there is a definite distinction between those
who do own, and those who do not own essential "capital" for fishing such as a boat and diving suits. Needless to
say, acquiring a boat must be hard for them. There must be various backgrounds to boat ownership. However,
such inequality would not be observed in Waidracia. Secondly, the monetary form of exchange transaction is
commonly seen within the village. In Waidracia small-scale monetary exchange in the domestic economy is seen
only in transactions in the canteen or houses selling groceries. Finally, a notion of "private property" clearly
emerges in Nasilai. Not only the owner but also the renter takes it for granted that one should pay a rental fee if
one rents a boat, diving suits, even space in a freezer. Unless all villagers agree in their mind that one has to pay a
rental fee to borrow some private property, even when borrowing is short-term, the rental business cannot be
realised. 117 The traditional reciprocal form of exchange in Fiji, the kerekere, seems to be excluded from the scene.

Kerekere is less concerned about a precise view of debits and credits because the practical sense regarding
, everytlllng as communal property in a broad sense is immanent in all villagers. However, the spread of a
capitalistic system has caused distinctions in the economic status of the villagers where none existed before. The
Fijians generally say that the term "kerekere" can be translated into "borrow" in English. 118 Now the concept of
"rent" instead of"borrow" is being introduced. Moreover, they now approve of renting as a commodity. This can
only be sustained as a practice subject to social sanction, towards something that is classed as a commodity.
what could become acommodity

what kinds of goods can become commodities that are the object of the monetary exchange transaction?
What kinds of goods remain the objects ofthe non-monetary exchange such as kerekere or gift? Nowadays most

households earn cash income by selling crops. Taro and cassava are not commodities within Waidracia's
domestic economy while caught fish is a commodity within Nasilai's domestic economy. Both are
"self-sustainable" items. Yet, one becomes a commodity whereas the other does not. What determines the

117 Altman and Peterson [Altman and Peterson 1988: pp .80·83] exemplify that the accumulation of material wealth could be
difficult to be recognised as the "private property" in hunting and gathering societies because there is no mechanism. Rights to the
purchased goods such as sugar or clothes would be recognised, but usufruct to ''large capital items" such as a vehicle or a video
could end up being conununal.
us See footnote 100.
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different outcome?
What is a commodity in Waidracia? The canteen, which was co-operatively founded by the Mataqali
Naqaranikula and is managed by Waisea, is the only shop in Waidracia. In the canteen, kerosene, benzine, sugar,
salt, cooking oil, instant noodles, flour, baking powder, rice, dhal, toilet paper, toothpaste, yaqona, and so on, are

sold. In addition, there are a few houses selling groceries. Dakuwaqa's (D 1) house is one. Laisani, who began and
manages this, declares it is her ''business". In such houses, mango skin, lollies, chewing gum, bean snacks,
cigarettes, tinned fish, instant noodles and yaqona are sold at a bit higher price than in Suva.

laisani has studied management at a college in Suva She had the idea of selling bean snacks in her house 5
years ago. Since then, she has added to her lines in this order yaqona, cigarettes, sweets, tinned fish and instant
noodles. As she understands from her background of management study that selling on credit always leads shops
in Fiji to go into bankruptcy, she commonly attempts to reject credit.119 She clearly recognises this as business for
profit. However, she seems less concerned with other capitalistic thoughts such as "competition". She is relatively
indifferent to conditions in the other houses selling groceries, or the canteen. In Dakuwaqa's (D 1) house, it is the
custom that Venaisi goes to Suva every Wednesday to sell crops and buy daily groceries and what is needed to
replenish the stocks ofLaisani 's business. It depends on how many items are left at that moment.
These are all the commodities within the domestic economy in Waidracia What cannot be produced for
themselves and, hence, is purchased in Suva is circu1ated as a commodity in Waidracia. Taro and cassava can
become commodities in urban or coastal areas where harvesting these crops is difficuh. Yet, the harvest in
Waidrncia sufficiently satisfies their demands. Thus, it could be suggested, firstly, that "self-sustainability"
determines whether something becomes a commodity or not Although yaqona and coconuts can be produced,
the harvest is too small to satisfy their demands, so within Waidracia they become commodities. 120
In the case ofNasilai, however, things do not seem to be so simple. Despite the fact that anyone in Nasilai

can, in principle, obtain as much fish as they need, fish has still become a commodity. Some may temporarily

119

In other words, the cash-for-rent norm does not exist in Waidracia.
for sale.

12o Laisani sometimes adds ooconut to her lineup
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lack fish when they need them. Others may quit fishing because of age or for other reasons. If in such a case they
want some fish, fish should circu1ate through the forms of kerekere or~ as in the traditional economic system

in Fiji. As long as every villager has nearly the same life structure, there would be little difference of situation

among the villagers.11rings repeat themselves. Ifthe communal norms are acting, one may not think that the fish
one catches is one's private property. Kerekere is appropriate to a subsistence economy where each household
produces the same staple foodstu:B:S. Kerekere is a form ofexchange without a precise balance sheet of debits and
credits in the short term, which could exist only in a situation where every villager commonly has the same
economic life, with the same standard and life structure, and where shortages are experienced in an unpredictable
fashion. Things would move from one to another depending on the requests in kerekere. Yet, other things might
later come to one from another person. Such common sense immanent in the social organisation makes kerekere
exist beyond counting a balance sheet in the short term. In this sense, kerekere is recognised as the ''borrowing",
even though some borrowed item will never be returned to the original owner. With this norm acting, those who
lack fish in some reasons could have obtained fish. Fish could have been an object for kerekere in Nasilai, as taro
is in Waidracia.
In Nasilai where the urbanised lifestyle involved in the capitalistic economy is spreading, however, the

surrounding situations are totally different from those of Waidrncia. Money has the capacity to break off the
personal bonds between people that are supported by the communal norms. Person and person, or, person and
thing directly fuced each other. But now, money comes between person and person as well as person and thing.

One cannot make relationships with another or a thing without the medium of money. When the spread of the
monetary economy turns things into commodities, the reciprocal relationships linking people with one another
are no longer embedded in action. The fish caught by an individual is now his private property, and becomes a
commodity.
The ibe (mat) is one ofthe new commodities embodying such circumstances. The ibe used to be provided
for themselves, woven by women. It is still in high demand as an essential ritual good. While one needs ibe in
daily use, one must also bring a few ibe to occasional ceremonies even now. Thus weaving ibe used to be a
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significant part of women's work in every village. Nowadays, however, in urban areas ibe is purchased if
necessary instead ofbeing made by the user. So it is in Nasilai.
Maraia is one of a few women who are able to weave ibe in Nasilai. She has been selling ibe since 1990.
She firstly began selling simple woven ibe at the price ofF$10-20 so as to earn a little money for buying sugar or
getting on a bus. Now she produces elaborate ibe to sell at a price ofF$60 for a plain one and F$150-200 for a
patterned one. Basically she sells ibe only in Nasilai. The villagers occasionally buy or request her to weave ibe.
As Nasilai has traditionally had another privileged task, namely to make pottery, it is true that weaving ibe was

never so important. Besides, the less the meanings of the privileged task are significant in social life, the fewer
villagers are engaged in making pottery. According to Maraia's narrative, she always encourages women to learn
how to make ibe and pottery. But they are not learning it. They say it is better and easier to collect seashells. She
told me with some anger that if they learn to weave, they will no longer need to buy ibe whenever a ceremony
takes place.
The spread ofthe monetary economy excludes kerekere, which is part ofthe alternative economy. In Nasilai,
even rental space in a freezer has become a commodity. Fish and ibe, in which the village could and should have
been self-sufficient, have become commodities within the village. In a situation where goods are exchanged by
means of money, one is able to obtain them as long as one pays money. The life structure in the Fijian village
used to be uniform. Villagers, mganically related with each other in social organisations such as the mataqali or
the village, led a uniform economic life. Everyone without exception planted taro and cassava, or caught fish.
There were no remarkable differentiae in the life structure at all. However, the life structure has become
diversified in Nasilai. One earns his living as a wage labourer. Another is engaged in other work than fishing.
Some weave ibe as a commodity. Others collect seashells. When the once uniform life structure becomes
diversified, people who used to be self-sufficient can no longer provide for themselves. New demands have also
occurred within the domestic economy. Thus such items become a form of commodity. These fuctors have

created a "specialised producer" on the one side, and a "specialised purchaser" on the other side within the
domestic economy. This would be the second reason for detennining whether something could become a
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commodity. Moreover, the situation that one always obtains something one wants by means of money if
necessary simultaneously reproduces its own structure. The more such a situation is current, the more the life
structure would be diversified. The current economic organisation is principally getting to be depending on the
money. 121 People in Nasilai, at first glance, seem to lead individual life as an independent "homo-economicus".
5-2-2. Transforming practical sense

seeking money
;

Contact with changing circumstances has generated a new lifestyle. This lifestyle embodies a sense of
seeking money, which has become immanent in urban people as the capitalistic system has matured.
As I always visited Waidraci.a with some groceries, on 118, 2002, I brought biscuits to Waidracia, to add to

such usual groceries as bee±: vegetables, tinned fish, rice and tea. Two kids, Salanieta and Dakuwaqa (D3), live
together in Dakuwaqa's (Dl) house. I brought biscuits especially for them, knowing they would be happy. As
mentiooed above, Laisani runs her business selling sweets, cigarettes and so on in Dakuwaqa's (D 1) house. She
deals in lollies, chewing gum, bean snacks and chocolate sticks. As soon as Salanieta, a girl of only eight years,
glanced at the biscuits I had brought, she suggested that Laisani sell the biscuits one by one. Since they had only
one packet ofbiscui.ts that day, which was insufficient to sell, they ate the biscuits at teatime. Afterwards, Venaisi.
came back from her usual shopping in Suva with several packets of biscuits. As expected, each biscuit became a
commodity managed by little Salanieta. Single pieces of gum or lolly had already been commodities in Laisani's
busines~

which small neighbourhood children often came to buy. As soon as a piece ofbiscuit was added to the

line-up in Laisani 's business the next day, kids purchased the biscuits without hesitation. The profits from selling
the biscuits belonged to Salanieta, and she saved the money in her piggy bank.
One day in September 2002, Mosese bought fishing net in Suva. Since then it has become his daily task in
the early morning to haul in his fishing net that had been thrown into the River Wainimala the previous evening.

·On the day when he first caught a lot of fish, he presented some fish to his neighbours. Afterwards, his wife,
Makareta, suggested he sell the fish he had caught instead. Mosese showed little enthusiasm for the suggestion.
121 People in the village felt there had been a dramatic change in the importance of money, and their perceptions were
supported by the record of [Nayacakalou 1978: pp.l24·126].
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But because he usually caught a lot of fish he, at last, began to sell :fish. 122 One reason for his decision was that he
had only a little cash with him at the time. His first customers were two women living in a settlement near

Waidracia. On a third occasion, Laisani bought one grass carp and three tilapia at the price ofF$3 from Mosese.
While Mosese was a little hesitant to sell fish within Waidracia, Makareta took a more positive attitude, as she
wished to save more money so as to buy a new carpet and refrigerator.
At the beginning of September 2002, a villager in Waidracia built an extension onto his main house. He set
a billiard table on the extended, roofed terrace. One play costs 20 cents. The billiard table belongs to an Indian
who runs a business renting billiard tables in various villages. The villager was the manager. The profits were
divided equally. The owner was to come to Waidracia to open the coin box once a month. He took half of all
coins. When the coin box was opened, it contained 20 cent coins valued at F$130.
Such "attempts" at profit making could not be generated from the previous practical sense. Involved to an
, extent lli the monetary economy, with its immanent capitalistic notions, the villagers seem to acquire a different
practical sense to the previous one. In other words, the practical sense has been transformed with reference to the
new situation. Whereas Salanieta is only eight years old, she developed her own idea to create a commodity.

-

According to Waisea, even little kids are now well versed in using money. He told me, ''In the 1980's, kids did
not understand how to use money nor know the value of it. Even though a kid obtained money, he would not
know what to do with it. If a kid found a 5-cent coin on the road, for example, he would think nothing of it

.

nowadays. (i.e. 5 cents is worth little.)" Children commonly purchase sweets from houses selling groceries.
Salanieta had an idea that would enable her to save money in her piggy bank. Such behaviour is generated from a
new practical sense they have acquired. A change of surroundings and lifestyle constantly causes the practical
sense to be regenerated. 123

122 According to Barth [Barth 1967], one may learn to plant other cash crops for sale than millet, who will then save money.
Another may not organise such an innovative way of planting. In Darfur, millet is a special item to brew beer. As every person
plants millet, millet cannot be sold any more. As a result, there might be increasing the clifference between "the Haves" and "the
Have·nots''. In Waidracia, selling fish could be such an innovative practice. See 2·1·1 section.
123 The informant would reflect on his/her own past, but each person's experience is always unique. Besides, the tenor of
village life is changing. We cannot know when a good understanding of what one could do with money in the village life was
generated in Waidracia, but Toren [Toren 1995: pp.l73·176] points out that such behaviour must have started earilier than the
1990's in Sawaieke.
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In Waidmcia, which has e.xpcriencod the spread of the monetary economy to a lesser extem: than Nasilai, a
definite COJtcem to seek profits seems less pervasive, althongh such ideas as selling fish or hiring a billiard table
have developed. In Waidmcia, several houses arc sclfu1g groceries. It is said that there must be a few such houses
in every village. It can also be said !hat such houses would not be concerned about the selling price, what a
best-seller is or what the lrends are in other houses with rival shops. TI1ey are generally indifterentto a sense of
rivalry or the entrepreneurial spirit. Tiley would not reduce the selling price as low as possible, nor intend

'
distinction by dealing wilh unique commodities. Even in Nasilai, on the otl1er hand, it could not be said lhat such
entrepreneurial spirit have grown sufficiently. Yet, here there seems to be more def:ruite corJCCm and planning
regarding profits. A man running such a business in a village neighbonring Nasi1'li, Nadoi, said to me while
pointing towards a modem sofu and !able, "I have been selling cigarettes and .}t1qona so as to purchase these." He
then explained his scheme, revealing a definite calculation of the profits. He w1derstood how much profit he
•would grun if he set a cerlai.n selling price, and he also knew when he could obtain enough money to purchase the
sofu set through his scheme. Altl1ougb Mosese 's wife, Makareta, has a similar sense ofsaving money for buying
something, she does not seem consciously to undertake such an "economically ration,11" calculation in her mind.
Recalling that Mosese showed little entlmsiasm fur selling fish '"ithin the village, it is apparent tl-.at he considers it
less appropriate to seek profit from exchanges with his rellow vilk1gers. In Nasilai or Nado~ however, a sense
tllat to adopt the means appropriate to accomplish an "eoonomically rational" end is taken fur granted and has

been acquired by tile villagers. Such a sense seen1s to be immanent in every villager in Nasilai or Nadoi. This
would be one of the reasons why Nasi11i has accepted visiting tourists on their "village tour" since 1987. There is
a contract between the village and the company to pay F$7 per a tourisL'~ Visiting tourists see Mmaia weaving
ibe, look at the pottery and experience drinking Jaqona as attractions on the tour. People in Nasilai have

discovered tlk1t performing U1eir traditions can also become a commodity so that they must have been artietdated
such feelings witlt their own practical sense. Besides, they must have reformed their pmctical sense to approve of

"'' 11>s other village to which tho tourist company offered tho ooheme of tbe viUago lom· claimed more o10oey than Nto;ilai did
(F$15 per a tomisl;). Honoo the company mada a contract with Nasilai.
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the specific "market rationality" ofthe market. 125
transformation of the practical sense

Apart from the creation ofa sense, there must also be a challenge to the existing sense. Kerekere is a fonn of
exchange less concerned with a balance sheet of debts and credits in the short term, but is sustained by a broader
sense of co-operative ownership. Kerekere works well only on condition that there is established a unifonn
situation in the community as an autonomous society without differences in the life structures or the standards of
living. Yet, the diversification of life structures and the standards of living within the village has increasingly
emerged while the differentiation between urban and rural people has also increased. These circumstances have
given rise to various kinds of influence upon the practical sense regarding kerekere.
First ofall, the inflow ofthe monetazy economy into the rural arena has caused the trnnsfonnation of objects
used in kerekere. What used to be exchanged through kerekere has, more and more, been turned into
commodities exchanged for money. In Waidracia, nowadays, even a single biscuit has become a commodity.
Such a ''trivial" thing would previously have been exchanged through kerekere. Selling fish has already begun.
Since some "ready-to-eat" foods such as boiled taro or cassava are usually commodities in Suva, demands for the
sale of such foods might be created in Waidracia in the future. What kinds of items, and to what extent, can one
''borrow" by means of the kerekere? Simultaneously, what kinds of items, and to what extent, can one "sell" in
the form of a commodity? The practical sense ofthe villagers dealing with such matters has changed during the
transition of the domestic economic system. Mosese said, "One may sell everything one wishes. But taro could
not become a commodity because no one would buy it." Uniformity in the life structures and standards of living

within Waidrncia still largely remains. Since everyone commonly plants taro, there is surely no demand for taro
as a commodity at present. Ifthe uniformity were diversified in the future, however, would Mosese still make the
same comment? In Nasilai, such diversification is in progress. The differentiation ofthe villagers in tenns oftheir
private properties has risen. There is a definite distinction between "the Haves" and ''the Have-nots". Even
renting a space in a freezer has there become a commodity. Although their view on kerekere will be discussed in
125

Note that reciprocity has its own rationality as well, as long as there is a uniformity in the life structure so that each
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Chapter 7, it may be supposed that dlC conditions for k£rekere have been significantly reduced.

There is au interesting result from tl1e Qllestionnaire. More people in Waidracia think it acceptable to oblain
even one bundle oftaro or cassava by k£rekere "f1creas nobody in Nasilai docs.1l1is would be because tJq have
a laJger haM:st of taro and cassava in Waidracia It is quite iutcrcsting that only a half of the respondcniS from
Waidracia (500/o) admit kerekere for rivet· fish. That must show river that fish is now transfonning into a
commodity in Waidracia. It seetns to be fuidy bard for both dlOSC in W.Udracia and Nasilai to obtain a packet. of
I

cigareltes or tin offish by kerekere, because thooe items are strictly recognised as dl:lt which is purchased Lastly,

we should note that d1ey woold 11ever obtain ~qona by kerekere. It is always ptu·chascd, and d1en presented
ritually in sevusevu or in routine "grog'' sessions. This will be discussed in Chapter 6.126

boou•>holds pnxluoeo o1mosl. similar goods in tho economic lifo.
.. Toren suggllSis Lho~ pecple would novcr huvo routinely used kcrokoro as a means or ~ng rood b- ooesel£ U:s shrunoful
to ask for f'ood- evon if ooo is a child: ooo might., however, do kcrokcro food bccnusc ooo ""'"' WlOxpoctcdly to feed visilonl. See
tlbron 1998c: 95-1151.
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Table 5-6: Which items do you think is affordable for kerekere? (Plural items answerable)

answer

num

Nasilai

Waidracia

Total

I

ratio

num

num

ratio

ratio

one piece of cigarette

21!27

77.8%

18!24

75.0%

3(3

100.0%

one packet of cigarette

2!27

7.4%

2/24

8.3%

0!3

0.0%

22fl.7

81.5%

20/24

83.3%

2!3

66.1>/o

one bundle of coconut

3(27

11.1%

3!24

12.5%

0!3

0.0%

one bag ofyaqona

lfl.7

3.'70/o

1/24

4.2%

0!3

0.0%

one tin of fish

1/27

3.1>/o

0!24

0.0%

1!3

33.3%

one piece of taro

26fl.7

96.3%

23!24

95.8%

3!3

100.0%

one bundle of taro

13(27

48.1%

13/24

54.2%

0!3

0.0%

one piece of cassava

27fl.7

100.0%

24/24

100.0%

3!3

100.0%

one bundle of cassava

17/27

63.0%

17/24

70.8%

0!3

0.0%

a single pawpaw

26!27

96.3%

24/24

100.0%

2!3

66.1>/o

one bundle of pawpaw

16!27

59.3%

16!24

66.1>/o

0!3

0.0%

a pinch of salt .

25/27

92.6%

23!24

95.8%

2!3

66.7%

a single coconut

12/27

44.4%

12/24

50.0%

0!3

0.0%

a few pieces of sea fish meat

7(27

25.9%

7!24

29.2%

0!3

0.0%

a little ]{erosene for 1 night

15(27

55.6%

14(24

58.3%

1!3

33.3%

a few pieces of river fish

Respondent

27

24

3

Secondly, the contrast in the material standa!ds of living of urban and nual areas is increasing. 1l1C reason
why kerekere does not COOOiin a procisc concept of equilibrium on a baJancc sheet of dcbl and credit is tl13t 1he
parties conccmed share a sense that cqLLilibrium will be obtained in tl1e long tcnn.lbe p.1rties have a common
outlook. If the material ciraJmstanocs are similar for d~e parties conccmed, and if they are able to obcain
something similar, tl1en equilibrium will indeed be atlained in the long mn. If someone lacks salt today, others
I

will lack it tomonow. lf someone buys salt today, others will buy salt next 1110111h. Kerel«!re stands on 1he
precondition tlmtall commoners in tl1e village have a sinlilarscaleoflifustmcturc, standard of living and material

circumstance. However, the scale of those in the town varies from those in rural areas. Urban people enjoy a
consumer lifestyle. In tcnns of their material circumstances, d1ey are able to obtain more kinds, and Qlk'llltities, of
goods tlk'lll nual people arc. Whenever the

vil~1gcrs

go to a city, they arc always dcpcnda:tt on their urban

relatives. tbe villagers always ask kerokere for everything. It is also the duty of urbal1 dwellers to take care of

them if poosible. A definite inequality ccrurs here. RwaJ people ask for kerel«!re of d1eir urban rcL1tives in
nxp~

for food, clothing. a place to Slay, and even money, as if they were in the saniC Slatus as rural people.

1l1us mban people only give, while mral people only ask for something. With tl~e ineq\k'llity in terms of material
and OOOilOillic status, d10 oquilibrimn \viii never be attained, even in the long run. In light of dtis situation, the

rocognition ofkerekere has been modified, cspocially for urban people. 1l1ey have come to distinguish between
"good kerekere" and "bad kerekere". Gr.mling kerekere generously used to be a virtue d13t anyone should obey.
With their lraditional practical sense, all requests should be respected. Even urban dwellers must have held sucll a

sense. 1:'\king account of thc actml scenes, however, they come to evaluate grnnting such unilateral kerekere as
"irrational" in light of the ''marl<ct mtionality" goveming d~ urbanised lifestyle. Hence, a practical sense that
rationally evaluates ilic requests, the implications and d1e conditions in tl1c context of a requested kerckere is
supplemented to distinguish between "good kerekere" and 'W kereken1".m1llis is, however, remarl<:lble net

,., Prosu.mably aotne krok0111 would be tolorut.od in tho OOtlSO that pooplo in towns o><poa: to r<>tum to ll:to villago, ultltougj\
keeping a good roL.>tionship with tho vilJsee. with granling k<unkcro in li3ht of the principlo of reciprocity, is essentint for wbln
pooplo whotbc.- thoy cloody have on idoa to r<ltum to tho vi1Jaso in tho futuro, or not.
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only in urban but in rural areas. This subject will be examined fully in Chapter 6.
Willy is in his late fifties and living in Waidracia. He perplexed the author by his frequent kerekere demands
for money. As the author had already completed sevusevu rituals, he was officially approved as a member of
Waidracia village and ofMataqali Naqaranikula. Within the community, it is taken for granted as a norm that "the
Haves" should give <'the Have-nots" something. The members should help each other on certain occasions,
within their capability. Hence it was quite natural that Willy asked me to kerekere money, 128 literally, Tan I
borrow your money, please?', and that I would generously grant his request. But it would have been imprudent of
me to accede every time. Whenever and wherever he found me, even in Suva, he always asked me to kerekere
for money. When I walked around Waidracia one day, Willy found me and said, <'F$5 please?" as he always did.
While I thought for a while whether I should grant it or not, Venais~ Varnnisese who is l.aisani 's eldest daughter,
and a few women came upon us. They found us and understood very quickly what was going on. These women,
unanimously blaming Willy for his indiscreet kerekere, drove him away. After that day Willy ceased asking me to

kerekere in such a way. On another occasion, however, Venaisi asked me to kerekere money for something. That
is to say, it does not necessarily mean that Venaisi does not consider it appropriate to kerekere for money itself
She distinguishes an appropriate kerekere from an inappropriate one in terms of her own «rational standard".
Such a practical sense, providing the rational standard that distinguishes what is appropriate from what is not, is
generated through modification ofthe existing sense.
Lifestyle has also been reformed. Modernisation, including the development ofthe social infrastructure and
the spread of the consumption economy, has increased the demands for electrical equipment. TV is no longer a
rare item in the village. Since they no longer need to conserve fuel for the lamp, they might go to bed later than
before. It has become common for them to enjoy the "grog'' until midnight while watching an Australian
professional league rugby match on TV Wrth a refrigerator installed in their life, they might have acquired a new
notion of "stock". The distinction between <'the Haves" with a refrigerator and ''the Have-nots" might have
generated the idea that space in a refrigerator could be a commodity. The distinction between collective and
128 The word "kerekere" can be used both

as a verb and a noun.
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private property, on the other hand, has increased theft within the village so that each house in Nasilai now takes
great care in locking up securely. fu many villages close to the city, including Nasilai, drug users are said to have
increased. When the author temporarily slept alone in a house one day in Nasilai, Maraia strictly cautioned him
not open the door even if somebody came in the night. Trust in neighbours seems to be weakening while the
regulation of communal norms has been reduced. Such things were never observed in Waidracia
Such changes of lifestyle lead people's practical sense to be transformed too. Fijians, in Nasilai as well as in
Waidracia, often say, "Urban life costs much. Rural life is better." It always seems to remind them that life is
securely guaranteed as long as they are in their village. In Nasilai, there are more people who have experienced
urban life in Suva, including a few who are worlcing in Suva right now. One ofthose, Seini, 129 declared that urban
life is much better. She said so just because of the money. She changed her job because the wages in her new job
were better. She also said, "Rural life is too much trouble!" Although everything takes the form of a commodity
in urban life, it is also a :fuct that one can obtain a convenient life with money. One can enjoy a lifestyle based on
consumption on a la.Iger scale in the city than in a village. While one can watch only one TV station in the village,
one can also enjoy cable TV in the city. Yaqona is sold 24 hours a day. There are lots ofbars where one can drink
beer. Seini said, ''Rural life is bothering." It is quite natural for her that the ibe is not woven She said without
thinking, ''I will buy ibe if necessary. I do not have enough spare time to weave ibe." She did not hesitate to drink

yaqona at men's sessions. She also said, "Beer? Yes, I like it." Therefore, quite different types of practical sense
from the existing one are also growing in such a lifestyle. Taking the circumstances into one's mind, one acquires
one's own habitus. How will one evaluate the surrounding circumstances? What kinds of practical sense will be
immanent in one's mind? Each process would differ. Some may agree with Seini while others would persist in
the traditional lifestyle. Even if people live in similar circumstances, there are various kinds of practical sense in
each mind so that each would act in accordance with their own habitus. However, it could be found that there is a
certain general tendency in such a situation. Whoever belongs to a particular social group would tailor their
behaviour in accordance with a certain tendency, despite some deviancy. There might be formed a certain
129

Refer to section 7-2-2 for a biography of Seini.
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convergence ofhabitus at a group level beyond the individual. This is the main subject of Chapter 7.

oonclusion
We have seen the changes in economic affirirs in Fiji as a whole, and in two fields of study. In the stream of
modernisation such as the development of roads, traffic and social infrastructure, capitalistic thoughts, views,
values and economic systems have matured in urban areas and then expanded into rural areas. Better accessibility
in the whole of Fiji has caused a unique tendency for the outflow of the population from the city into villages as
well as rapid urbanisation. More populational mobility has brought urbanised lifestyles into rural areas, which has
resulted in a conflict between the traditional and wban practical senses. As the transformation of the meanings
and occasions of kerekere and of things into a form of commodity takes place, an urbanised lifestyle seems to
replace the traditional lifestyle ever more rapidly. The practical sense seems to be modified to conform to an
wbanised lifestyle so that the habitus reproducing approval of an wbanised lifestyle seems to be primary. Can it
really be true that the tradition is going to be embedded in modernity?
In the next chapter, we will see the changes that affect ritual a:ffuirs in the same way.
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Ch.6 Traditional ritual a;Uvities and change
Modernisation has drnmaticaJJy changed the Fijian life style. While it bas influenced lhc eoonomic life, lhc
ways of ritual activities have been trruJSfom1cd as weU.

111C tr.lditional social groups still play a great (XUt in the social life ofFiji. In mml areas, most ofdlC social
activities arc Jed and nm by such social groups as the mataqali, dlC JCV!ISO and the village- Those who belong to

'

tJ1e same group help each olhcr in urban areas too.
There are rome essaltial rites of passage

011

various oocasions in social life. Althoogh the scale and

frequency ofd1ese rituals arc tending to be reduced recently, ritual still plays a precious role in 1heir lives. b1 d1e
rituals, such goods as tabua, ;oqona, ibe, and mas/ arc exchanged in particular oontcxts. Yet, modemis.1tion bas
also b.,1d a great impact on ~~c way 1hese ritual goods are dealt with.
lf~e

Fijiaos signify tl1C distinction betwccn "Self' and "Other", in otl1er words, "something in a

homogetlCOIIS

sphere" and "something in a hetcrogeooous sphere". no 111C sevr<revu ritual is c.xec~Jted so as to

sanction sometl1ing in a heterogeneous contcxL 1l1anks to sevusevu, "Other" or "son1<.1hing heterogeneous"

oomcs beyond tl1C barrier between the two spheres so that the two contexJs now becolllC integrated. 111CstM<revu
wi1h tl1C presentation of )C1(lOnO is necessarily oonducted not only in a significant ritual but also on various
occasions in daily life.

This chapter is constmctcd in the saii1C way as the pn.'Vious chapter. FU'Stly, we will soc a gCt1Cml tendency
of rit\~al cii(Ulgc in tbe whole of Fiji We will refer to Toren's argument explaining how the traditional values are
represented in d1C fonn of ritual practioes. Secondly, the fucts observed in Waidracia and Nasilai will be dcsetibcd.

Tire ritual cll.1Jl8es are closely connected with the change in economic ci.rcumstanccs.

'""Tho contrast boovoon "homotl<>noo•uf aod "hatru'OGOnOOluf a]s;) implios "lllllf' and "ocbru" or •own• and "othol" in ritual

sphoro. The OOnn of"spbcro• will bo exploinod in detail in O.optm-7.
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I 6-1.

Li£e an:i rituals in Fiji

6·1·1. The forms of rituals
rite of passage and ritual items
Let us see the rites ofpassage in Fiji in tenns ofthe life cycle. Marriage is a typical rite of passage in which a

woman in a heterogeneous context is invited into this sphere so that she becomes sanctioned as a member of a
social group. According to the Fijian traditional style, marriage should be arranged by the parents or the elders of
the mataqali. In other words, the boy and girl as the parties used to have no choice at all. In general, the parents on
the groom's side used to choose a deserve woman in some social groups that have had a certain relationship with
the groom's one. Wrth a certain relationship, each member in both groups is well known to each other. This style
of maniage has the merit that a good understanding of the social circumstances makes the bride as a person from
a different sphere easier to be invited into the groom's social group. Therefore, marriage between a boy and a girl
from social groups without any existing social relationships used to be rare. Nowadays, however, the more
individual the choice becomes, the more it is the case that the groom and bride decide to many by themselves.
Maniage has extended beyond local social relationships so that the social relationship caused by maniage has
also expanded In Uiban areas, there are increasing opportunities for boys and girls to come across each other in
various places such as workshops, sports clubs and churches. Marriage between a boy and girl whose villages are
far away from each other often occurs. In such a case, the distance between the villages where each relative lives

restricts the ability to hold the ceremonies in the traditional way. Besides, the sphere in which a social group will
be involved in occasional ritual is going to expand more and more after such a marriage, while marriage within
locally limited social groups used to remain the sphere to an extent. Thus traditional rituals that have become
more difficult to execute in accordance with the traditional way have been modified, simplified and abolished in
their scale and frequency. The procedure of marriage has also changed According to the official and proper
procedure, the engagement is approved by both social groups only after the headman ofthe groom's mataqali or
the groom's futher has made a proposal of marriage towards the bride's parents with some tabua (whale's tooth).
But a form of "nm-away marriage" is replacing this tradition in recent cases. In this case, a boy and gir~ at first,
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elope and disappear from public eyes. Afterwards, they are, or may be, socially approved by means of the
accomplished fuct. This «run-away marriage" is liable to take place when one is not fond of one's partner as
arranged by one's parents, when one is in a particular situation in which one or one's parents cannot implement
the proper procedure, or when one and one's parents have difficulty in preparing the tabua to present to the
bride's parents. Once it has happened, the headman on the groom's side must present some tabua to the bride's
parents sooner or later, even one year later in some cases, as an apologetic ritual. Ifthe bride's parents accept this,
the marriage is socially approved. The "run-away marriage" is so popular in current Fiji that there is no difference
in social context from the "proper" marriage once it is socially sanctioned.

The birth ritual is also significant. When the first baby is born, the baby's futher's mataqali prepares the

magiti (feast) to entertain the gathering ofguests. At this stage, the relatives officially visit the new baby and hug it
in a particular way. Through the ritual called roqoroqo, the baby is approved as a member of the mataqali. The

host must entertain all persons who come for this roqoroqo. Thus the host should be careful when forecasting the
number of guests and the size of feast to be prepared in advance. The wife and children traditionally lived in the
husband's village. Yet, they often live in the city nowadays. In this case, they have an obligation to take their baby
to their village.
Funerals are rituals where the individual's death is dealt with in the dimension of the social groups. In Fij~
men socially deal with a death by means of drinking yaqona with relatives, while women emotionally fu.ce a
death crying loudly. When a death happens, they visit the place as a unit of the social group such as the mataqali
or the village. Men bring appropriate amounts of tabua and yaqona while women bring some ibe. The mataqali
where the death occurred has to prepare the magiti for the guests. The very house whose member has died must
be occupied by a few female relatives for four nights after the burial, which is thought to prevent the spirit of the
dead person from returning to his house. The period of mourning is for a hundred nights after the burial. On

certain nights such as the fourth, the tenth, the fortieth and the hundredth, a magiti is prepared.
There are three essential items to be exchanged in this ritual: men manage the tabua; women manage the

ibe; and the yaqona is mostly dealt with by men. Besides, the masi (bruk cloth made of mulbeny tree), taro and
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cassava are sometimes exchanged at the ritual if necessary.
The tabua is a whale's tooth, which is gifted on occasions such as when the sentiments of a social group are
represented by visiting rituals such as funerals or birth ceremonies, when one requests something such as asking
for a woman in marriage, or calling for labour in building a house, or when an apology is offered for committed
fuults or mistakes. The ritually exchanged tabua functions as a medium embodying such various intensions as
intensifying, utilising and restoring the existing social relationships, with the individual affirirs converting into the
social dimension The tabua represents all values at the occasional ritual. At the new-birth ceremony, the gifted

tabua represents the sentiment of celebration and the approval ofthe new baby as a member of the social group.
In the case of the "run-away marriage", the presented tabua is intended to apologise for the committed fault, to

request the woman, and to congratulate on the marriage at the same time. In rural life, each individual affirir
appears inseparable from the social context in a broader sense. If something extraordinary invades the existing
relationships, certain equipment to rectify is required in the social dimension Toren suggests the tabua, which
represents plural cultural values, can function as the medium for the intension of social groups. At the naming ofa
first child, for example, any person in the senior generation can name the child, providing the tabua they present
to the child's paternal kin is accepted. 131 Similarly, at some point during a big yaqona ceremony, she says as

follows:

There is a ceremonial exchange of tabua. They may be presented by the guests to the hosts... and by the
hosts to the guests.
[Thren 1990: p98]

Yaqona is used in a similar context as that of tabua. Since yaqona is commonly sold as a commodity, it is
much easier to obtain and circulates more than tabua. 132 If one does not have tabua available on a particular
occasion, one can use yaqona to a certain extent instead in this ritual context. Hence the social meanings
131

See [Toren 1990: p.170].
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represented by these two ritual goods seem to be similar. In one case, tabr10 is necess:uy wbcn some intension is
ofticially manifusted by the rcpresentuive of a village or a mataqali. In another case, however, yaqona can
replace the role of tabua when the values represented by the ritual goods arc relatively less, or when the occasion
takes pk1cc in a much more private context Yaqona may be gifted if one apologises for one's personal faults as
well as ifone asks somebody ifyou =y stay at his house.

. .. if one wishos to ask SOtnoono o favour (tl>o usc of his lw>d, perhaps, or tl>e tight to namo a chifcO or to
bog forgivonoos for a faultcxmmittad 6-aising one's hand agoinotono's Cather or wife, fore~. ono asks
• souior mnn t.o p1woont yaqanoon one's behalf with a spooch that asks the favour or begs forgiven-, ond
in tho 800iliJ(3n<:o and tho subroquontdrinkiugtho favour is grontod or tho fault buried
l'tbron 1900 pp.I03·HM)

Yaqona thus has the fimction of a medium expressing sucll plural values as celebration, gratitude,
condolence, respect, apology and request On d1e other h.md, it has another ritual implication, which tlkes the
.form ofsevusevu.
The sevusevu is a c:ercmonial offering of)oqontJ by d~e host to the guest, or the guest 10 his host, by whicl1

fllOO!iitition and aeceptaoce of one another arc sanctiol!ed with respect As for dlc ritual of drinking yaqona
together, it is suggested by such anthropologists as Arthur Maurice Hoeart (Hoeart 1972: p.27], Sahlins [Sahlins
1987: pp.73-103] and Ravuvu [Ravuvu 1987: pp.240-243] in roference to Fijian narratives that a king from
outside~ 10 the throne at an enthronement ceremony after he was

"symbolically" killed and then revi~w

by drinking)oqona. We will not mention their symbolic intcq>retation in detail here. 11-.eir JXlllicular view that a

person or a thing from a heterogeneous sphere is socially sanctioned, approved and incorporated to be uow in
"this" sphere, after tl1e heterogeneous di.frercntiae underlying the two spheres is rin1ally dissolved and then,
articulated by drioking)l1qona could be applied to this thesis. As will be argued in Chapter 7, it is significant for

thc Fijians to distinguish ''Other'' or "something in the heterogeneous sphere" from "Self' or "somed1ing in the
homogenoous sphere" by dealing with them in a social or ritual scose. As tl~e symbolic death and revival of a
,,. Tobuo is usuftlly troat.od and managed by the headman cia group socrotly. For oxample, C\OOn tho other Olllmbers in a
hourohold do not \mC)Iv bow nU~ey pieces of tobu!), and in wh•~ p)Mos, the headman ofthe housnhdd b&\'8.
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king from the outside who is in the heterogeneous sphere is required by means ofyaqona so as to sanction him to

be now in the same context as the common norms, the integration or the articulation of different spheres by
drinking yaqona in the sevusevu is necess:uy if the guest from the outside is to be treated in "this" context. In

other words, the sevusevu with the presentation of yaqona can be interpreted to be ritual equipment by which
disorder in the social process caused by the visiting guest in whom heterogeneous nonns and senses are
immanent can be rectified to restore the ordinary order. Through the sevusevu, the guest is officially invited into

''this" sphere and socially sanctioned. At this stage, a banier having given a distinction between the host and the
guest now disappears so that the guest becomes no longer a "guest". We will see the sevusevu with the
presentation ofyaqona again with reference to Toren's argument.
Compared with tahua, which is dealt with only by men, the ibe is a ritual item managed by women. This is
also essential in each ceremony. The quantity of ibe to be brought for the ritual gift depends on the ritual
circumstances. The elders including men and women decide the quantity before they leave their village. In the
case of marriage, women can take their time to prepare some ibe as it has been planted in advance, because the
date ofthe ceremony is fixed. In the case of funerals, however, they must prepare a certain quantity of ibe as soon

as they hear of the death. Moreover, ibe is also used daily as a mat. The cycle ofibe, production (obtainment)circulation- consumption (daily use or ritual gift), is fuster than those ofthe other ritual goods. Therefore, women
must always take care to keep sufficient ibe in stock.
The host and his mataqali have a duty to prepare the magiti (feast) for the ritual. While they are presented
with tabua, yaqona, ibe, and even taro by the guests, they themselves must provide a sufficient feast. The men
slaughter cattle while the women cook special dishes in the host's mataqali. At funerals, a feast held for all the
mourners after the burial, called a burua, is prepared. In such ceremonies, the guests take home a certain amount
ofthe taro, cassava, beef: and dishes that are left over.

Masi (barl<: cloth made out of mulbeny plants) is another item used in ritual exchange. It used to be clothes
worn by a higher chief: but it is now used for decorations in the room of the ritual or for covering the grave.
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Although it should be presented especially at weddings, ibe may replace it, as Ravuvu points out. 133
the sevusevu with yagona
The sevusevu with the presentation ofyaqona has a function by which the different contexts ofthe host and
guest can be dissolved so that the guest can now be treated in the host's sphere as he is no longer a guest. As Toren

points out, the sevusevu is constantly executed not only in a significant ceremony such as greeting a person of
higher status but also in daily situations.

The yaqona ceremony and the sevusevu assooiated with it are the central rituals of Fijian social life. They
are performed on all occasions from the most minor, everyday affairs- such as a few men getting together
for a chat around the tanoa- through all rituals attendant upon birth, marriage, circumcision and death,
to the grand and lengthy ceremonial mounted to install a chief, or to welcome a high chief or other
dignitary such as the Queen of England.
[Toren 1990: p.100]

Even at a private "drinkingyaqona" session, the individual has to perfonn sevusevu in order to join it. The
guest presents a certain quantity ofyaqona to the host so that the host approves ofhim being in his sphere.

Moreover, since every man is a chief in his own house, it is not surprising that the i sevusevu is an
everyday occurrence. The i sevusevu requests the freedom of a place, so one takes an i sevusevu when
going to visit another village or, within one's own village, when one wishes to join a group of people already
drinking under a shady mango tree, or in a temporary shelter adjacent to an area where house-building is

in progress, and so on.
[Toren 1990: p.103]

fu such cases, whoever is in a suitable position will make a speech to acknowledge receipt of the yaqona,

respecting the presentation and approving the guest. Wrth the cobo (clapping the hands crosswise so as to make a
hollow sound) by all participants expressing respect or reverence, the sevusevu is completed.

133

See [Ravuvu 1987: p.276].
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At its most simple the sevusevu :involves only a brief, formal acceptance. A newcomer enters the space
where the drinking is taking place and throws down a small bundle of dried roots beside the tanoa. In a
few moments a silence falls on the assembly and one who is able to make formal acceptance of the yapna
places it on the floor where he can touch it, claps his hands three times and says: 'I am touching, sirs, the i

sevusevu, the chiefly i sevusevu, the big i sevusevu. Ah, it is over, over.' He claps again and the others join
:in with their clapp:ing, saying, 'Thanks, thanks' [vmaka], and the thing is finished.
[Thren 1990: p.103]

Drinking yaqona represents various values in relevant social contexts. It does not simply mean the

individual activity but expresses the collective intention. Therefore, behaving in one's own way is not permitted.
All participants must obey the fonnal manner. 134

If yaqona-dr:inking is :in part constitutive of a notion of social order, to refuse to drink is an act of rudeness,
a denial of social relations and a rejection of the status quo. So people drink yaqona even if they do not like
it.... Once prepared the yaqonamust be drunk :in the approved manner, bowl after bowL until the tanoais

dry [maca].
[Thren 1990: p.106]

Since drinking yaqona is a social activity, there is a common rule from which no participants can deviate.
Recognising the fonnal manner, everyone is expected to obey it.

... one must 'sit properly', with legs crossed, when actually drinking, clap before accepting the proffered
bowl of yaqona, drain the bowl without pause and clap again politely after handing the bowl back to the
server. :Before stretching one's legs one should ask permission of one's immediate neighbours.
[Thren 1990: p.107]

Thus, the sevusevu is central in all occasional rituals. Besides, drinkingyaqona always has a social meaning,
in which common norms are acting. Under the common principle, everyone knows how the "Other" as well as
the "Self' should behave, and is expected to behave appropriately in the social context.
native belief and Christianity
The tmditional chief used to possess absolute power in political and economic affuirs, derived from a
supernatural power, called mana. Since drinking yaqona had close connections with the supernatural power
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possessed by lhe chict; there used to be scvualtaboos. Since lhe coovcrsion to Ouistianity, however, the snict

belief in the chiefs supernatural power has been weakened. The cstlblishmcnt of democrnlic governmcot has

also decreased the pmctical position of the contempof31)' d1icf in political and economic events. However, these
situational d~anges have not necessarily caused the traditiooal chiefly system to coUapse. The Fij ian people have
kept such rituals as clrinking.}11q0110 and the sevusevu in which lhey represent their traditional hicmrthy including
revering the ehiet; respecting the elders and knowing the ~ion between mco and women. Adapting and

'

mod.ifYing itselfin the ooorse ofsocial change, the baditional nonn still remains. In addition, there bas been seen

a mixture ofsometl1ing traditional and something derived from the West.
Currently, almost aU Fijians belong to U1e Methodist 01urch. 'TI1cre are several dcoominatioos of
Christianity such as the Methodists, Catholics, Seventh Day Adventists, Assembly of God, Anglicans and
Presbyterians. As ''e have socn in Olap!er 3, the coovcrsion to Christianity by King Cakooou caused nearly

1000/o

of Fijians to become Ouistian. Wltile they devoutly believe in Olristianity, they seem to discard d1eir

traditional beliefand values too readily. They often talk about their IXlSI days in a rather self-<lcprccatol)' way.

So my toachor !Thren's toacher giving her """""'" in Fijian] ... also refomxl to tho ptv<>OionW era 88 'tho
timo of tho clovils' and to Christianity as 'tho ligh~. 'T'hoso vory oommon oxpr<>«lions suggoet that Fijians
viow thoir pl\1!1. es amoral, if not. unmoral, ospecially wilh rospoct. to polygrony, wit.cl>craJl; and cannibolii<ln,
which are said to be 'lll>CIO!Ual prnctioos:in tho manner of tho land.
['lbron 1999a: p.a6]

Their belief in Ouistianity bas weakened their baditional belief in dJC supematural power connected witl1
their ancestors. The dread ofmagieand tllC devil seems to an extent to bave been reduced by means of the belief

in Cluistianity.

,.. As Toron pciniB out, "To accuse 800>00De oi drinking ynqons alone is to """""" the person oi witcl>cmft.,• drinking J'990D11
alono isextroordinary behaviour. Soo !Toron J990:p.l041.
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'!belay tho sal.ienoo of ru>oosll'lll power hllll boon much roduood by Wosleyanism. 'Tho nncestors stillltand
bo>hind a paramount chi<{- indood, tho lowliool. pcmlOil has~ tc Cllll on- but Lhey o.re said to oo
wonk in fooo of Lhe Chrif!tian Ckxl. Neither is magic what it onoo WlliJ, llS is apporenL in thcso half.,.,rious,
half-joking remorks from 8 lJ\lUl in his sevent>os tc MOthor old tn8n tllld myaelf as we sat one all:ornoon
>'Ound tho /:tJnod. 'Magi<>isnoL so offectivn lmmu.J tocley, oh?'

l'lbren 1990: p.l05)

In fad, lots of traditional customs and habits h.we been abaJ'doned since conversion to OJJistianity so lbat

tllcir view on values has been greatly modified. Polyg;~my and cannibalism have been abolished. 1l1e view that
tl>e wifu sboold die at her husband's funeral, or tl>at some dead bodies should be prepared and put bdwecn the
swfuce of the grave and tllC chief's body when a chief died, bas been refonncd The gods of their baditional
ancestral belief have been distanced from dlC Christian God 1l1us, d1e SlatuS of the traditional chief who has

absolute power derived tion1 an inherited supernaturnl spirit bas decreased. Toren, who conducted her research
on the island ofGau from 1981 to 1983 and in 1990, "rites:

-

or
or

'lbday, chio0y stol.us and prerogatives oro given by tl1o power tho Cluisban scxJ; tl10 salience of ancestral
power is roduood in tho fooe of \~loyaoism. The aut.hority a high chi<{ stilllios in miJJia, but it is
ulbmately derivod from '1.he strength of Johovvh, tho high O<xr and is ratified by llSSOcintion with his
divine no.ture.
[1bren 1999a: phi.)

Even in contemporary Fiji where !be era ofbaditional belief in the ancestral spirit has bcco converted to be
viewed liS tl>e "dark age", their system of traditional values, mornls, ritmls and respect for the traditional
hierarchy still remains.135 As Geddes, who conducted ficldw01k during tlw: period of second World War and in
1954, points out,136 such social actions as tllC economic, political, religious, rintal and ceremonial activities are
still e.xocuted d>rOUgh tllC social groups in geoernl.mll>c significant principle of social stmcture in Fiji m.1inly
depends oo tllC three clements of descent, sex and age. 1l1e futl1er is thus the most respcclcd in a house. lllis

_principle can be applied to other groups beyond tile house. The father's brotbers are rcljllfde<l as the same as the
ts5Jn chapcer7, wowillanal,ysowhy itisSI.ill illljl011mll..
,,. Seo IOcddoa 1900 pp.202·205l.
ts7 Noodless tc say, wo CI.IIUlOt simply oompera Ckxldos' argument with 'lbn)Jl's, bocauso their worl<s wore dono ~~different
times lllld plaoos. Toron w... woriring in Sowaieko villllso during the yoors 1~1 tc 1983,1iw months in 1000 tu>d two montllS in
1993, wbilo0edclosst1ldiodduringthe peti.odofsocond Wodd Wor and cluringJtmuocy nndFob1-uaryin 1961.
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:futher. Brothers' children are treated as the same as one's own. Furthermore, this can also be applied to all
dimensions of social relationships, which is the core principle in the social context. This structure consists of the
members of the descent groups who have a common ancestor. Although the status of the traditional chief with
supernatural power has been weakened, the social system of behaviour with the chief sitting at the top of the

traditional hierarchy is still retained along with the three values of descent, sex and age.
Christianity has imp1anted it's own moral ideas in the Fijians. According to Hashimoto, their conversion to
Christianity is the resuh that they accepted the power of Christianity God in accordance with their own ways of

thinking.... But the conversion does not mean that their ways ofthinking itselfhad also changed They thought a
ruler should have mana, as the former traditional gods had. Then they recognis that Christianity God now gains
the stronger power than mana, and that God is now superior to their traditional gods.138 From this point of view,
their traditional beliefs and values might have been "amoral". Wrth the conversion of the primary belief into
Christianity, the reorganisation of values within Christianity has caused the function of the chiefS to be reduced
For example, such things as the wife dying at her husband's funeral in the indigenous way and human sacrifice
were abolished. Instead, such rituals as choir singing and worshipping in church have been introduced into their
ordinary way of funerals. Yet, these rituals based in the context of Christianity are organised by the traditional
social groups in light ofthe traditional hierarchy. Yaqona also became to be drunk at such ceremonies as funerals.
Although only the chiefs of higher status used to be entitled to drink yaqona on these special occasions, every
commoner now drinks it at such ceremonies. However, drinking yaqona is not individual but socialised
behaviour. In the context of the relationship between the host and the guest, its function is to allow the invitation
of the guest in the heterogeneous sphere into this sphere to be articulated In the context of the relationship
between a person ofhigh status and the commoners, on the other hand, the seating order at the session represents
their social ranks. Christianity has implanted new values and introduced new customs such as celebrating
Christmas and Easter. Services in clrurch are firmly established in their life. In addition, Christianity has made the
Fijians renounce what is not desirable for Christianity At this stage, one may think that Christianity is completely
138

See fHasbimoto 1996: p.69].
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established in Fiji. In fuct, however, they have reinterpreted their traditional values and hierarchy in the context of
"Fijian" Christianity. Without changing the framework of the cultural equipment underlying society, they have
reinterpreted and converted the implications, passively into what will not contravene Christian values, or more
positively into what it means in the Bible such as Christ's death and the Resurrection. The t:rnditional values
remain on the basis of Christianity while Christianity has been converted into "Fijian" Christianity that sustains
the traditional culture. They have incorporated, interpreted and articuJated Christianity into their own context so

that they have reinterpreted, reoJBaDiged and reproduced their indigenous values in association with a modified
Christianity.

6·1·2. Change in ritual prooodure
the reduction of the roale of and the opportunities for rib.Jals
As we have seen in the previous chapter, increasing population mobility with modernisation and the spread

ofthe capitalistic system in urban areas has influenced the scale of and the opportunities for rituals in rural areas.
Firstly, a new opportunity for marriage has emerged that has widened the range of social relationships. Secondly,
the increase in the number of urban people coming from rural areas has increased the numbers benefiting from
the higher standard of living in the towns. In addition, some Christian denominations such as the Seventh-Day
Adventists, whose congregations are growing, especially in the cities, prohibit drinking yaqona so that the
procedure in traditional rituals has been affected
Modernisation has caused a concentration of population in the cities. Boys and girls from distant places,
who used to have no opportunities to come across each other, can now get acquainted in such places as schools,
wotkshops, sports clubs and churches. Increasing numbers are marrying. In. the past, marriage was arranged by
the parents or other relatives. Hence, there was no room for the ·spouses' will to be realised The parents or
relatives chose an appropriate person from social groups already related by previous marriages. In this case, the
range of social relationships generated by means of marriage was naturally limited Only rarely did marriage
generate more and more relationships beyond the existing range. Nowadays, the young people agree less with
arranged marriage. They prefer to decide their marriage by themselves. They now have unlimited opportunities
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to encounter each other in d1c city.' 39 To an extent their parents have also come to accept !his new form of
lll3Jriage. Therefore, the range of sccial relatiomhips generanxl by marriage is 110 longer limited

Mo5ttraditional rituals in Fiji are visiting rituals. TI1ose who want to participate visit the place where the
ritllal takes place. This style of ritual can only be possible if the social relationships are to an extent limited by

distalJCC. With the relatives scattered, tl1c same procedure cannot be org.111ised. As a result, the scale and
oppol1llnity for rituals is roWced. Some trnditiooal ceremonies such as the kctl, the first haircutling ceremony to
I

celebrate that the baby has reached childhood by gathering relatives togetl1er arc now seldom c.xccuted.
Secondly, the number ofdwellers caming their living in dte city who have come from a village is i.ncrcasing.
Urban dwellers can cam more mooey than rurnl people. The fonncr rituals were Ol'glll1ised within rather narrower
geogrnphical range. As the number of guests at a ritllal was to an extent fixed, the hosts were able to provide the
goods for ritllal exchange or the food for the magiti by themselves. The demand for things ncccssary for the ritual
did notc.xoccd their capability to supply them. Yet, tbe greater the number of coocemed people at rituals such as
v.'eddings and fimerals bas become because of expanding sccial rclati011Ships, the less dte hosts can manage to

resource tl1e ritual by themselvcs. 140 Rum! people no longer have enough money to purchase the necessary
amount of food and goods. Rituals are therefore 110 longer autOilOillOUSiy organisM At this poi.ri, rurnl people
ask their relatives in utban areas instead. Kerekere, with tllC principle of reciprocal support, approves that "the
Haves" should give to "the Ha~'. This used to be taken for granted when the lifu struc111re and the standard

oflivi11g were uniform. Tod.'1y's debt might be tomorrow's credit On such occasions, equilibriwn would, more or
Jess, be attained in the future. There is however 110 such cooditioo at all between uiban and rurnl people now.

11ms, a practical sense that distinguishes between "good kerekere" and "bad kerekere" has grown. As long as
rituals cannot be autonomously c:xccutod without uiban people's support, they have to find ancthe:r way to
"" Aooording to Oripa'a and Wnisotfa n9.t'I'Qtivo in Woidrooia, most mo!'liago was orgonisod among wido1· groups which wore
mutually rolatec:L or oourao, this doos not. mean mnrriago was always organiBod only by tho local vi~Jaso. But nowadays, it 1119,11
happen tkto boy ando pt, wbo aro unknown toooc:hotbor, whoso vill"''l"" aro not. rolatod, 0\'l>n whosovil.lagcs nroin difl'oront
islands, or, this is r8lhor mre case, who aro F!jisn and Indian, moot in a wod< place or achool so t.hal.lhoy como to ran in looo.
ActuaiJ,y, Wnirea'swifois from the Leu groups. that is, adli!orontisloncl'l'hoymetin Suvo.
140 Somo rituals hovo boon abolishod while othor rituo.Ls have wiruanocl their scalo.• oml Ot>poltuniLioe. For exrunplo, wedding
or funoral oommony cannot bo abolishod whorcas tho number of tho invollllld rolatives is more and moi'O incroosing. On tho othor
hand, howovor, a sorios d tho following Ollrclllonies 81\;or woddings or funort>ls such as tJ>O ' fourth night", tJ\0 ' tenth night", tho
•twentielh night", tho'thil1>oth
andsobth, tends to bosimplifiodor~omiu.ocl.

.t",
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manage. 1l1C scale ofand opportunities for ritual arc also reduced.
Furtltcmtore, the fuct that some Christian denominations prolubit drinking JXK10na has affix:nxl the
procedure ofrituals. More wtan poople belong to dcoominations such as dtc Seventh-Day Adventists. Drinking
yaqona is not a personal but a social behaviour. Not withstanding dtis, some do not drink JXK10na at rituals. Others

refuse to even participalC in rituals that include drinking )XKIOna. Those "110 drink yaqona together in a certain
place arc celebrating the b<lditional values, manners and nonns in oommon. 1lte more people absent dtemsclves
I

from such plaoes, the more they arc deviating from the tiaditional norms.
In urban areas, on dte Ollter hand, the fonn of rintals has bectt uansfomtcd in association with dte urbanised
lifestyle. Urban people cannot afford to take a fi:w days to execute a ritual. At funerals, for ir6taoce, they do not
wait for all dte relatives to oome before canying out the burial. Some relatives arrive after the ceremony has
begun. As Ravuvu points out,"'' the lmlul>ulu, d1e purifying ritual performed after one carries and buries the dead

body, iSomitted in urllrut areas because the burial is o®Jnised by dte government

dl<rne ream the rilua Items
Changes to the production and circulation of ritual items are also seen. The ibe (mat) is IIOW sold in the
market. Women who have ceased weaving purchase ibe instead. As it is still in great demand for its ritual
function, the ibe is now a commodity. They obcain the item destined for gift e><changc through IIIOilCfaiy
ox.change. Besides, the mast, balk cloth made out ofmulbeny plants, is also purchased in some souvenir shops, if

necessar}t.141 Apart from ritual exchange, the talmo (wllille's tooth) also circulate through monetuy exchange in
pawnshop5.143 ln urllrut areas 'vith a more diversified range of social relationships, people are said to be ve><ed
about bow to obcain the tabua. In ruml areas, one can ask one's futher, other relatives, and the eldas in one's

mataqali, if one does not have the required number of tabua. ,.. There is a certain procedure to sort out such a
problem irt the traditional oonte><t In urban areas free from such procedures, h<mevcr, those who need tabua
,.. Soo IRavuvu 1983: pp.6&69).
''" All mulbeny troo is planted to produoo tho masiin limiLod oroos such ns Lou groups. most Fijians luM:J to buy it.
'"' Ooe.no IDeano 1921] montion11 thott.ho tnbuoeould bo olso obtained in l)l.lwnshope in tho 1920's ot o prioo oC oto 10 pounds.
The tnbuo os an objool. for monetary oxcbongo hod already omorgod in tho ooloniol ora.
,.. 1\coarding to tho qucsaoiUUiire oondu<tod in Nosilai and OISCA, 67m6 of respondents would obtoin tnbuaby kMlhlrofcx
their mot8q8/iart.ho elderifnec:es80%)'. The<>tbers would buy it.
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have to obtain the required number by pttrcllasing them •.s Although mooe1ary exchange intrudes into the context
of ritual exchange, mooe1ary exchange docs not neoessarily replace the function of ritual exchange. The

excl1a11ge of tabua or ibe at funerals, for c:xronple, has not been replaC(XI by monetuy exclJangc. 1l1e implication
and significance embodied in the tabua and the ibe in their social context still remains. The tabua, representing
every social value, has a particular function in modiating intention. It converts things from the indivirual to the
social dimension. The fuct that the tabua is still csscroaJ even in urlxln areas shows lhat urlxln people are still
I

regulatod by the traditional norms. Wherever he is, in rural or urllan areas, d1c individual docs not exist outside
the society.
Since harvesting;aqona takes lotS oflrouble, it is almost entirely produood on intensive commercial fumlS.
Drinking~na becomes cornmoo.

It is essclltial not ooly !Or rituals but also for daily life in F'tii. As there is a

high demand, it becomes a commodity. AlthoughPJOil'l U9.XI to ha\'C a particular ritual significance, presiding
over tbCsymbolic deatll and revival of dlC chief in an enthronement ceremony, dlC lraditiooal meanings seem to
have been transfomlcd to a large extent as it IJaS come to be dnmk in daily life. The Fijian people have
incorporated a new custom, the drinking of yaqona by oommoners in d1ei.r daily life. 11Jat is, dlCy have
reinterpreted and reproduced the ritual code embodied in )CIIIOnt1 in a oow COI1tCXt This is I'C\'taled in the manoor
of drinking;uqcna.
"Drinking}tlqona" stuts with setting dlC tanoa (a I.'IJ8e wooden bowl for infitsingyaqona) in irs proper
position by tl1e host. 1llC space beyond tllC boundary of the tanoa towards d1c beds is high-rankod. Commoners
are Sltpposed to sit in the space below the boundary, close to the kitchen [(d)- (h) in 6gnre 6-1]. Tfgttests or
people of high status are attendant, dlCy are recornrnendod to sit in suitable positiOIIS. In gcncm1, a !YJest "ill be
recomnlCill'led to sit in dlC best seal [(a)] \\ilCI'C he can face the other )Xll1icipants beyond d1e tanaa. The guest will
reservedly hesitate to sit there at 6rst. But he finally sirs in tlle suggested scat after be is strongly invited several
·times. If tllCre are several people to be respected, they will sit in the next scars [(a') or (a")]. The order in the

146 .&ldror I.Bakkor t986: p.l99) 81\ggofll'l< uroen poop]& in l•'iji aro always worriod about how to find 8 tobwl fOl.' on oxclumf!')
in ocoosional rituals. In urilom eroas, one must purcha99 it booouso ono can hardly 6nd anybody to whom 0119 may ask for
J.w'Cirore.
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high-ranked space [(a")- (a)- (a')] depends on the context ofthe moment Ifnobody ofhigher status participates,
the high-ranked space will be vacant. Generally speaking, the young men will sit just beside the tanoa [(b) and
(c)] strain the yaqona and cany a cup of it to each attendant. The host will probably sit either in the lower section
[(d)- (h)] or beside the tanoa [(b) and (c)] and serve, depending on the situation At the very beginning, the

young men [(b) and (c)] call children playing around the place to tell them to bring some water. While one sitting
beside the tanoa [(b)] puts a few spoons of groWid yaqona into a cloth bag, another [(c)] pours an appropriate
amount of water over the bag held by [(b)]. Then, they squeeze the liquid from the bag to stiain the yaqona drink.
Whenever they need additional water, the children around them are called and told to bring water. Once the first

yaqona becomes ready in the tanoa, the first cup is carried to the most suitable person to drink first

Figure 6-1: Sitting position of people at yaqona drinking
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I
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(a)

I

X
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(g]

Bed

(h]
Curtain
note)X: Tanoa

As Toren exemplifies, those who intend to enter the room and join the "drinking yaqona" session have to

conduct themselves in a certain manner. Even though it is a simple session in daily life, would-be participants
should be alert to the circumstances so as to take proper action.
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One may loiter outside, perhaps, and exchange a few words with the young men who are pounding yaqona,
or stand to one side of the doorway to obtain a partial view of the interior; if it is dark one can stand outside
the pool of light that issues through the door and get a good view of what is going on inside. Or, if the
building is made of bamboo slats or other material that allows of chinks and crevices, one can go up to the
walls, peer through the cracks and overhear the talk
[Thren 1990: p.91]

Drinking)4lqona is not a personal activity. Even though it is a session held in a "light-hearted" daily context,

one must not slight the implication and the significance underlying the drinking ofyaqona. Even daily sessions
embody the trnditional hierarchy in the social context as well as having the ritual implication of earlier days
representing the symbolic death and revival of a chief: and sentiments such as atonement, request and gratitude in
the social dimension, and the integration of something heterogeneous through the sevusevu. One perceives and
recognises the trnditional hierarchy through obeying the common manner in drinking}Uqona.

It is prepared and drunk under the auspices of chiefs; if no actual chief is present the person of highest
status must sit above the tanoa so that it 'faces the chiefs', even when the drinking is at its most informal.
. . . So in yaqonudrinking pecple take their positions in terms of an interaction between rank, seniority and
gender -that is, in terms of hierarchical kin relations.
[Toren 1990: pp.107-108]

The changing circumstances have caused a transfonnation in the form of ritual and the treatment of ritual
goods. Wrth their practical sense exposed to the modified lifestyle, Fijians have objectified the circumstances as
agents so that they have acquired the modified practical sense with which they articulate the changing lifestyle
with their own style in their own way. Even though one can obtain the ritual items with money, one would never
abolish the ritual exchange itselt: respecting the ritual function in the traditional way. Although the ibe, the masi
and the tabua have become commodities, the Fijians never attempt to embody the existing implication of ritual
exchange by replacing the traditional artefacts with the same value of money. Money is an almighty means of
exchange but it cannot embody the social meanings immanent in the exchange itself While }Uqona has become
a beverage drunk in daily life by commoners, they have objectified the new custom, reinterpreted the ritual
implication immanent in drinking it, and reproduced a new form. Commoners used not to be allowed to drink
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yaqona. This has now changed. If commoners drink yaqona, in what way should they do so? They have

reproduced a new code in which the session embodies social Slatus in association with social relationships. It is
the case that they have incolporated the objectified ci.rcumstanccs intc their own context as an agent without
being drowned in the stream ofrux:elcrnting rnodernisntion. On the other hand, urban dwellers continue tc rc:spcct

social relationships with their home village or mataqali.lllcir newly acquired "rational" evaluation prompted by
the gap in the standard of living betY.-een urban and nm\llifc may have refused unbalanced kerekere or reduced
I

the COI11l'lllY they keep with their village. HO\\'eVeC, they still re:spoct traditional social relationships tc a certain
extent.'"" It can be seen, for example, d1at d1ey may abstain fi·om a fusltionablc hairstyle or clothing when
returning tc their village, or that they are deeply concemed about teaclting the traditional manners and norms tc

their children bom in the city. In od~er words, mban people have also acquired a practical sense by which they
evaluate what should be done in order not tc bring the whole oftbe urbanised lifestyle into their village. They also
objectifY tl1e gap between tl1c urbanised and traditional lifestyles tc revroducc a new fonn of behaviour
appropriate tc the ci.rcumstanccs. The practical senses immanent in rural and mban people is thus generating eaoh
new habitus. With the di.ffere,tialion bdween mban and rural convergence of habitus connoted, the spheric
convergence ofhabituses over die whole of Fijian society is also being regenerated.

1 6-2 . Ritu:ll an:1 its cTarqe in the

f ield;

6·2·1. Some aspects of modernisation

Mtxxlied social valles
When yaqona is drunk, various social values including tbe traditional hierarchy based on rank, sex and age,

and parlirular relationships bctwero certain social groups, are embodied. They appear in the taboos and mannas

of die sealing arrangements.
Let us consider the taboos

~g

seating positions. Generally in

Fij~

women are required to be in

lower-ranked positions than men. It used also tc be taboo for a man tc talk to his sisters, although this has almost

••l'locortling ID tho queationnairo, 82.8% of all rospooden1:8 in Waidracia, NIISiloi, Nadoi, OISCA and Ellixir Apru1mon~
regard k81'6lalro as a "gooclCUliWm•.
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been abolished.147
One day in October 2002, engineering work 10 install electricity in W.Udracia came to its final stage. The
labourers in the wooong group from Vitia village in Lomaivuna Region were staying in Waidracia for several

weeks to complete the \vork As we have seen in Chapter 5, dlis was contract work tmdcrtaken by Mr. Jooc Roko
from Vdia, who had ,\'Q<I<ed for the f'EA.(Fiji Eledricity Authority) as a senior supervisor. Employing his
relatives from Vilia as wage labourers, Mr. Roko organised a working group 10 come to d1c area around
I

W.Udracia. h takes appro.~cly an boor 10 come by car to Waidracia from Vilia. At first they came and went to
Vilia each day but later d1ey tended to sleep in Waidracia. On such a night, a "drinking;aqond' session \\1dl dtc
workers in W.Udracia was held. On that occasioo, the workers from Vilia village in loolaivuna Region were
sitting in the high-ranked position. This is because, on tl1c one hand, distant guests should be respected. On the

other band, ho\vever, there is a particular taboo deterrnilling the relationship between the seating positions of
people 1fomToona Rara (to which W.Udracia belongs) and dlOSC from Lomaiwna Region.
According to Waisea, people from 1ikina Rara have to behave as warriors in front of people froo1
Lomaiwna This is derived from a trndition.'ll relationsllip. lfa person from Tlk:in.1 Rara shares space with people
from Lomaivuna, that person should pay a certain respect toward !hem. It docs not matter whether they arc
children or adults. Peq>le in 'Iikina Rara ha\'e 001er taboos as well. In sitting together ,\1fu peq>le from Tlkina

Vcrata or Lomaivuna, they should eat pork and vudi (banana) while people from 1ikiJ1aRara would cat 6sh :md

cocoouts:14 In sitting with peq>le from Tlk:ina Lulu or Tlk:ina Matailobau, they would eat fish and coconuts while
people from 1ikina Rara should eat pork and vudi. lfd1crc arc people 6om all tbesc regions sitting together in one
place, the former taboo is more highly respected tban the L'llter149

IG 'lbcro IS a pru1icu)ar mlationship, eallod VBS'4 between a peraon and his mochOJ's social group. A person is allowed to l4ko
wbatewr ho wants !rom his undo's goods in h.is Wldo's vt.1loge.
'"' Wnisoo told mo, "Wo b{lVI) historicolly played n rolo ofwoniors forpeq:>lo in l.omaivuna. Wo ha'"' to fight for them." And
ho added witl• laughing, "lfwo aw such o kind of foods AA pork, wo 001~d not suffic.iontly figl•t against an anomy in tho caso of
mnergency boc8use pork is sitting heavily on our stanoobl" In fact, pork was actually cooked and provided for tho labourers in tho
FEA group on tho day of tho ClOmplolion. AI. tlu>t. limo, poople in Weidracia would ROYer eet pork 81. ell. But scmo pork dish lcll.
0110rwas shnrod by !<lllle pooplo in Waidrocin after tho labourers wont OOck to Vilia. Dllkuwaqn (I) I) ate pork at. dinner too.
1<19 Tho way of divi~ion of tikino i~ oomp~cated. 1,.o tt1lditional division (tikinn 11u>kowm cooxist~; with tho combined division
(tikilla vou). f.Jithoror both aro odl:en used in one's nan1ltivo with confusion. In tbi.~ COI<O,l.omaivuna is an~ of likina I'V<J, IU\ra
(tikilla mokawN, Vert>M (ti/ana mokaw/1 tmd tikina ..,.,, Lutu (fikino mokawt», and Matailobau (t.ikina mokow111J11dti/ano t'\?IQ.
Bet!ides, tho nrono of Lomaivuna rep"""'nts not ooly tho namo of tikinn, but also tho namo of rogjoo. Ad.u8lly, Vtlia vill&GO ill
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Ravuvu characterises tllis particular taboo relationship as velbatiki. " Bat/" means "edge" or "border'' in
Fijian. "W!ibatila" is a social reL'lliomhip between social groups, 'micb are located on the "bmr'co each other. In
other words, social groups tl1at h.1ve traditionally shared a territorial border in common have a particuL1r
relationship called veibatild. A social group, which owes a spocial alJegianoc to aoahcr group as defunsive
warriors on the border, has taboos as to seating places and food.

'

Tho mombers oftey CRavuvu's) group, tho Waimaropooplo at Nakonleulo in tho upper Wainilllaln Ri"or,
must not oat fish whon tho Nasuulnl<n poq>lo mu J)t1l60nt bocauso fl.llh is traditionally fot•bidden n• food for
tho Ni1S9utoka pooplo. Li.kowiso, tho Nasautoka pooplo must not tal<e tlOI'k or oooonut in our pr<l80ooo,

bocauso pork and OOOOllut are tn>dil>onally
fRsvuvu 1983: pp.34·37l

""'"""bod as ourfood.

People in \¥.lidracia owe a special allegiance to people from Lomaivuna. Hence they sit at a lowcr-rnnked
position than people from LomaiVltl'k'l, even though it is merely a daily session.1l1en SOillCOne from Waidraeia is

.,

expected to play the role of robe. Literally, robe means drinking the )O<JOt1IJ socond. That is, it implies that the

chief's herald drinks allcr the chicfh.1S drunk the first cup of)(lqona presented in the ritual. The session I describe
was not a ritual. Nor was there any traditional chief or his herald, in an official sense. This wasjusta daily session.
But tl1c quasi-relationship between the chiefand the herald in lr.lditional ritual was rcitied. The order of drinking

;aqona in Ibis case was: I. Simi (a dliefly &uest from Lotmivuna), followed by Lote as robe (from W.Udracia); 2.
Lcv;mi (!J!e chiefly person among the participants from W.Udracia), followed by Jo as rabe (fiom W.Udracia); 3.

the author, followed by Seva as robe (from Lomaivuna).1so ln this case, dlC social relationship of veibatild
between Lornaivuna and W.Udracia was put in the most respected context so that Simi, who was dlC chiefly &uest
of tllC people from Lotmivuna at d.lat lllOillC31t, took tllC first cup as "chief' on dlis occasion. He embodied d1e
quasi-role of the trnditional chief in the ritual. The on!cr ofdrinking represented the social rank on Ibis oo:asion as

kx:atod in nkinn Vitia (tildno mnkowN, but oleo in Lomaivuna Rcgioo to a larger oxtent. Tho labourers in tho FEA group woro
troatod as pooplo from Lomflivuna Region in this coso.
too Whoowr is present in tho plaoo can ploy tho rolo of mOO. Thoro is no dolinite rulo in advanoo. In somo c~ o JlO'"'"'n in
the position t.o cany a eup of yoqona may giw tho cup for moo t.o somclJod,y sitting ooar him. In othor Cll80I!, aotnobody may
requost to 1.8l<o tho cup fa- JWOO. Aftar <M>ty )Xlroon for whom aomebody llONil8 as robs hns finished drinking yoqoJJ8, thoro is no
certain rule oit.be ardor to drink
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follows: Lcvani as the acting chief of\11.\idracia held second status;151 and the author as Levani's "soo" and a
guest from overseas held third. 151 TI1c social rank and the hierarchy on such occasions arc rcilled in the rotangled
contexts. In this case, they objectified scvcral aJtangled rcL1tionships in which the rank and the hicrnrchy were

immanent, including the context of the veibatiki between Lomaivuna and Waidracia, the context between the
guest and the host, the context between the (acting) chief of Waidrncia and the commoners, and the COl~
between the author as a foreigner and the Fijians, so tbat they reified a certain hierarcby oo this occasioo. The

'

distinction between the three for whom somebody had served as rabe and the others was first embodied Titen
the order of drinking among these tbroo represented a certain social bierarchy. They, as agents, rcinterp«<ed the

traditional social relationsllips in tlte ritual to reproduce them appropriately at dtis daily session. Titus, the
tnaru'ICI'S involved in drinking)ClqOIIO, including the seating positions, the order ofdrinking, with oc ''~thou! robe,

embody lots of values in social relationships. Taking account of tlte fuct that each agent objectiJies the entangled
contextSon each occasion in order to behave coosistcntly and witlt a ccnain common forn\ tlterc must be a
certain habitus Irtooly in the individual but also in tbcoollcctive. Bourdicu pa;odates the "class habitus", which

is commonly acquired and held in each social class. If tlte "class" fomlS a "sphere" within which a "spheric
habitus" is COlllmooly expressed, we might suppose a "sphere" exists in Fiji as welt m

Let us look at arJ<IIbcr case in which thc seating positions as part of thc ritual represents the social
relationship. On 19th fcbnk1fY 2003, Dakuwaqa (02) and his two children, Uisavani and Ju.licn, came from
Australia to Dakuwaqa's (D I) house. Ratu Emosi, wbo is the chiefofUkina Ram and ooe of dte greatest chiefS
in the region, was also present at lunch. Dakuwaqa (D I) was temporarily absent. Hence, there were nine people
aroond dlC table clah, including Ratu

Emos~

Dakuwaqa (02) as Dakuwaqa's (01) brolhcr's son, Uisavani as

Dakuwaqa's (02) son, Julien as Daku'v.KJa's (02) daughter, the autboc, Y.traniscsc as L.aisani's eldest daughter,
,., Although tho chief of Woidrooitl was Nomani, ho had boon seldom llOOO in public plooo. Instead of Nemuni, Lovani, who
wasthosooondoldost man in thochicJly mstaqa/i, Motoqoli Nagaranikulo, wMtho ootingchicfofWoidraciain tho mc.;tcases,
15t1lio author lu.>d boon trootOO 881Alkuwaqa's Q)J) son, Loisani's brolher and a mombnr of Mataqali Naqomnikula. EMm
though it is tho quasi-relationship, ono cannot hold social life without ..uing oooscJC in tho sociol relationships in tho village. In
Fiji, on<ls brothers son is rogar<lod as ono's son. 1'horofor&, tbe author hod boon also trootOO. as a son of Lcvoni, who was
Dakuwa(j({s Q)t) brother.
t<lS In Mooran society, for oxamJlle, the duolisnt <>I' "lood I ooll" signifiM tho et~tttral organisation of a notm•ru distinction.
Sahlins LSolilins 1976] illustntos tho.t tho distinction bctwoon these two groups is oontinuolly pt"8((ood in social lifo so that this
natural olemont.s oro given cult.ul"(l( ordor.
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Salanieta as Laisani's second daughter, Dakuwaqa (D3) as Dakuwaqa's (D2) brother's son, and Laisani as
Dakuwaqa's (D 1) daughter. llisavani and Julien are teenagers. They sat as follows.

Figure 6-2: Sitting positions at mealtimes with a chief

-Higher Space

[Door!]
Emosi

Julien

Varanisese Salanieta

[Door3]

Daku(D3J
Daku(D2)

Ilisavani the author

Laisani

[Door2J

Figure 6-3: Simplified fiunily line

Lev ani

Dakuwaqa(D2) - - - - llisavani

I

Julien [F)
Vula - - - - - - - Dakuwaqa(D3)

I

Alivereti
Dalruwaqa(Dl) - - Laisani[F] - - - - - Varanisese

I
(the author)
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I

Salan.ieta

Since a great chief was present, everyone looked very tense at lunch. Children such as Salanieta and
Dakuwaqa (03) behaved meekly while Varanisese and Laisani were silently cooking with a nervous look Once
Emosi sat in his position, nobody was allowed to go beyond that place. Although the author had been pennitted
to use the highly ranked doors [Door 1] [Door2], it was recommended he use another door [Door3] at this time.

First ofall, Ratu Emos~ Dakuwaqa (02) and his children began to eat. Dakuwaqa (03) sitting beside Ratu Emosi

and Varanisese beside Julien were :funning away flies from their eating plates. The others were just sitting silently.
After approximately five minutes, l..aisani suggested I start eating. As Salanieta was just a small gir~ she was told

to start eating as well. At this moment, only six people were eating. While Emosi and Dakuwaqa (02) were
chatting while they ate, the others still remained silent. Emosi talked to l..aisani once. She replied to Emosi
prudently. At one point, Varanisese had got something to do beside the beds in the highly ranked space. She went
to the space behind not Emosi but Dakuwaqa (02) while stooping down as low as possible. She returned to her

previous position as soon as she finished. Had she not been able to go without passing behind Emos~ she would
have asked some small child to go instead. After Emosi finished eating, he sat on the so:fu. Then those who had
not eaten yet sat in their proper positions to eat. While Emosi was eating, some men came to the house. Aliver~
who is Dakuwaqa's (02) brother, sat in the position where Emosi had previously sat. When all the men present
there including Dakuwaqa (03) had finished, the women such as Varanisese and Urisani finally started. Even
after one had finished eating, one could not leave the place as long as Emosi was there. Unless Emosi proposed it,
one could not lean against a wall or lay on the floor.
In this case, we can see some entangled contexts as well. Ratu Emosi is the greatest chief Dakuwaqa (02)

is the acting host of the house because Dakuwaqa (D 1) is absent. But Dakuwaqa (02) is also a guest because he
is from overseas. Dakuwaqa's (02) children, Ilisavani and Julien, are thus treated as guests from overseas. The
author is also a guest from overseas as well as a quasi-son ofDakuwaqa (D 1). Salanieta and Dakuwaqa (03) are
regarded as small children. While Dakuwaqa (03) is told to play the child's or woman's role of funning flies
away, small Salanieta is free from taboos to an extent. But as a high school gir~ Varnnisese, is considered to be
mature enough to behave the same as other adults such as Urisani. While as a woman she plays the child's or
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woman's role of funning, she is as an aduh also required obeying taboos when she tries to go to the highly ranked

space. Thus, they objectified at least four entangled contexts in this episode, including the relationship between
the chief and commoners, between guest and host, between male and female, and between adult and child They
objectified the entangled relationships in their own context to reifY the hierarchy in which Ratu Emosi embodies
the foremost status, Dakuwaqa (D2) and his children the second, and the author the third. Especially, the author is
not recommended to strut ~ when Emosi and Dakuwaqa (D2) begin. Nor is it suggested he wait until the
other men such as Alivereti start eating later. Although the author's status is commonly the highest in this house,
equal to Dakuwaqa (Dl), people whose status is considered higher than the author's in their objectified context

are present on this occasion. In Firth's concept, there occurs an organisational change. The fuct that a Japanese sits
with Fijians on such an occasion must be extraordinary and deviates from regular practice. They objectified and
reinteipreted this irregular circumstance so that they incorporated it into their own context The author was given
a status between Dakuwaqa (D2) and the other men in the hierarchy formed on this occasion. They thus rectified

the extraordinruy situation. Entangled social contexts at times of sessions of drinking yaqona or meals are
objectified and reified in a certain form of organisation.
the state of affairs in maniage
Instead of "proper marriage", "run-away marriage" is increasing in contemporary Fij~ even in Waidracia

itself Almost all couples in Waidracia seem to have rnanied by the procedure known as "run-away marriage".
However, they still think that one should get rnanied in the proper way. An estrangement between ideal and

reality is taking place.
In the proper way, marriage is arranged by the parents. As a boy or girl cannot choose his or her partner,
such problems as divorce or extra-marital affairs are liable to occur. In general, the marriage of a person of high
status tends to take the proper form, where the futber on the groom's side is supposed to bring some tabua to ask

for a girl at the bride's house. Recently, it is increasingly the case that the parents ask their child's intention in
advance ofthe marriage being arranged.

In the way of the "run-away marriage", a boy and a girl suddenly elope to make their union an
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"accomplished fuct". They hide themselves in either house, or count on an older acquaintance that will shelter
them to arrange their maniage. Elopement mostly occurs at midnight. The parents on the boy's side have to
manage this situation The futher or an older person in the boy's social group prepares some tabua as soon as
possible to beg for atonement and to ask for the girl. Otherwise, the elopement that has not yet been atoned gives
vast disgrace and humiliation to the boy's social group. They have to obtain sufficient tabua even by kerekere

from somebody in the same mataqali. All members in the mataqali share the disgrace and humiliation caused by
the elopement. They need to execute the ritual ofatonement, called bulubulu, in which they bring the tabua to the
girl's social group to beg for forgiveness. In this ritual, the members ofthe boy's group admit their fuu1t, apologise
for the sin committed, and ask for approval ofthe marriage. The later the bulubulu is executed, the more honour
the boy's social group loses. Ifthe girl's futher or a person in the girl's social group receives the presented tabua,
the maniage is sanctioned. Now all is sorted out. From this point, there is no negative aspect to this kind of
marriage at all in the social sense, even though it started with an elopement. The sanctioned "run-away maniage"
is thought to be much better than a girl becoming an unmarried mother. 154 Thus, the procedure in the "run-away
marriage" naturally connotes the social device of bulubulu, which transforms the extraordinaiy state into a
regular condition by means of conciliation with tabua. But this device is not necessarily natural in Fiji society
because maniage has traditionally taken place in the form ofthe "proper marriage". Recently, there is the fuctthat
"run-away marriage" has replaced "proper maniage" forcing an economic burden on the concerned parties. We
can interpret this as the objectification ofthe circumstances to generate the social device of bulubulu.

Almost all couples in Waidracia were married by means of a "run-away marriage", including Mosese and
Makareta, Dakuwaqa (Dl) and Venais~ and Waisea's parents. Waisea is their first son but was born before his

parents got married. Hence Waisea belongs to his mother's social group while the other children of his parents
belong to his firther's group. This is often the case in a "run-away marriage" where the couple elopes because the
girl has become pregnant.
On 23rd March 2003, the elopement of Laisani, who had been the centre of the housekeeping in
154 This is one of the

most serious social problems in contemporary Fiji.
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Dakuwaqa's (Dl) house, came to light. There were five people living in this house in addition to I..aisani,
including old Dakuwaqa (Dl), his wife

Venais~

three children ofVaranisese, Salanieta and Dakuwaqa (D3).

Varanisese was mature enough to manage the housekeeping although she was still a student. Venaisi was also
managing the housework but she was in her late sixties. Therefore, L:risani had played a central role in the

housekeeping.
There was a man named Jale in his forties in the FEA team working to install electricity. He was married but

had been separated from his wife. He had an affirir with L:risani. They had had several dates in Suva in which
were secret from Dakuwaqa (Dl) and the other villagers. On 15th March, I came across Laisani in front of the
Suva market. She was alone but looked smarter than usual. On 22nd March, I had a "drinkingyaqona" session
with Dakuwaqa (D 1) and Waisea. On that day, l.aisani had not appeared in the house. Dakuwaqa (D 1) said that

l.aisani had not come back yet from Suva. As came to light later, Laisani had in fuct come back from Suva by bus
that evening and had been hiding somewhere in Waidracia. In the very early morning of 23rd March, laisani
secretly came back to her house and woke Dakuwaqa (D 1) to say that she was going to elope. Venaisi and
Miliakere, who is Dakuwaqa's (Dl) brother's [Levani's] daughter, then woke up and gathered together. They
attempted to stop Laisani. They said that Laisani should take care of her old parents and the small children. But

l.aisani chose after all to elope. Laisani and Jale seemed to have made an elaborate plan to run a·way. After the
elopement, they stayed at the house of Sitiv~ who is Jale's relative, just outside Waidracia. On the morning of
24th March, Sitiveni called on Dakuwaqa (D 1) and informed bim that they were staying at his house. After
breakfast, Dakuwaqa (D1) visited Sitiveni's house to attempt to change l..aisani's mind. Dakuwaqa (Dl) also
asked Jale, "If your wife returned, what would you do?" Jale replied, ''I would divorce her and get married to

l.aisani." Dakuwaqa (D 1) then told Jale to go back to his village, Vilia, immediately, if he wanted Laisani. They
stayed there and went back to Vilia the next day, 25th March, by the 14:00 bus. They have lived in Vilia since
then. Jale's father came to see Dakuwaqa (D 1) a month later with one tabua to explain the circumstances. This is
a necessary procedure for the ritual of bulubulu. Jale's father came several times browse Dakuwaqa (Dl), in
anger, would not see bim. But Dakuwaqa (D 1) :finally approved the marriage. The ritual of bulubulu has not
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taken place yet.
Here is another example. An elopement also occurred in Maraia's house in Nasilai on 5th April 2003.
Maraia's twenty-year-old daughter, Sarote, had been living in Maraia's house. But it came to light on that day that
Sarote had nm away. Maraia had told Sarote to go to an employment bureau and to buy something in Suva a few
days previously. Sarote had never come back. It was only when an uncle of the boy with whom Sarote had run
away with telephoned Maraia the next day, 6th April, to tell her that Sarote and the boy had eloped and that they
were staying at his house, that Maraia discovered she had run away. The uncle of the boy tried once to persuade
Sarote to go back to her house, but she refused Maraia said to me, "I have no idea at all what has made Sarote do

this. I could not sleep because of my fears. But I now think Sarote may as well do what she wishes because it is
her own life." At this stage, the boy's relatives were going to come to Nasilai to explain this circumstance with

tabua andyaqona on the evening of9thApril.
At 19:30 on 9th April, three men, including Atu as the representative of the group, Lai and Dau, who is
Maraia's daughter's husband, came to Nasilai. Maraia's daughter, Unais~ had been married to Dau. Hence, there
was aJready a certain relationship between this and Maraia's group.lasarusa, who is the headman ofMaraia's
group, welcomed them I.asarusa's wife, Maraia and the author were present at Lasarusa's house. There was no
unpleasant atmosphere at all. The people on both sides were smiling. Atu and Lasarusa looked to be enjoying
their first chat in a long time. Then Atu presented yaqona worth about F$20 to Lasarusa for sevusevu, after which
l..asarusa made a speech of acceptance. Atu presented one tabua to lasarusa, and then l.asarusa made another
speech. After sevusevu had been completed, a tanoa was prepared. Atu was recommended to sit in the
higher-ranked position. Dau and Lai took on the role of serving yaqona, sitting just beside the tanoa. Lasarusa
made a speech while servingyaqona to the group, followed by Atu's speech of gratitude. Lasarusa asked Lai to
pray. While l.ai prayed, everyone closed their eyes and prayed together. They then started drinkingyaqona in this
order: 1. Atu and l.ai as rabe; 2. l.asarusa and Dau as rabe; 3. the author and Maraia as rabe. l.asarusa asked his
wife whether she wanted to drink. She said, ''No, thank you", but drank at last. The yaqona used for drinking was
brought by Maraia, so the presented yaqona was not used. The other people, including the women, in Maraia's
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group in Nasilai gathered as the session went on. Although the women sat in the lower-ranked positions, they
were allowed to drink yaqona on this occasion. Consequently, it was agreed that I.asarusa would keep the
presented tabua and yaqona until Sarote's futher, who was going to come, reached Nasilai. 155 He arrived at
Lasarusa's house at 12:00 on lOth April.l.asarusa instead of Atu presented the tabua and the yaqona, which had

been presented to Lasarusa by Atu, to Sarote's futher for sevusevu. Sarote's futher accepted and approved it Now
the maniage was sanctioned
funerals

One day in December 2002 the wife ofRatu Emosi, who is the greatest chief in the region around Waidracia,
died. Tlkina Rara consists of three villages, Nasavu, Naluwai and Waidracia. Ratu Emosi is the chief ofTikina

Rara, and lives in Naluwai. On lOth December, the funeral for Emosi's wife was conducted
The funeral was on a grand scale. There were a great number of assembled mourners who were dressed in
white shirts with black ties. Some wore a jacket. People from Waidracia went to Naluwai in a people carrier. On

arrival they sat and waited for a while in a house in Naluwai. Atanoa was set. The chief ofWaidracia, Nemani,
Levani and the chief of the FEA wotking team sat in the highly ranked positions. There were only people from
Waidracia and Naluwai in the house. One ofthe people from Naluwai made a speech expressing gratitude for the
mourning of the people from Waidracia, followed by Levani's reply. During the session, Avorosa, who is
Levani's and Dakuwaqa's (D 1) cousin, made a speech and presented tabua. There were two tabua brought from
Waidracia to this funeral.
Then they moved to the place of the session outside, where all the mourners from various villages were
gathering. Men and women were separated Only men were in the place ofthe session while the women moved
to various houses to help with cooking, decorating, and so on. In the church in Naluwai, some women and a few

men were singing in a choir. Generally speaking, all the male mourners were drinking yaqona. The only
exceptions were some young people from Naluwai or some related mataqali, or even from other villages, who
were in a position to work on the preparation for the funeral. As Mataqali Naqaranikula, to which Levani,
155 Sarote's father did not live in Nasilai at that moment.
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Dakuwaqa (D 1), and the author belong, is also related to Ra1u Emos~ some young men from Waidracia in this

mataqali were engaged in, for example, digging the grave, carrying the coffin and bmying the body at various
stages in the ritual. During the session at Naluwai, a few people from various villages constantly came to present

tabua and yaqona.
Men began to move to Emosi's house from the drinking place. So did the women from the places where
they had been working. In Emosi's house there were fifteen women and two children of the bereaved fumily
sitting in the highest-ranked positions around the coffin. The walls were decorated with masi. A tanoa was set in
the middle, beside which Emosi was sitting. Above the boundary of the tanoa,

Emos~

Levani and a few more

men from various villages were sitting while the other men and women were below the boundary, that is, in the
lower-ranked position. In the house, lots of ibe, which were presented by the mourners, occupied the spaces.
There were too many people in too small a space in the house, so the ibe presented were taken out ofthe room so
as to make more space for the mourners.
A minister came to the room. He read the Bible. Then people began to move to church in Naluwai. The
young people from Waidracia belonging to Marnqali Naqaranikula carried the coffin. Almost all the women and
some men moved to the church while other men went back to the drinking place. In church, a ceremony was held
with singing by the choir, Bible reading by the minister, and speeches by a few men reminding the congregation
of the deceased. Women were crying with tearful voices. After they prayed, a few children singing and with
flowers in their hands left first, followed by the coffin carried by the young people. All the other participants then
left, forming a line. They walked towards the grave in single file. The grave was on a hill on the opposite side of
the village. Those who had dug the grave and carried the coffin also served as buriers. The flowers and masi that
had decorated the walls were brought to decorate the grave. Many women and children were present at the burial
while most ofthe men except the buriers were drinkingyaqona instead.
After the buria~ the mourners ate a magiti (a feast) in turn. There were more than five or six kinds of dishes
mainly made of beef such as beef curry, beef stew, beef bone soup, and coleslaw. Then men went back to the
place of drinking yaqona. In the evening, they returned to Waidracia with fifteen ibe, two tabua and a lruge
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portion of fresh beef from the redistribution. According to Oripa, these ibe and tabua were kept once, and then
were going to be brought to Nasavu the following Friday where another funeral would take place.
This is a description of the procedure of a funeral occurring in Waidracia. We will examine the changes in

current rituals in the next section.

6-2-2. Transforming practical sense
ritual expenses
Wrth the expansion of social relationships, the number of people involved in a ritual is increasing. The more

social relationships are generated, the more wedding ceremonies and funerals will be attended People are always
concerned about bringing tabua or ibe to a ritual. The hosts are worried about managing the ceremony well. As
rituals used to happen in limited areas, the most social group, such as the village or mataqali, could autonomously
otganise the ritual. There was no imbalance between that group's capabilities of managing and '\Wlat it should
do" in the ritual. However, it has become more difficult for the hosts to accomplish occasional rituals by
themselves because the expenses are rising.
On 2nd November 2002, VUla, who was a son ofLevani and Oripa, passed away. He was a fiiend of mine.

He lived next to Dakuwaqa's (Dl) house with his brother. He sometimes counted on our "drinking yaqona"
session. His mother, Oripa, appeared to be suffering so much from the grief at the loss of her son that everyone
became concerned over her own condition. During the mourning period, ceremonies were held on the fourth, the
tenth, the twentieth, the thirtieth, the fortieth, the fiftieth and the hundredth night. The twentieth night's ceremony

was held on 20th November. Three women, including Oripa, Oripa's sister and Mosese's mother, had stayed at

Vula's house from the burial until the twentieth night. Besides, all the relatives in Waidracia were supposed to
gather in Vula's house to share the meal at every breakfust, lunch and dinner until the twentieth night. A daily

"drinkingyaqona" session was also held in Vula's house on most occasions. After the twentieth night's ceremony,
the other two women returned to their own house, while only Oripa remained until the hundredth night when the
mourning period was over. Male relatives did not shave or cut their hair until the hundredth night Thus, the
twentieth night's ceremony was a twning point in the mourning period. Women cooked special foods for the
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magiti, while men were working in different places. Some fished in the River Wainimala to catch lots oftilapia.

Others enlarged the kitchen in Vi.Jla's house to add an extension to the roofand walls, which had been too humble
to cook the lalge-scale feast. Wrth a generator oorrowed :fiom a person who owned the only one in Waidracia, the
house had light by electricity. Thus, more than thirty people had the ceremonial food
How do they raise money for the expenses? The host must provide a sufficient feast fur all the gathered
guests. Only taro, cassava and tilapia of all the materials cooked for the feast were provided by the hosts

themselves. The other materials such as beef; Jamb, chicken, and some vegetables were all purchased Who is
supposed to pay? Who did they think should pay? In Fiji, a personal death is treated as a matter for the social
group. In this case, death was a group affirir. Does Mataqali Naqaranikula have sufficient capability to manage by
itself all the rituals? Oripa's narrative about this matter is shown below. Oripa seems to have an "innovative" or
''progressive" practical sense in Waidracia as well as being Vula's mother.
Oripa's narrative

On the twentieth night's ceremony ofVuJa's death, Oripa told me her view on the management of rituals.
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We are feeding some cattle or pigs, but they cannot sufficiently satisfy the demands in occasional rituals.

As too many ceremonies take place, we are always worried about magiti. Whenever any ceremony
happens, we will have to purchase cattle and pigs from the Indian farm near the village instead of
slaughtering our own ones. Approximately, one cow oosts F$300, and one pig costs F$100 - 200. The

mataqaliis a unit to organise the ceremony so that it is also a unit to pay money. The mataqah'keeps some
money in stock but it is, of course, insufficient. Hence, each member will be expected to contribute some
money individually: for example; Waisea F$50; Levani F$50; Lote F$50; and so on. In this time, I
suggested Dakuwaqa (D 1) to purchase one cow for the funeral ceremony. But he did not buy anything. Nor
did the others. They are always reluctant to contribute money. And in fact, they cannot afford to do so.
They readily rely on my son, Dakuwaqa (D2) instead. They always say; "Ask Dakuwaqa (D2)." He had
graduated from university; lived in Australia for 25 years, and runs his own business. It is true that he is a
rich person. That is why the villagers are always going to ask kerokeroto him too easily.
I think affairs occurring in the mataqali should be sorted out within the mataqali. In particular, Mataqali
Naqaranikula is the chiefly mataqali of Wai&acia, Naluwai and Tikina Rara.156 We have a responsibility
to manage affairs for ourselves. In fact, however, we depend on Dakuwaqa (D2) to a larger extent.
Although he is, of course, a member of our mataqali, he has his own life in Australia. Whatever happens,
the villagers would readily ask me to call Dakuwaqa (D2) for kerokero. He would accede to it without
hesitating. I know it. But we have our own responsibility to sort it out by ourselves. Therefore, I suggested
Dakuwaqa (Dl) to contribute one cow in the funeral for Villa. Dakuwaqa (Dl) is not only an elder member
in Mataqali Naqaranikula, but also dead Villa's uncle. He should do what he can do. Asking Dakuwaqa's
(D2) help should be limited only to the occasion where we cannot afford to manage at all in large-scale
ceremony. In such a small-scale case as the twentieth night's ceremony today, we should, and have to try to,
organise it within our mataqah:
In the morning today, Avorosa called on me and said, "How about postponing the twentieth night's
ceremony until tomorrow? We don't have sufficient foods for magiti now."157 He also asked me, "What
about calling Dakuwaqa (D2)?" I replied to him, "No. Ryo has brought some meats and vegetables for the
ceremony. 158 We have sufficient taro, cassava and fish now. We would not need to postpone the ceremony at
all." On Vula's funeral, ten cattle and three pigs were required on the whole. Dakuwaqa (D2) contributed
six cows and one pig of all at that time. Apart from such a big ceremony with vast consumption as funeral
or the hundredth night's ceremony, we have to manage occasional ceremonies such as today's one within
our mataqaliin Waidracia, without begging for Dakuwaqa's (D2) support.

As she points out, many villagers in Waidracia seem to rely on Dakuwaqa's (D2) support too readily,

whenever anything is more or less beyond their capability. 159 They seem to hold this practical sense in common.
Since the habitus embodying co-operativeness, reciprocity and mutual support is immanent in the Fijian people,
they have the particular principle in common that ''the Haves" are naturally expected to give or offer their support

158 Mataqali to which the chief of Tikina Rara, Ratu Emosi living in Naluwai, belongs is closely related to Mataqali
Naqaranikula.
157 Insufficiency of foods in occasional ceremony seems to be a chronic problem.
158 Oripa had, in advance, asked the author to contribute 4kg of lamb, 4kg of potatoes and F$2 of Chinese cabbage to the
twentieth night's ceremony. A part of the cooperative contribution to which the members are responsible to a more or less extent
was thus allocated to the author as a member ofMataqali Naqaranikula.
l59 At this time, Oripa talked to the author about the advance cost. Their mataqali as a host should prepare for the feast for
funeral. At the point to plan to organise the funeral in advance, Oripa and the other elders wished Dakuwaqa (D2) to help them.
Without Dakuwaqa's support, they could not have held the funeral. And of course, some tabua, yaqona, andibewere presented by
the guests. But it is the matter right in the middle of the funerals, not for the preparation.
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to "the Have-nots". This new practical sense must have been acquired Yet, the recent diversification of life
structures and standards of living has unbalanced this reciprocity. On the one hand, the ritual expenses are rising.
On the other hand, diversification is increasing between urban and nual areas. The more such circumstances
accelerate, the more such a practical sense may be put into practice.
The number of children who are born and grow up in the town is increasing. Most of them have acquired
little knowledge from their own experience about respect for their mataqali, the way of sevusevu, the proper
behaviour in the village (e.g. "proper" clothes, "proper'' hairstyle, speaking words "properly" and taboos in the
village). Educating them to be able to behave properly in the village is their parents' responsibility. Unless the
children do well when visiting their village, their parents will be laughed at. Even urban dwellers cannot break the
relationship with their village or social groups so that they necessarily have opportunities to visit the village. They
still think that visiting the village without the proper behaviour is shameful. Living in urban areas has led them to

be involved in the monetary economy, to learn the values of capitalism, to enjoy consuming plenty of material
goods, to acquire individualistic thoughts, to put less value on relationships with others, to be free of the strict
respect for the chief and the troublesome taboos. This wbanised lifestyle has transformed urban dwellers'
practical sense. They have come to distinguish between "good kerekere" and ''bad kerekere", as we have seen in
section 5-2-2 for example. It is one of the practices in their "embodied" habitus, which has been structured and
generated through an wbanised lifestyle. Even in rural areas, on the other hand, people with an innovative or
progressive practical sense such as Oripa are appearing. The fuct is that the ritual expenses are rising beyond the
host's capability. But one must attempt to accomplish what one can do in the objective circumstances with the
distinction between what one may rely on "the Haves" for, and what one should not. Oripa interprets the
circumstances in such a way. In other words, she reinterprets the attitude suitable towards urban dwellers as "the
Haves", to a certaill extent taking account of the wbanised lifestyle and habitus, which wban dwellers have
acquired. In addition, such "Haves" as Dakuwaqa (02) or other urban dwellers still continue to support the
management of rituals on some occasions. That fuct shows that the traditional principle or habitus still persists in
their minds even though they are living an wbanised lifestyle. Their actions signifY not only the retention of the
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principle in their mind, but also educating their children to acquire such a practical sense.
Since the death of \hll, Oripa had been crushed by grief She was naturally warm, cheerful and kind to
everybody as well as active and innovative in social affirirs. Her hearty laughing voice uttered from her massive
body was, as it was rather deep for a woman, resonating everywhere in the village. But she seemed to cease
laughing once her son had died. I was rather concerned about her physical condition.
On 13th February, 2003, Oripa passed away. At her fimernl on 19th February, thirteen cattle and three pigs
for the magiti, and more than F$1200 worth ofyaqona were provided. This vast quantity of items symbolised the
fuct that she was somebody important.

conclusion

We have seen the transfonning forms of ritual. Changing circumstances have caused the scale of and
opportunities for ritual to be reduced. Some ritual procedures have been changed. On the other hand, each
persisting ritual has involved more people so that the ritual expenses have increased The imbalances between

urban and rural people in their standard of living seems to have transformed Fijian traditional norms such as
mutuality, reciprocity and co-operativeness.
However, these changes have been accomplished by human agents, who objectifY the surrounding
circumstances to reinterpret the context using their practical sense. Two contrastive kinds of habitus, urban and

rurnl, might be thus articulated to each other. We may see the articuJating process, enacted by the agent with a
more innovative practical sense from the micro viewpoint, and in the system of traditional values that have
remained immanent in the Fijian people from the macro viewpoint.
In the next chapter, we will see the process through which the individual as an agent behaves to make the

individual habitus ripen while plural individuals' acts in a sphere will converge. The chapter will also describe
how such a spheric convergence of habituses in Fij~ which has been formed in association with the system of
traditional values, is closely connected with the particular land tenure system in Fiji. We will test some concepts
derived from other theories to analyse the collected materials so that the original contnbution to knowledge about
social change will be clarified.
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Ch. 7 Social change and tradition
In this chapter, I first set out the theoretical orientation of my thesis, in relation to the ideas of Bourdieu,
Sahlins, Thomas and Toren (section 7-1 ). I then analyse some examples, to show how the principles identified in
7-1 are realised in prnctice (section 7-2).
Social processes can be understood as the interrelationship between the individual's act as the micro
dimension and the society as the macro dimension. Individuals, being the "agents" who choose their acts with an
independent mind, construct "practices" in accordance with their own "practical sense" derived from the
"individual habitus". The "habitus", structuring the internal system of values as well as incorporating the external
system of values, is being reproduced Bourdieu uses the term "class habitus" to discuss the consistency in
individual habituses within a social class. In this chapter, however, I shall try to uncover the processes that lead
individual habituses to converge on common purposes. I shall aigUe that the individual intemalises what I shall
call the "spheric purposiveness" in a "sphere" into one's own "individual habitus". The "social norm" or the

"social standard" is thus structured in the individual's mind to regulate behaviour. In the traditional situation,
envisaged by Bourdieu, children acquire their habitus by observing the behaviour oftheir parents, and reproduce
this behaviour as adults. However, in a situation of rapid change, such as we see in Fij~ adults will be revising

their habitus as they encounter fresh situations in daily life.
On the other hand, the ')Jractices" made by the "agent'' constitute the "events". Social process consists of

the accumulation of these "events". Agents in a "sphere" with common "spheric purposiveness" continuously
make fresh "practices". Hence, there is not "consistency" but "continuity" in social process.
In this chapter, a dimension of Fijian social life with two states "urban I rural" will be analysed This
criterion will provide us with some of the peculiar features of the Fijian social process. Then the concept of the
"system oftraditional values" will make it easier to find what determines the Fijian identity. This system consists

oftwo main principles, "respect'' and "reciprocity". The Fijians always keep "proper behaviour" based on these
principles in their mind. It is this that underlies the typical Fijian personality.
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Finally, it will be stated that the system oftraditional values depends on the unique institution of land tenure
in Fiji. The characteristics ofthe institution have persisted since Fiji was colonised. Social process has two sides:
"innovation" and "persistence" of tradition. The fonner is understood as "social change", while the latter fonns
the "inherited tradition". As long as the unique institution of land tenure is retained, the system of traditional
values in Fiji will remain. On the other hand, the "distinction" in the "objectification" of things in a particular
context may result in the "innovation" oftradition through the process of articulation or re-<listinction.

I 7-1. Analysis of social process -

society and individual

7·1·1. Macro view
the definition of "sphere•

In this chapter, we will attempt to analyse the relationship between society and individual from the original
viewpoint in this thesis, referring to several key concepts and theories that are mentioned in Chapter 2.
Society consists ofan aggregation of individuals. The social process is compounded ofthe accumulation of
individual actions. 160 Society is not substmtial, while individuals are not independent of society. These two
viewpoints of society and individuals are, therefore, the front and backside of the same process. Here we will
introduce the dichotomy ofthe "macro viewpoint" and the "micro viewpoint'' so as to make the original analysis
in this thesis clear.
Even without referring to the 'World-System Theory", it is obvious that the capitalistic economic system is
expanding over the world Taking account of new direction in globalisation, we can say, more or less, that there
would be no region with a closed economic system that has escaped all influences ofcapitalism. We carmot agree
with the purport ofthe 'World-System Theory" that the local economies in "peripheral" areas are involved in the
expansion of world capitalism to be integrated in the 'World-System". It is a filet, however, that the capitalistic
economic system is developing and spreading under the general tendency ofthe international economy.
The situation in an island nation in the South Pacific,

Fij~

is no an exception. The global stream of

160 Individual actions are interactions with other people. Through interaction, mutual understanding is negotiated so that
convergence of :individual habituses may occur.
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modernisation and developing capitalism is being brought to Fiji too. Development of the global transportation
and communications network has made it easier to collect the latest infonnation everywhere. In contemporary
Fij~

some are chatting on mobile phones, while others know the latest world news from the Internet. Some

international companies have come to Fiji. Fiji is no longer an isolated island in the South Pacific. This stream has
also brought capitalistic ideas and the principle of "matket rationality'' into Fiji. This is an objective situation.
Even though Fiji is still located in an isolated area in the geographic sense, it cannot exist without relating to the
global economy.
It is true that, as the 'World-System Theory" claims, the expansion ofthe capitalistic economic system has
been extinguishing the peculiarity underlying each local economic system to yield uniformity. The capitalistic
economic system with its commodities, money and matket has an influence huge enough to drastically transform
the traditional indigenous economic system. Nowadays, the monetary economy is spreading over the
"peripheral" areas. The infiltration of capitalistic ideas and the principle of "matket rationality" is one of the
results ofthe trend toward uniformity.
It should also be noted, however, that modernisation with the expansion ofthe capitalistic economic system
is bringing not only uniformity but also creating local differentia. Differentiae in class, poverty and wealth, the
standard of living in urban and rural areas, educational background, ethnicity, and so forth are necessarily
involved in the modern society. In this thesis, we define these limitless differentiae in society as "distinctions",
taking account ofBourdieu's argument. 161 The "distinction" is generated through the process of interrelationship

between society and individuals. In any phase, there is a difference among each individual behaviour. As Toren
points out,162 individuals are always "social individuals" and ''lntersubjectivity is a fundamental condition of
human being." Simultaneously, however, individuals necessarily have personal differentia as human beings. As a
result, there is a difference in the "position in society" of individuals in each phase. The "position in society"
yields the "distinction".

161
162

See [Bourilieu 1984].
See [Toren 1999a: p.2J.
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We can identify limitless "distinctions" existing in society, depending upon which criterion we take. If we
think of the parameter of annual income, we can understand the "distinction" of poverty and wealth. If we take
the criterion of residence, the "distinction" of urban and rural inhabitants is provided. Society is not substantial.
Neither is the notion of"distinction". This is conceptual. We can recognise it only by taking a criterion. Yet if we
take an effective criterion it can be a useful device for the analysis of the social process.
Individuals placed in a "position in society" by a criterion share a certain set of norms and standards. A
society has social norms and social standards, as Firth discusses. On the other hand, 1here is a certain set of norms
and standards shared by 1he individuals in several phases of "distinction". For example, British middle class
people are caring more about which school they send their children to than working class people are. Generally
speaking, punctuality is less important in rural life than in urban life. In this sense, a certain set of norms and
standards characteristic of a certain phase is acted out in a particular arena. We can conceptualise a phase where
the individuals, sharing this certain set of norms or standards, behave and act. In this thesis, we call this a "sphere",
which we will use as a conceptual device for analysis, 163 for example the "rural sphere", or the "urban sphere".
As long as the social process is made up of activities occurring in time and space, its continuity must be

addressed in the analysis. The social process consists of individual behaviour, while the individuals exist in time
and space. As a result, it has been one ofthe most significant subjects immanent in social science to consider how
the continuity of society can be grasped As is mentioned in Chapter 2, Sahlins and Thomas discuss this matter.
Sahlins argues that society is substantial, and that the continuity of society is to be obtained through the social
structure existing consistently in history. According to Sahlins, society is necessarily unchangeable. Wrth his
original concept of the structure of the conjuncture, Sahlins views history as the synthesis of social structure and
events. Yet can we find a macro concept of social structure that must be consistent in history? Thomas' criticism
of Sahlins seems valid. If a macro concept of the consistent substance is premised, the extent of changes
occurring cannot exceed the limits of the substance of social structure. Thomas rejects the search for what has
163 Thls is not neoossarily in correspondenoo with Barth's idea of sphere. In his context, this term means a bounded set of
goods, which are transacted according to a particular principle of exchange. The conoopt of"sphere" in this thesis means, however,
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consistency in history. He also disapproves of substantial dichotomies such as self-culture I other-culture, and
self-history I other-history. According to Thomas, society can be Wlderstood only through the process. Things
have their meanings only through the process. However, if we rejected all the things that have been inherited
from the past, as Thomas thinks, then we would miss any continuity through the social process. When Thomas
investigates the process in colonial Fij~ he excludes from his analysis the macro dichotomy of "the colonising
side" and 'l:he colonised side". However, 'l:he colonised side" aside, the Fijians must have internalised certain
peculiar values inherited throughout Fijian history. We might agree with Thomas' assertion that a macro
dichotomy such as 'l:he British people on the colonising side" I 'l:he Fijian people on the colonised side" has no
meaning when investigating the objectification of things. But it should also be noted that we couldn't deny macro
continuity in the social process. When we examine how the Fijians behaved independently as regards the
objectification of things in the colonial era, we cannot ignore the "self-tradition" in Fijian history. The
"self-tradition" has continuity.
Toren suggests that systems of values can change on Fiji when they are expressed in action.

Fijian ritual is effective not because it denies the passage of time and the changes that time brings... but
because it incorporates change under the rubric of appropriate action.
['lbren 1999a: p.63]

Cult:urnl change such as the coming of Christianity may lead to a reinterpretation of the past that makes it
seem consistent with the present. She writes: "What constitutes a living tradition may reveal an extra dimension
to the past", 164 although Fijians must also recognise that other aspects oftradition have changed or been forbidden.

According to Toren, values held in the mind are expressed in human actions. She writes that "any idea of human
beings entails a theory of mind", 165 but also that "we literally embody our history, that is our history of our
relations with all those others we have encountered in our lives,"166 and "Mind is evident in bodily praxis."167
a phase of "distinction" in society where the individuals share a certain set of norms or standards. This is not concrete, but
conceptual. It is more similar to Bourdieu's concept of "class''.
164 See [Toren 1999a: p.45].
165 See [Toren 1999a: p.2].
166 See [Toren 1999a: p.2].
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The individual is not only a "social individual" but also a "human individual". Toren writes that ''the workings of
the brain cannot be understood apart from the workings of the nervous system and the body to which they are
intrinsic."I6s
The concept of the "sphere" in this thesis can theoretically be supported by Toren's rugument. Social
process is made up of individual actions taking place in time and space. In this thesis, we call this accumulation of
individual actions "events". Although social behaviour within a particular sphere of behaviour is generally
associated with norms and standards, that does not imply that every one acts in exactly the same way. A "sphere"
is the field within which a particular type of habitus is acted out. If the individuals placed in a sphere come to
share a certain set of norms and standards, the anthropologist must discover what practical factors have caused
this convergence.

The particular form that "events" take derive from the individual objectification of circumstances. "Human
individuals" are "social individuals", as individual action is necessarily negotiated with other individuals. Thus,
the individual must take into account their need for other individuals if they are to achieve their ends, and
negotiate social relationships. Urban and rwal contexts place different demands on people. In the l1JI3l context,
the individual can only gain rights to land, and help with working that land, through membership of a mataqali.
Therefore, the individual's actions must meet the expectations of other members of the mataqali ifhe is to keep
their support. 169 In the urban context, much of daily life is conducted through market relations. The individual
must learn to act in the appropriate way by observing how others act, and how they react to him.
We suppose that over time members of a mataqali are continually renegotiating what they believe to be
reasonable demands among themselves. This does not mean that negotiation always starts from the beginning.
People always have expectations they bring from previous events. A certain similarity inherited from the past will
therefore be reflected in actions reproduced through time. These similarities become apparent when one
"integrates" successive cross-sections, or moments in time. Thus, a certain set of norms and standards showing

See [Toren 1999a: p.5].
See [Toren 1999a: p.5].
169 See [Bourdieu 1977: pl63].
167

168
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historical continuity is inherited in a sphere.
In principle, habitus is defined as social values internalised in individuals. Something is being "structured"

in the habitus at the same time that the habitus is "structuring" something. In the micro (individual) sense, social
values outside any single individual are being "structured" in the habitus, as that individual tries to imitate what
other people are doing. At the same time, the habitus already learnt by the individual is "structuring" his inherent
disposition to act in a certain way. However, the anthropologist can see similarities between individual habituses.
Taking account ofBourdieu's rugument, in this thesis we call it the "spheric convergence ofhabituses". 170 This is
the anthropologist's generalisation, based on observed similarities in the individual habitus. As is obvious when
looking at Bourdieu's introduction of the concept of "class habitus", habitus could be reflected in a collective
dimension.
We cannot postulate that the convergence of habituses in a sphere takes place because there exists
something substantial at the macro leve~ which regulates or controls individuals' practices. The emergence of
convergence is not a priori. In other words, we do not premise that a "collective consciousness", in Durl<heim's
sense, exists. Nonetheless urban dwellers do act, much of the time, with the principle of "market rationality",
while rural people keep in mind more often how their communal life is secured. Such common principles
provide the individuals with a certain set of"purposive guidelines" for their actions. Individuals keep it in mind to
practise the "purposive acts" that they share in common with others in the sphere. Interaction of different
individuals' "purposive acts" generates a mutual understanding between individuals in the sphere. I refer to this
negotiation of mutual understanding as the "spheric purposiveness". This sense, the "spheric convergence of
habituses" is abstract and conceptual. We cannot suggest, for example, "urban dwellers' actions have a similar
tendency because there exists the urban habitus". Instead, we dare to say that urban dwellers intemalise the
"urban purposiveness" common in the ''urban sphere" so that their actions converge to an extent. Thus, the
habitus is expressed in the convergence in the sphere in the macro sense.
170

Layton explains why the relative consistency in the habitus emerges so that the agents' patterns of thought and behaviour

in the oommunity would converge. According to him, individuals set in certain positions would wish to develop relations of mutual
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The individual, objectifying the changing circumstances, takes action. But there would be the difference in
the way ofactions between spheres. With reference to Thomas' illustration, the criterion of''the colonising side" I
''the colonised side" makes it possible to establish two contrastive spheres. This contrast is, however, not
substantial. Each individual internalises various "distinctions" caused by the "position in society" in which they

participate. Society has various kinds of sphere. This concept of the "sphere" does not imply a concrete and
territorial division. For example, it cannot be said that a person physically or concretely belongs to a certain
"sphere". The social process is an ''integration" of individual actions that occur constantly. The term "sphere" is
just an analytic concept provided by a mathematical analysis ofthe "differentiation" ofthe social process. In this
sense, each "sphere" of''the colonising side" and ''the colonised side" reveals to analysis its own convergence of
habituses. On the other hand, the individual has limitless sorts of "distinction" within such a broad sphere.
Among people who are placed in the sphere of''the colonised side", there would be other internal "distinctions"
given by, for example, the ethnic group, the descent group, the place of residence and so forth, to which they
belong. Among the Fijians on ''the colonised side", a person who belongs to a chiefly descent group may
differently objectify circumstances from commoners. The Fijians may have a different set of norms and standards
to thatof the Indians. There may be a contrast between the system of values among residents of the Lau Group

where a Tongan chief used to govern, and residents of VIti Levu. Nevertheless, there will probably be a certain
broad convergence ofhabituses in the sphere identified by the criterion of''the colonised side". We can recognise
to some extent a peculiar feature when seeing the events occuning in the sphere of''the colonised side". In this

sense, it is useful when analysing the social process to define a certain general sphere, using an appropriate
criterion of common behaviour identified by the anthropologist.
distinction of sphere- process of articulation Ire-distinction and reproduction

There exist limitless "distinctions" and "spheres" in the social process generated by the individual's
"position in society". Within each sphere, the spheric convergence of habituses is fonned. In the context of
Bourdieu's argument, the individual undertakes "practices" by means of operating in the "practical sense".
support. Through interaction, their strategies would coincide to an extent with the principles of mutual aid in Pellaport. See
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As has been emphasised several times, the concept ofthe "sphere" does not provide any substantial territory
nor physical boundary. This is an analytical concept, expressing a stage where a certain "spheric purposiveness"
is shared. This is not a concrete concept with either a physical or spatial implication, and can be obtained only by
"differentiation" of the social process. Therefore, the individuals, undertaking various practices in actual social
life, confront the differentiae of spheric convergence of the habituses. For example, a Fijian person who belongs
to a commoner's descent group in VIti Levu may encounter those who belong to a chiefly descent group, or those
who live in Lau Group where people are said to have Tongan values. He may come into contact with Indians, or
may be employed by the British who are on "the colonising side". In actual social life, one may come to know
different systems of values from one's own. As the tendencies of the individual objectification of circumstances
are represented in the spheric convergence ofhabituses, different kinds of spheric convergence ofhabituses may
come across each other in the practicalities of social life. In other words, the "spheric purposiveness" is constantly
reproduced through the process of encounter and articulation I re-distinction. Through events occurring
constantly by means of the individual objectification of circumstances, each "spheric purposiveness" has an
articulation with or distinction from the others. The "sphere" is also being reproduced through the social process.
In order to address the question of continuity, we need to make a practical decision to draw boundaries

around selected spheres. We shall take the criterion of "urban I rural" in this thesis so as to analyse two spheres
with ongoing systems of values.

As is pointed out in Chapter 4, the "distinction" given by the ''urban I rural" criterion would make it easier
for us to recognise quite a contrastive and peculiar feature, especially in Fiji. Urbanisation and modernisation
have caused population inflow from rural to urban areas in not only Fiji but also most other developing countries.
However, the statistics of internal populational mobility in Fiji illustrate a peculiar feature, which is of the
considerable outflow of urban population to rural areas. The "distinction" of "urban I rural" gives enormous
contrasts in various dimensions of the social process, such as the living environment, the economic system, and
the ritual procedure. Generally speaking, urban life is more westernised and less traditional than rural life. In the
!Layton 2000: pp.355·356].
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general sense, this "distinction" is just one of the limitless nmnbers of other "distinctions" existing in the social
process. In the particular sense of Fij~ however, this could clarifY the significance of the analysis of the social
process. Above all, the Fijians themselves often distinguish between '\uban" and "rural" in mind as well as in
action. In this thesis, the particular "distinction" given by the criterion of '\uban I rural" could be a guidepost
when analysing the social process in Fiji.
The events occurring in the sphere with "urban purposiveness" are made up of the accumulation of
individuals' ''practices", yielded by the operation of"practical sense". The '\uban purposiveness" is, more or less,
internalised in the "practical sense" in this context. On the other hand, the events occurring in the sphere with
"rural purposiveness" are also made up of the accumulation of individuals' ''practices", yielded by the operation

of"practical sense". The "rural purposiveness" is, more or less, internalised in the "practical sense" in this context.

In the actual entanglements of social life, these '\uban convergences ofhabituses" and "rural convergences of
habituses" are being constantly reproduced through the process of articulation or re-distinction. They are,
therefore, not consistent but continuous. We can grasp a certain particular feature when investigating these two
sorts ofhabitus. We shall bring up this criterion when analysing social affairs in the various dimensions so as to
recognise the peculiarity of Fijian society from the macro viewpoint.

7-1-2. Micro view
definition of the "agenf'
The individual is always a "social individual" with limitless "distinctions". On one hand the individual,
placed in a certain "position in society", takes actions under the regulation of a certain set of norms and standards
shared in the "sphere" given by the "distinction". On the other hand, however, the individual is a "personal
individual" as well. Each individual innately or postnatally, acquires his or her own personality, disposition, habits
and preferences. In this sense, individuals are different from one another.

As is mentioned above, field research shows that a certain set of norms and standards is shared in a sphere.
Its entity forms a certain "spheric purposiveness" with particular features. For example, it can be generally said

that Uibm dwellers have more individualistic values than rural dwellers have, and that the Indians place more
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significance upon economic affairs than Fijians do. Those who have taken higher education might want their
children to take it too. There might be differentiae of the practical sense between urban Fijian dwellers with a
higher educational background and urban Fijian dwellers without as well as urban Fijian dwellers with higher
educational background and IUial Fijian dwellers with higher educational background. Thus individual habituses
vary along several dimensions that are structured in the individual in accordance with his or her "position in
society". Ahhough the conceptualisation ofthe analytical tenn "sphere" makes it possible to descnbe the unique
features of a certain convergence of habituses, a number of "spheric purposiveness" are actually structured and
internalised in complete hannony in the individual.
In the social sense, the individual behaves, taking account of a certain set of norms and standards in the

sphere. In the personal sense, on the other hand, the individual behaves in accordance with their disposition.
While individuals behave under regulation in the social sense, they behave independently in the personal sense.
In this thesis, we call such individuals "agents". 171 The "agent" means the individual acting independently. With

reference to Bourdieu, in this thesis we define what actually makes the "agent'' behave as the "practical sense".
The practical sense connotes the norms and standards derived from the experience of "spheric purposiveness"
and internalised in the "agent", as well as his or her personal disposition. Among the urban Fijian dwellers with a
higher educational background, there also exist personal differentiae. Hence, the "agent" has acquired a unique
"practical sense".
Each "agent'' yields the ''practices" by means of the operation of their own "practical sense". The
accumulation of these actual "practices" constitutes the "events". Placed around the entangled "events", each
"agent" objectifies and interprets circumstances to give meaning to them. Through this process, the "practical
sense" immanent in the "agent" is being reproduced. Afterwards, the "agent" yields the "practices" again by
means ofthe operation ofthe reproduced "practical sense". The matrix generating this series ofthe whole process
is called the "individual habitus" in this thesis.
171 We should note the different views of "agent" in Bourdieu's and Giddens' arguments. Bourdieu seems to attempt avoid
using the term of"agent''. Bourdieu is sceptical about the "agent'' acting just as it wanted of its own volition. He seems to have a
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The "agent" may find different ways to objectifY the circumstances of the "events". The individual habitus
can never oorrespond to a sioglc kind of "spheric

purposiW~CSS".

The ''=ts" are made up of tbe agwts'

pmcticcs, where each "agent" rt:cOgJJises the differeruiae ofeach individual habitus_

If we tesl the aualytical coocept of "sphere" berc, however, there can be seen a cenain regularity to some
extent in the way of objectification by agents in a "sphere", even though it may oontain some deviation. This is

beca11Sc Ole individual habitus is being reproduced within structured circumstances. Personal and innate
differentiae aside, wban Fijian dwellers witl1 a higher educational background would, we hypolhcsise, share a

certain particular feature in the form of d.ICir practices. The link between the "individual habitus" and "social
ooqns" is crucial. SocialnOmlS are not exactly 01e sum of individual habituses. Social norms imply diC need to
co-operate to et1COOI'3gl: OOttvagence or tbe need to punish those wbo fuil to honour obtig;ltions, etc. A nonn is a

-

fom1 of intemction that the participants arc expected to agree with. lbey can express it in words. 1l1ey ru-e aware
of it so that mutual understanding is obtained Thus individual actions in a "sphere" become couverged, \\1ucb
provides dte anthropologist with an analysed oonstruct, the "spheric convergence of babituses".
111Us, the "ageart", objectifYing and inteapretiug circumstances, Wldertakes practices using "strategy".
Circumstances around the "agent" are constantly changing. The available means to an end arotmd the "agent"
may also be bansfonning in aocordance wid1 01e changing circumstances. Under such a dynrunic condition, the

.

"agent" detean1ioes his or her own behavirur d1rough "strategy". Each sphere contains a QOilllllOu series ofnorms
and standards and the accumulated events liom the past Taking accoo.nt of d!CSC accumulated events, each

"agea1t" is aware of each otl1ea· agent's expected role. 1l1e "agent'' knows what he oo· she should do, or what he or
she should not do, ruring a particular pbasc in time. Wrth this kno"1edge, tl:e "agert" yields proper practice by

means of"strategy".

As Giddens suggests, dJere is possible room for '\mcertainty", which is derived from the discrepancy
betwl:ett diC e.~on and the practices. It is possible that the practices may deviate from the regular form

common view ";th Dud<heim in t.h& """""that tho individual should oxi!t onl_y in relation to the SC>ciety. On tho othor hand,
Giddens uses tho I.Onn o(•ugent." and •ogo;ncy" in tnoOOI'lt.oJd.olcooscious docision·making. Soo ll..o.yton 2000 p.llol.
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detennined by the existing norms or provided by the accumulated events from the past Yet, such deviations also
constitute circumstances.
In the course of social interaction, the individual may become aware of discrepancies between his own

babihlS and those of the people around him. He may also realise his own habib.ls offers alternative courses of
action. Various kinds of "spheric purposiveness" are structured in the individual habib.ls. When '\mcertainty" is
internalised in the "agent", different strategies may be generated. But these strategies are enacted in a sphere of
interaction. The actual "uncertainty" causing deviation in individual practices may therefore also generate
difference in the sphere. For example, an individual agent may be confronted with the choice between obtaining
an object by purchase or gift exchange. At the moment he makes his decision, a "distinction" occurs. Afterwards,
some may persist with gift exchange while others copy the new habit of commoditisation. Now articulation of
the new practice is taking place. Two types ofbabib.ls have arisen.
The "sphere" defined by the "urban I rural" criterion is the main analytical device in this thesis. The form of
practices yielded by the "agent" with an individual babib.ls, which consists of more "urban purposiveness", will
provide a concept of"urbanised lifestyle". Urban dwellers seek the "urban purposiveness" in actions according to
such typical principles as wage labour, individualism and the market economy. On the other hand, the form of
practices yielded by the "agent" with an individual habib.ls, which consists of more "rural pwposiveness", will
provide a concept of"rurallifestyle". Rural villagers will also seek the "rural purposiveness" in actions according
to such typical principles as reciprocity, co-operation and appropriate access to land
In actual social life, individuals may go to a city or return to a village. Some rural people may wish to live in

a city for a short tenn, while other working people may think of returning to a village after they retire. But we
cannot simplify matters by considering the former people as being in the "rural sphere" as well as the latter
people being in the "'urban sphere". The term "sphere" does not concretely mean a spatial or physical territory. It
represents a phase in social life where the "spheric purposiveness" and a certain set of norms and standards are
shared. The individual has a number of"distinctions". The criterion of'\uban I rural" is one of the criteria with
which one can identi:f:Y a certain "sphere". Both rural people going to a city for a week and urban people returning
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to a village for an occasional ceremony have, more or less, acquired both the "rural purposiveness" and the

"urban purposiveness" in their individual habituses.

I 7-2. Social c:han;Je an:i the invention of tradition
7-2-1. Analysis of the system of traditional values
Rjian identity
The "individual habitus" provides the "practical sense" of the "agent". In other words, it represents a
tendency or preference with regard to the relationship between means and ends during a particular phase in time.
Social individuals properly allocate resources when choosing "purposive acts". Individuals are required to choose
"pmposive acts" in several phases of social life. It is the "individual habitus" that gives a standard to this choice.
The "individual babituses", personal dispositions and characteristics constitute a unique system of values. Hence,
there are differentiae among "agents" in the way they choose "purposive acts" in several phases of social life. For
example, if an Indian unexpectedly obtained F$50, he might save it up. If a Fijian unexpectedly obtained F$50,
he might '\vaste" it over "grog". On the other hand, another Fijian in the same situation might buy a few packets
of cigarettes and donate the remaining money to a church. How is an "agent" going to allocate the limited
resources? The "practical sense" is derived from the "individual habitus", connoting a system of values.
There are unlimited phases in social life within which to choose acts. The most essential choice of all in
social life concerns the existence ofhuman beings. Individuals must reproduce their own existence in social life.
In Fiji, the word vanua means the land As is mentioned below, the word implies not only the land but also
what provides the Fijians with their mental identity. The vanua has been inherited from their ancestors, which
supports their Fijian mentality. It is said that the Fijians live together with their land. None of their social life can
exist without this connection with the land. In this sense, the vanua is the Fijians while the Fijians are the vanua.
The vanua is, therefore, a mental condition for the existence ofhuman beings in Fiji.
On the other hand, the Fijian rights to land ownership have been admitted pennanently, thanks to the policy
ofthe British colonial government The land is a physical condition for the existence ofhuman beings as well. By
means of their inherited land, they earn their living by planting taro and cassava, or fishing. The land is the one
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and only m~ of production as well as productive capital for the Fijians. As long as they own their land, the
reproduction oftheir mind and body continues so that their social life is secure.
There is a system of values that gives a direction in a phase of sociallifu with choices concerning the
existence of human beings. This choice is the most essential and significant of all choices in social life. What
would individuals put the value on in this phase? How would individuals behave? \\'bat kinds of acts should
individuals choose? That which gives a direction as to the choices concerning the existence of human beings is
called the "system oftnlditional values" or ''traditional pUf[X>Siveness" in this thesis. In such a phase, individuals

would choose a "purposive act'' in accordance with a direction given by the system oftraditional values.
In the Fijian case, the system oftraditional values has been supported by the peculiar land tenure institution.

Social life in Fiji is inseparable from the land in both the mental and physical sense. The land secures both mental
identity and absolute productive capital for them. Therefore, the principle as to the connection with the land
becomes a dominant consideration when fucing choices that affect the existence of human beings. Moreover, the
contents of the system of traditional values have been consistent to an extent because the basic principle of land
tenure has been constant since the colonial era

As is stated in Chapter 4, the village as an administrative organisation and the mataqali as a traditional
organisation are the most significant elements in sociallifu in Fiji. None of social life can be conducted without
these social organisations. Even though modernisation has caused di:flerentiae in the "lire structure", the system
of traditional values that gives mental identity to the Fijians still remains alive in their mind Wrth the growth of
the international tna.Iket economy diversification of fue '"rife structure" bas genenrted Fijian people who have
productive capital other than the land. Without fue land, such people can now make a living. Even these people,
however, may not ignore me system of traditional values concerning fue vanua because it gives fuem a menial
identity as Fijians. Even though they no longer need the land that had previously satisfied the physical conditions
of existence, ihey could not cease being the Fijians. Even a rich Fijian businessman who no longer needs the land
as the one and only m~ of production should choose a "purposive act as a Fijian" when he shouid behave as a
Fijian. His identity as a Fijian can be confirmed through undertaking the practices according to the system of
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traditional values. As long as the ''t:rnditional purposiveness" is one of the "spheric purposiveness", it has certain
continuity in the sphere ofthe Fijians. On the other hand, the "traditional purposiveness" is deeply connected with
the condition of the existence of human beings. The Fijian condition is inseparable from the land tenure
institution. fu other words, the simple reproduction ofthe "traditional purposiveness" is supported by the existing
land tenure institution. Until the cession ofFiji to Britain, land in Fiji ·was being more and more stolen by Western
settlers through intimidation, swindles and deception. his said that Sir Arthur Gordon, the first Governor-General
of Fiji, connnented, "If the Fijians lost their own land, they could not live any more." He therefore enacted the
"Native Lands Ordinance" to give the Fijians permanent rights to land ownership. The Fijians and the land are
unified

reciprocity and respect
fu social life in Fiji, the "distinction" in the social organisation bas the most significant meaning. While the

land provides the condition for the existence of human beings in both the mental and physical sense, the actual
social life is conducted by means ofunits of social 01ganisation such as the mataqali or the village. In other words,
most of the resources providing the condition for the existence of human beings are concerned with the land,
while such resources are actually allocated through the social unit of the mataqali or the village. The actual
p:rnctices undertaken in association with the system of traditional values appear on the stage of the mataqali,
which represents the concrete descent, and the village, which represents the concrete territory. Each mataqali or
village has its own nonns and standards.
The word vanua connotes the concepts of"communal", "common" and "reciprocal". The land is managed
by the mataqali as a descent group, while it exists in and around the village in the territorial sense. The land is,
historically and spatially, possessed by the members of the mataqali sharing a common ancestor, and by the
village sharing a common residence, so tbat a sense of belonging through a common land is generated The land
is the matrix of history, the point where their ancestors arrived, the place where life bas been going on, and the
productive capital has guaranteed the basis of living. Individual identity is recognised through belonging to the
common land The sense of belonging to the mataqali or the village is derived from the land providing the
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individual identity. All the members belonging to the same land have the same source as well, ''we are the vanua
while the vanua is us". Since all practices in social life are yielded by "us", a unique series of norms and standards
are shared in the mataqali or the village to which "we" belong. These are the objective conditions that bring about
a convergence ofhabituses within the rural sphere.
Norms and standards are defined as follows: firstly, they are guidelines for conduct based on the particular
principles derived from the "spheric purposiveness"; individuals in a sphere are aware o( and agree with them;
thirdly, those who deviate from them would be punished; and lastly, these are not real entities in society regulating
the individual's actions but immanent in the "agent". The agents, taking account of these norms and standards
immanent in their habitus, choose their own purposive acts, and support or criticise those of others.
Such unique series of norms and standards exist within the system oftraditional values. As long as one is a
Fijian, he must acquire the system of traditional values in his mind. Although the "distinction" in the social
organisation generates a unique series of norms and standards, such a unique series of norms and standards never
goes beyond the "social norms" or the "social standards" underlying in the system of traditional values.
We can postulate two kinds of mentality, "respect" and "reciprocity", which represent the "social norms"
and the "social standards" internalised in all Fijians.
The system of traditional values has strictly determined the traditional hierarchy. Fijian society connotes the
hierarchical onler strictly determined by :rank and lineage. The proper manner of behaviour is determined
according to several standanls of "distinction" such as descent, age, and sex. Even though the traditional
hierarchy with paramount chidS has transformed, it is still re-interpreted and retained according to several
contemporary situations, as was examined in Chapter 6. "Respect" is significantly recognised as the principle that
regulates behaviour in the :fuce ofothers. One has to behave with "respect" in the :fuce of others acconling to one's
rank Wrth "respect", the traditional hierarchy has been properly reified in accordance with several contemporary

situations.
The land is, mentally and physically, shared. The actual practices occurring on the land in social life are also
made reciprocally. As the vanua implies communal and co-operative concepts, private and individualistic acts
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never take place in social life. Acts realised through the unit of the mataqali or the village are, therefore, always
social. Besides, the principle of these acts necessarily implies the "reciprocity" such as reciprocal or co-operative
support.
It could be supposed that the principle of"respect" and "reciprocity" significantly constitutes the system of
traditional values shared by all Fijians whose conditions of existence lie in the communal land Whenever and
wherever the Fijians are, they take account of the principle of "respect" and "reciprocity'' in choosing their acts.
They are aware ofhowthey should properly behave in a situation. Ravuvu shows four kinds of essential concepts

in which the idea of mutual care and sharing can be embodied: veivukei (offering a helpful hand); veinanumi (the
act of being considerate); veilomani (loving and friendly with one another); and duavata (togetherness) or

yalovata (of the same spirit). 172 As long as one acts in accordance with these concepts, the social relationships in
social life keeps well organised and well ordered Simultaneously, these concepts consciously or unconsciously
regulate one's behaviour. Now one knows how one "should" and "should not" act in social life. So do others. The
system of traditional values gives the Fijians a set of ideal, proper and suitable ways of behaving. Ravuvu
illustrates the ideal personality for the Fijians as vakaturaga, which implies these four dispositions.

Fijians use a number of conrepts to describe peroonality. The most important and commonly used term for
ideal behaviour is vakaturaga. It denotes firstly that one's actions and characteristics befit the presenre of
a chief. It includes ve1i:hkai (respect), vakarokoroko (defenre), vakarorogo (attentive and complying), yalo

malua (humble) .... An individual who is labelled vakaturaga in his behaviour lmows his plare in the
society and complies unquestioningly to his various traditionally defined obligations and responsibilities....
He should also act vakaturaga in his interaction with people who are socially lower than him, or with
whom he has little lmown established customary relationship.

[Ravuvu 1983: p.103]

Kerekere is a form of act representing the system of traditional values that gives a significant direction to
their choice of practices in the economic dimension As long as the vanua connotes communal, common and
reciprocal ideas, private and individualistic values cannot coexist with the system of traditional values. It is the
basis of reciprocity, to offer support ifone is asked
172

See [Ravuvu 1983: p.82].
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It has already been pointed out that "distinction" in 1he social organisation has significance in making

practices in social life. Most of1he social practices are conducted through 1he organisational unit of the mataqali
or the village. There is a certain series of norms and standards in each organisation, without going beyond 1he
"social norms" or 1he "social standards". Since all acts appear as social acts on 1he stage of the mataqali or 1he
village, one might suppose that all of the participants are required to share 1he series of norms and standards.
However, it occurs in actual life that a "heterogeneous" person who does not share such norms and standards
does take part in 1he conduct. A guest from a distant village may come to a wedding ceremony. A foreign tourist
may visit a village. In a phase in social life where individuals are required to choose a practice in association with
the system of traditional values, all the participants must share the common context The "distinction" in the
social mganisation must be dissolved so as to behave properly applying 1he principles of "respect" and
"reciprocity" in front of others. If others remained "heterogeneous", one could not "respect" 1hem. If others were
in a different context, 1he principle of "reciprocity" would not work well. Actually, others share the system of
traditional values in common. Therefore, a device to dissolve the ''heterogeneous" context, derived from the
differentiae in each series of norms and standards caused by 1he "distinction" in the social mganisation, is
required. This is the sevusevu. Through the sevusevu, 1he host dissolves the guest's ''heterogeneity" so as to
allocate 1he guest a place in the local context. Once the sevusevu is completed, the guest is no longer a "guest". He
is now a member of the same social o:rganisation sharing 1he same norms and standards. One can behave
properly applying 1he principle of "respect" and "reciprocity" towards a guest in the same context. Needless to
say, the sevusevu is just a ritual device to dissolve 1he "distinction'' in the social organisation. The guest's actual

mataqali or village will never change by the sevusevu. However, the "distinction" in the social oiganisation must
be dissolved in a phase of choices of prnctices the based on 1he system of traditional values, because individuals
must "socially" behave there as 1he Fijians.
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7·2-2. Analysis of ooncrete materials by a model

a formalised model
This is a model, using several analytical concepts employed in this thesis, which represents the integrating

mechanism ofthe macro and the micro dimension in the social process.
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interpretation of an "object'' to make practices
1. an "object'' appears in a "sphere"
2 an "agent' in the "sphere" objectifies and interprets this "circumstance" with the "object''
3. the interpretation firstly depends on the agent's "knowledge"
4. the accumulation of "events" in the past provides the agent with the "knowledge" about the "object''
5. the interpretation secondly depends on the agent's "disposition" or the "individual habitus"
6. each agent has their own "disposition" and "personality''
7. the interpretation thirdly depends on norms or the "spheric purposiveness" underlying the "sphere"
8. there is a particular series of norms in each "sphere"
9. the agent interprets this "circumstance" to make "practices" according to this context
10. agents' "practices" constitute the "events"
11. the "events" re-constitute the "spheric purposiveness" in the "sphere"
12. the information of ''how the agent behaves against the object'' is also reflected in the "spheric
.
"
purpostveness
13. the reproduced "spheric purposiveness" is structured and internalised in each agent's "individual
habitus"
14. agents in the "sphere" determine their own "strategy" according to their "role" and others' "practices"
15. a certain regular form of "practices" is thus yielded by agents in the "sphere"
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analysis of some concrete examples

We shall analyse some concrete examples illustrated in this thesis by means of this model. The individual
reaction to an "object", an "idea", a "situation" and an "act" is reflected in the macro system of values. The
process is explained below.
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Example(j) : a billiard table is set- interpretation of an "object" to make "pnu:tices"

One day in Waidmcia, a bil1iani table is sa Levani, who is a primary ochool teacher in \Unidaw.J, OOikls an extfria: ~max: ooto

the main house to Sft this table. An Indian owns and manages this table. Oneneals a20¢ coin to }illy a game. After the !1fiDll!. Ire
insfrtfrl coin is stoced in a box under the table. The Indian OWilf2: comes to op:n the box to cbex::.k the~ coins oo;e a mooth

Levmri gains a half of th:se coins. This kind ofbillian:l1llble is so popular in cities oc some villages tht p:ople in WcOOracia are
already aware ofwhat billiards are. This is the first: time to Sft a billiard 1alie in Wridmcia. Famerly, some young people \Wit to
rome villages

to play '\\here th::re v.ere soch a lilliard faNe. Yet, everyooe in Wc!idrncia can

~oy

it now witboot ~

SOIIle'MJere. Billiard is one of Ire rm;ious pleasures in nmd life. &me p:ople fum OOghbouring villages often cane to }illy
bii1ianl Someiliiog ofa boom ofbil1ianihas rome to Waidmcia.

interpretation of an "object" to make practices
1. '1>i.Diards" appears in the "sphere" of Waidracia

2 Varanisese in the "sphere" objectifies and interprets 1:illi "circumstance" with ''billiards"
3. the interpretation firstly depends on Varanisese's ''knowledge"
4. the aca.nnulation of "events" in the past provides Varanisesewith the ''knowledge" about ''billiards",
because she has experiences of pJaying it before
5. the interpretation secondly depends on Varanisese's "disposition" or the "individual habitus"
6. Varanisese has her own "disposition" and "personality'', including "she wants to play as much as
posst'ble"
7. the interpretation thirdly depends on the norms or the "spheric purposiveness" underlying in the
"sphere" of Waidracia
8. there is a particu1ar series of norms in the "sphere" of Waidracia, including "pleasures such as
billiards shoukl be played according to the situation''
9. Varanisese interprets this "circumstance" to make "practices" according to 1:illi context, including "she
would not care to be openly with adult men, but woukl also let loose to an extent if nobody
reproves her"
10. the agents' "practices" constitute the "events"
11. the "events" re-constitute the "spheric purposiveness" in the "sphere" of Waidmcia
12 the infonnation of ''how Varanisese behaves against billiards" is also reflected in the "spheric
purposiveness"
13. the reproduced "spheric purposiveness" is structured and internalised in each agent's "individual
habitus"
14. agents in the "sphere" of Waidracia determine their own "strategy" according to their "role" and
others' "practices"
15. a certlin regular form of "practices" is thus yielded by agents in the "sphere" of Waidracia
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interpretation of an "object'' to make prnctices
1. "billiards" appears in the "sphere" of Waidracia
2. Dakuwaqa in the "sphere" objectifies and interprets this "circumstance" with ''billiards"
3. the interpretation firstly depends on Dakuwaqa's ''knowledge"
4. the accumulation of "events" in the past provides Dakuwaqa with the ''knowledge" about ''billiards",
because he has seen it before
5. the interpretation secondly depends on Dakuwaqa's "disposition" or the "individual habitus"
6. Dakuwaqa has his own "disposition" and "personality", including ''he does not want to play it at
all"
7. the interpretation thirdly depends on the norms or the "spheric purposiveness" underlying in the
"sphere" of Waidracia
8. there is a particular series of norms in the "sphere" of Waidracia, including "pleasures such as
billiards should be played according to the situation''
9. Dakuwaqa interprets this "circumstance" to make "prnctices" according to this context, including "it
should be obeyed that one avoids pJaying billiards if a meeting is held, if there are older people,
and is in early morning or midnight, and that Var.misese plays with aduh men together''
10. the agents' "prnctices" constitute the "events"
11. the "events" re-constitute the "spheric purposiveness" in the "sphere" of Waidracia
12 the information of ''how Dakuwaqa behaves against billiards" is also reflected in the "spheric
purposiveness"
13. the reproduced "spheric purposiveness" is structured and internalised in each agent's "individual
habitus"
14. agents in the "sphere" of Waidracia determine their own "strategy" according to their "role" and
others' "practices"
15. a certain regular form of "prnctices" is thus yielded by agents in the "sphere" of Waidracia
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interpreta.tion of an "object" to make practices
1. ''billiards" appears in the "sphere" of Waidmcia
2. Waisea in the "sphere" objectifies and interprets this "circumstance" with ''billiards"
3. the interpretation firstly depends on Waisea's ''knowledge"
4. the accumu1ation of "events" in the past provides Waisea with the ''knowledge" about ''billiards",
because he has played it before
5. the interpretation secondly depends on Waisea's "disposition" or the "individual habitus"
6. Waisea has his own "disposition" and "personality'', including "he wants to play billiards even at
midnight''
7. the interpretation thirdly depends on the norms or the "spheric purposiveness" underlying in the
"sphere" of Waidmcia
8. there is a particu1ar series of norms in the "sphere" of Waidmcia, including "pleasures such as
billiards should be played according to the situation"
9. Waisea interprets this "circumstance" to make "practices" according to this context, including ''he
firstly thought it sanctioned to play billiards even at midnight, but he later changes his mind
and tries to refrain from billiards at midnight because of the elder's notice"
10. the agents' "practices" constitute the "events"
11. the "events" re-constitute the "spheric purposiveness" in the "sphere" of Waidmcia
12 the information of ''how Waisea behaves against billiards" is also reflected in the "spheric
purposiveness"
13. the reproduced "spheric purposiveness" is structured and internalised in eadt agent's "individual
habitus"
14. agents in the "sphere" of Waidmcia determine their own "strategy'' according to their "role" and
others' "practices"
15. a certain regular form of "practices" is thus yielded by agents in the "sphere" of Waidmcia
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Example® : Mosese, selliDg fish- interpretation of an "idea" to make "practices"

fu 1he River Wrinimala flowing beside Waidracia, river fish such as TIJapa can be captured There are no COIIliilelcial fisbmnm
in Waidracia Sane occasionally fish by fishing net oc a fufung nxl. Oh:rs dive into 1he river to spear fun Fllb cm:h is

um:rlain, dep:nding oo 1he river conditioo. If one captures too II1UC'h fish foc one's household, he caonct keep tbe suqius

because nobody has a freezeJ: Therefure, capturtrl fish IIl1l't be COllSiliilfrl during 1he day of catch Ifone obtains~ he \\ill
gift his neighbomhood with it Recently, however, there are emaging JXlq>le \\00 sell &Uplus fish in~ This temency

becomes mae am mae general IlOWcldays.

To avoid repetition, we will sum up each interpretation from the next example succinctly.

interpretation of an "idea" to make practices
Mosese in the "sphere" of Waidmcia objectifies the "circumstmce" of "selling surplus fish".
He thinks that the viDagers should be reciprocal within the village. On the other hand, "selling
something within the village" could be sanctioned in Waidracia. Mosese interprets this
"circumsrnnce" to make "practices" according to this context, including "he finally decides to sen
fish to a woman living in a settlement near Waidmcia, with little interest". The "events"
re-constitute the "spheric purposiveness" with the infonnation of how Mosese has behaved in the
"sphere" of Waidracia.
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interpretation of an "idea" to make practices
Makareta in the "sphere" of Waidracia objectifies the "circumstmce" of "selling surplus fish".
She thinks that she wants to extend Mosese's business to
surplus fish in order to save
money. On the other hand, "selling something within the viDage" is sanctioned in Waidmcia.
Makareta interprets this "circumstmce" to make "practices" according to this context, including
"she thinks she should obey her husband's opinion at this moment". The "events"
re-constitute the "spheric purposiveness" with the information of how Makareta has behaved in
the "sphere" of Waidmcia.

sen

interpretation of an "idea" to make practices
A woman in the "sphere" of Waidrdcia objectifies the "circumstmce" of "selling surplus fish''.
She thinks that she wants fish even though she pays money for it. On the other hand, "selling
something within the village'' is sanctioned in Waidmcia. The woman interprets this
"circumstmce" to make "practices" according to this context, including "she is better to ask
Mosese to
fish, and to become his regular customer''. The "events" re-constitute the
"spheric purposiveness" with the information of how the woman has behaved in the "sphere" of
Waidmcia.

sen
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Example@ : the nature depending on Dakuwaqa (D2)- inreqnWICion of a "situation" to make "pradi(ES"

With ritual expenses increasing, it becomes more and more diffirult to manage occasional ritual only by the matlql]i oc the

village. In Waidrncia, it ha<; become serious how to contrive ritual expmses on increasing occasioos. HO\\e~ Dakuwaqa (D2),
\\ito has bren SlliX:eSSful as a businessman inAustmlia, bel~ to a chiefly mataqali, Naqaranikula. Wheneva' occasional ritual

takes pace, vi1lagels readily expect I>ala.I\wqa (D2) to fimd ritual \\itbout hesitation. Diversificatioo of life sln.Jctm'e bernwl

urOOn. and rural residence bas eruarged the contrrut lxmm "the Haves" and "the Have-nots''. Wlagers in w.lidnria are
acquiring the nature depending oo. DakuW<Jqa (D2) as the repesenta1ive of "the Haves". On the other hand, IAikuw!ql (D2)

often aa:.edes to the request to ~money in occasional ceremooies.

interpretation of a "situation" to make practices
Avorosa in the "sphere" of Waidr.acia objectifies the "circumstance" of "how to gain ritual
expenses''. He thinks that it will be an right if only Oripa asks Dakuw.lqa (D2) to fund it. On
the other hand, an the members in Waidr.acia should contribute to their mataqali. Avorosa
interprets this "circumstance" to make "practices" according to this context, including "we are better
to ask for Dakuwaqa's (D2) support because we have ttaditionaUy helped each other within
the mataqali". The "events" re-constitute the "spheric purposiveness" with the information of how
Avorosa has behaved in the "sphere" of Waidr.acia.

interpretation of a "situation" to make practices
Oripa in the "sphere" of Waidr.acia objectifies the "circumstance" of ''how to gain ritual
expenses". She thinks that the members should not rely on Dakuwaqa (D2) too readily. On the
other hand, an the members in Waidr.acia should contribute to their mataqali. Oripa interprets
this "circumstance" to make "practices" according to this context, including "we can ask Dakuwaqa
(D2) for his support only for large-scale rituals, but we should attempt to manage the other
rituals by ourselves to some extent". The "events" re-constitute the "spheric purposiveness" with
the infonnation of how Oripa has behaved in the "sphere" of Waidr.acia.
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interpretation of a "situation" to make practices
Dakuwaqa (D2) in the "sphere" of Waidracia objectifies the "circumstance" of "how to gain
ritual expenses". He thinks that he should accede to the villagers' request as a member in
Mataqali NaqaranilmJa On the other hand, aH the members in Waidracia should contribute to
their mataqali. Dakuwaqa (D2) interprets this "circumstance" to make "practices" according to this
con~ including ''he appropriately attempts to support the management of the occasional
ritual to some extent''. The "events" re-constitute the "spheric purposiveness" with the information
of how Dakuwaqa (D2) has behaved in the "sphere" of Waidracia.

Example@ : the tendency ofuiban dwellers to return their village- interpretation of an "act" to lllllke "practices"

Even l1lhm dwellt%5 keq> clooe ties mth their village or rnataqili. On occasioos such as Christmas, Easte2;

am impi1ant

ceremonies such as waldings or tiincrals, they return to their village. They oonnnonly contribute to their malaqali. by means of
sending money. Even people born am living in city are OOucattrl by their prrents to ocquire IXOPfl" behaviour am knowkrlge

about their registtrei village so tmt they cannot live without any cormectioo mth their village. Some are Sln:eeded to make a
higher salary in city, \Wile others give up living in city where life oosts highly to return to their villa.,ae. OtJe needs to 1x; more oc
1~ inlepmdenl: as a ''honJo.ecoo.omicus"

in urbm life. ff one C<XDpehends this and ocquires 1he seme of''market rati.ooality",

one seems to find oneselfabscrbed in urbm life.

interpretation of an "act'' to make practices
Seini in the "sphere" of city objectifies the "circumstance" of "whether one keeps on living in
the city, or returns to the village''. She thinks that she wiD. never give up living in city, where one
can obtain everything with money. On the other hand, one as a 'homo-economicus' should
independently make one's Jiving in the city. Seini interprets this "circumstance" to make
"practices" according to this con~ including "she wants to obtain a job with a higher sa1ary to
keep her urban life". The "events" re-constitute the "spheric purposiveness" with the information
of how Seini has behaved in the "sphere" of the city.
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interpretation of an "act'' to make practices
Seremaia in the "sphere" of the city objectifies the "cirrumstmce" of '\vhether one keeps on
Jiving in the city, or returns to the village''. He thinks that he prefers the rur.d of life at ease to
the urban life with the higher costs. On the other hand, one as a 'homo-economicus' should
independently make one's Jiving in the city. Seremaia interprets this "cirrumstmce" to make
"practices" according to this context, including ''he keeps on with his rur.d life permanently
without obtaining any jobs in the city". The "events" re-constitute the "spheric purposiveness"
with the infOrmation of how Seremaia has behaved in the "sphere" of the city.

interpretation of an "act'' to make practices
Domole in the "sphere" of the city objectifies the "cirrumstmce" of '\vhether one keeps on
Jiving in the city, or returns to the village''. He thinks that he will not give up wotking in the city,
where he can earn more money than by selling in the village. On the other hand, one as a
'homo-economicus' should independently make one's living in the city. Domole interprets
this "cira.nnstmce" to make "practices" according to this context, including ''he keeps to being a
''reliever'', while he sells groceries in Nadoi''. The "events" re-constitute the "spheric
purposiveness" with the infonnation of how Domole has behaved in the "sphere" of the city.
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7·2·3. Persistenoo and innovation of tradition
social change

In the :fuce of an "object", an "idea", a "situation" or an "act" in a particular context, individuals as "agents"
choose their "practices". As analysed in the previous section, there are differentiae in the way they "objectify''
circumstances and undertake practices. These differentiae will be included in the spheric convetgence of the
habituses, which is newly reproduced through the process ofarticulation Ire-distinction among the differentiae in
the sphere. Where agreement is reached, we can speak of a renegotiated "spheric pUI]XJSiveness" expressed as
norms and standards that will regulate the individuals again. The social process is compounded by the constant
repetition ofthis process. And we can grasp "social change" in the entire process.
In Waidracia, a person appeared who intended to earn some money by providing a billiard table, while
others attempted to sell fish that used to be gifted This "idea" resulted in the spread of the sense of "mruket
rationality" in Waidracia. In the questionnaire conducted in Waidracia, I included a question that asked "If
electricity comes in the future, what will be the best thing for you?" One villager answered, "I will buy a freezer
so as to sell ice blocks." Selling within Waidracia at present includes no more than yaqona, cigarettes and some
groceries. If electricity comes, however, other things may become commodities. The spread of monetary
exchange with commodities may weaken the communal bond. Individuals are related to each other directly

through the medium of things in the community. The more that monetary exchange for commodities is spread,
the more indirect the relationships among individuals will become. The "nrral purposiveness" will also be

transformed It will come to connote more individualistic values and a sense of"nmket rationality". Such "social
change" is gradually generated through the interrelationship between individuals and the negotiation of
consensus.
We can see interesting differentiae in the viewpoints on education In Waidracia, on the one hand, there is
little concern about education, except among a few people. These have certain knowledge that people with a
higher educational background may obtain a better job. In fuct, however, the practical desire and attempts to take
higher education are not necessarily growing. Financial constraints are one :fuctor. Standards of living in rural
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areas are generally low. It needs considerable amounts of money to live in the city to study for higher education.
Most student grants are held by urban students. Whereas some provincial grants are available for residents in the
provinces with priority, however, rural people seem little interested in them so fur. When the author participated in
a tildna (district) meeting in Naluwai, a provincial official announced such a student grant in order to persuade
children to apply. But the villagers present looked little interested. Waisea and Oripa said to the author in
deploring tones, «Parents should have made good use of such grants more and more. Why are they so little
concerned?" Actually, not a few students in Waidracia have given up going to school because of their fuilure in
exams. The practical sense that one may as well enjoy a tmnquillife as go industriously to school seems to be
greatly internalised in them.

In the city, on the other hand, residents seem to be more concerned about education. Generally speaking,
parents who have taken higher education tend to expect their children to do the same. In the questionnaire for
urban residents, the author asked, "Why do you want to keep on living in the city?" Most respondents replied,
''Because the educational environment is much better than in the villages." Some answered, ''I will raise my
children in the city. It would be better for them rather than growing up in the traditional community in the
village." Such kinds of practical sense and practice constitute the "urban convergence ofhabituses".
Some urban dwellers continue to live in the city, while others return to their villages. One of the primaty
considerations seems to lie in whether one can secure a steadfust livelihood in the city. In the city, as an
independent "homo-economicus", one has to earn one's living. Most people coming from villages have fuiled to
secure permanent employment so they will return to their villages. However, some have succeeded in
establishing themselves in the city. They might therefore to some extent successfully acquire a sense ofcapitalism
and "market rationality". So fur, they no longer require land as productive capital in their village. The physical
conditions for the existence of human beings are now satisfied by their individual efforts. Yet, they cannot
dissolve their bond with their mataqali or village, as long as they are Fijians.
Some return to the village because of the fuilure of urban life, while others positively go back to the village
to seek a tranquil and easy rural life. The land that mentally supports the Fijians is still located in the villages. In
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this sense, rural life still remains attractive. As long as the existing institution of land tenure is alive, such kinds of
practical sense must be also alive in the Fijians. As long as they anticipate a need for access to land in the future,
they must continue to participate in the rural sphere.
The author asked in the questionnaire, ''Which do you like, life in the city or life in the village?" The
answers are shown below. Almost half of the respondents from Nasilai and all the respondents in the Elixir
Apartment are wage labourers in Suva. Apart from the respondents in the Elixir Apartment, however, almost all
respondents seem to like life in the village. Thus we see that the Fijians still tend to intemalise the practical sense
of seeking a secure life in the village.

rable 7-1: Which do you like, "life in city" or "life in village"?

answer

Waidracia

Total

num

ratio

num

Nasilai

ratio

num

OISCA

Nadoi

ratio num

ratio

num

"life in city"

11

16.9'1/o

2

8.7%

2

18.2%

0

2

8.0%

"life in village"

54

83.1%

21

91.3%

9

81.8%

1 100.0% 23

92.00/o

N/A

3

2

total

68

respondent ( total- N/A )

65 100.0% 23 100.00/o

-

25

-

0.0%

ratio

0

0

11

1

11 100.0%

1 100.00/o 25 100.00/o

-

Elixir

num

ratio

5 100.0%
0

1

0

26

5

0.00/o

5 100.0%

In addition, when asked what they thought about whether kerekere, which can be classed as a "rural

purposiveness", still exists among urban people, they responded as follows. The evaluation seems striking.
Surprisingly, approximate 50% of all respondents answered ''No" whereas 100% of wage labourers at the Elixir
answered, ''Yes". Such striking "distinction" in the agents' practical sense, with articulation or re-distinction, is
reflected in the spheric convergence ofthe habituses.
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Table 7-2: Do you think urban people still have the custom ofkerekere?

answer

Total

nwn

Waidracia

nwn

ratio

Nasilai

ratio

nwn

ratio

Nadoi

nwn

OJSCA

nwn

ratio

ratio

Elixir

nwn ratio

yes

33

50.8%

12

50.00/o

3

27.3%

0

0.0%

13

54.2%

5 100.00/o

no

32

49.2%

12

50.00/o

8

72.7%

1 100.00/o

11

45.8%

0

N/A

3

total

68

respondent ( total - N/A )

65 100.00/o

1

-

25

-

24 100.00/o

0

0

2

0

11

1

- 26

5

11 100.00/o

1 100.00/o

24 100.00/o

0.00/o

5 100.00/o

We have shown that there is no invariable "structure" that is consistent throughout the social process. Hence,
it would not be fiuitful to discuss how or to what extent "social change" deviates from a consistent "structure".
Certainly, there exists continuity in social process. But the continuity is not defined by any given conditions. It is
derived from the results ofthe process. Through the flow oftime, the fruit from the past is necessarily inherited in

a certain fonn. We can therefore see continuity. In this thesis, therefore, we take the position that we cannot bring
the concept of a "structure" consistent through histmy into the analysis of"social change".
inherited tradition

Social process connotes both "innovation" and the "persistency" of tradition. The former means "social
change", while the latter is concerned with "inherited tradition". These are, so to speak, two sides of the same
coin.
As is seen in the previous section, "social change" emerges when the differentiae in agents' practical sense

and practices converge in the macro dimension.

On the other hand, the inherited fruit fiom the past provides certain continuity. Individuals know a system of
inherited values through events accumulated from the past. The inherited values are "sifted" each time through
the agents' practical sense. Some values might disappear, while others would remain. Some values might be
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articulated with another value, while other values would be given a new meaning. As Toren postulates that values
immanent in the individual's mind are rei:fied through physical activities, so such values are realised in the macro

dimension again through the prnctices as physical internction. The continuity, appearing in the accumulation of
the agents' practices, forms the "persistency'' of tradition. The system of values concerning the existence of
human beings is the system oftraditional values in Fij~ which has certain continuity. As long as the physical and
mental conditions of the existence of the Fijians remain the same, the system of traditional values will also be
continuous and form the "persistency" oftradition.
The mental definition ofthe Fijians is still determined by the system of meanings derived from the land and
traditional social o~ons. In the phase ofthe reproduction of mental life, their "purposiveness" in action is
still derived from the system oftraditional values.

One of the main reasons why lots of urban residents have fuiled in the city, and returned to the villages, lies
in their fuilure to sufficiently acquire the capitalistic sense of "market rationality", as opposed to the system of

traditional values. Without such a sense, they could not obtain a job or keep on working as required by their
employer. However, there is another reason. Fijians can be certain of securing the reproduction of physical life
only ifthey return to their village. Ifone fuiled and became ''penniless" in the city, one would still be guaranteed
one's livelihood in the village.
To sum up, the system oftraditional values provides the "persistency" oftradition in Fiji. Whoever he or she
is, the system oftraditional values is, more or less, structured in the Fijian individual habitus. Through the process
ofarticulation I re-distinction among various kinds of objects, ideas, situations, acts and practices, "social change"
is seen as the "innovation" of tradition, while "persistency'' appears in the inherited system oftraditional values.
As long as the existing institution ofland tenure in Fiji remains, the system of traditional values, providing the

physical and mental conditions for the existence ofthe Fijians, determines their peculiar identity.
conclusion

The unique features ofthe Fijian activities given by the criterion of"wban I rural" are now clarified This is
because the "distinction" provided by this criterion has a critical significance for the Fijians, which is not
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separable from the inherited tradition regarding land. Therefore, "social change" in Fiji cannot be understood
without taking into account the unique institution of land tenure.
Recently, political conflict has become serious in Fiji. During the era when Britain dominated, there was no
anxiety about the maintenance of the unique institution of land tenure. Since independence, however, ethnic

conflict between Fijians and Indians has created political problems. While the Fijians attempt to keep the land
tenure system as it is, the Indians try to abolish racial discrimination in land tenure. Three coups caused by this
basic problem were inconclusive, and brought no fundamental settlement. In the next chapter, we will examine
other matters with reference to problems underlying conternporazy Fiji.
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Ch.8 Conclusion
j 8-1. COnclusion

8-1-1. Characteristics of social change
distinction between generations

Our subject in this thesis is to clarifY the mechanisms of change and persistence in social process
theoretically. We have analysed it by means of the mathematical method of differentiation and integration in
social process. Therefore, less consideration has been given in this thesis to the matters of how the concrete state
of social change in Fiji will go on in the future. In this chapter, we will look at some examples that can provide us
with the concrete direction of social change in Fiji.
Solrun Williksen Bakker illustrates how difficuh the fulfilment of trnditional rituals has become in utban
areas. As mentioned in 1he previous chapter, the typical "urban purposiveness" embodies many individualistic
values. Yet, there is a certain view that the trnditional rituals should not be readily abolished even though
modernisation and urbanisation are accelerating. Taking account of current conditions, how can the trnditional

rituals in the city be objectified? How are they carried out? Bakker suggests that there is a difference between
generations. He points out that the young people's view on marriage is different from that ofthe older people.

At one time, the betrothal (duguai) may have been dramatic enough: ... 'Ibday, this has come to be
regarded by young people as rather an "old fashioned" procedure.
[Bakker 1986: p.204]

There are two kinds of procedure in marriage, the "proper marriage" with betrothal and the "run-away
marriage". In :fuct, the latter is increasing in Fiji. Ifthis continues to happen, it will cause a disordered condition in
social relations. The ritual of bulubulu must be accomplished so as to rectify this condition and to re-<>rder the
social context. There is no need to do this ritual if the marriage is fulfilled in accordance with the proper
procedure. However, it is still not permitted even in urban areas for the disordered condition caused by the
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"run-away marriage" to remain.

Full awareness by the girfs parents often only comes after one or more of the man's relatives visit them,
present a tabua, and explain things. . . . Full acknowledgement and forgiveness can only come with the
bulubulu.

[Bakker 1986: pp.202-203]

Fulfilment ofthe ritual of bulubulu has become more and more difficult especially in the city. Several kinds
of ritual goods and the proper procedure are required ifthe bulubulu is to be perfectly accomplished. But the cost
is high. In the city, there is less of the reciprocal support provided by the traditional social institutions such as the

mataqali. In a village, most ofthe older people own several tabua. Even if one in need has no tabua, he is able to
obtain it by kerekere. In the city, however, a man has to purchase such ritual goods at a high price if he intends to
cany out the bulubulu. Hence, most of the older people in urban areas who are in a position to manage such

rituals seem to prefer the "proper marriage" to the "run-away marriage" with its higher cost.

. . . it would appear that in the urban areas where traditional items such as tabua are more difficult and
expensive to come by than in the villages, the duguci [betrothal] (which requires fewer whales teeth and
participants than does the bulubulz/) would be the most sensible arrangement.
[Bakker 1986: p.201]

The young people prefer acting with more individualistic values. They are fond of the "freestyle" marriage
in the form of the "run-away marriage" unconstrained by the "old-:fushioned" values. Even though the ''mban

purposiveness" contains more and more individualistic values, it has not reformed the contents of the system of
traditional values. Confronted with the circumstances of a "run-away marriage", parents would still think that
they couldn't manage without ful:filling the bulubulu, which is an objectified and reinterpreted ritual in order to
settle this unconventional condition in light ofthe system oftraditional values.
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Older relatives on the groom's side will often utter words of regret that such a thing [an elopement] has
happened. In one case, a father confided to me that they did not know how they would be able to arrange
for a hulubulu, but hoped it would be within six months or a year. A duguci would have been far easier, he
said ... Why then an elopement? ... they eloped because they were 'so young' and wanted to demonstrate
that they could decide things for themselves. . . . By elopement the couple assert their individuality and
independence in a communalistic social system.
[Bakker 1986: p.203]

Here can be seen the difference in the objectification of circumstances between generations. The young
people intend to grasp the marriage with more individualistic values, but parents, while admitting the
individualistic values to an extent, still think that such activities should not go beyond what the system of
traditional values regulates. Actually, the form of the "run-away marriage" was itself originally a deviation from
the traditional norm. Then, they objectified the deviated form of the "run-away marriage" so that they could
reinterpret it within the system of traditional values by establishing the ritual of bulubulu. The deviated form of
the "run-away marriage" is now articulated to the system of traditional values. It can be said that the young
people's desire to behave according to individualistic values is not sanctioned at this moment.

The father just mentioned recognised the desire of young people today to assert themselves by their own
decision -making and activity. To take this further, however, we could say that elopement and the activities
of atonement represent an expression of individualism within the framework of communal norms and
social institutions.
[Bakker 1986: p.203]

This example provides quite an interesting implication when considering

"social change" in the

modernised city. Individuals internalise limitless sorts of "distinction" with its "spheric purposiveness". The
criterion of''urban I rural" set in this thesis to analyse the social process in Fiji gives one dimension to the sphere.
However, there are further dimensions to the sphere within the "urban purposiveness". Combined with several
criteria such as "urban I rural" and "young I elder", for example, there would be given three dimensions. Taking

account ofthis example, the practical sense ofthe young and the older people is slightly different from each other
even among the urban residents sharing the "urban purposiveness". In fuct, this slightly different practical sense
actually yields different kinds of practices. The young people, paying less attention to the accomplishment of
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bulubulu, are likely to behave with individualistic values, while the older people do not sanction their activity.
Parents who feel obliged to fulfil bulubulu will attempt to accomplish it, even though they have difficulty in

doing so. Despite suffering and sighing, they do not think to omit bulubulu at this moment
The young people's outlook is not sanctioned by the process of re-distinction from the older people's
outlook in the urban sphere. Yet, it is probable that the contents ofthe '\nOOn purposiveness" will transform in the
future. The shortage of circulating tabua in the city might change the form of executing bulubulu, or might cause
. a new form of ritual without any ritual goods to replace bulubulu. The social value of atonement might be
reduced to eliminate the meaning of atonement rituals. However, it is pointless for us to predict here the tendency
of social change in the future. Social values will be sifted or inherited through the interaction between the
"individual habitus" and the "spheric purposiveness". It is sufficient for us to suggest considering the subject of
"social change" in association with the two :fuces of''innovation" and "persistency" in trndition The transformed
practical sense of urban residents according to material or non-material environments may well cause a new
lifustyle to spread to the rural areas. But we cannot genernlise such tendencies here. We are only in a position to
grasp the current state of Fiji in order to analyse theoretically.

distinction between ethnic groups

Apart from the '\rrban I rural" dimension, the criterion of ''the Fijians I the Indians" provides us with
political :matters. British governmental policy made it possible for the two ethnic groups to live apart and seldom
contact one another for more than a century. Although modernisation has increased the opportunities for contact,
especially in the city, their life structures still contrast Obviously, their habitus is therefore also different.
The Indians, who have developed several kinds of industry in Fij~ do not have the right to own land under
the existing law. Even ifthe Indians work harder, they are not entitled to own their land Their dissat:isfuction has
caused three coups. The coups gave an opportunity for both ethnic groups to recognise the "distinction" all over
again. It is to be supposed that there is less probability at this stage that they will articulate their habituses to one
another. It would require a political approach to take discussion about this matter further. But that is not the
subject ofthis thesis.
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8·1-2. Evaluation of this thesis in the oontext of anthropological theories

It is significant when analysing social change to grasp the social process from the past until the present.
Particular analysis ofthe concrete matters is also required.
This thesis has provided its original argument concerning "social change" with reference to several concepts

derived from previous anthropological theories. Its framewmk is constructed in light of the current state ofFij~
taking account ofthe historical background.
There are "generalised theories" and "specialised theories". They must be complementary. Hence, the final
goal of this thesis is to construct a generalised theocy to understand the mechanisms of social process and social
change. On the other hand, analysis of particular fucts is essential in anthropology. To clarify the peculiarity of a
region or society is one of the problems fuced by anthropology, which distinguishes it from the other social
sciences. It has remained one of the propositions in social science to establish a general theocy to explain social
fucts. Each society, despite its peculiarity, must embody general processes characteristic of human society.
Therefore, it must be possible to establish a general theo:ty. As long as anthropology deals with society, it must
rely on induction. This thesis has attempted to discuss social process and social change as a generalised theocy, by
means of such abstract concepts as habitus, the agent, the sphere, and so forth.
Anthropology is also required to analyse the concrete materials. This requires the construction of a
specialised theocy consistent with the more general one. There are many methodological approaches to the
understanding of concrete affairs. In this thesis, the significance in the particular field of Fiji has been described
within a framework of the "distinction" between "urlxm" and "rural". This criterion is an original standpoint in
this thesis, which gives concreteness to the abstract concepts, and with which the analysis of the concrete fucts in

Fiji is also given theoretical consistency.
The goal of social science is to establish a generalised theocy of society by a certain approach. In the case of
anthropology, we have to accumulate particular case studies and analyse them so that we might be able to suggest
general concepts of society at a higher level. Although this thesis intends to analyse the particular mechanisms of
social process and social change in the specialised field ofFij~ it also hopes to clarify the generalised mechanism
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of social process and social change. The method in this thesis could not be directly applied to the analysis of other
fields. This is a specialised theory derived from the materials gathered in Fiji. However, we might be able to
obtain insights at a higher level by comparing Fiji with other cases that have been analysed from a similar
theoretical position.
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